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ABSTRACT
Integrating environmental protection into ASEAN trading system is pivotal for ensuring
long-term economic development and environmental sustainability. Due to its resource-based
economy, ASEAN's economic performance highly depends on the sustainable condition of the
environment. The ASEAN approach prioritizing economic growth without environmental
consideration leads to environmental degradation and economic loss. Many transboundary
environmental problems in ASEAN result from unsustainable production methods aiming to
maximize advantages in trade competition. There are growing international efforts in
addressing production and process methods as a part of the sustainable development goal.
Major trading partners of ASEAN increasingly employ unilateral environmental trade measures
and environmental provisions in trade agreements to induce sustainable production in exporting
countries. Despite its trade-restrictive characteristic and extraterritorial effects, the
environmental trade measure can be justified on the environmental ground according to the
WTO/GATT rules. Although ASEAN should integrate environmental protection for its own
interest, the actual implementation depends on member states as ASEAN is a state-centric
regional organization. The political regimes of member states prioritize economic growth over
environmental protection, suppress civil participation, disregard human rights to the healthy
environment, and insist on a strict application of the ASEAN Way, refusing any intervention in
all internal affairs. The lack of democratic norms and human rights assimilation intensify the
rule of non-intervention. As a result, ASEAN environmental governance remains weak without
effective engagement. Therefore, to integrate environmental protection in trade, ASEAN needs
to unlock the ASEAN Way impasse and become more people-centered by having ASEAN
representatives democratically elected, enhancing participation from non-state actors,
particularly environmental groups, and strengthening a linkage between environmental
protection and economic development.
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INTRODUCTION
Environmental protection and economic development through trade are interdependent.
Ensuring environmental sustainability in economic activities, particularly massive production
for trade, is crucial. Nevertheless, the cooperation on such matters seems deficient in national,
regional, and global contexts. While it is logical to see that environmental sustainability will
yield long-term economic benefit, the actual practice is challenging due to the conflicting
relationship between global trade competition and environmental cooperation.
This dissertation begins with the basic proposition that that the ultimate impediment of
environmental cooperation is the competitive global trading system. The underlying incentive
for a sovereign state to act for its own interest rather than for global environment is the
economic incentives driven by global market system. This dissertation explores how this
incentive has played out in Southeast Asia.
The economic relationship between sovereign states is founded on a competitive market
basis. The global economic system functions on trade liberalization and the market theory of
Comparative Advantage.1 International trade competition compels each state to compete in the
market by producing what it produces best according to its comparative advantages (e.g.,
natural resources, labor cost, or technology) and trade with others for optimal outcome. Each
state has to exploit its resources to obtain the best competitive advantage in trade for its interests
because every state is divided in terms of independence, economy, and sovereignty. The
division of the world into sovereign states drives each state to act in its own best interest.2
Southeast Asia is no exception. In this region, the theory of comparative advantage drives
patterns of production and consumption—intensify resources extraction, economic growth, and
pollution.

1

NICK HANLEY ET AL., ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 421 (2nd ed. 2007)
Susana Borras, New Transitions From Human Rights to The Environment to The Rights of Nature, 5 TEL 113,
127 (2016).
2

1

The system leaves a state no other choice but to utilize the assets, particularly natural
resources, within its territory to maximize national growth. It eventually leads to environmental
degradation because the market fails to take into account the ecological services and costs of
nature—the environment is a supplier of global life support, resources, and sink of waste
products.3 For instance, such as in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand, trade can cause a shift in
agricultural production. Instead of producing a wide variety of crops for domestic food
consumption, the states start producing cash crops—crops that the state has comparative
advantages in producing more efficiently at low cost to profit in exportation in the large
international market. Small farmers abandon their traditional bio-diverse cultivation techniques
in favor of chemical fertilizers, uniform seeds, and synthetic pesticides leading to soil and water
contamination and a decrease in the genetic diversity of crops.4 The large-scale production of
cash crops such as palm oil leads to habitat destruction and threats to biological diversity.5 In a
state abundant in fossil fuels, such as Brunei, its whole economy may depend on resource
exploitation and exportation.
When the market failure leads to global environmental degradation, individual states
must choose between environmental protection and economic growth. According to traditional
economic thinking, each state must risk economic loss for global cooperation by changing its
production and process methods or limiting the exploitation of its natural resources. To
illustrate, for effective climate change mitigation, Brunei loaded with fossil fuels shall not use
such abundant resources and instead invest in renewable energy, or Indonesia covered with
pristine primary forests serving as global carbon sink shall not engage in logging activities or
agricultural production to the extent that it significantly diminishes the richness of the forests.

3

HANLEY ET AL., supra note 1, at 3-9.
HERNÁNDEZ-TRUYOL ET AL., JUST TRADE: A NEW COVENANT LINKING TRADE AND HUMAN Rights 89 (2009).
5
HANLEY ET AL., supra note 1, at 42.
4

2

It is the dilemma between environmental protection and economic growth—global concern and
national interest.
The environment does not have borders—the world is one single ecosystem, one unit.6
As pollution does not respect national boundaries and sovereignty, the global community must
work together and cooperate to address the problem of the global commons. Some
environmental issues are security issues. Timoshenko addressed it as “Ecological Security”7—
it is the issue of human survival requiring collective responsibility and obligations.8 The
environmental system is founded on cooperation and interdependence. The equilibrium of the
environment depends on cooperation from all relevant players.
Whereas states compete in the market, they need to cooperate for the environment. How
can these contradicting functions will ever work? Due to this paradoxical commitment, regional
and global environmental cooperation has always been moderate at best and not adequate for
addressing the current environmental crisis. This dissertation evaluates regional cooperation in
Southeast Asia, in particular the evolution of the Association of Southeast Asia Nations
(ASEAN).
In international environmental cooperation, the stability of the agreement depends on
three factors: profitability, participants, and compliance.9 Each party has to profit in joining the
agreement rather than staying out, and no party has incentives to become a non-signatory or
violate the agreement.10 Even if all aspects are met, there is still an incentive for free riding

6

As Ottavio Quirico observed in the case of climate change: “The world is made up of an interrelated web of
ecosystem, including the atmosphere, and thus constitutes a global common—that is, a resource which is difficult
or impossible to exclude others from enjoying, but that is degraded by common use.” Ottavio Quirico,
Disentangling Climate Change Governance: A Legal Perspectives, 21 RECIEL 92, 93 (2012).
7
Alexandre S. Timoshenko, Ecological Security: The international Aspect, 7 PACE ENVTL. L. REV.151, 152156(1989) ; and Alexander S. Timoshenko, Ecological Security : Response To Global Challenge, in
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE AND INTERNATIONAL LAW : NEW CHALLENGE AND DIMENSIONS 413, 413-456 (Edith Brown
ed.,1992).
8
RODA MUSHKAT, INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW AND ASIAN VALUES 25 (2004).
9
Scott Barett, On the Theory and Diplomacy of Environmental Treaty-Making, 11 ERE 317, 317-333 (1998) in
Michael Finus, Possibilities for Cooperation in International Pollution Control, in THE ECONOMICS OF GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 157, 163 (Mario Cogoy & Karl W Steininger eds., 2007).
10
Id.

3

because of the non-exclusive nature of the environment—everybody can enjoy the benefit
without performing its obligations since there is no mechanism to force the cooperation.11 For
the use of coercive measures, the threat has to be credible; otherwise, too much force will lead
to opting out unless the cost of opting out is too high.12 Environmental cooperation does operate
where there are minimal stakes but it is harder to achieve when the economic sacrifice is more
significant.13 Since trade competition and economic interest always supersede environmental
protection and cooperation, linking trade and environment as an interconnected regime to
induce cooperation could be a solution.14
An evaluation of ASEAN illustrates these phenomena. The world trading system based
on comparative advantage leaves ASEAN with a dilemma: economy or environment—to
exploit natural resources for trade competition and economic development or to protect the
environment. Within this limit, the dissertation aims to explore the issue of environmental
integration in the ASEAN trading system. The objective is to unfold the reasons for, the barriers
to, and the possibilities of environmental integration in the ASEAN trading system.
Chapter I discusses ASEAN’s history, focusing on how ASEAN was constructed, how
historical and economic forces shaped its objectives, and how regional environmental
governance was developed. The chapter does not intend to discuss ASEAN regionalism indepth. However, it aims to lay down essential traits of ASEAN—normative and structural
challenges—significant obstructions to the environmental integration. In particular, it discusses
how adherence to ASEAN Way, a non-interventionist principle for regional governance, results
in a loose function of ASEAN and how ASEAN struggles in assimilating liberal norms—
democracy and human rights protection. It unfolds that ASEAN accepts human rights norms

11
Michael Finus, Possibilities for Cooperation in International Pollution Control, in THE ECONOMICS OF GLOBAL
ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 157, 185 (Mario Cogoy & Karl W Steininger eds., 2007).
12
Id.
13
Scott Barrett, Self-Enforcing International Environmental Agreements, 46 OXF. ECON. PAP. 878, 891-892
(1994).
14
Henk Folmer et.al., Interconnected Games And International Environmental Problems, 3 ERE 313, 328 (1993).
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only to the extent it coincides with the so-called Asian values but does not embrace human
rights within the liberal constructs or universal substances. The chapter argues that the tension
towards liberal values creates leeway for human rights violations in ASEAN member states,
affecting the integration of environmental norms.
Chapter II engages with ASEAN economic-environmental perspectives. The Chapter
identifies a number of economic expectations that motivate policy-making in ASEAN
countries. It argues that ASEAN economic approach and its expectation from economic growth
do not correspond with reality. In reality, the existing economic approach leads to
environmental degradation, wealth concentration, and regulatory chill effect. This chapter
serves as a preface to the discussion on actual environmental problems caused by the existing
economic approach.
Chapter III illustrates trade-related environmental problems occurring from
unsustainable production and process methods. It discusses three environmental cases: regional
haze pollution caused by palm oil production, climate change caused by energy production, and
marine pollution caused by plastic production. These problems are selected because they are
trade-related and transboundary; thus, they become regional and global crises. The chapter
argues that sustainable economic development through trade requires sustainable production
and process methods of goods. Environmental externalities causing regional and global
environmental degradation commonly arise from the production and process of goods.
International trade accentuates this problem—increasing the market size means a higher volume
of production. The more goods are produced for the exporting markets; the more externalities
are borne by the environment of the exporting country. The discussion reveals that economic
incentive is the underlying cause of the environmental problems and the regional legal
framework to address the problems is inefficient.

5

Chapter IV unfolds how trade-environmental relationships with major dialogue partners
can influence environmental integration in ASEAN. It explores ASEAN’s economic
relationship with three major trading partners: the European Union, the United States, and
China. Each dialogue partner embraces different degrees of environmental sustainability in
trade and economic development. It reveals that the US and the EU employ unilateral
environmental trade measures and environmental provisions in trade agreements to influence
environmental protection in exporting countries. It affects production and process methods in
ASEAN member states. The extent to which environmental trade measures or environmental
provisions will be used depends on two factors: the internal politics and the geopolitical
interests of dialogue partners. The chapter argues that extensive market access can significantly
induce environmental compliance and sustainable production patterns in ASEAN exporting
countries.
Chapter V evaluates the legality of environmental trade measures employed by
importing countries under the World Trade Organization (WTO) rules. In particular, Chapter
V assesses the rules to combat illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing (IUU), the phasing
out of palm oil under the EU’s Renewable Energy Directive (RED), and the ban on microplastic
and single-use plastic products. The discussion centers around the potential conflicts of current
environmental trade measures and trade rules. Due to their extraterritorial effect and traderestrictive features, the environmental trade measures can violate the WTO rules. However, the
analysis shows that such violation can be justified on environmental grounds if the measures
are well-designed and applied in a non-arbitrary manner.
The final Chapter begins by recalling reasons why ASEAN should integrate
environmental norms into its trading system. These internal and external forces have been
discussed in chapter II-V. It recalls three significant barriers for integration discussed in chapter
I—the non-democratic political regimes in member states, the human rights violation, and the

6

strict application of the ASEAN Way. The discussion explores how the lack of liberal values
assimilation in member states strengthens the non-intervention rule; thus, it blocks meaningful
engagement and environmental integration. The chapter proposes structural reforms to enhance
participation from non-state actors and consolidate the trade-environment linkage ensuring the
compatibility between environmental protection and economic development.
ASEAN regionalism may not have a solid integration due to its limitations. By breaking
these limitations, ASEAN can strengthen its regional environmental governance and ensure the
equilibrium between environmental protection and economic development, state sovereignty
and enhanced integration, and liberal norms and Asian values. The aim is to strike the right
balance and end the use of economic priority, state sovereignty, and Asian values as excuses
for environmental destruction and human rights abuses. Little by little, ASEAN can embrace a
proactive approach, becoming a global player in environmental governance.

7

CHAPTER I
ASEAN WITHIN THE GLOBAL WORLD

INTRODUCTION
Integrating environmental protection into economic development through a trading
system is the key to achieve a long-term economic benefit while preserving a sustainable
environmental condition. It should be done at national, regional, and international levels. The
goal of this dissertation is to discuss why and how to achieve such integration at the regional
level—in the Southeast Asia region via the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN).15
Why ASEAN matters? ASEAN is the existing regional platform that should and
potentially can influence its member states' political and development goals by pushing forward
the environmental integration in the region. The Southeast Asia region makes a clear illustration
of the crossroads between economic development and environmental protection. Despite being
prone to environmental degradation and natural disasters, the region is abundant in natural
resources that fuel its rapid economic growth, mainly through exportation and trade. The
region's driving force is the economic interest without environmental consideration, which
causes environmental degradation and long-term economic loss. Integrating environmental
protection into the trading system should be one of the priorities of ASEAN regionalism;
however, it is a challenging task since environmental protection in trade has never been one of
ASEAN's primary objectives.
Before discussing the environmental-trade problems and environmental integration in
ASEAN, it is essential to examine the historical background of its foundation, the formation of
its structure, and its challenges. This chapter does not cover all ASEAN matters or an analysis

15

It consists of ten member states—Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Singapore, Malaysia, Cambodia, Laos,
Myanmar, Vietnam and Brunei. ASEAN Member States, ASEAN, https://asean.org/asean/asean-member-states/
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of ASEAN regionalism per se, but it sets out specific traits of ASEAN and its member states
relating to environmental-trade problems and policy in the region, which will be further
discussed in the following chapters.
The first part of this chapter addresses the formation of ASEAN regionalism, the
ASEAN Charter and Communities, and the introduction to its environmental governance. It
shows how ASEAN was constructed, how its legal backbone was laid out, and how
environmental governance was developed. The second part discusses the challenges ASEAN is
facing. These challenges include the weaknesses in its institutional structure, legal tools, and
normative pursuits, and the diversity of its member states in terms of political and economic
regimes. These challenges are predicaments for the progress of ASEAN regionalism and the
integration of environmental protection in trade of ASEAN. Particularly, the dissertation will
later unfold how the struggles in democracy, human rights, and rapid economic development
in ASEAN shape its regression in regionalism and impact environmental protection in the
region.

1.

THE FORMATION OF ASEAN
The regional cooperation in Southeast Asia was formed with political-security

incentives to ensure stability and peace in the region. The discussion lays down a historical
background of ASEAN and its institutional instruments. External forces, colonization, and
intervention by western powers affect the formation and function of ASEAN regionalism and
shape ASEAN’s underpinning rule of non-intervention. Later, ASEAN created the ASEAN
Charter and ASEAN Communities with the hope of having deeper regional integration and
becoming a rule-based regime. The ASEAN Communities function in three specific pillars:
Political-Security Community, Economic Community, and Socio-Cultural Community. This
part also introduces the development of ASEAN environmental governance through four
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phases: the economy of natural resources, the environmental norms development, the
institutionalization of environmental norms, and the integration of environmental norms into
economic development.

1.1

The beginning of regional cooperation: The hope of ASEAN

The regional cooperation in Southeast Asia can be traced back to the 1960s amid the
post-decolonization period, nationalism,16 regional territorial disputes, and ideological wars
among neighboring nations in the region during the Cold War period. These are historical forces
that shaped regionalism in Southeast Asia.17 As C. M. Turnbull noted,
The two most important factors affecting regionalism and international
relations in the immediate postwar years were the decolonization
process itself, and the problems of creating national identity within the
(often artificial) former colonial boundaries.18
During the colonization period, every member state except Thailand was occupied by
European19 and American imperialists.20 The colonial powers exploited the natural resources
of their colonies and modified territorial borderlines, administrative and legal systems, and
cultural norms. These interventions arguably led to intra-regional territorial disputes and
domestic instability of the administrative and legal systems of the colonized nations. Towards
the end of decolonization and the end of WWII in 1945, the interferences from extra-regional
powers in the region were far from over. During 1946–1989, Southeast Asia became an

16

Acharya refers to nationalism as the search for self-reliance and autonomy using regional cooperation to oppose
the return of western colonization or interference. AMITAV ACHARYA, THE MAKING OF SOUTHEAST ASIA :
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OF THE REGION 108 (2012).
17
Id. at 105 and 141.
18
Constance Mary Turnbull, Regionalism and Nationalism, in 2 THE CAMBRIDGE HISTORY OF SOUTHEAST ASIA : THE
NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES 589 (Nicholas Tarling ed., 1992).
19
Indonesia was occupied by Netherlands from 1602 to 1949. Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam were occupied by
France from 1863, 1893, and 1883 to 1953, 1953 and 1954 respectively. Myanmar, Malaysia, Singapore, and
Brunei were occupied by Great Britain from 1824, 1885, 1819, and 1888 to 1948, 1957, 1963, and 1984
respectively. ASHOK K. DUTT, SOUTHEAST ASIA: A TEN NATION REGION 3 (Ashok K. Dutt ed., 1996).
20
By defeating Spain in Spanish-American War, United States took up the colonial ownership of Spain over
Philippines. Philippines was occupied by Spain during 1565-1898 and by the United States during 1989-1946. Id.
at 2
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important strategic Cold War zone. The former colonies became proxies for major power
rivalries—between the communism movement, supported by China and the Soviet Union, and
the capitalist movement, supported by the United States of America and France.21 Concerned
by the Domino Theory, the U.S. had set up military bases in both Thailand and the Philippines
to monitor and control the communism activities in the region.22 At the end of this era, the
region was left with unresolved disputes, prolonged fragmentation, and distrust between
neighboring countries.23
Those extended intra-regional disputes and extra-regional interference became a “wakeup call”24 for the region to develop regional cooperation with its primary objective to develop
peace, security, and neutrality in the region.25 Before ASEAN, there were several attempts to
establish regional organizations. The first attempt was the creation of Southeast Asia Treaty
Organization (SEATO) in 1954 and the second was the creation of Association of Southeast
Asia (ASA) in 1961 by Thailand, Malaysian, and the Philippines.26 Both were short-lived due
in part to their pro-west affiliations.27 In 1967, the ASA was replaced by the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) with the initial five founding member states—Thailand,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, and the Philippines and later joined by Brunei in 1984,
Vietnam in 1995, and Laos and Myanmar in 1997.28 ASEAN expected to enhance its bargaining

21

MARTY NATALEGAWA, DOES ASEAN MATTER ?: A VIEW FROM WITHIN 15-16 (2018).
See generally Ang Cheng Guan, The Domino Theory Revisited : The Southeast Asia Perspective, 19
WAR&SOCIETY 109, 109-130 (2001).
23
Cold War polarized nation grouping—Laos, Cambodia and Myanmar chose non-allied while Singapore,
Thailand, Malaysia and Philippines adopted a pro-western posture. ACHARYA, supra note 16, at 142.
24
NATALEGAWA, supra note 21, at 17.
25
For example, Aung San, a nationalist Myanmar politician, believed in regionalism and international
independence. As he stated “The one fact from which no nation, big or small, can escape is the increasing universal
interdependence of nations. A free and independence Burma is quite ready to enter into any arrangement with
other nations for common welfare and security etc.” AUNG SAN, BURMA’S CHALLENGE 192 (1974), in ACHARYA,
supra note 16, at 110.
26
RANJIT GILL, ASEAN TOWARDS THE 21 CENTURY : A THIRTY-YEAR REVIEW OF THE ASSOCIATION OF
SOUTHEAST ASIAN NATIONS 27 (1997).
27
The concept of both organizations was loose and flexible but flawed by the fact that it was supported by western
powers—the United States of America and the United Kingdom; therefore, it was met with dissent from Vietnam
and China. ACHARYA, supra note 16, at 135-137.
28
Overview on ASEAN, https://asean.org/asean/about-asean/overview/
22
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power in international relations as Lee Kwan Yew stated that ASEAN could help small member
states “to have their interest taken into consideration when the great powers make their
compromises.”29 Adam Malik made the same point that smaller nations cannot resist the
dominance of great powers without collective cohesion.30
The ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration August 8, 1967) announced an
intention to promote regional cooperation to enhance economic, social, and cultural
development for peace and security in the region.31 All foreign bases shall be temporary and
remain only with the expressed concurrence of the countries concerned and not intended to be
used to subvert national independence and freedom or prejudice their national development.32
The declaration stresses the importance of voluntary cooperation between member states and
the importance of ensuring stability and security from external interference to preserve their
national identities.33 This is also known as the ASEAN Way—a non-intervention approach
based on a strict perception of state sovereignty,34 dictating all ASEAN decision-making based

29

Sunday Times (Singapore) 18 March 1978 in ACHARYA, supra note 16, at 159.
“Southeast Asia is one region in which the presence and interests of most major powers converge, politically as
well as physically. The frequency and intensity of policy interaction among them, as well as their dominant
influence on the countries in the region, the smaller nations of the region have no hope of ever making any impact
on this pattern of dominant influence of the big powers, unless they act collectively and until they develop the
capacity to forge among themselves an area of internal cohesion, stability and common purpose. Thus, regional
cooperation within ASEAN also came to represent the conscious effort by its member countries to try to re-assert
their position and contribute their own concepts and goals within the on-going process of stabilization of a new
power equilibrium in the region.” Adam Malik, Regional Cooperation in International Politics, Centre for
Strategic and International Studies, 162-163 (1974), in ACHARYA, supra note 16, at 159.
31
The ASEAN Declaration (Bangkok Declaration August 8, 1967), https://asean.org/the-asean-declarationbangkok-declaration-bangkok-8-august-1967/
32
Id.
33
Id.
34
The ASEAN Way resembles a strict perception of state sovereignty comparable to the Treaty of Münster
concluded between Spain and Netherlands on 30 January 1648—the first component of the Peace of Westphalia
which is often seen as the emergence of the idea of state sovereignty. In Article I of the treaty, the King of Spain
recognized Netherlands as “free and sovereign states, provinces and lands on which he, the King, does not lay and
shall not lay in the future any claim for himself, his successors nor his heirs.” Peace of Westphalia is often
considered as the “birth year” of sovereign state. The peace treaty had a significant influence on international
relations as it signifies that each sovereign state shall be on an equal footing and reject any other intervening
powers. It marked the end of religion wars by prohibiting the intervention for religion reasons. It was also seen as
an “public act of disregard of the international authority of the Papacy”—the the end of respublica Christiana and
the beginning of the era of “sovereign and independent states which no longer recognized higher external power.”
Wouter G. Werner, State Sovereignty and International Discourse, in GOVERNANCE AND INTERNATIONAL LEGAL
THEORY 125, 135-36 (Ige F. Dekker & Wouter Werner eds., 2004); Laura Manzano Baena, Negotiating
Sovereignty: The Peace Treaty of Münster, 1648, 28 HIST. POLIT THOUGHT 617, 617-41 (2007); Nico Schrijver,
The Changing Nature of State Sovereignty, 70:1 BR. YEARB. INT. LAW 65, 65-71 (2000); Alfred-Maurice de Zayas,
30
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on cooperation and mutual agreement. The central tenet of the ASEAN Way is non-interference
with the internal affairs of member states. All member states refrain from commenting,
criticizing, or intervening in the internal affairs of other member states.3536
Later in 1967, at Bali Summit, the Treaty Amity and Cooperation (TAC)37 and the
Declaration of ASEAN Concord38 were created to emphasize the cornerstone principle of nonintervention/non-interference regarding relationship and cooperation within the scope of
ASEAN. Under Article 2 of the TAC, the contracting parties shall:
(i)

Respect of independence, sovereignty, equality, territorial integrity, and national
identities of all;39

(ii)

Free from external interference, subversion, or coercion;40

(iii)

Non-interference in internal affairs of one another;41

(iv)

Settlement of disputes or differences by peaceful means;42

Peace of Westphalia (1648), in 7 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW 537 (Rudolf Bernhardt ed.,
1984); Leo Gross, The Peace of Westphalia, 1648-1948, 42 AM. J. INT'L L. 20, 20-41 (1948) ; and Arthur Eyffinger,
Europe in the Balance: An Appraisal of the Westphalian System, 45 NILR 161, 175 (1998).
35
The ASEAN Way approach will be further discussed in the second part of this chapter 2.1.1 as one of the
challenges and predicaments ASEAN has to overcome in order to progress in regionalism and tackle with newly
emerge security issues in the region.
36
“With the hindsight of history, we can say that this aspect of the ASEAN Way has served Southeast Asia well.
By not forcing its incredibly diverse and mutually suspicious members into legally binding standards, ASEAN has
done the remarkable job of moving its members from animosity to the close cooperative relationship that they
enjoy today, a relationship in which violent conflict is all but unthinkable. We can say that the ASEAN Way has
served ASEAN well… It is not just a matter of history; it is also a matter of culture. Southeast Asians’ way of
dealing with one another has been through manifestations of goodwill and the slow winning and giving of trust.
And the way to arrive at agreements has been through consultation and consensus – mushawara and mufakat –
rather than across-the-table negotiations involving bargaining and give-and-take that result in deals enforceable in
a court of law. Let us not exaggerate this distinction. Much consultation and consensus-building goes into the
making of the European Union, which has, in any case, been itself painstakingly gradual. Personal chemistry and
trust are also important for European processes. Southeast Asians can and do engage in hard bargaining and
exchanges of concessions. But historical circumstances and culture can provide at least a partial explanation for
ASEAN’s avoidance, particularly in its early days, of legally binding agreements.” Rodolfo C. Severino, The
ASEAN Way and the Rule of Law, INTERNATIONAL LAW CONFERENCE ON ASEAN LEGAL SYSTEMS AND
REGIONAL INTEGRATION ( Sept. 3, 2001), https://asean.org/?static_post=the-asean-way-and-the-rule-of-law
37
The Treaty Amity and Cooperation (TAC) 24 February 1976, https://asean.org/treaty-amity-cooperationsoutheast-asia-indonesia-24-february-1976/
38
The Declaration of ASEAN Concord, https://asean.org/?static_post=declaration-of-asean-concord-indonesia24-february-1976
39
The Treaty Amity and Cooperation, supra note 37.
40
Id.
41
Id.
42
Id.
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(v)

Renunciation of threats or use of force;43

And
(vi)

Effective cooperation among themselves.44

The Southeast Asia region consists of countries that more or less distrust each other and
have been through insurgencies, wars, conflicts, and prolonged occupations from
extraterritorial powers.45 This history helps explain why the member states see the need for
regional cooperation for peace and security and shape the principles for regional cooperation
within the voluntary relationship under the rule of non-intervention or non-interference. As
Rodolfo C. Severino, former Secretary-General of ASEAN, stated, “ASEAN was not meant to
be a supranational entity acting independently from its member states” with full legal and
judicial powers over its member states.46 Member states were far from ready to confer parts of
their sovereignty to the organization or have mandatory obligations for cooperation, especially
on the topics they regarded as internal affairs.
ASEAN might not take a direct role in dispute settlement, but according to the TAC
Agreement, member states have agreed to resolve their territorial disputes by peaceful means
through bilateral negotiations and agreements or by seeking judicial dispute settlement from an
intermediate entity, the International Court of Justice (ICJ).47 For bilateral negotiation, the ideal

43

Id.
Id.
45
E.g., Nicole Jenne, Managing Territorial Disputes in Southeast Asia: Is There More than the South China Sea?,
3 J. CURR. SOUTHEAST ASIAN AFF. 35, 36 (2017). See generally NORMAN G. OWEN, ROUTLEDGE HANDBOOK OF
SOUTHEAST ASIAN HISTORY (2014); Aurel Croissant & Christoph Trinn, Culture, Identity and Conflict in Asia
and Southeast Asia, 110 ASIEN, 13-34 (2009); Ramses Amer, Expanding ASEAN's Conflict Management
Framework In Southeast Asia: The Border Dispute Dimension, 6 ASIAN J. POLIT. SCI. 33, 33-56 (1998); MIKIO
OISHI, CONTEMPORARY CONFLICTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: TOWARDS A NEW ASEAN WAY OF CONFLICT
MANAGEMENT (2016); and Richard A. Bitzinger, A New Arms Race? Explaining Recent Southeast Asian Military
Acquisitions, 32 CONTEMP. SOUTHEAST ASIA 50, 50-69 (2010).
46
Thinking ASEAN, Interview of Ambassador Rodolfo C. Severino, Jr., Secretary-General of ASEAN, by the
Philippine Graphic Magazine (Nov. 29, 1999), https://asean.org/?static_post=thinking-asean-interview-ofambassador-rodolfo-c-severino-jr-secretary-general-of-asean-by-the-philippine-graphic-magazine-november-291999-2 ; and Simon Chesterman, Does ASEAN Exist: The Association of Southeast Asian Nations as an
International Legal Person, 12 SYBIL 199, 200(2008).
47
NATALEGAWA, supra note 21, at 26-29.
44
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solutions were not easily met. Some disputes could take many decades to be resolved or even
remain unresolved until now.48
According to the objectives of its creation under limitations, ASEAN member states
were meant to be bound together for peace and security with the lowest-common-denominator
policy.49 Respecting member states’ sovereignty on the principle of non-intervention is the
supreme condition. However, the “dynamic of power”50 and cooperation in ASEAN or ASEAN
as an organization itself are not fixed. For ASEAN to stay relevant and effective in the evolution
of the interconnected world, it may need to evolve, develop, and modify its principle, structure,
and function.51

1.2.

The making of ASEAN Charter and ASEAN Communities

Historically, the creation of ASEAN was to resolve regional disputes with peaceful
means to build political stability and security in the region. Later, with the rise of economic
competition in the global context, ASEAN strived to build deeper economic cooperation. To
have deeper integration, ASEAN needed to create the common will of being a part of the
ASEAN community with one vision and goal by promoting sociocultural cooperation. After

48

Among intra-regional disputes between neighboring member states of ASEAN, these are prominent examples :
the Sabah dispute between Malaysia and Philippines, the Malaysia-Singapore dispute over Pedra Branca Island
(later settled in Singapore’s favor by ICJ), the Malaysia-Indonesia dispute over Sipandan and Ligitan Islands in
the Sulawesi Sea (Settled in Malaysia’s favor by ICJ) and the Thai-Cambodia dispute over Preah Vihear temple
(Settled in Cambodia’s favor by ICJ). See Paridah Abd. Samad & Darusalam Abu Bakar, Malaysia-Philippines
Relations: The Issue of Sabah, 32:6 ASIAN SURVEY, 554-67 (1992); Coalter G. Lathrop, Sovereignty over Pedra
Branca/Pulau Batu Puteh, Middle Rocks and South Ledge, 102:4 AM. J. INT'L L., 828-34 (2008); and Nichan
Singhaputargun, The Thailand–Cambodia Preah Vihear Temple Dispute: Its Past, Present and Future, in 3
CONTEMPORARY CONFLICTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA (Mikio Oishi ed., 2015).
49
See,e.g., SHAUN NARINE, EXPLAINING ASEAN: REGIONALISM IN SOUTHEAST ASIA 33 (2002); Stewart
M.Patrick, ASEAN’s Future and Asia’s, CFR (Nov. 15, 2012), https://www.cfr.org/blog/aseans-future-and-asias;
Prashanth Parameswaran, The Limits Of Minilateralism in Asean, ST ( Feb.
15, 2018),
https://www.straitstimes.com/opinion/the-limits-of-minilateralism-in-asean
50
NATALEGAWA, supra note 21, at 3.
51
The development of ASEAN will be further discussed in the matter of how to integrate environmental protection
in ASEAN regionalism in chapter IV. During the pre-ASEAN Charter period, the regional cooperation had
progressed in a slow pace not only because of the conflicts between member states but also because their domestic
political, social, economic and environmental problems. While aiming for peace and stability development in the
region as ASEAN, each member state also needed to cope with their internal struggles and insurgencies. These
problems will be further discussed in the second section of this chapter and in chapter II and III.
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the economic crisis in Southeast Asia during 1997–1998 and the complication in integrating
regional economic plans, ASEAN realized that it had to create a legal basis and structure to
facilitate deeper integration to have competitiveness and bargaining power in the global trade
and maintain political influences in the region.52
All member states signed the ASEAN Charter in 2007 and ratified it in 2008 to create a
legal and institutional framework for ASEAN.53 The Charter was meant to serve “as a firm
foundation in achieving the ASEAN Community by providing legal status and institutional
framework for ASEAN” and codify “ASEAN norms, rules and values; sets clear targets for
ASEAN; and presents accountability and compliance.”54 Article 1 of the Charter reaffirms
ASEAN’s initial objectives to maintain peace, security, and stability; strengthen peace-oriented
values in the region; and enhance regional resilience by promoting greater political, economic,
and socio-cultural cooperation.55 There are four new political, economic, and sociocultural
commitments envisaged as ASEAN’s purposes in the Charter that highly elevate the ambition
of ASEAN and embrace the values of modern universality—strengthening democracy, creating
a single market, responding to transboundary challenges, and promoting sustainable
development.56 Including these ambitious commitments in the Charter is a vast leap for ASEAN
since its accomplishment is seemingly challenging for ASEAN member states.

52

Simon S.C. Tay, The ASEAN Charter : Between National Sovereignty and the Region’s Constitutional Moment,
12 SYBIL 151, 154-56 (2010).
53
See also Tommy Koh et al., The Making of ASEAN Charter (2009).
54
The ASEAN Charter, https://asean.org/asean/asean-charter/
55
Id. at Art. 1
56
ASEAN Charter Article 1 (5), (7), (8) and (9):
(i)
To create a single market and production base which is stable, prosperous, highly competitive, and
economically integrated with the effective facilitation for trade and investment in which there is free
flow of goods, service and investment; facilitated movement of business persons, personal, talents
and labor; and free flow of capital ;
(ii)
To strengthen democracy, enhance good governance and the rule of law, and to promote and protect
human rights and fundamental freedoms, with due regard to the right and responsibilities of the
Member States of ASEAN ;
(iii)
To response effectively, in accordance with the principle of comprehensive security, to all form of
threats, transnational crimes and transboundary challenges ;
And
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To achieve its objectives, ASEAN creates three pillars of the ASEAN Community—
ASEAN Political-Security Community, ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community, and ASEAN
Economic Community.57 The ASEAN community functions via the ASEAN Community
Council, which consists of national representatives designated from each member state.58

1.2.1 Political and Security Community: A stability of the region
By establishing the ASEAN Political-Security Community (APSC), ASEAN aims to
create a rule-based community of shared values and norms in a cohesive, peaceful, resilient,
and stable region with an outward-looking vision for the integrated and interdependent world.59
Under the Charter, APSC aims to ensure that the peoples and member states of ASEAN live in
peace with the world at large in a just, democratic, and harmonious environment and that
member states adhere to the rule of law, good governance, the principle of democracy, and
constitutional government.60 ASEAN Sectoral Ministerial Bodies run the APSC: ASEAN
Foreign Minister Meeting, Commission for Southeast Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone,
ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting, ASEAN Ministers Meeting, and ASEAN Ministerial
Meeting on Transnational Crime. In APSC Blueprint 2025, while it contains comprehensive
elements and characteristics of the Political-Security Community, the implementation of those
elements remains unclear.61 The terms used in the Blueprint are broad and lack compelling
effects. Terms include: “enhance,” “promote,” “encourage,” “develop,” and “support.”62 As
ASEAN intends to be a rule-based and people-oriented community, member states should

(iv)

To promote sustainable development so as to ensure the protection of the region’s environment, the
sustainability of its natural resources, the preservation of its cultural heritage and the high quality of
life of its people.
57
Id. at Art. 9
58
Id.
59
The ASEAN Political-Security Community (APSC), https://asean.org/asean-political-security-community/
60
ASEAN Charter Article 1(4) and Article 2(h)
61
The ASEAN Political-Security Community Blueprint 2025, https://www.asean.org/storage/2012/05/ASEANAPSC-Blueprint-2025.pdf
62
Id.
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adhere to ASEAN fundamental principles, implement fully and effectively the Charter and the
agreements signed or ratified, and uphold the principles of international law governing peaceful
conduct of relations. Yet, the APSC reiterates the obligation to respect the independence,
sovereignty, territorial integrity, national identity, and non-interference.
To date, there are ongoing sensitive political and security issues between ASEAN
member states. For instance, the drug trafficking between the border of Thailand, Myanmar,
and Laos—the Golden Triangle;63 the terrorist issues in the south of Thailand between the
border with Malaysia;64 the Aceh Sumatra National Front in Indonesia;65 and the minority
disputes in Myanmar.66 Some territorial disputes were resolved peacefully under the rule of law
by international proceedings, such as the case of Preah Vihear Temple between Thailand and
Cambodia that was resolved in ICJ.67 However, some remain unresolved, such as the issue in
the South China Sea between Brunei, Philippines, Vietnam, Malaysia, and Taiwan and China
or the issue over Sabah between Malaysia and the Philippines68.
ASEAN may be deemed to hold together on the lowest common denominator, and it
may not take part in the conflicting issues upon legal force and control basis, but it does
contribute, to a lesser or greater extent, in urging, putting pressure and building a friendly and
compromising environment for negotiation platforms. Surin Pitsuwan, former SecretaryGeneral of ASEAN, mentioned that ASEAN once succeeded to convince the government of
Myanmar to join ASEAN paving its way to the world, negotiated with the leader of democratic
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See also KO-LIN CHIN, THE GOLDEN TRIANGLE: INSIDE SOUTHEAST ASIA'S DRUG TRADE (2009); and Peter
Chalk, Southeast Asia and the Golden Triangle's Heroin Trade: Threat and Response, 23 STUD. CONFL. TERROR.
89, 89-106 (2000).
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Terrorists In Southern Thailand Go On A Bombing Spree, THE ECONOMIST (May 24, 2018),
https://www.economist.com/asia/2018/05/24/terrorists-in-southern-thailand-go-on-a-bombing-spree
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Aceh-Sumatra National Liberation Front’s (ASNLF) Participation In Indonesia's UPR Review In Geneva,
UNPO (May 8, 2017), http://unpo.org/article/20073
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Nicola Smith and Charlotte Krol, Who Are The Rohingya Muslims? The Stateless Minority Fleeing Violence In
Burma, THE TELEGRAPH (Sep. 19, 2017), https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/0/rohingya-muslims /
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party Aung San Suu Kyi, and staged an election with the invitations for ASEAN diplomats and
global press to join for observations.69 He further shared his optimistic but far-fetched view by
stating that in order to solve territory disputes, it may require some more time for ASEAN to
have a complete sense of community so that the issue of territory becomes less sensitive and
irrelevant.70 In contrast, not all territorial disputes are about national pride, sovereignty, or
identity, but they also involve substantial economic interests such as the discovery of
hydrocarbons and other coastal resources in the South China Sea. Thus, it may be highly
improbable for member states to ignore their national interests.

1.2.2 Socio-Cultural Community: ASEAN identity vs. universal values
Socio-Cultural community tasks encompass broad areas of development in human
development, social and justice rights, social protection and welfare, environmental
sustainability, ASEAN awareness, and narrowing the development gaps.71 For the last two
decades, substantial progress is in the field of human rights.72
The notion of human rights protection has come so far from the beginning of ASEAN
cooperation, where human rights protection was not only ignored but also a taboo subject for
the member states.7374 Many member states believed that while fighting to survive regional
insurgencies (e.g., communist war, war on terror, and economic crisis), human rights were not
the primary concerns of ASEAN.75 Later, there was an opposing force for regional human rights
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SURIN PITSUWAN, WHAT IS ASEAN? 76-80 (2012).
Id. at 69
71
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The issue of human right violations in the region will be discussed further in the second section of this chapter.
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Malaysia’s Deputy Prime Minister Tun Musa Hitam convinced that “Human right must take the back seat to
win the war of terror.” Marznah Mohammad, Towards a Human Right Regime in Southeast Asia: Charting the
Course of State Commitment, 24 CONTEMP. SOUTHEAST ASIA 230, 244 (2002).
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integration from many member states, including those who are more economically developed
and the least developed.76
Some member states with authoritarian regimes such as Vietnam, Myanmar, Laos, and
Cambodia who joined ASEAN for their status quo under the condition of non-intervention resist
the idea of human rights protection because they simply relied their ruling power on the human
rights violations.77 Some others, such as Singapore or Malaysia, claimed the strong belief in
Asian Values—the notion of cultural relativism defying the integration of western or universal
values.78 Cultural relativism argues that human rights vary among different socio-economic and
cultural backgrounds.79 “To strengthen the case for relativism, Southeast Asian elites also
presented a communitarian view of governance.”80 At the Vienna UN World Conference on
Human Rights, Ali Alatas addressed that Indonesia and the developing world had to balance
between an “individualistic approach” to human rights and the interests of society as a whole.
Similarly, Singapore invoked the Confucian principle of “community over self.”81 The ASEAN
foreign ministers issued the statement in the meeting in Singapore in July 1993:
Human rights are interrelated and indivisible comprising civil,
political, economic, social and cultural rights. These rights are of
equal importance. They should be addressed in a balance and
integrated manner and protected and promoted with due regard
for specific cultural, social, economic and political circumstances
… the promotion and protection of human rights should not be
politicised.82
Regardless of its perception and acceptance of human rights, ASEAN institutionalized
the human rights protection principle in the ASEAN Charter in 200783 and created ASEAN
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Catherine Renshaw, Understanding the New ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights: The
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Intergovernmental Commission on Human Rights (AICHR) in 2009 to promote and protect
human rights and fundamental freedoms. The AICHR later created the ASEAN Human Rights
Declaration (AHRD). All member states adopted it in 2012. AICHR marks a historical point as
it is the first mechanism for promoting and protecting human rights in the region. It also acts in
four essential tasks: (1) Educator: promoting human right awareness across ASEAN in order to
have greater information sharing and raise citizen expectation of their national governments for
long-term improvement;84 (2) Enabler: assisting upon request by member states in preparing
for human rights reports linking ASEAN with the formal review process of international
organization;85 (3) Standard-setter: opening doors for enhancement and critical negotiations and
criticism by civil society, nationals, other member states, or global actors;86 and (4) Mobilizer
for action: the self-existence provides prospects for further engagement with other interesting
actors.87
The AHRD affirms the protection of human rights, including fundamental freedoms,
civil and political rights, economic and socio-cultural rights, right to development, and right to
peace.88 The AHRD adheres to the universal values regarding the substances of human rights89
but at the same time reserves its right to implement such human rights according to the regional
and national context, considering all the differences.90 Under the General Principle 7:
All human rights are universal, indivisible, interdependent, and
interrelated. All human rights and fundamental freedoms in this
Declaration must be treated in a fair and equal manner, on the same
footing and with the same emphasis. At the same time, the realization
of human rights must be considered in the regional and national context
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bearing in mind different political, economic, legal, social, cultural,
historical, and religious backgrounds.91
Under this provision, while it can be seen as a compromise between the universalist and cultural
relativist, it is a safe harbor to escape the implementation of human right protection because it
provides excuses for member states to continue violating human rights in their internal affairs
without being non-compliance.92 This provision corresponds with the principle of nonintervention and the duty to respect all member states’ independence, sovereignty, equality,
territorial integrity, and national identity.
As for AICHR, it operates according to the Term of Reference (TOR) under the ASEAN
Charter. The principles of consensus and non-intervention are also applied. Thus, in TOR of
AICHR, it contains almost identical provision as described above—AICHR has a purpose of
promoting human rights within the regional context bearing in mind national and regional
particularities and mutual respect for different historical, cultural, and religious backgrounds.93
The status of AICHR is not a court but a consultative body composing of representatives from
each member state who shall be accountable to the appointing government.94 The term
“accountable” raises the question of impartiality and neutrality of the representatives acting
for AICHR.95 AICHR lacks the teeth to be an executor or enforcer of human rights protection.
It does not have the institutional power to address the complaints, investigate the noncompliance and violations, or provide further remedies.
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1.2.3 Economic Community: An objective of a single market
At the outset, ASEAN was not meant to be an economic community. It was driven by
political incentive. The initial intention of ASEAN is to promote peace and security in the
region through the development of political, social, cultural, and economic cooperation. The
political and social cooperation had proved to be highly sensitive and complicated. Thus,
economic cooperation is expected to be “the most durable foundation upon which political and
cultural cooperation can be built.”96 Trade is believed to influence international political
relationship by creating geopolitical stability.97
ASEAN initiated its regional economic cooperation along with the global trading trend
of regionalism. In the global context of economic regionalism, the first wave started in the
1960s to 1970s.98 After the second ASEAN Summit, member states agreed to increase their
economic relation by creating a Preferential Trading Agreement (PTA)99 in 1977; however, the
success was not impressive. The major setback was the extensive list of items on the exclusion
list.100 Moreover, member state economies relied on the production and trade of similar
agricultural products; thus, the intra-trade comprised only 7% of total ASEAN imports and 90%
from outside sources.101 Nevertheless, PTA was the first stepping stone for further economic
integration.
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The second wave was in the 1980s and 1990s. While the U.S., the EU, and other
developed countries embarked on their trading quests creating trading blocs such as the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) or European Internal Market, ASEAN felt the need
to strengthen the economic tie between themselves by creating ASEAN FTA.102 In 1992,
Singapore and Thailand pushed forward the ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (AFTA). Unlike
the EU Common Market, AFTA is limited to the free movement of goods but not skilled
workers. Not every member state shared the same vision. Many were afraid for the interest of
their national producers, citing that the scheme might trigger labor displacement and cause
many losing industries.103 Since there were many difficulties and reluctance, the reduction
period was lengthy. Some economists described AFTA as having modest economic benefits
but being a useful showcase of regional unity.104
The third wave emerged in the 2000s corresponded with the multilateral trade
negotiation “Doha Round” and the rise of free trade agreements between developing countries,
South-South FTAs wishing to achieve what cannot be done in the multilateral trading forum
due to the dominant force of the developed country and the lack of bargaining power of
developing countries.105 By this time, the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) was born in
2007 and officially launched in 2015. The creation of AEC connecting ten member states
diverse in economic capacity and system marks a new regional economic order (NREO)
between developing countries (South-South integration).106
Setting the stage for the economic integration, the ASEAN Charter Article 1 (5)
established its goal to create a single market and production base which is stable, prosperous,
and highly competitive; economically integrated with effective facilitation for trade and
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investment in which there is a free flow of goods, service, and investment; facilitated movement
of businessmen, professionals, and labors. By doing so, under Article 2(n), ASEAN and its
member states adhere to multilateral trade rules and ASEAN rules-based regimes for effective
implementation of economic commitments and progressive reduction towards the elimination
of all barriers to regional economic integration in a market-driven economy. The AEC
Blueprint 2025 provides a roadmap for economic integration from 2016 to 2025.107 The
roadmap stressed distinctive features: to create a deeply integrated and highly cohesive ASEAN
economy to facilitate the seamless movement of goods, services, investment, capital, and
skilled labors; to establish a more unified market; to create a competitive, innovative, and
dynamic; to enhance connectivity and sectoral cooperation; to create a resilient, inclusive,
people-oriented ASEAN; and to strengthen the principle of ASEAN Centrality.108 According
to the roadmap, there is an effort to adopt a more effective implementation mechanism by giving
power to the ASEAN Economic Community Council (EACC) to enforce compliance of all
measures and the ASEAN Secretariat to monitor and track the implementation and compliance.
Nevertheless, it remains unclear how ASEAN will enforce the non-compliance except allowing
them to opt-out of the specific trade agreement according to Article 21(2) of the Charter.
Regional economic cooperation or regional integration per se has never been an easy
task. Even if the most member states all shared the same motives—strengthening intra-trade
growth and gain competitiveness and the bargaining power in the global market—the regional
cooperation would be prioritized and implemented on a timely basis only when the interest
coincided with national interests. The main challenges for ASEAN regionalism will be further
discussed in the second part.
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2025,

1.3

ASEAN environmental governance

The nature of ASEAN environmental governance is not a bottom-up or spontaneous
process but rather driven by ASEAN member states in a vertical top-down pattern—Rosenau
described it as a “downward flow of authority originating…among national states and their
bureaucracies.”109 Member states are the key players with limited roles of other non-state actors
such as international institutions, civil society, and local communities.110 Thus, the trajectory
of environmental governance reflects merely the interest of states.
Environmental protection in ASEAN was not the initial agenda of ASEAN.
Environmental

issues

were

not in

the

ASEAN’s

founding

document

Bangkok

Declaration 1967, as ASEAN primary objective was to secure stability and peace without
interference from other states according to the TAC agreement. Influenced by international
environmental awareness, the environmental initiatives started right after the era of
international environmental protection at the Stockholm Conference on the Human
Environment in 1972.111 Elliott distinguished the development of ASEAN environmental
governance into three phases:112
The first phase was from 1977 until the mid-to-late 1980s emphasizing environmental
resources as economic assets and national resilience.113 With the support of the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP), ASEAN subregional environmental programs (ASEP ), was
initiated in 1977.114 All environmental cooperation was done through diplomatic arrangements
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via ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Environment (AMME), a forum attended by
Environmental Ministers from ASEAN member states who decide on environmental issues to
be addressed.115 After the AMME meetings, the first regional environmental instrument, Manila
Declaration on ASEAN Environment, was adopted in 1981 with the goal to maintain the
“continuous availability of natural resources” for sustaining continued development.116 The
document further addressed that “as far as practicable” the environmental consideration should
be taken into account in development efforts.117 It clearly prioritized economic growth over
environmental protection. There was no legally binding agreement. AMME instruments
contained only broad guidelines and general principles focusing on natural resources
management and conservation.118
The second phase was from the late 1980s to the late 1990s, with the emphasis on state’s
responsibility and stewardship.119 It was the period of normative development in ASEAN
environmental governance. Several environmental norms were introduced: the transnational
environmental problems affecting the “common well-being of the people of ASEAN”;120 the
sustainable development for better quality of life;121 and the eco-efficiency and environmental
stewardship.122 The concept of sustainable development emerged in Jakarta Resolution 1987
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when ASEAN environmental ministers agreed to “adopt the principle of sustainable
development” as part of ASEAN cooperation.123 In Jakarta Declaration 1997, it stressed that
“industrialization will continue to be a critical part of ASEAN economy into the foreseeable
future” and “a continued, long-term economic growth is essential to the prosperity of ASEAN
people and is fundamental to sustainable development.”124 To this extent, the principle of
sustainable development was used as a basis for the economic growth and exploitation of
environmental assets.
The third phase started around the year 2000. It was a period for a formal mode of
community building and rule-making efforts. It was the institutionalization of ambitious
environmental goals in official instruments such as the ASEAN Charter, the ASEAN SocioCultural Community (ASSC) 2009–2015, and the Bali Concord II 2003. Sustainable
development and environmental protection were incorporated in the Charter,125 plans, and
series of ASEAN soft laws.126 There were increasing roles of scientific and technocratic bodies
working along with member state ministers to address the transnational environmental
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issues.127128 The severe regional haze crisis in 1997 was a major contributing factor for this
change as it raised ASEAN attention to have more legally binding instruments for state
responsibility and a concrete mechanism based on environmental science. For instance,
ASEAN adopted ASEAN Agreement on Transboundary Haze Pollution (AATHP) and
established ASEAN Peatland Management Strategy in 2002.129
Recently, environmental protection and sustainable development have been
incorporated, at least in a documentary sense, into the frameworks of political, economic, and
socio-cultural communities. The subpart argues that this is the fourth phase of ASEAN
environmental governance. For the Socio-Cultural roadmap 2025, the notions of environment
and sustainable development are strengthened. The strategy is to balance social development
and environmental sustainability.130 The Political-Security Community blueprint 2025,
corresponding with the Charter Article 1(8), shall enhance ASEAN capacity to address
transnational crimes and transboundary challenges and promote studies to identify new and
transboundary challenges arising from non-traditional security issues.131 These new security-
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environment issues called “non-traditional security issues” include haze pollution, pandemics,
hazardous waste, oil spill incidents, and trafficking of wildlife and timber. In the economic
community, the AEC roadmap 2025,132 for the first time, also incorporates sustainable
development in economic integration:
ASEAN recognizes the importance of sustainable economic
development as an integral part of the region’s growth strategy.
Protection of the environment supports economic growth and vice
versa. ASEAN would actively promote green development by
developing sustainable growth agenda that promotes the use of clean
energy and related technologies, including renewable energy through
green technology, as well as enhances sustainable consumption and
production and including it in national development plan.133
The new notion of sustainable economic development exhibits ASEAN’s commitment to the
UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development134 and the global concern of Climate Change,
requiring every nation to address and integrate environmental norms and measures in their
economic development plans.
Nevertheless, the rule of state sovereignty and non-interference—ASEAN Way—have
dominated ASEAN environmental governance through all developmental stages. Umar

i. Strengthen existing ASEAN mechanisms to consider preventive management to effectively address these new
challenges, including working with Dialogue Partners, UN and other relevant bodies with the consent of countries
concerned;
ii. Convene special meetings, as and when necessary, at Senior Officials’ level to address challenges of
transboundary or transnational nature such as haze pollution, pandemics, transnational organised crimes, irregular
movement of persons, hazardous waste, oil spill incidents, trafficking in wildlife and timber.
ASEAN Political-security Community Blueprint 2025, https://www.asean.org/storage/2012/05/ASEAN-APSCBlueprint-2025.pdf
132
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remarked that ASEAN environmental governance is based on environmental sovereignty but
lacks the integration of environmental rights.135136 While the notion of human rights in the
environment appeared in ASEAN documents, state sovereignty takes precedence, hindering
environmental cooperation and preventing the institutionalization of environmental rights.137
As a result, ASEAN produced many environmental instruments and activities but not the
effective outcome for environmental protection and environmental integration in economic
development and trading system.
The same reflection appears in the environmental governance within the member states.
The environmental governance in member states does not lack statutory environmental
regulations, but it lacks the genuine political will to implement such environmental regulations
and to internalize environmental norms into state’s policy and practice. Environmental policies
and regulation of ASEAN member states vary in terms of scope and approaches due to different
histories, legal traditions, cultures, and political motivations, particularly the political
commitment and legal capacity to enforce and implement environmental regulations.138 Many
ASEAN member states have established environmental legislations and created specialized
environmental courts. For instance, Thailand drafted specialized environmental rules for its
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Administrative courts, and the special environmental court is being formed.139 Indonesian
Supreme Court endorsed the concept of environmental judicial certification.140 Philippines
Supreme Court adopted the Rules and Procedures of Environmental Cases in 2010.141 Malaysia
also established its environmental courts in 2012.142 However, the overall environmental
governance in the region remains weak and lack expertise, resources, and infrastructure.143 In
many cases, there are no effective environmental agencies to impose significant sanctions on
polluters. Environmental sectors are under-funded and understaffed.144 The underlying cause is
the lack of political commitment and corruption.145
The contributing factors obstructing the effective environmental governance of ASEAN
will be further discussed in subsequent parts, and more conflicts will be elaborated in the next
chapters.

2.

THE FUTURE OF ASEAN AND ITS CHALLENGES
There are normative and structural challenges impeding the progress of ASEAN

regionalism and the integration of environmental protection in the trading system of ASEAN.
The critical normative challenges are the ASEAN Way, democratic struggle, and human rights
violation. ASEAN Way is embraced in practice for most ASEAN affairs by all member states.
In contrast, democracy and human rights norms, though endorsed by the ASEAN Charter, have
not yet been internalized in the ASEAN community. For structural challenges, ASEAN lacks
139
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its legal personality, effective implementation, and judicial review. These structural flaws are
the result of the ASEAN Way norm application. Because member states adhere to this norm
throughout the process of ASEAN formation and development, the organization’s structure is
formed with only non-binding power and loose functions.

2.1

The Normative Challenges:
2.1.1

ASEAN Way: Unity in Diversity

The first normative challenge for environmental norms integration in the ASEAN
trading system is the ASEAN way—an approach that aims to achieve a “unity in diversity” by
respecting member states’ internal affairs, diversity, and commitment. 146
Ten member states of ASEAN are diverse in terms of political and economic systems
and cultural aspects such as religions, linguistics, and ethnics.147 Their legal systems and legal
practices also differ among member states.148 For instance, member states do not have the same
economic systems, economic capacity for development, and commercial laws and practice.
Some are geared towards a socialist-oriented economy, while others are geared towards a
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market-oriented economy. Thailand,149 the Philippines,150 Malaysia,151 Singapore,152
Indonesia,153 and Brunei154 are more market-oriented member states, while Cambodia,155
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products to US, Japan, Singapore, China, Netherland and Taiwan are textiles, electronic devices, chemical
products, and processed food. Philippines imports fuel, machines, steels, and vehicles from those trading partners.
Id. at 23.
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Primary resources are rubber, palm oil, oil, gas and woods. Main economic activities and exporting products
are electrical appliances, processed food, Liquid Natural Gas (LNG), palm oil, and chemical products. Malaysia
exports those products to Singapore, China, Japan, US and Thailand and imports machines, transportation devices,
other chemical products and electricity from them. Id. at 11.
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For Singapore, the main economic activity is financial service including insurance companies, banks, and asset
managements. Casino complex is also a main attraction for wealthy tourists from China. Under the banking
secrecy law and secure system, Singapore became a safe monetary haven for regional money from Indonesian,
Chinese, or Malaysian. The more corruption occurs in the region, the more income flow in Singapore. Significant
resources are human and technology. Major economic activities are construction, transportation,
telecommunication, banking and finance, and other service sectors. Singapore exports machines, electrical
appliances, and chemical products to Thailand, Malaysia, US, EU, China, Japan, and Taiwan while imports
electrical devices, gas, and food products from them. Id. at 23-25, 97.
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The primary resource and economic activity of Indonesian are forest and forest exploitation. Logging is the
foremost form of exploitation, including the exportation of wood products such as sawn timber, plywood, teak,
and wooden furniture. Indonesia has a green gold—rain forest is the most valuable asset of Indonesia and one of
the richest flora in the world. The exporting products are mainly oil, natural gas, coal, agricultural and food
products, fisheries and processed natural resources. Rubber and palm oil, large-scale plantation on estates, are the
primary exporting earning for Indonesia. Major exporting markets are Japan, China, US, and Singapore; however,
in return many machineries, chemical products, fuel, and processed food are imported from those countries. Id. at
15 and DUTT, supra note 19, at 141
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There are two major economic sectors: oil and gas business and banking business. The fundamental resources
and exporting products of Brunei are black gold—oil and gas. Oil and gas production is mostly run by the
multinational UK-Dutch Shell Company with foreign workers and technocrats. Major exporting markets are Japan,
member states of ASEAN, South Korea, Australia, and India. Brunei is a one-product market; therefore, they need
to imports other products industrial machines, cars, electrical appliances, and agricultural products from other
member states of ASEAN, EU, US, Japan and China. ASEAN BOOK, supra note, at 11;and ERIK PAUL, OBSTACLE
TO DEMOCRATIZATION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA: A STUDY OF THE NATION STATE, REGIONAL AND GLOBAL ORDER 35
(Mark Beeson ed., 2010).
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A growing economy depends on attracting foreign investment with low labor cost and a potential oil business
development, based on recent oil found offshore of Sihanoukville which could be a major income for the country
and secure the stability of the one-party state. Major exporting products are teak, textiles, woods, latex products,
and gemstones. Major exporting markets are US, Canada, Germany, UK, Vietnam and Japan. Cambodia mainly
imports tobacco, petroleum, gold, machines, vehicles and drugs from Thailand, Vietnam, Singapore, China, and
Hong Kong. ASEAN BOOK, supra note, at 13, 46.
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Laos,156 Myanmar,157 and Vietnam158 are usually regarded as more socialist-oriented member
states; however, there is more or less a major shift towards an open economy to generate
economic growth in these member states. Member states’ economies are mainly based on
producing and exporting primary resources, except for Singapore, a city-state that does not have
many primary resources to exploit; thus, the main economic activity is financial service,
including insurance companies, banks, and asset management.159 Their national commercial
law also makes it more complex, uncertain, time-consuming, and costly for business
transactions. For regional economic integration, it may be necessary to have, if not unified, a
harmonization of commercial laws within the region so that there are clear and certain
parameters for business operators.160
The cornerstone of the ASEAN way is respecting member states’ sovereignty and not
intervening in member states’ internal affairs.161 Thus, the approach to positively develop the
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In recent years, Laos has shifted its economic policy from socialist command to a market economy focusing on
economic growth that bases on the exploitation of national natural resource—forest and water. Primary natural
resources are rivers as sources for hydropower, wood, minerals, steel, coal, precious stones, and rice. Apart from
hydropower plants generating electricity for exporting, main economic activities and exporting products are
wooden industries and products, agricultural products, textiles, minerals. Laos exports those products to Thailand,
Vietnam, and China and in returns imports machines and devices and vehicles from them. Id. at 15-17.
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Economic activities and foreign investment focus on the exploitation of energy resources (oil and gas), the
construction of hydropower mega projects, timber logging, and trade of coal, gold and gems. Many hydropower
projects that had been constructed on Salween river to export electricity to Thailand and China has raised many
environmental issues including flooding in large areas of ecosystem and the relocation of villagers. (Illegal
logging) Myanmar’s close relationship with China also poses questions regarding the future of democratization
and the sustainable development in trade. Primary exporting resources are natural gas and wooden products: they
are exported to Thailand, China and India. Economic activities are limited to agricultural production and textiles.
Id. at 77-81.
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Due to the drive of globalization, Vietnam had a major shift toward a market economy—adopting a neoliberal
market approach and pushing for fast economic growth by foreign investment and trade. Vietnam sufficiently
produced rice and became the second world’s largest rice exporter. Primary natural resources are phosphate, gas,
natural gas, coal, and woods. Main economic activities and exporting products are processed food, textiles, gas,
leathers, seafood, chemical fertilizers, papers, cement, vehicle tires, and mobile phones. Trading partners are the
US, EU, ASEAN member states, China, and Japan. Id. at 29; and PAUL, supra note 154, at 120-121.
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Locknie Hsu, Legal Barriers to Supply Chain Connectivity in ASEAN, SMU RESEARCH PAPER 184, 189 (2017).
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In pursuit of the ASEAN’s purposes stated in the Article 1 of the Charter, all states shall do so by acting in
accordance with the principles that may cause contradictions as following: (i) respect independence, sovereignty,
equality, territorial integrity and national identity of all ASEAN Member States ; (ii) non-interference in internal
affairs of ASEAN Member States ; (iii) respect the right of every Member State to lead its national existence free
from external interference, subversion, and coercion ; and (iv) respect the different cultures, languages and
religions of the people of ASEAN, while emphasizing their common values in the spirit of unity in diversity.
ASEAN Charter Article 2 (a), (e), (f), and (l)
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sense of regional integration is respecting the differences, focusing on accommodation and
consultation, and employing “non-binding commitments rather than legalistic formulae and
codified rules.”162 This concept is also known as “unity in diversity,” 163 forming parts of
ASEAN identity, allowing diverse ASEAN members to “hang together.” It is believed that
ASEAN Way is the way to work together constructively and less offensive to their differences.
The ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community Blueprint mentioned several times that
consolidating “unity in diversity” is the strategic way to promote the ASEAN sense of
community and enhance deep mutual understanding.164 This concept functions throughout
ASEAN cooperation in many significant issues. For instance, while ASEAN has established
many trade agreements to facilitate internal market integration, the participation and
implementation of those agreements are uneven. This may result from development gaps
between the initial member states that are more economically developed and the four least
developed member states (CLMV): Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam.165 The
development gap between those two types of member states is perceived to create a two-tiered
ASEAN.166 The Charter, Article 21 (2), allows for flexible participation, including the ASEAN
Minus X formula, where there is consensus.167
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While ASEAN adheres to tolerate all diverse aspects among member states and evolve
at a pace comfortable to all, there is a thin line between respecting the differences or having an
excuse for inaction in many sensitive and controversial issues such as transboundary
pollution,168 democratic struggles, and human rights violations in member states. How can
ASEAN expect to create its legal personality, organizational structures and harmonized system
under the international law with respect to the principles of democracy, human rights, and
sustainable development while preserving regional identity and respecting the sovereignty and
cultures of member states under the non-intervention principle?
Non-interference or non-intervention approach for ASEAN means that all domestic
governance in member states is excluded from any official dialogue discussion. What should
be considered as internal affairs? What issues are purely domestic? When a member state
violates the ASEAN Charter, such violation is deemed as domestic? With due respect to the
principle of non-interference, how far can ASEAN act before it is deemed as interference,
intervention, or coercion?
Intervention is a relative term ranging from criticism to coercion by force.169 The
legality of the intervention bases on two factors: the severity of the intervention and the
legitimate nexus ground for intervention.170 Under the UN Charter and international law basis,
intervention means the use of force, coercion, or threat made by one state to coerce another
state to comply with the matter that is entirely under domestic jurisdiction.171 What matters are
purely under domestic jurisdiction is hard to define.172 One state may act upon or interfere with
another state’s practice within its territory if it has a legitimate interest or connection or it has
been affected directly or indirectly from the spillover of the actions within the other state’s
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One of the main transboundary pollution problems in Southeast Asia is forest fire mainly taken place in
Indonesia. The issue of haze caused by forest fire will be further discussed in chapter III.
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M.N.S. Sellers, Intervention under International Law, 29 MD. J. INT'L L. 1, 6 (2014).
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territory. However, Southeast Asia’s situation has always been susceptible on this matter,
probably because the region had been through western imperialism and intervention for an
extended period. It appears that member states would regard almost every critical matter, e.g.,
democracy, human rights, environment, and development, to fall within the scope of internal
affairs. Within the ASEAN community, just criticizing or commenting on other member states
could be regarded as an intervention.173 Commonly, member states avoid publicly criticizing
one another.174 Acharya described the ASEAN non-interference principle as an agreement to
refrain from
criticising the actions of a member government
towards its own people, including violation of human
rights, and from making the domestic political system
of states and the political styles of governments a basis
for deciding their membership in ASEAN.175
Caution and gradualism are preferred by member states rather than a dramatic or revolutionary
legal binding commitment.176 Acharya noted that member states avoid having “an overly formal
style of Western institutional structures” but rather prefer having “a closed-door dialogue” or
“a private and informal political culture embodied by small elite networks” in which members
would not be exposed to “the embarrassment of dissent.”177 This practice is argued to be
efficient in consolidating and enhancing a friendly environment for regional cooperation;
nevertheless, it can deter ASEAN from having a meaningful integration and creating an
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effective regional response for time-sensitive matters.178 It is also challenged by the fact that
there are new transnational threats that hardly can be dealt with without intervening in member
states’ affairs and crossing the line of respecting the differences in political or cultural practices.
These threats include environmental threats that will be discussed in the chapter three.
After ASEAN failed to act during the economic crisis of 1997–1998, together with the
rise of new transboundary challenges such as transnational crimes and environmental problems,
member states are looking for a new interpretation of the non-intervention principle.179 Thailand
proposed the idea of “flexible engagement”180 allowing other member states to engage in case
there is a legitimate basis.181 The community was reluctant but finally agreed on the term
“enhanced interaction”—if a member state that agreed to certain commitments or cooperation
violates such agreement, it can be held responsible for such violation.182 Under the Charter, all
member states agreed to international law, ASEAN rule-based regime, the principle of
democracy, human rights protection, and sustainable development; thus, the violation of such
should not be deemed purely internal affairs. While the principle of non-intervention remains a
break for integration and execution, the hope is to set new boundaries for the term “internal
affair” to know the limits of what member states can do in the light of national sovereignty.
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“The ASEAN Way norms include consensus, consultation and ‘moving at a pace comfortable to all’, which
means ‘advancing as fast, or as slowly, as the most reluctant or least confident member allows’. Traditionally,
member states have preferred caution and gradualism; this explains the ‘relative rarity of legally binding
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2.1.2

The struggle towards democracy

Although democracy was enlisted in ASEAN Charter as one of the core values, being a
democratic state was never a prerequisite to becoming a member state of ASEAN.183 Within
the member states of ASEAN, there are many internal political struggles for peace, security,
and stability. After the decolonization period, many member states had been trying to adjust
their institutions and administrations under the expectation of modern governing standards that
respect the right and will of the people under the due process of law, which is likely, resemble
the liberal democratic system. The adjustments might not be peaceful transitions. Some
succeeded in a way, while many others failed to do so.
There are two different reasons for democratic pursuits184—either due to the acceptance
of democracy (liberal democracy) as a normative goal or a cosmetic move to gain “External
Regional Legitimacy (ERL).”185 It depends on actors advocating democratic pursuits. Civil
movements within member states seek transition towards a liberal democratic system where
people can have political rights and human rights protection. On the other hand, ASEAN may
adopt democratic norms in its official statements even if such norms are not internalized. Some
leaders of member states may adhere to the aspirational language in the ASEAN Charter
regarding the promotion of democracy and make normative statements without the intention to
internalize democratic norms.186 As Emmerson stated, “some politicians, however, want the
legitimacy that the word confers without the constraints that the reality can imply.”187 Poole
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suggested that the rhetoric statements made by ASEAN or member states’ leaders serve a
specific purpose—to appear credible and legitimate as international actors capable of engaging
in external relations with powerful partners in trade agreements or security arrangements.188
Though democracy was endorsed by the ASEAN Charter in 2007 and reaffirmed in
ASEAN declarations and plans such as the ASEAN Political-Security Community Blueprint,
there are rises and falls in internalizing democratic norms into member states’ political systems.
One of the struggles is a significant disagreement among the member states in defining what
constitutes democracy.189 As Gomez and Ramcharan stated, there is “discord within ASEAN
over the pursuit of the liberal democratic form of governance” and “over the substantive content
of fundamental human rights.”190 Many ASEAN member states establish certain forms of
democratic institutions and refer themselves as democratic, but according to the evidence in
contrary, they can hardly be regarded as democratic in substances.191
Democracy is indefinite, and it is a matter of degree.192 There is no absolute
democracy.193 However, in a democratic state, apart from having a separation of power, there
188
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should be at least three other components: citizen participation in choosing governmental
leaders by voting; a competitive election that allows candidates to compete against one
another;194 and recognition of citizens’ civil and political rights and liberties.195 Citizen
participation via a fair and competitive election without any intervention is essential for
democracy because it ensures that people’s voices will be heard.196 Civil rights and liberties to
participate in political matters are also crucial indicators of democracy. In more complex
analysis, democratic indicators should encompass the long-term effects of reducing social,
economic, and environmental inequality. 197 A political regime may well fit the minimalist
definition of democracy but not the complex definition.198
Despite the difficulties and complexities, for this dissertation, the political regimes in
ASEAN are categorized as follows: socialist/communist one-party states—Laos199 and
Vietnam;200 an absolute monarchy—Brunei;201 presidential democracies—Indonesia and
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Philippines; semi/pseudo-democracies—Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar,202 Malaysia, and
Singapore.203 Some member states may claim that their political systems are democratic;
however, the evidence shows the contrary, especially in recent years when there are strong
democratic regression and backsliding trends. 204
hereditary monarchy legitimacy by historical claims and Islamic divine law and tradition. The Sultan maintain his
power by providing a comprehensive welfare system “Shellfare” to his subjects: a tax-free income, free health
care and education, a retired pension, free home and loans, subsidies for private schooling and studies, etc. Citizens
are employed with high wages by governments in governmental services: oil and security industry, social
programs, and infrastructure. The majority of the people, more than 67 percent, are Malay Sunnis of the Shafeite
sect. Ethnic Chinese are excluded from full citizenship and state welfare. The prospect for democratization is
minuscule. As long as the oil and gas business generates a wealth of the nation and provides citizens appropriate
quality of life and the Sultan maintains close business ties with the western countries such as with United Kingdom
for oil, arms and banking industry and with United States for generous support for US campaign against
communism and war on terror , the Sultan maintains its power and stability as absolute ruler. Id.at 34-35; Joint
Statement Between the United States of America and Negara Brunei Darussalam https://20012009.state.gov/p/sca/rls/pr/16038.htm ;
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For dominant-party parliamentary systems such as Cambodia, Malaysia, and Singapore,
free and fair elections with the participation of multiple parties without political repression
would prove the prospect of democratization. However, Poole observed that they are likely
electoral authoritarian regimes—holding regular elections but consists of political repressions
in order to preserve the power to the long-ruling party.205
Malaysia206 had been a one-party state from 1985 until 2018—the United Malay
National Organization (UMNO), under the dominant position of Malays with Islam as the
religion of the state and a source of legal and social control, had control over the state, its legal
institutions, police force, and military.207 Nevertheless, the general election on May 9, 2018,
marked an “extraordinary comeback”208 for democracy. Mahathir Mohammad, former Prime
Minister and member of UMNO, formed a new opposition political party named Malaysian
United Indigenous Party in 2016 and won the general election making him the first leader from
the opposition party to win the election against UMNO since Malaysian independence in
1975.209 This could be the result of the corruption scandal against former Prime Minister Najib
Razak. He was charged with multiple counts of criminal breach of trust and money
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laundering.210 The prospect of democratization is still in progress and remains to be seen with
the new administration.
With the chief of state King Narodom Sihamoni, Cambodia is a one-party state led by
Prime Minister Hun Sen with uncertain prospects for democratization.211 After staging a coup
in 1997, Hun Sen, the Cambodian People’s Party (PPP) leader, has been in power until this
present time.212 His administration was legitimized after the general election by controlling the
electoral roll and ballots, controlling major television channels and radio media, and suspending
mobile use during the election.213 His party has won four consecutive national elections by
oppressing the opposing political parties and civil movements.214 While Hun Sen claimed that
in the 2018 general election, “our country … is moving forward in the framework of a multiparty democracy,”215 signs of political repression continued when the main opposition leader,
Kem Sokha, was arrested and tried for treason and other opposition politicians were exiled.216
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During Singapore’s decolonization, the People’s Action Party (PAP), led by Lee Kwan
Yew, successfully demolished the opposition and created a one-party state.217 The organization
of the party is in the hands of the Lee family.218 The party runs the government and has control
over legal institutions. The role of civil society is highly restricted under the control of the
government over education, mass media, culture, and any other sectors which can challenge its
supremacy.219 Within the regime, civil rights movement for social justice and democracy are
struck down by the force of cultural relativism—the idea propagated by Lee Kwan Yew and in
many authoritarian regimes in Southeast Asia nations stating that universality of human rights
does not exist and the Asian cultures and values are different and need not to be the same as the
west.220 Prime Minister Less Hsien Loong described Singapore in 2015 as “a multi-party liberal
democratic system;221 nevertheless, the electoral process is restricted in ways to ensure the
dominance of the People’s Action Party (PAP).222
There were certain moments of democratic transformation in Thailand, but numerous
military interventions destabilized it. Thailand was an absolute monarchy and became a
constitutional monarchy in the form of a semi-democratic or pseudo-democratic state under the
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influence of the royal-military alliance.223224 Since the political reform in 1932 (1991–1992),
the path to democracy has been constantly intervened by military coups. Undemocratic
practices are common to obtain and maintain illegitimate political power—overthrowing
elected governments, abrogating the constitutions, violating civil rights, and suppressing
oppositions. These military interventions are often regarded as necessary by the junta and some
elites to establish a true democracy and conserve conservative Thai values, which is also known
as a “Thai-style democracy.”225 Thai junta often legitimized its action of overthrowing elected
governments by claiming that the elected administration was corrupted and non-democratic. To
illustrate, at his keynote speech at the Shangri-La Dialogue in June 2016, Thai junta and Prime
Minister Prayuth Chan-ocha argued that “the key problem in Thailand is political conflict and
unprecedented divisiveness… Democracy existed only in form but not in function. As a result,
we want to rebuild our democracy so that it is more sustainable.”226 At present, there is an
ongoing uprising movement from civilians, mainly younger generations of populations,
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demanding authoritarian leaders to step out of power and royal institution to remain genuinely
neutral and out of politics; consequently, many of them were arrested and prosecuted.227
A similar pattern of persistent military intervention in national politics also occurs in
Myanmar.228 A recent coup staged by the army’s commander-in-chief, General Min Aung
Hlaing, on February 1, 2021, is an utmost step backward for Myanmar’s democratic
transformation marking a return of military dictatorship.229 As of April 11, 2021, it is reported
that the army has opened fire and killed more than 700 civilians who are protesting against the
military rule.230 To date, the resistance from civilians and the military crackdown continues,
and it remains to be seen how it will be resolved.
Though widely seen as democratic states in ASEAN, Indonesia and the Philippines also
struggle to fulfill the prospects of democratization in a more liberal and complex term. After
winning the Philippines’ presidential election in 2016, President Rodrigo Duterte’s domestic
policy “war on drugs” is highly criticized by the international community due to increased
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extrajudicial killings and human rights violations.231232 He declared an “independent foreign
policy” denying the influence of external powers, especially from the west.233 In May 2018, his
role as a leader of the democratic state is questionable, particularly after Former Chief Justice
Maria Lourdes Sereno was removed from office.234 It is skeptical for the public whether
President Duterte is behind this removal since Sereno is well known for her outspoken
concerning the President’s human rights violations and the suppression of his oppositions by
using drug accusations.235 Duterte often claimed that he is the product of democratic elections
to justify his roles: “I believe in democracy and that’s why I ran for President. I’m duty-bound
by the Constitution.”236
After the downfall of Suharto’s New Order regime in 1998, Indonesia adopted a
democratic identity in its role towards ASEAN and the international community237 as
subsequent competitive general and presidential elections with a genuine multi-party system
marked a rising hope for democratic transition.238239 Key democratic institutions and the
separation of powers among the executive, the legislature, and the judiciary were established.
Regardless of its remaining political influence, the military is under civilian rule.240 Freedom
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of the press and civil society have flourished. Still, Indonesia cannot fulfill the complex
definition of democracy due to the relatively high degree of poverty and inequality.241 Recently,
there is also increased tension between stable governance and increase civil freedom.242
President Jokowi openly expressed concerns regarding the limits of democracy, particularly
that democracy constraints security governance. In February 2017, Jokowi stressed that “many
people asked me whether our democracy had gone too far. I answered, yes, it has gone too far…
Political freedom has opened the door for extreme politics, such as liberalism, fundamentalism,
sectarianism, radicalism, terrorism and other ideologies that contradict Pancasila.”243
There are complexities and variations of classifying regime types, the degree of
democracy, and the conceptualizations of what constitutes democracy in ASEAN member
states.244 One example is Indonesia—a state that most analysts regarded as the most democratic
state in ASEAN, but the nature of its democracy is classified in different ways. Morgenbesser
and Pepinsky described it as an electoral democracy.245 Peou classified it as a liberal democracy
but not yet consolidated.246 The Economist Intelligence Unit 2017 labeled it as a flawed
democracy.247 Croissant and Haynes categorized it as an illiberal democracy.248
In most ASEAN member states, consolidated liberal democracies remain unstable and
authoritarian rules seem to supersede. Democratic values adopted by ASEAN are not yet
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internalized. Naher and Marley observed that there are other factors affecting democracy of the
member states of ASEAN.
The first factor is colonial history and intervention. Most states in Southeast Asia were
colonized by western imperialism, and though they became independent, they maintained close
ties with the former imperials. The imperial states remained influential towards the political
situation in formerly colonized states. On the other hand, the history of being colonized can
influence the politics of the member states in a path of nationalism and trigger fear of foreigners
and loss of sovereignty.249 After decolonization, Cold War is a significant factor contributing
to the rise of authoritarianism in the non-communist (pro-western) member states—the
common threat of communism justified the shift towards authoritarianism in the region.250 The
western powers turned blind eyes on undemocratic political practice and human rights
violations in allied ASEAN member states as they were deemed necessary for security and
stability. The military supports or aids from foreign countries to maintain an anti-communism
alliance or fight against the war on terror consolidate the strong status of military regimes in
the region.251 Chan Heng Chee observed that many Southeast Asian countries “emerged from
the colonial era experimenting with Western liberal democracy, but each abandoned the original
model for variations of authoritarian forms which accommodate degree of democracy.”252 Most
states focused on political stability and continuity of leadership while limiting the western
model of participatory liberal democracy.253
The second factor limiting the uptake of democratic practice in ASEAN member states
is the power of globalization and market capitalism. The common tendency is that the market
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economy will lead to national economic growth, certain social development, and the rise of a
middle class that eventually demands or participates in democratic change. On the contrary,
authoritarian regimes can use economic development as their legitimacy and as a controlling
tool to keep people engaged and competing in the marketplace instead of in the political area.254
For instance, the legitimacy of the Singaporean authoritarian regime is linked to successful
economic boost and development, leading to the expansion of the economy and improving
living standards for citizens.255 Under the meritocratic system, where power and social status
depend on merits and works, citizens are driven to build their social status, seek educational
and professional opportunities, and gain wealth.256 The competitiveness of the society may
leave no room for disobedience or resistance. Middle-class citizens may not always fight for
democracy or participate in democratic activities.257 It depends on other factors such as their
cultures, beliefs, workplace, and competition. 258
To exemplify, PAP, a dominant party in Singapore, understood that repression alone
could not be sufficient to retain elections and remain in power. Several key elements contribute
to solidifying the regime. The first element is the substitution of independent labor unions by
the PAP-affiliated union—National Trades Union Congress (NTUC). By doing so, people have
direct or indirect reliance on the state for economic and social resources like housing,
employment, business contracts, and access to personal savings.259 Second, the Singaporean
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economy is mainly generated by government-linked companies (GLCs) “held by sovereign
wealth funds bolstering the economic and political power of PAP state and the politicobureaucratic class.”260 This shapes the lifestyle of middle-class people. The opportunities for
employment depend on state capitalism through governmental departments, statutory bodies,
GLCs, or indirectly through the provision of professional, legal, and commercial services.261
The third factor hindering democratic transformation is a strong culture of tolerance and
compromise in Southeast Asia. It can affect the political situation when civil movements
proceeded at a much slower pace and less intense.262 Through the direct imposition of
propaganda, policies, and regulations, non-democratic governments may manage to persuade
citizens that it is unnecessary to follow the western model of democracy because they have their
own models of administration that fit with their cultures and identities and are different from
the western one.263 This method takes advantage of nationalism and post-colonization effects—
people distrust the imposition of rules, values, and ethics by western countries and yearn to
preserve their sovereignty, identities, and cultures. It is often stated that western democracy will
undermine the strengths of Southeast Asian countries; therefore, without well preparation, it is
not suitable for the countries.264 The common belief is that society needs discipline more than
democracy: democracy leads to undisciplined and disorder conditions.265
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2.1.3 The promotion v. protection of human rights
When ASEAN was formed with its intention to develop regional cooperation for peace
and security, the concept of human rights protection as we perceived in these modern periods
was not envisioned by the member states. By the end of the Cold War, the western policies
guided by strategic consideration that once tolerated human rights abuses by anti-communist
authoritarian regimes in Southeast Asia had ended. 266 Democracy and human rights protection
become the new western forces.267 The principle of human rights was later officially recognized
by the ASEAN Charter 2007. During the pre-ASEAN Charter period, the struggles of human
rights protection were evident and omnipresent in all member states of ASEAN.
While ASEAN affirmed its commitment during the World Conference of Human Rights
in Vienna in 1993 to respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms as set out in the Vienna
Declaration 1993, ASEAN stressed that human rights should be addressed according to specific
cultural, social, economic, and political circumstances with respect to the member states’
sovereignty, territorial integrity, and non-interference in the internal affairs.268 This notion is
rooted in a certain degree of cultural relativism—the doctrine supporting communal autonomy
and self-determination exempting from legitimate criticism by outsiders.269 Universalist
considers if the sole basis of human rights is to be a human being, culture cannot be related. In
contrast, relativist argues that the human nature itself is, to some extent, social and culturally
related, even in biological dimension.270 Between the two ends, radical universalism regards
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culture as irrelevant to the validity of moral rights and radical cultural relativism that regards
culture as the sole source for the validity of moral rights.271 Where does ASEAN stand?
The standing point of ASEAN about human rights has been somewhere between the
strong and weak cultural relativism concerning the substance of human rights, the interpretation
of individual rights, and the form of implementation. After the end of the Cold War in the region
and in the early years of regional cooperation, ASEAN adopted a stronger sense of cultural
relativism, especially after Myanmar, Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia joined the association, the
tension human rights issues were extremely high. To keep peace and avoid confrontation, how
member states treated their citizens remained an utterly internal affair under the nonintervention rules. Conflicts always arise when certain norms or practices are defendable
according to the internal standard, but they are not acceptable by external standards.272
Under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 1948, all human beings are born free
and equal in dignity and rights without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex,
language, religion, political opinion, national or social origin, property, or birth.273 Though
these fundamental human rights were recognized and guaranteed by constitutions of all ASEAN
member states, the reality and the implementation of such human rights protection are
questionable.
Severe human rights violations in ASEAN member states relate to the non-democratic
regimes leading to the use of security law to intervene in the judiciary system; to violate the
right to life and liberty; and to suppress the due process of law, freedom of civil participation,
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freedom of speech, and freedom of the press. Authoritarian regimes or pseudo-democratic
regimes’ viability depends largely on repressive mechanisms to suppress dissent’s opinion and
movement, control of the police, military, and judiciary system.274 The regimes secure broad
and unlimited power under the security law to arrest, detain, and execute people expressively
or tacitly. The judiciary system is arbitrary and under direct interference of the authoritarian
leaders undermining human rights protection and independence and impartiality of justice.275
A widespread corrupted system created a small fraction of wealthy and powerful elites but
poverty and inequality among the rest of the citizens.
The prosecution against freedom of speech is evident. For example, the enforcement of
the “Lèse-Majesté”276 law in member states where the monarchy still plays imminent roles in
both political and social contexts. Under Thai penal code Article 112, “Whoever defames,
insults or threatens the King, Queen, the heir apparent or the regent will be punished with
imprisonment between 3–15 years.”277 Instead of having a strict and narrow interpretation, the
law has been broadly enforced,278 particularly after the coup d’état in 2014279 and under the
reign of King Rama X.280 Cambodia just adopted a similar “Lèse-Majesté” provision in
February 2018.281 The actual danger is the abusive use of the law to suppress those who oppose
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the authoritarian regimes.
Furthermore, violence against civilians relating to ethnic minority groups and human
trafficking are extensive. The internal arm conflicts or conflicts on ethnic minority groups
include, for example, the Cambodian genocide during the Red Khmer regime led by Pol Pot
1975–1979, the Karen massacre in Myanmar in 2007, or the Rohingya massacre in Myanmar
in 2017282 and 2018.283 There were certain moments of democratic hope when the Myanmar
National League for Democracy (NLD)’s victory in the election was recognized, but the
military remained significantly influential in politics, and Aung San Suu Kyi284 failed to act
against human rights violations, particularly the violation against Rohingya.285 Some ASEAN
leaders were outspoken about this genocide. Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad
criticized the incompetent role of Aung San Suu Kyi, leader of Myanmar’s National League for
Democracy, in addressing “what appears like a genocide.”286 Singapore’s Prime Minister
informed his parliament in October 2018 that the ASEAN Foreign Ministers expressed “their
grave concern with these alleged acts of violence.”287 Still, there is no meaningful response
from ASEAN as an organization. The Rohingya crisis jeopardized the legitimacy of the
Myanmar regime led by Aung San Suu Kyi and exposed ASEAN’s main weakness—the lack
of teeth and the reluctance to interfere in member states’ internal matters.288
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In addition, religions can be the cause and legal justification for violence against
civilians. Particularly violence against women is, to a lesser or greater extent, related to male
chauvinism or religious belief. For example, Brunei is ruled by the hereditary monarchy
legitimacy and the Islamic divine law and tradition.289 There is no sexual equality under the
law—women do not have equal status with men, and freedom of religion is restricted.290 The
Malaysian constitution endorses the Koran, the right of Malays, and the role of religious courts
in civil matters dealing with family, marriage, and property.291 The freedom of religion is highly
restricted—Muslims are not free to convert to other religions. Sexual equality is limited since
the law is male dominant, making it easier for men to take advantage of their wives. Muslim
women are, in reality, second-class citizens.
When it is contentious that the universal human rights conflict with the cultural values
held in ASEAN member states, what represents those cultural values? To be precise, who
speaks for and interprets the cultural values? In all cases, it is the governments or political
leaders who represent the countries. When those leaders cite the cultural arguments to avoid
universal human rights practices, the question is whether such cultural arguments are genuinely
for people’s interests or they are just excuses for justifying human rights violation and
maintaining the ruling power.292 To certain degrees, human rights work against the states’
power—human rights protection limit states’ power to control and impinge on the individual’s
affairs. Therefore, when the leaders of member states justify human rights violations by
accentuating the political, social, and cultural arguments, whether those practices are truly
defendable under the internal cultural standard and reflect the real values for the people, or they
are for the interests of certain elite groups who wish to maintain their power and position by
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limiting civil participation and freedom.293 In this latter case, cultural relativism acts as a
nationalist tool to legitimize the authoritarian regime’s abuse of power, and it respects neither
the social cultures nor the minority.
The conflict between universal values and cultural values proves that even with the
modern global world, all countries are more interconnected and interdependent, but there is no
unity in terms of the substances and implementation of universal values or morals. It is highly
controversial and extremely difficult for ASEAN to find an agreement without confrontation to
cooperate on human rights issues in the region. Since it lacks the compulsory authority over
member states, ASEAN has a limited role in the human rights commitments of member states.
In many cases, ASEAN tried to alleviate severe human rights violations through diplomatic
negotiations, but the principle of non-intervention remains a deadlock. With the hope that
“culture is evolving set of norms influenced by external and internal factors including
technology and the market”294, it remains to be seen whether ASEAN can move towards actual
human rights protection rather than rhetoric human right promotion.

2.2 The Structural Challenges:
2.2.1 Lack of legal personality
ASEAN meant to establish its substantial legal personality by adopting the ASEAN
Charter. The question is whether the ASEAN Charter acts as “legs to go places”295 and serves
as an effective legal tool. Effectiveness is relative to the purposes and goals of ASEAN. To
articulate the views towards the strengths and weaknesses of ASEAN, three different theories
about international relations can be used as premises for evaluation: realist, neoliberal, and
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constructivist.296 The realist theory focuses on power to control and enforce—international law
needs to have “teeth” to control member states because each sovereign state is likely to act
according to its own interest.297 The neoliberal theory suggests that cooperation in an
organization, leading to common benefits and improving shared data, can alter the state’s
actions.298 The constructivist theory emphasizes the goals and ideas that can be internalized in
the organization and can gradually change member states’ relations.299
In the constructivist or neoliberal view, ASEAN and the Charter may not have a direct
effect, but it may have positive influences on the member states’ practices. When signing and
ratifying the Charter, the member states have acknowledged the regional commitments,
purposes, and goals. Member states accepted these new norms whether member states had full
intention to apply or implement them or not. Sooner or later, the Charter as the common goals
will enhance and motivate the member states to adopt new practices and principles. To ignore
the principles of ASEAN is to jeopardize its status not only in the region but also in a global
context. All member states will not condone the gross violation of ASEAN principles (e.g.,
democracy or human rights).This view is best described in a response of Surin Pitsuwan,
Former ASEAN Secretariat to Hillary Clinton, Former Minister of Foreign Affairs of the United
States300:
ASEAN Charter is a living document for the ASEAN community in
this generation and the next generations to have their rights protected
under the principles of democracy and human rights. It is an inclusive
development where everybody will benefit from it. It will evolve and
allow its member states to evolve at its own pace and path. The ASEAN
Charter is like the United States Declaration of Independence: when
Thomas Jefferson stated that all men are created equal, they are
endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, that among
these are the right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, he did
not even mean to include Indians, slaves, black people or even women;
296
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however, now we have President Obama sitting in the White House and
you working as Foreign Minister.301
In contrast, from the standpoint of the realist, ASEAN and the Charter have a flexible
structure that is ineffective and unenforceable. They have no enforcement authority or sanction
measures for any non-compliance. The power vested in the ASEAN entity is too broad and
vague. It produces many rhetoric declarations but no actual implementations.302 The ASEAN’s
goals and purposes envisaged in the Charter are too ambitious and farfetched considering the
current circumstances and the region’s predominant social construct.
By creating and adopting the ASEAN Charter, ASEAN tried to turn their relation-based
cooperation into a rule-based regime for deeper integration of the region. Before the Charter,
ASEAN cooperated on the basis of mutual understanding and trust without any legal binding
instruments. To be a rule-based regime, ASEAN needs to have a formal institution, sets of hard
laws—legal binding norms that member states will be obliged to execute and comply and
formalized dispute mechanism. In international law, hard laws can derive from the treaty,
customary norms, and general principle of laws. The basic characteristic of hard law, either in
written or behavioral form, is to have a legally binding effect.
Regardless of its goal and ambition to create the ASEAN Charter, ASEAN remains, in
the greater part, a formalized relation-based regime with soft law instruments.303 Soft laws are
non-legally binding norms that can be found in (1) treaty provisions that are too vague and
general for execution; (2) declarations or political pacts; (3) Resolutions of the international
organization that is recommendatory in nature; and (4) code of behavior that is a state’s choice
whether to adopt it.304 Many ASEAN instruments, though in written form, are soft laws by
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nature. They lack the legally binding effect. For instance, many environmental declarations,
protocols, and joint statements that often used general and broad terms are soft laws that do not
have compelling personality because they are too vague to have legal grounds and effect.
Furthermore, under the Charter, the ASEAN Summit, comprised of the head of the
governments of member states, acts as a one-stop service: legislative branch, executive branch,
and judiciary branch. 305 Still, such power of the ASEAN Summit does not give ASEAN legal
personality because it does not have the right and independence to act on its own, separating
from member states.306 It does not stand as one entity with its sovereign power to participate in
international proceedings or make binding decisions upon the member states.307 Every decision
has to be made in consensus; thus, ASEAN lacks the authority on the rule-based system to
request compliance from member states. While the Charter empowers ASEAN Secretariat and
Secretary-General with some privileges and immunities,308 they do not have initiative and
compelling authority. No institution under the Charter acts as a supranational organ.
Although the ASEAN Charter was regarded as a turning point for the constitutional
moment of ASEAN, it failed to meet the ambition of a setting stage for a rule-based regime
since it contains limited structural improvement to address non-compliance concerns and
construct other legal agreements without a lengthy timeline with broad exceptions.309 The
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notion of ASEAN Way is regarded as ASEAN customary law from the outset since member
states have a shared sense of obligation to abide by the rule without any written form of
agreement. In contrast, the new principles written in the Charter, such as democracy, human
rights, or sustainable development, have yet to evolve their compelling sentiment in the region.
Otherwise, it will serve only as non-binding pronouncements of ASEAN goals that lead to soft
negotiation for cooperation but no actual implementation and sanctions.

2.2.2 Lack of implementation and enforcement
Since the principle of non-interference stands for preserving national sovereignty and
respecting the right of a member state to lead its own existence free from external interference
or coercion, the implementation or cooperation in accordance with the ASEAN plans and
agreements depends solely on good faith and political will of member states.
The decision-making and policy-making process of ASEAN are abided by the ASEAN
Way, which in this case it is the process of compromising negotiation and consultation to have
a consensus decision that everybody will all agree and comply under the non-intervention rule
in order to protect national diversity and sovereignty. Many issues have gone through countless
rounds of negotiations and meetings because it is a usual practice—when there is a
disagreement or controversy on certain issues, member states prefer to avoid a confrontation to
have a conclusive decision. With the fear of losing face or having heated arguments, member
states tend to avoid addressing problematic issues and shift the discussions to other agreeable
issues. The common view of all ASEAN leaders is that “one should try to compromise and
work on productive issues rather than waste time fighting over unresolved issues. It is better to
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bend than to break.” In this sense, “ASEAN’s informal makeup is geared to conflict avoidance
rather than conflict resolution.”310
The consensus rule is an impasse to ASEAN progress and regional integration. Each
member state has a right to veto any decision that may affect or lessen its national interest.311 It
is hard for ASEAN to function effectively when member states are unwilling to prioritize
regional interest above their national interest. The consensus rule makes it impossible for
ASEAN to implement and enforce its laws or decisions, especially in the dispute settlement
mechanism by the ASEAN Summit, where it is impossible to have consensus from all leaders
or representatives of member states. In the making of the Charter, ASEAN tried to disentangle
the consensus deadlock. The Eminent Person Group—a group of prominent citizens from
ASEAN member states tasked to draft the ASEAN Charter suggested majority voting where
the consensus cannot be reached; nevertheless, the foreign ministers rejected the proposal at
their Retreat Siem Riep in 2007. The compromise has been made by enacting Article 20 (2),
“Where consensus cannot be achieved, the ASEAN summit may decide how specific decision
can be made.” 312
This pragmatic approach is intended for the decisions of ASEAN bodies below the
Summit.313 If the decision cannot be made by consensus, the leaders can give appropriate
instruction.314 This opens opportunities for majority voting in other specific areas of ASEAN
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cooperation, such as matters concerning the implementation of certain economic agreements.315
Nevertheless, when it comes to the decision of the ASEAN Summit, which is the supreme
policy-making body, it is a dead-end cycle of indecisive decision-making. When the Summit
cannot reach a consensus decision, the Summit may decide on specific cases, including breach
and non-compliance, but the decision still has to be made by consensus. In the end, ASEAN
Summit appears to be a negotiation forum incapable of settling unresolved issues.
ASEAN is not a supranational organization. It cannot force member states to comply.
Its agreements and regulations do not have a direct effect of superseding the national laws.
Thus, the implementation of regional integration bases on the member states’ will to participate.
For 50 years of ASEAN, regardless of having many agreements and declarations dealing with
many issues, those instruments usually provide loose frameworks and flexible practices and
using broad terms rather than concrete binding legal terms with enforcement clauses. It may
appear that regionally ASEAN has accomplished in creating many technical instruments.
Nevertheless, the implementation of such instruments depends solely on the discretion of the
internal affairs of member states as stated under Article 2(F) because of the sensitivity of
national sovereignty and external interference. ASEAN does not have a central authority to
monitor or compel the implementation and compliance of such binding instruments.316 In
ASEAN, building community laws is not as complicated as building the common sense of
obligations to implement the law. Hard law is of no value if there is no action. Traditionally,
ASEAN was formed upon voluntary cooperation and consultation. When the consensus of
political will was reached through negotiations, little by little, finally, member states would
consider it as an obligation to act. It is a process of soft law rather than coercive hard law
instruments.
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2.2.3 Lack of judicial review or dispute settlement mechanism
In order to have a functional regional integration, it is necessary to have an efficient
dispute settlement mechanism. The dispute settlement process should be on a fair, impartial,
neutral, and non-arbitrary basis. The arbitrators, judges, or mediators should never have any
conflict of interest in the disputed matters. The dispute settlement body's judgment or decision
on conflicting issues should be binding and enforceable towards the losing party. Notably, on
the matter of economic or trading and investment issues that rely on certainty and stability, the
party will prefer to have a fair judicial decision rather than an uncertain negotiation.
As stated in the Charter concerning the settlement of disputes, member states shall
resolve all disputes peacefully in a timely manner through dialogue, consultation, and
negotiation.317 In case of any unresolved dispute, the dispute shall be referred to the ASEAN
Summit.318 Furthermore, suppose any member state is affected by non-compliance after seeking
decisions, findings, or recommendations from the dispute settlement mechanism of ASEAN. In
that case, it may refer the matter to the ASEAN Summit for the decision.319 There is a viciouscycle problem with these functions.
The Charter suggests conflicting member states resolve the issues by diplomatic
negotiations with no binding effect rather by judicial decision. The ASEAN Summit technically
acts as a judicial function to resolve the dispute that diplomatic means cannot resolve between
the conflicting states. The decision-making of the ASEAN Summit is required by the Charter
to be rendered in consensus. The ASEAN Summit consists of all government leaders, including
the conflicting states; thus, the decision is not likely to pass by consensus.
Therefore, the ASEAN Summit itself lacks the prerequisites to decide the case because
of its conflict of interest—the ASEAN Summit consists of governments’ leaders from all
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member states, including the conflicting states which in this case government’s leader of the
conflicting state may exercise its right to veto the decision, making it impossible to decide by
consensus.
Even if the conflicting states managed to have the decision by consensus from the
ASEAN Summit or other Dispute Settlement Mechanism of ASEAN, there is no mechanism to
enforce such binding decision. To enforce is to contradict the principle of non-interference and
sovereignty. The compliance depends exclusively on the member state. The compliance of
ASEAN Summit’s decision is not likely to be automatic—the state or its national court will
take an essential part to enforce the decision. This process of double interpretation can further
cause an enforcement problem because national courts require to review and understand the
ASEAN process and legal instruments.320 In case of non-compliance, the member state may
refer the matter to the ASEAN summit leading to the same result—a never-ending cycle of
negotiation to receive an unenforceable consensus decision.
Dispute settlement is also the most important challenge of economic integration.
Member states and private business sectors can always seek trade-related dispute resolution
outside ASEAN regimes such as WTO or arbitration. Within ASEAN for economic matters,
the ASEAN Protocol for Enhanced Dispute Settlement Mechanism (EDSM) governs member
states’ disputes (EDSM).321 However, since its adoption in 2004, member states has been
avoided to resolve disputes in this venue because it is the duplicate consensus decision-making
procedure like the ASEAN Summit—the process is optional and directed by a group of political
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representatives from each member state. The panel lacks the neutrality to decide the disputes
and tends to make decision by consensus to avoid further conflict or confrontation. Thus, the
EDSM is merely another political negotiation panel, not a dispute settlement body. For private
commercial parties, the recent initiative is the ASEAN Solutions for Investments, Services and
Trade (ASSIST) mechanism.322 Yet, ASSIST is an optional and non-binding online problemsolving venue administered by ASEAN Secretariat, providing a clear published timeline for
responses and actions.323
In essence, the rule of deciding by consensus and non-interference make ASEAN
dispute settlement mechanism moot. Avoid having conflicting confrontation will never settle
any disputes. That is why conflicting member states have never sought resolution from ASEAN
panels. Instead, they have sought dispute settlement from other forums such World Trade
Organization, Arbitration, or International Court of Justice. The ASEAN decision lacks the
effect, enforceability, and sufficient judicial direction requiring double interpretation from
national authority.324 Even if a member state receives a non-binding resolution from ASEAN
panels, the question is, how can it be enforced? Can it be recognized or enforced before national
court jurisdiction as if it is a foreign judgment or arbitral awards? The recognition and
enforcement of foreign judgment vary among member states; however, in most civil law states,
a foreign judgment is deemed as cause of action and likely to be enforced on the conditions that
such foreign award is given in accordance with the due process of law and public policy of the
enforcing court.325 The enforcement of the arbitral award depends on the New York
Convention. To date, ASEAN has not yet had a formal agreement addressing the resolution or
decision from the ASEAN party.
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CONCLUSION
ASEAN was meant to promote peace and security in the region through social,
economic, and cultural development on relation-based cooperation. Judging by the objective of
its creation under limitations and not by the wishes or expectations from others, ASEAN
succeeded in creating a sense of regional cooperation. Still, it cannot obtain deeper integration
on a legal basis. It cannot address transnational or non-compliance problems unless it commits
to rule-based cooperation with actual implementation and enforcement. To do so, a deepanchored ASEAN Way norm must be reinterpreted to allow effective regional engagement in
certain issues that may be deemed as internal affairs of member states—particularly, the issues
of environmental protection, sustainable economic development, democratic struggles, and
human right violations. These problems are interconnected and will be further discussed in
subsequent chapters.
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CHAPTER II
ECONOMIC PERSPECTIVES ON TRADE-ENVIRONMENT
RELATIONSHIP IN ASEAN

INTRODUCTION
In pursuit of economic cooperation through intra-regional trade and international trade,
ASEAN expects to increase economic growth for national and regional prosperity and create
regional security and stability. The expectations do not necessarily meet the reality. The rise of
export-led economic activities aiming for rapid growth without development—an increasing
scale of economic activities without environmental consideration and any change in economic
structure—affects the social condition of nationals, environments, and environmental
regulations.326 ASEAN has not maintained the equilibrium between economic growth and
environmental sustainability. Competitiveness in trade creates economic incentives that
overshadow environmental consideration and human rights protection leading to wider wealth
inequality, environmental degradation, and regulatory chill.
The situation in ASEAN is as explained by Hensengerth: “The introduction of the
Western concept of sustainable development came at a time when countries in the region were
just emerging from the Third Indochina War and were therefore focused on economic
reconstruction.”327 Since the beginning of regional economic cooperation and development,
rapid trade growth comes at the expense of the environment.328 ASEAN position is that
measures for environmental protection can slow down their economic growth. Under the
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Charter in 2007, ASEAN adopted the principle of sustainable development. It agrees to “ensure
sustainable development for the benefit of present and future generation and to place the wellbeing, livelihood and welfare of the people at the center of ASEAN community-building
process.” Despite the principle endorsed in the Charter, ASEAN faces two dilemmas—how to
address environmental problems without regressing the export-led economic growth and how
to implement or enforce any sustainable measures under the non-intervention principle.
An economic incentive—national economic growth through trade expansion—guides
the ASEAN regime towards trade policy and economic cooperation. ASEAN member states
expect that the economic growth through trade would be an anchor for ASEAN to build a more
robust competitive regime and secure a better bargaining position in international forums. Much
weight has been placed in a competitive trading system leading to deficits in socioenvironmental policymaking.
By discussing the relationship between trade and the environment, it reveals the
underlying conflicts between economic development and environmental protection. This part
discusses economic hypotheses explaining how trade can affect society, the environment, and
environmental regulations in the expectation and reality framework. It begins by discussing
mainstream economic hypotheses and theories that ASEAN member states rely on for setting
national policies and achieving economic targets; next, it discusses conflicts between the
economic theories and the outcome in ASEAN.
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1.

IMPACTS OF TRADE ON INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY
It is a common perception among ASEAN member states that trade has positive effects

on people and society. International trade is expected to stimulate economic growth, generate
wealth among nations, strengthen international political cooperation, and pave the way for
environmental consideration. In contrast, reality does not always meet the expectation. The
emphasis on economic growth through trade alone disregards the dimension of social and
environmental development. As a result, the standard of living declines, and environmental
injustice grows.

1.1

Expectation: The rise of national economic growth, the standard of living,
and international political stability

The persistent economic outlook of ASEAN promotes economic growth through trade
expansion by exploiting natural resources as its comparative advantages—economic assets.
Their practice and decision-making for development are based on the economic theory that
economic growth through free trade would lead to the rise of national wealth, regional stability,
and better quality of life and environment.329 For member states, in the process of development,
prioritizing economic growth and scarifying environmental protection is a common approach
since they believe that they can later address environmental issues after sustaining sufficient
growth.
This standpoint can be seen in various ASEAN declarations during different periods.
For instance, the first regional environmental instrument, Manila Declaration on ASEAN
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Environment 1981, centered around maintaining adequate natural resources for the continued
economic development to eradicate poverty, and when it is “practicable,” environmental
protection should be considered.330 In 1997, the Jakarta Declaration stressed that “economic
growth is essential to the prosperity of ASEAN people and is fundamental for sustainable
development.”331 In ASEAN Agreement on Transboundary Haze Pollution 2002 (AATHP),
though it stressed member states’ obligation not to cause environmental harms beyond their
borders, it endorsed the state’s sovereignty and the right to exploit natural resources for national
development.332 In ASEAN Declaration on Environmental Sustainability 2012, ASEAN
confirmed that “fossil fuels will continue to be part of the energy landscape,” and ASEAN
member states need to “address global environmental issues without compromising
competitiveness or social and economic development.”333 Even though in the recent
development, ASEAN acknowledges the importance of environmental integration in economic
development as “environmental protection supports economic growth,”334 the economic
priority persists with little environmental consideration in the actual practice of member
states.335
Many leaders of member states have made statements confirming their national
economic priority from the past to the present. Lee Kwan Yew, former leader of Singapore,
stated in 1975, “each ASEAN country has to ensure sufficient economic growth and social
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justice that will make insurgency unattractive and unlikely to succeed.”336 In 2020, during the
interview with the BBC, the President of Indonesia, Jokowi still made a remark that his priority
is to boost economic growth and maybe after then the environment, innovation, and human
rights.337
Another evident example is the economic-environment vision shared by Mahathir
Muhammad, former Malaysian Prime Minister, during 1981–2003 and 2018–2020. He
considered that, to a certain extent, the environmental protection measures would hold back the
economic growth.338 During his leadership in the past, Malaysia had suffered the forest loss
about 5 million hectares about for logging business and trade.339 In 1987, a British boy wrote a
letter to him out of concern about deforestation. His answer stressed not only the benefits of
timber trade in eradicating poverty but also reflected a strong resentment for foreign critics or
intervention in internal affairs, a Malaysian environment:
The timber industry helps hundreds of thousands of poor people in
Malaysia. Are they supposed to remain poor because you want to study
tropical animals? Is your study more important than filling the empty
stomach of poor people? When the British ruled Malaysia, they burnt
down millions of acres of Malaysian forest so that they could plant
rubber.340
In his speech to the United Nations General Assembly in September 2018, he addressed the
concern over the issue of non-tariff trade barriers on palm oil, showing his strong support to
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free trade without barriers based on environmental grounds. He believed that it is an unfair use
of environmental trade measures employed by superior states which would cause Malaysian
people to lose jobs and decent quality of life.341
With the perception of economic growth through international trade, ASEAN member
states specialize in producing products that they have comparative advantages.342 International
trade is an old practice in human civilization, but the concept of free trade has just been
introduced in modern society.343 Two theories underpin the concept of free trade: the theory of
Absolute Advantage344 and the theory of Comparative Advantage.345 The idea is for the states
to produce what they can produce best according to their natural resources, capital, technology,
and workforce and then trade the excess for other products from other states. Free trade allows
states to specialize and produce more efficiently the products or services they have
comparative advantages.346 The specialization of labor leads to technical innovation and
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greater productivity on an economic scale—“the more specialization, the more growth.”347 The
result is greater total productivity at a cheaper cost, maximizing consumer choices, and ensuring
the most efficient use of scarce resources.348
The comparative advantages in ASEAN trade can be determined in four factors. First,
the endowment of production, labor, and capital: in traditional Heckscher-Ohlin theory,349 to
profit from the market, the states that have less capital but plenty of lower-wage workers (e.g.,
Thailand) should focus on labor-intensive production such as textiles. In contrast, the states
with abundant capital and high-wage workers should focus on capital-intensive goods such as
machinery or technological goods. Second, large-scale production: many member states (e.g.,
Indonesia) have a capacity to produce goods on a larger scale; thus, the cost of production
became lower. Third, natural resources and environment: most member states have intensively
exploited their abundant natural resources together with labor-intensive production for their
exported-led economic growth (e.g., in the agricultural sector, logging, fishery, petroleum, etc.).
Last, different regulatory standards of production, especially environmental standards, are part
of the member states’ comparative advantages. In the economist’s view, it is the “work of the
market”350 if some states can specialize in producing certain goods, but the others cannot do
due to their stricter regulations regarding production standards. Arguably, if ASEAN member
states can specialize in the pollution-intensive industry and exhaustive-resource production, it
is because the national regulations allow them to do so.
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Furthermore, ASEAN aims to use economic cooperation via trade to sustain peace and
regional stability. This notion is based on the theory that trade can create geopolitical
stability.351 When two states are dependent on each other for goods and have long-established
trading relationship, they tend to enhance peace and boost up prosperity; thus, when conflicts
arrive, both states are likely to prefer diplomatic negotiation rather than an aggressive response.
This is the main incentive for the creation of the European Union.352 After a long-suffering
period of World Wars and underlying conflict between France and Germany, the European
internal market served as a significant turning point.353 A similar notion also applies to ASEAN.
ASEAN’s incentive is to use intra-trade cooperation as a building block for peace and security
in the region. Economic incentive unites ASEAN to secure the national sovereignty to be free
from extraterritorial interference and constitute a better position to leverage power in the
international context.354
Some member states joined the ASEAN economic community not because they intend
to fully cooperate with regional trade terms but primarily for political reasons—for their status
351
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quo with the fear of being left behind.355 Regardless of member states’ reason to join the
community, by joining the community, all member states are abided by the ASEAN principles
to seek any dispute settlement in peaceful means and ban the use of force for coercion.
ASEAN believes that trade can lead to a better quality of life and, eventually, a better
environmental condition. By the time a member state can sustain adequate economic growth, it
can ensure the people’s standard of living and healthy environmental conditions. The state
would have the financial capacity to address the environmental issues.356 In theory, trade can
stimulate the public desire for a better environment. It is a common desire to live in good
environmental conditions: fresh air, clean water, and abundant land; however, environmental
protection seems to be a luxury sacrifice if most populations of the country have nothing to feed
their families. Poverty means survival upon environmental exploitation. In reflection of Indira
Gandi, Robert Mugabe, the President of Zimbabwe affirmed that:
Poverty is one of the major causes of environmental degradation today.
Poverty pollutes environment. Those who are poor and hungry will
often destroy their immediate environment in order to survive. Their
lives stock will overgraze the grasslands and in growing numbers will
crowd congested cities. They will overuse marginal lands. This explains
why the greatest environmental change is occurring in developing
countries. These countries are poor.357
Once the population’s income increases due to economic growth, the desire for a better
environment will increase, at least for cleaner air and water. Those populations would desire
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sanitary goods and advanced technology to produce cleaner energy and less hazardous waste.
If an appropriate authority is in place, the demand for a better environment will be transformed
into effective environmental regulations or policies to control pollution and mitigate
environmental harms.

1.2

Reality: Economic inequality and environmental injustice

In contrast with the expected benefit from trade growth, ASEAN member states face
inequality in wealth distribution and inequality in environmental justice. The situation in
ASEAN has three critical facets. First, national wealth due to economic growth is not equivalent
to income equality—richness concentrates within a small percentage of elite groups in the
member states. While the GDP is rising, the majority of the population remains poor. Poor
people continue to struggle to survive on a daily basis; thus, they are unlikely to participate in
a social movement for environmental protection. Second, even if there is a common social
desire for stricter environmental regulations to alleviate the degradation, the public desire
cannot be transformed into regulations or national policy through social participation and
representatives in many non-democratic member states. Last, since public participation is
lacking in most non-democratic member states, the poor people in the agricultural sector, who
contribute the least to environmental problems and suffer the most from them, have the least
say in the government’s decisions.358
In the rise of trade regionalism and multilateralism, ASEAN desires to strengthen its
intra-regional and extra-regional trade as evidenced by the creation of AFTA, economic
community, bilateral trade agreements with trading partners, and the commitment in free trade
principle of World Trade Organization. By expanding the market access with an export-led
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economy, ASEAN member states have successfully increased national and regional economic
growth. The Southeast Asian region is one of the fastest economic expansions.359
Nonetheless, overall national rapid economic growth does not translate into income
distribution, poverty alleviation, or reduction of inequality within the member states.360 In many
member states, wealth concentrated within the elite groups of few major corporations leading
to large development gaps between the richest and the poorest.361 The rich become richer, but
the poor remain poor. According to several indicators, many member states such as Thailand,
Vietnam,362 the Philippines,363 and Indonesia364 are among the top countries with large wealth
inequality gaps.365 For instance, Thailand’s GDP is growing, but less than 1% of the people
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hold the wealth resulting from such growth. 366 According to Credit Suisse Global Wealth data
2018, Thailand is the first rank of unequal country in wealth distribution.367
Likewise, environmental injustice occurs in ASEAN member states.368 When the
government fails to place limitation on free market competition because it wants to generate
maximum economic growth, the participants in the free market will maximize their wealth by
over-exploiting common public resources,369and the result will be the inevitable environmental
degradation. Without regulatory limitations, the market fails to take into account the effect of
the “Prisoner’s Dilemma” as described in “The Tragedy of the Commons” by Garrett
Hardin.370371 “The Tragedy of the Commons” is the term used to explain the cause of
366
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degradation of common environmental goods. Most environmental resources or substances
have no market value: They are public goods, free access to everybody but belong to no one.372
Everybody takes advantage of the common goods, but nobody preserves them because, in the
absence of regulation, there is nothing to guarantee that other people will restrain themselves
from exploiting it too.373 By exploiting natural resources over the regenerative capacity, shortterm economic growth is maximized, but long-term economic and environmental conditions
are degraded.374
When the problem of environmental degradation is coupled with larger inequality gaps,
the poor people who do not benefit from the rapid economic growth of the nations are the group
of people who suffer the most from environmental degradation as a result of such growth.375
Plus, they do not have any right to participate in political decisions to mitigate the adverse
circumstances due to the non-democratic regimes. For instance, local poor people whose lives
depend on natural resources and ecosystem have to bear the impact of toxic discharge from
mega industries, an air-pollution spillover from coal-fired plants in the area they live, or a loss
of habitats due to mega hydropower projects.376 In the case of climate change effect caused by

to govern the commons without government control or privatization, it is not the governing of the commons but it
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CO2 emission from major industries and power plants in the region and worldwide, poor people
are in the frontline.377 Thai farmers suffered the worst drought in 20 years in 2010, but the year
after, they suffered the worst flood destroying their farmlands and habitats.378379
Pope Francis stated in his encyclical Laudato si’:
Its (Climate Change’s) worst impact will probably be felt by developing
countries in coming decades. Many of the poor live in areas particularly
affected by phenomena related to warming, and their means of
subsistence are largely dependent on natural reserves and ecosystem
services such as agriculture, fishing, and forestry. They have no other
financial activities or resources which can enable them to adapt to
climate change or to face natural disaster, and their access to social
services and protection is very limited.380
Therefore, the emphasis on economic growth and wealth of the nation alone ignores
other dimensions of social development—human development with the objective to improve
capacity, opportunity, and quality of people’s lives.381 Trade growth uses money approach
measurement, but it does not take into account the complexity of social dimension and welfare.
Trade does not necessarily produce the intended result of poverty eradication and enhance the
common good; on the other hand, it may widen the inequality gaps.382 Free trade, domestic or
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international, does not benefit all participants in equal share—the income and living standard
gaps will not be eliminated by free trade; instead, they can be increased by it.383

2.

IMPACTS OF TRADE ON ENVIRONMENT
International trade can have both positive and negative effects on environmental

conditions.384 “Grow now, clean up later” is a common practice in many developing countries,
including ASEAN member states. This practice leaves environmental matters in the hands of
the market without regulatory intervention, believing that the market mechanism would be a
cure for all. Once a state generates sufficient economic growth, it can solve environmental
problems later. In contrast, “later is too late” because the region suffers from economic growth
without development—while the economic activities increase in scale, there is no change in
economic composition and technological effect leading to constant environmental degradation.
Thus, a regulatory intervention that employs economic incentives and addresses economic
perspectives of environmental problems is needed.

2.1

Expectation: Gain from economic growth “the Kuznets Curve”

The basis of the debate on the relationship between economic development and the
environmental condition is whether economic expansion itself is the cause of environmental

383
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degradation. On one side, many views from researchers such as Georgescu-Roegen, Ehrlich
and Holdren, and Meadows et al. see economic growth as an extreme danger to the
environment. There can be no sustainable economic growth without destroying the environment
beyond repairable capacity.385 On the other side, economic growth and the wealth of nations
generated by trade are believed to be the fundamental driving forces for demand for
environmental protection. Beckerman suggested: “In the long run, the surest way to improve
your environment is to become rich.”386
Many studies by Grossman and Krueger, Shafik, Panayatou, and Seldon and Song argue
that the relationship between economic growth and the environment appears in an inverted Ushaped figure called “Environmental Kuznets Curve” (EKC).387 The EKC shows that at the
early stage of economic growth, the environmental conditions are degraded due to massive
economic activities and pollution; however, at a later stage, when nations and people become
rich, the environmental conditions will become better because people and government will have
both demand and capacity to clean up the pollution. There are three contributing factors for this
pattern to function: a stage of growth, technological progress, and increased socialenvironmental consciousness.388 With more capital to invest in infrastructures and innovative
technologies and the social movement, it will lead to economic activities with greater energy
efficiency, higher material recovery, and lower waste generation. For instance, as observed by
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Intal, countries like Japan and Taiwan followed the inverted U-shaped figure. In the 1960s,
Japan became industrialized in pollution-intensive industries such as pulp and paper, chemical
products, and metal.389 Later, it switched to less pollution-intensive industries like electronic
and service industries.390 Taiwan also followed the same pattern. It turned to pollution-intensive
in the 1970s and switched back to less pollution-intensive industries in the 1980s.391

2.2

Reality: Economic growth without development

Many member states of ASEAN have gone through this pattern of “grow now and clean
later”—seeing “economic growth as a cause and a cure for environmental problems”;392
nonetheless, “later may be too late.” The EKC cannot be concluded as the complete analysis of
the trade-environment effect because it fails to take into account the following factors:
First, the EKC fails to answer the question of irreversible environmental damage
occurring before the turning point. It argues that the environment would become better after the
developing countries invest money in cleaning operations. This notion is based on the
assumption that the existing environmental damages are reversible. However, most significant
environmental harms are considered irreversible, and they could occur before the turning point.
For instance, economic activities can lead to biodiversity loss or the extinction of species, the
depletion of nonrenewable natural resources such as fossil fuels, and the destruction of the
earth’s climate, passing the tipping point.393
Second, the turning point comes when individuals and the nation become richer. Thus,
there will be both state capital and capacity and people’s desire towards a better environment.
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Nevertheless, as discussed earlier, national growth of ASEAN member states does not mean
that the majority of population has better income. The income gap between the rich and the
poor remains considerably large. While a small percentage of the population accounts for
national wealth, most are still struggling through daily survival needs. As Abdullah,
Doucouliagos, and Manning concluded in their studies in Southeast Asia that “most member
states have not reached the lower conservative estimate per capita GDP threshold: they are still
within the rising portion of EKC.”394 Thus, as long as the income inequality will not be
alleviated, the turning point for improvement is invisible.
Third, unlike the case of Japan and Taiwan, where the specialization switched from
polluting chemical industries to the production of machinery and electrical appliances due to
technological investment and regulatory change,395 most ASEAN countries specialize in a
resource-based economy (e.g., agricultural products, timber products, and fisheries) as natural
resources are their comparative advantages. The production of raw material in ASEAN member
states without regulatory intervention does not trigger technological innovations; thus, the
specialization in primary products leads to the specialization trap.396 Based on Gill and Kharas’
analysis, most member states cannot diversify the production of goods, accelerate innovation,
and shift education for more skilled workers.397 Therefore, they are stuck in a middle-income
trap—unable to advance their economy to a high-income level and switch from resources-
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driven growth to productivity-driven growth.398399 Thus, the shift for higher-skilled production
according to EKC may not arrive.
Last, environmental improvement is not automatic. Once an income per capita rises,
there will be strong demand for pollution control regulation. However, such demand will need
to be implemented through national regulations. For the people’s demand to be translated into
efficient environmental regulations, the states need to have appropriate authorities in place and
an efficient democratic system. The EKC literature demonstrated the environmental-income
relationship based on the presumption of governmental authority. Unfortunately, it is not
always the case in ASEAN, where most member states are under authoritarian rule.
It is incorrect to cite EKC as a claim that if countries promote economic growth, the
environment will eventually take care of itself because the analysis of EKC bases on the
presumption of a perfect market and political mechanism, which rarely exists in reality.
For instance, carbon emissions have been steadily increased since the expansion of the
world economy in the 1990s. Many studies show that, contrary to the environment-income
relationship, CO2 emissions gradually increase as income increases.400 This problem may be a
result of economic growth without economic development. Herman Daly explained that limit
to growth do not mean limit to development:
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Under the ideal conditions, the market can find an optimal allocation of
resources but the market cannot find an optimal scale any more than it
can find an optimal distribution of resources. This requires the
application of ethical and ecological considerations.401
Economic growth (quantitative scale) means an increased scale of economic activities without
any change in economic structure.402 In contrast, economic development (qualitative
improvement) includes changes in economic structure, technological and social transformation
such as education, health care, public transportation, and legal institutions.403 Thus, economic
growth without development means that while there is a massive expansion of economic
activities, the nature of such activities is the same—no cleaner technology to reduce the
consumption of fuel-based energy and emission of polluting substances. As a result, pollution
and resource depletion will grow along with the outputs.
Furthermore, CO2 is a global (and thus extraterritorial) externality; thus, though incomes
per capita increase, the states have less incentive to mitigate the emission. The global threat is
that CO2 will exceed the planet’s carrying capacity, leading to the irreversible climate change
effect before the turning point of EKC.404 By that time, it will be too late. Thus, considering the
damage that has already been done, it is necessary to reduce further CO2 emission at the
international level to stabilize the situation and prevent the further adverse effect.405

3.

IMPACTS OF TRADE ON ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS
Environmental regulation can increase the production costs and restrict the productions

or trade of certain products on the ground of environmental protection. It can be viewed as a
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restriction to trade, or it can make trade or investment less attractive to industrial and
multinational companies. The concern is that developing countries could refuse to strengthen
or enforce their environmental standard to gain competitive advantages in international trade
and attract foreign investment. Empirical studies argued that the regulatory race-to-the-bottom
effect and pollution theory are not likely to happen due to the democratic system and lack of
sufficient economic incentives.406 Nevertheless, the struggles for competitive advantage and
against internalization of externalities in trade persist in ASEAN member states. In many
member states with an unstable democratic system, the relocation of pollution-intensive
industries has occurred. The regulatory standards for environmental protection are lowered in
certain circumstances or stuck at the bottom at best.

3.1

Expectation: Arguments against the race-to-the-bottom hypothesis and the
pollution haven theory

As international trade dramatically grows on a free-market basis, there is growing
concern about its effect on environmental regulations. It is argued that many developing
countries to promote economic growth may create incentives for foreign investors to conduct
business and make an investment in their countries or create competitive advantages for their
exporting goods. One way to implement the goal is to impose more flexible national regulations
regarding environmental protection, believing that it will lead to lower production costs and
higher profits.407 Eventually, it may lead to a race-to-the-bottom effect of environmental
regulations among nations to compete in international trade.408
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The race-to-the-bottom hypothesis is a repercussion in the legal aspect of externalities
and competitive advantage problems, leading to unfair trade in an international arena. For
competitiveness in trade, a state may lower environmental standards or impose lax regulations
so that the externalities are not internalized; thus, the cost of the products becomes cheaper in
the market. The main reason to discharge polluting substances in the environment instead of
cleaning them is that without governmental regulations, those pollutions are the external cost
of the product, they are borne by public instead of producers.409 If the released wastes are
beyond the absorptive level, they will reappear in the form of pollutions or “negative
externalities.”410 The “Polluter Pays Principle” (PPP) urges governments to impose regulations
ensuring that the cost of products or services reflects both basic cost of operation and
environmental cost.411 Internalization of environmental costs is vital for environmental and
economic efficiency because the end price of goods purchased by consumers will bear all
economic, social, and environmental costs rendering a just and non-distort market.412
Nevertheless, PPP is controversial. Most member states of ASEAN have not accepted
it due to the issue of competitive advantages.413 By focusing on short-term economic gain, many
member states export goods that do not internalize the environmental externalities into the price
of the goods. Such goods are cheaper than goods from other countries that have adopted PPP
and internalize the externalities. Therefore, goods without externality costs from member states
gain competitive advantages in the international market. The products from high-standard
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countries that internalize the environmental costs are more expensive.414 The disparity in
environmental regulations conferring a competitive advantage on lower-standard countries may
negatively affect existing environmental regulations—it may encourage high-standard
countries to lower their environmental regulations, and it may discourage low-standard
countries from improving their regulations.415
Furthermore, due to the disparity of national environmental regulations, there is also a
strong concern that low-standard countries may attract more investment from pollutionintensive industries and become their “Pollution Havens.”416 As some developing countries try
to attract capital and foreign investment to boost up their economic growth by relaxing their
environmental regulations, many multinational companies operating pollution-intensive
industries may relocate themselves from developed countries with stringent environmental
regulations to developing countries with less stringent environmental policies.
Despite the probability of the race-to-the-bottom hypothesis and pollution haven theory,
there is little empirical evidence on the economic side proving such effects:
First, it is less likely that the race-to-the-bottom effect will occur to environmental
regulations because this effect is not automatic. If the countries have a well-established
democratic system, governments cannot impose authoritative amendments to environmental
regulations.417 If the amendment is to lower the environmental standard, it will be controversial
and subject to strong opposition.
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Second, in reality, trade and investment flows are not sensitive to environmental policy
because the majorities of industries pollution abatement cost represent only a small fraction of
total production cost.418 The actual aspects affecting multinational companies’ relocation
decisions are cheaper labor cost and market access rather than lax environmental regulations.419
Furthermore, there are possible risks concerning the business operation in low-standard
countries, such as political instability and uncertainty of law enforcement. Environmental
regulations and enforcement that are uncertain or subject to unpredictable change according to
political authority may increase disincentives for investment. On the other hand, if the
regulations are clear and certain, they may reduce investment risk and enhance economic
development even if they are more stringent.420 Moreover, stricter environmental policies may
induce companies to invest in cleaner production technology.421
Lastly, it is argued that the pollution haven theory may occur but will not last for an
extended period due to the effect of economic growth or the EKC effect. Economic growth will
generate the demand for environmental quality and better institutional capacity to regulate.422
However, “the rise of income, the rise of environmental quality” rule would only work under
the right conditions—when there is a political system that people’s desire for a better
environmental condition would be regulatorily implemented, and the environmental problems
are repairable under national regulations.423
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3.2

Reality: The externalities, competitive advantages, and the stuck-at-thebottom effect

Stringent environmental regulations requiring the internalization of externalities can
restrict the exploitation of certain natural resources, impose higher pollution control standards,
or require a substantial change in production and process methods. It can increase the cost of
production, eliminate the competitive advantages, and reduce incentives for foreign investment.
Such effects can be short-term disadvantages and render a long-term sustainable economy.
Once the market adapts, the capital and resources will be invested in better economic activities
maximizing overall sustainable profit to society. Nevertheless, it is common that the
governments focus on the transitional costs of the change to respond to the instant distress for
losing profitable gains from economic sectors rather than making a “politically correct choice”
to integrate stricter environmental regulation and implement new production activities.424 The
situation is also true in the market-based authoritarian regimes. People may perceive those
authoritarian regimes, not bound by voters or producers’ support, would regulate and tighten
environmental standards. In contrast, the market-based authoritarian regimes in Southeast Asia
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base their power on rapid growth economy; thus, they would continue to undermine the
environmental protection.425
Many empirical studies concluded that the race-to-the-bottom effect is not likely to
happen because a lax environmental policy is not an essential factor for a multinational
company or foreign investors’ decisions to relocate.
Nevertheless, in some cases, the race-to-the-bottom effect does not occur to attract
multinational companies or foreign investments but occur to allow governmental projects and
domestic industries to maximize their productivity for competitive advantage in international
trade at the expense of the environment. Even if there is strong public opposition against
lowering the environmental standard, many non-democratic member states tend to disregard
those dissenting movements. For instance, in 2017, under the military government, Thailand
proposed a new environmental bill—the Enhancement and Conservation of National
Environmental Quality Bill.426 This new bill does not contain amendments in overall substances
compared to the previous version, but it amended only the section of Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA). This bill has two significant problems. First, it allows the private developers
to start their projects before preparing and submitting their Environmental Impact Assessment
(EIA) and Environmental Health Impact Assessment (EHIA).427 Second, under the
Constitution, any actions that may affect the environment or people’s health have to implement
the EIA and EHIA. Conversely, the new environmental bill uses narrow terms by stating only
“projects or businesses.”428
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In Indonesia, under the revised Criminal Code 2018, it is controversial for undermining
human rights429 and environmental protection—more burdens of proof, less strong punishment,
and shortcoming of accountability.430 First, there is a loophole in the presumption for the burden
of proof. If a producer has a permit for operating, the legal presumption is on its side—it is
presumed that the polluting action does not violate the law, and it is the burden of the plaintiff
to prove otherwise.431 Second, the revised Criminal Code also lowers the maximum prescribed
sentences for some environmental crimes.432 Third, the revised Criminal Code focuses on
individual accountability for environmental crimes; thus, it may limit corporate liability
because it is difficult to prove who is accountable for the environmental crimes—the
contributors, individuals, or companies.433 Environmental adverse effects such as contaminated
water or haze pollution can be the results of many contributors; thus, focusing on single-party
accountability may let many contributors off the hook.
Furthermore, the relocation is a very much feasible alternative if a company cannot
operate due to a prohibition of stricter environmental regulation. China, one of the biggest coal
exploiters, endures a critical health impact from air pollution occurring from coal use. In 2017,
the level of pollutant particles in many cities was hazardous to human health, causing lung
disease, cancer, and death.434 In response to the imminent environmental impact, China has
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stopped the construction of coal-fired power plants435 and banned the use of coal in 28 cities.436
As a result, multinational coal companies look elsewhere for new markets. Many Chinese coalfired power plant projects are concentrated in the Southeast Asia region—in many ASEAN
member states.437 Another recent example is the overflow of electronic wastes from worldwide
to member states (e.g., Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, and Cambodia).438 China, the former largest
importer of the world’s electronic and plastic wastes for recycles, decided to adopt more
stringent environmental standards and refused the importation of all foreign wastes because the
environmental damage outweighs the short-term economic profit.439 After China closed the
door, all wastes have headed to ASEAN member states with lax environmental standards.440
Apart from the questionable efficiency of recycling industries in these member states, the ewaste recycling process itself is a pollution-intensive process—it requires a toxic process to
remove heavy metals such as lead, mercury, and copper, and the plastic parts are not degradable
or too hazardous to be recycled.441
While it is contentious whether the international trade competition leads to the race-tothe-bottom effect in environmental regulations or pollution haven in terms of trade composition
effect, the apparent problem is a “regulatory chill” or “stuck-at-the-bottom effect.” The stuck-
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to-the-bottom effect is a situation where competition in international trade decelerates any
improvement of environmental regulations that can lead to higher production costs for domestic
products.442 The unwillingness of the governments to improve environmental regulation due to
the fear of losing competitiveness affects not only on a national scale but also on a global scale.
Changes in environmental regulations, especially in production and process methods, will
increase production costs and decrease competitive advantages in a short-term perspective.
Producers will have to face increased production costs during the transitional period and a
necessary adoption of newer and cleaner technology for sustainable production. This can be an
onerous burden, particularly for small to medium enterprises (SMEs) with less investment
capital and capacity to bear the loss of profit during the transition.
Another obvious example is the unwillingness of governments from ASEAN member
states to bind themselves under the international agreements on climate actions such as the
Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement, a collective set of policies to reduce the emission of CO2
to tackle a climate change problem.443 To the international community, ASEAN and
governments of many ASEAN member states may present political rhetoric about their
intention to prepare the ASEAN community towards reducing emission in response to climate
change. On the contrary, there is no actual action or concrete implementation within due respect
timeline. It seems as if those political statements are only cosmetic moves to be politically
correct in the international community’s eyes. To be worse, domestic plans or actions within
member states contradict the goal to mitigate climate change.
For instance, in the Thai Prime Minister’s statement, made during the Leaders event at
Paris Climate Change Conference—COP21/CMP11 2015, he acknowledged the significance
of Climate Change and global environmental degradation, and he pledged to reduce greenhouse
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gas emission in Thailand by 20 to 25 percent by 2030.444 The targets were to use fewer fossil
fuels and more renewable energy.445 Nevertheless, despite the public dissent, in 2017, the
government announced that they would continue the plan to construct the coal-fired power plant
in the Southern Province where there will be adverse effects on the coastal marine environment
by claiming that it is the most cost-efficient for the state power consumption.446 Moreover, in
2018, the government initiated a plan to subsidize domestic fuel retail prices helping consumers
to cope with rising global oil prices.447
A similar circumstance appears when Indonesia, in Paris Climate Change
Conference 2015, pledged the commitment to reducing emissions by increasing renewable
energy and managing sustainable land and forest use.448 Despite the political statement,
Indonesia, one of the top ten largest emitters of greenhouse gas,449 continues to expand the coal
power plants. In August 2018, the legal case from the residents in Bali against the expansion of
coal-fired plant citing the lack of consideration in Climate Change impacts in EIA and lack of
community participation, the court ruled out the complaint by stating that there is no legal
standing.450
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Furthermore, in many countries in ASEAN, the problem is about ineffective
enforcement of the environmental regulations rather than the stringency of such regulations.451
The inefficiency of the enforcement process includes the lack of clear authority to monitor
industrial pollution and to prosecute violators and the lack of strong punishment.452 The
underlying problem of ineffective enforcement of environmental regulation is that the
governments have ignored the public demand for more stringent pollution control. This
ignorance from the governments could result from the non-democratic system or unstable
democratic system where those pollution-intensive industries have a connection with the
elected representatives or officials.453
The greater the potential impact on national economic growth and export markets, the
more difficult it is to build political support for policy change. Thus, the only way to encourage
the improvement is to generate a win-win situation—improvement of both competitiveness and
environmental performance.454 Member states of ASEAN also made it clear that their efficiency
in adopting higher environmental standards to tackle environmental problems depends, partly
or wholly, on other countries financial, technological and capacity building supports.

CONCLUSION
In contrast with ASEAN member states’ perception, the increasing trade scale without
development and the unregulated free market mechanism can adversely affect society, the
environment, and environmental regulations. By focusing only on economic growth, trade can
enlarge wealth concentration, inequality, and environmental injustice. The environmental
conditions also suffer from the market mechanism. Natural resources are exploited according
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to national comparative advantages without sustainable practice to compete in trade and
maximize growth. Environmental degradation is a price to pay. The turning point where people
demand a better environment once national growth is sustained is unlikely to happen due to the
income inequality, specialization trap, and non-democratic political regimes. Whereas the
national economic growth is growing, most people remain poor with no democratic path to
voice their desires. The specialization is trapped in resource-based sectors without
technological advancement to improve sustainable production. Trade competition also impairs
national environmental regulations by weakening political will to adopt stricter environmental
standards.
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CHAPTER III
TRADE-RELATED ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS:
PRODUCTION AND PROCESS METHODS

INTRODUCTION
Strengthening environmental sustainability and economic development in ASEAN
depends on five significant factors: environmental science, economics, law and regulations,
political regimes, and human rights. The interplay of these factors in the region will determine
whether the economic development through an export-led economy and environmental
protection will be evolved in a mutually supportive path. Environmental science provides the
states with relevant facts and factors concerning environmental conditions. The global
economic system triggers the economic incentives for competitiveness in trade and the state’s
desire for development. It also dictates political will for economic-environment movement and
states’ policies. Law and regulations facilitate trade flows and economic activities and protect
the environment. Political regimes determine whether political decisions regarding economicenvironment development reflect a genuine public demand by providing sufficient democratic
channels for civil society expression. Human rights protection signify the states’ recognition of
their nationals’ fundamental rights to benefit from economic advantage without jeopardizing
the right to live in a sustainable environment.
Both economic incentives and legal mechanisms can be used to protect or abuse the
environment. It depends on two factors: whether the political regimes would target a rapid
economic gain claiming the national interest but disregard the interdependent relationship
between environment and economic; and to what extent the regimes acknowledge
environmental condition as parts of fundamental human rights.
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To illustrate the above framework, this chapter explores three particular environmental
problems: palm oil production, energy production, and plastic production. These problems are
chosen because of two reasons. First, they are trade-related environmental problems involving
unsustainable production and process methods to generate economic growth by gaining
competitive advantages in international trade. Second, these problems are originated within the
region, but they are transboundary and have significant adverse effects on a global scale which
urgently need to be addressed.455
The discussion of each environmental problem focuses on three questions: what is the
problem?; what is the root cause of the problem?; what is the legal framework addressing the
problem? The discussion unfolds that these problems occur when the political regimes, with
only economic incentives in mind, break the equilibrium between economic development and
environmental protection. The fundamental cause of these environmental problems in the
region is the inability and unwillingness of the member states to internalize the negative
externalities into the cost of production due to economic incentive; thus, the end price does not
represent the social and environmental cost. Each environmental problem is addressed by
different legal and diplomatic mechanisms in three contexts: national, regional, and
international. The discussion reveals how existing ASEAN cooperation and legal framework
do not provide sufficient means to tackle the problems at the root cause. ASEAN structure and
norms, particularly the ASEAN Way, serve as significant barriers for having a solid
engagement for cooperation and an effective mechanism to eliminate the root cause of the
environmental problems.
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1

TRANSBOUNDARY HAZE POLLUTION AND STATE RESPONSIBILITY: THE
CASE STUDY OF PALM OIL PRODUCTION
Haze resulting from fire is a persistent problem in the region. Regional cooperation

focuses on the mission of stopping the fire once it has started rather than on the more logical
but less politically viable mission of stopping the fire from starting in the first place. This part
explains why the structure of ASEAN pushes the political actors into the former approach.
Though there is an acknowledgment towards the latter approach in a recent development, it has
not fully embraced the mechanism to eliminate the economic incentives to stop the fire from
starting. This part begins with the discussion on how haze has severe adverse environmental
and economic effects; how national political regime together with economic incentives obstruct
the sustainable process and production methods and cause the haze problem; and how existing
ASEAN mechanisms may not effectively address the problem due to its non-confrontation and
non-enforceable traits.

1.1

Transboundary haze pollution

Transboundary air pollution, “Haze” caused by heavy smoke and fire, primarily from
Indonesia, is one of the manifest environmental problems in ASEAN. The fire in Indonesia, in
the provinces of Kalimantan on the island of Borneo and on the island of Sumatra, occurs almost
every year since the 1980s during the dry season.456 When the wind pattern contributes to
dispersing haze, it can cover a large area of the region, especially Singapore, Malaysia, and
Brunei. Despite regional effort and agreement, the worst regional haze crisis occurred in 1997,
1998, 2013, and 2015. Particularly in the year 2015, with a prolonged dry season, it was one of
the most severe haze outbreaks in the region457—lasting for four months from late June until
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the end of October and affecting eight member states out of ten (Indonesia, Malaysia,
Singapore, Brunei, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, and the Philippines).458 The consequences
of haze were so catastrophic that the Indonesian Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics
Agency (BMKG) pronounced it as a “crime against humanity.”459
These smoke and fire cause significant damages in national, regional, and international
contexts. In the countries where the fires took place, it causes massive biodiversity and forest
loss, economic loss, health problems and deaths from particulate matter.460 At the regional level,
haze causes environmental and health issues in the affected states. It could cover the affected
areas for weeks or months with no recourse but to wait for the rain or wind to carry it away. It
also creates unresolved conflict and tension between member states. It is also a global
environmental problem. First, fires release a massive amount of gases contributing to climate
change. Particularly, the fire burns on “carbon time-bomb” or carbon-rich peat swamp forest.461
The WRI analysis shows that the daily emission of Indonesia during the peak period of 2015
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Haze exceeded the emission of the United States, an economy 20 times larger, producing
15.95 million tons of CO2 emission per day and three-week emission is more than one-year
emission of Germany.462 Second, Indonesia has a massive mega-biodiversity, a large area of
peat swamp forests, and a third-largest tropical forest in the world.463 Tropical forests and
peatlands serve as a global carbon sink. The effect of these biodiversity and forest losses by fire
is immeasurable.

1.2

Root cause: the case of palm oil production

Fire is ignited due to a “slash-and-burn”464 traditional land clearing practice in Indonesia
for agricultural and commercial purposes because it is cost-effective—the cheapest and fastest
method of land clearing. The El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is an aggravating condition
for the fire to go out of control because it causes a long period of droughts making forests more
prone to fire and a rise of seawater temperatures in the Pacific Ocean, leading to a change in
the usual monsoon cycle.465 Two types of actors engage in the slash-and-burn practice: small
indigenous farmers and major agricultural businesses such as timber industries and palm oil
plantations.466
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Small indigenous farmers traditionally employ a “swidden agriculture” or “shifting
cultivation” method—the farmers cultivate a plot of land for a certain period and then move to
another plot leaving the previous plot to regenerate and clearing a new plot by burning
vegetation and logging wastes for the next season.467 This traditional slash-and-burn practice is
highly criticized. Many consider this shifting cultivation method by farmers as a major cause
for the forest fire.468 By relying on this assessment, many commentators claim that the best
solution to prevent fire and haze is to educate local people and gradually change their
agricultural practice and mindset through cooperation. On the other hand, studies suggest that
indigenous farmers practice the slash-and-burn method for land clearing in small areas of
secondary forests—forests previously cleared and not virgin primary rain forests.469 The impact
of the small-scale fire by those indigenous farmers is thus relatively insignificant compared to
the large-scale burning by palm plantations and timber industries.470
In Southeast Asia, the palm oil business, especially in Indonesia and Malaysia, has
grown significantly since the 1960s due to the increased demand for palm oil consumption
globally.471 In Asia, China and India are the major importers of palm oil.472 Palm oil is the most
widely consumed vegetable oil—used in food, cosmetics, biofuels, household cleaning
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products, etc.473 In 1975, the global market share of Indonesian palm oil export was 20 percent
and increased to 40 percent in 1993.474 In 2018, Indonesia and Malaysia accounted for 90
percent of palm oil’s global supply.475 Most palm oil plantations concentrate in five provinces
known to be “hotspots” for haze—North Sumatra, South Sumatra, Riua, Jambi, and West
Kalimantan.476 The Indonesian timber industry has also expanded intensively according to
higher demand in the international market. It is one of the world’s largest suppliers of tropical
timber. In 1997, the Industrial Forest Plantation Scheme (Hutan Tanaman Industri or HTI) was
initiated to plant fast-growing species of woods to meet the demand for plywood, pulp, and
paper.477 However, during 1988–2000, only ten percent of woods were harvested from the
plantations.478 The rest was obtained from unsustainable sources and illegal logging.479
Plantations and timber industries engage in burning large logged areas to convert into
plantations for palm oil, cash crops, and timber production. The incentive for plantations and
timber industries to continue burning to clear lands is not about tradition but the economic
profit.480 The producers choose not to internalize the negative externalities in their production
and process method by investing in a better alternative land clearing method. Instead, they
choose a cheap unsustainable method of burning. It is the pursuit of profit at the expense of the
environment. As Koh and Robinson stated, “Direct private investment, without environmental
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controls, is one of the root causes for forest fire.”481 The underlying trade incentive induces the
use of fire to clear lands used for palm plantations and timber operations.482 Thus, it is the
market rule of demand and supply without regulation on production and process methods: the
higher the demand for palm oil, logging, and paper in the international market, the greater scale
of fire will persist.
The reason why these agribusiness owners have been able to employ the unsustainable
process of land clearing is intrinsically related to the Indonesian political regime. Indonesian
governing regime has been supporting or involving in forestry industries since the 19th century
when an economic transformation and the high demand for timber after WWII resulted in
urbanization and the emerging forest-related industries in many areas of Indonesia, including
the Sumatra and Borneo islands.483 Under the President Sukarno regime (1901–1970), the
ideology is a strong, united, and centralized state, including the forest sector—the state
centralized the management of land, water, air, forest, and natural resources.484 A Basic
Agrarian Law (BAL) or Undang Undang Pokok Agraria was passed with the initial objective
of creating social justice, defining the right of land ownership, and protecting the people from
the feudal system.485 Nevertheless, this law was just an open door for political elites to
exploit.486 Under the regime, large government-own companies were responsible for
deforestation.487
After the succession of President Suharto in 1967, the situation became worse—the new
regime opened up for foreign capital and investment using forests as sources for income and
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political support.488 By stressing the need for economic development and political stability, the
Suharto regime developed the national philosophy called “Pancasila”—the society and
individuals are submissive to the dominant unity of the state and enacted various laws and
regulations to strengthen its control over natural resources.489 As observed by Nguitragool,
under the Basic Forestry Law 1967 (BLF), the government has the authority to seize any
unclaimed land and appropriate the exploitation rights to private companies leading to vast
deforestation—large areas of tropical rain forest were appropriated for logging industries and
plantations for rapid productions.490 In the New Order, the regime consolidated its executive
power by building a patronage system—building strong ties with supporters and military force
using economic rewards and political concessions.491 Due to Suharto’s policy, the military
became private an army to the political and economic elites. Its activities had a significant
influence on the economy, the welfare of the society, and the politic of corruption. The military
was not only an investor but also a security provider, involving in many economic activities
such as logging, mining, and palm oil business.492 Many governmental development programs
were environmentally destructive and responsible for regional haze pollution. One prominent
example was the Suharto’s Mega Rice project in 1996—one million hectares of peatlands were
drained and converted into rice fields.493 Indonesia consists of a large area of peatland or peat
swamp forests—ample carbon storage.494 The drained area was the major cause of big haze in
1997–1998 because once dried out, peatlands were prone to catch fire, and even if the fire was
488
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stopped on the surface, it continued to burn underground, producing thick smoke haze and
substantial emission of carbon.495 Regardless of the consequences, over 30 million acres of
protected peatlands are subject to a concession for palm oil and timber plantations in recent
years.496
In the post-Suharto period from the 20th century, the political dynamic still leans towards
unsustainable exploitation of natural resources by the governmental-invested companies,
private companies with strong ties with the government, and foreign investors such as China,
Malaysia, and Singapore.497
Three factors cause the inefficiency of Indonesia to control fire. The first factor is the
Indonesian’s geography and size. Jerger pointed out that Indonesia is the largest archipelagic
state in the world, consisting of 17,508 islands, 6000 inhabited.498 Simply, it is too big to
manage the emergency crisis in case of fire—lack of infrastructure in certain areas makes it
more challenging to respond effectively.499 The second factor is inefficient legal enforcement.
Heilmann argued that Indonesian domestic laws are sufficient to address the problems, and no
new laws are required.500 However, as Tan observed, the lax and inefficient legal enforcement
of the laws resulting from confusion, corruption, and incompetent officials is an obstruction.501
The third factor was the economic crisis in 1997. Tay stressed that part of Indonesia’s failure
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to address the haze issue in 1997–1998 was because the national priority had been put in
alleviating economic depression; thus, it lacked the political will and financial power to fight
the fire.502 The economic crisis might impair the governmental ability to deal with major haze
disasters in 1997–1998, but the economic crisis did not trigger the fire.503 Fire has been burning
since the 1980s when Indonesia’s economy was booming.504
In essence, there are two significant root causes contributing to forest fire and haze: first,
the market forces—rule of demand and supply and competitive advantage in trade led to
unsustainable production and process methods for the rapid economic gains; second, the
political and military regimes consisting of corruption and nepotism that aims for short-term
economic profit ignoring environmental consequences denying public participation and
environmental rights for its nationals.

1.3

Regional cooperation and legal framework within a global context: ASEAN
Agreement on Transboundary Haze Pollution 2002 and the principle of
state responsibility

Haze has long been considered a regional environmental problem due to its
transboundary nature and immediate catastrophic effects on human health and natural
conditions. The inability to prevent and stop the fire intensifies both the regional and
international cooperation and tension. Due to the ASEAN non-confrontational approach, the
existing regional framework implicitly recognizes the economic incentive as the fire’s
underlying cause. However, it does not provide an efficient mechanism to eliminate the cause.
ASEAN cooperation on transboundary air pollution was initiated in 1985 with the
adoption of Agreement on the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources acknowledging
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the air pollution and trans-frontier environmental effect.505 Then transboundary pollution was
highlighted in the 1990 Kuala Lumpur Accord on Environment and Development and was
identified as a key environmental concern of ASEAN in Singapore Summit 1992.506 Singapore
pushed for a multilateral cooperation, citing that it was impossible to reduce the impact of haze
domestically.507 The substantial cooperation between member states had started when the
ASEAN Ministerial Meeting on Haze was established in 1997—this created a specific regime
for haze marking its importance and distinguished it from other transboundary pollutions.508 In
April 1999, after ASEAN adopted the zero-burning policy urging member states to implement
it, it launched many dialogue sessions and workshops to promote the zero-burning practice
among plantation and timber industries.509
The international community has also taken part in giving assistance and training for
firefighting. For example, in 1998, Asia Development Bank granted regional technical
assistance in accordance with the Regional Haze Action Plan (RHAP).510 United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP) has been a main organization to tackle the haze issue in the
region. In 2015, intensive firefighting programs were staged as part of the UN Environment
project “Generating Anticipatory Measures for Better Utilization of Tropical Peatlands
(GAMBUT)”—funded by USAID and operated by the United Nations Office for Project
Services (UNOPS).511 The Fire Risk System has been installed—“a computerized forecasting
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tool that assesses socio-economic and biophysical factors to predict where hotspots will occur,
up to three months in advance.”512
In sum, there is numerous regional and international cooperation with an effort to
control haze problems.513 Still, the emphasis has been put on “how to stop the fire once it is
already started” such as firefighting, rehabilitation, states coordination, and fire management.
The real question is “how to stop the fire from starting.” They have to directly tackle the
underlying causes of fire—the economic incentive in trade and Indonesia’s political mindset—
which is the best way to prevent the fire from starting from the beginning. What lies beneath is
controlling the sustainability of agricultural process and production. All ASEAN action plans
and policies were soft laws and not sufficient to address the issue. They did not have binding
effects on member states and did not provide any penalty provision and compensation.514
Singapore pressed on having a more “concrete” regional agreement.515
As a result, the ASEAN Agreement on Transboundary Haze Pollution (ATHP) was
initiated in 2001, pursuing to be a legally binding instrument, and all member states signed it
in 2002.516 The ATHP entered into force in November 2003. By 2006, all member states have
ratified the agreement except Indonesia and the Philippines.517 The Philippines ratified it in
2010.518 Despite being a prime source of fire, Indonesia took a considerably long time to
consider the ratification due to its domestic politics.519 Until 14 October 2014, Indonesia has
finally ratified the ATHP.520
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There are two events that might have given a push to Indonesia’s ratification after the
extensive pending process: the massive haze crisis in 2013 with its disastrous consequences521
followed by the enactment of Transboundary Haze Pollution Act by Singapore imposing
criminal and civil penalties upon entities having businesses in Singapore and being responsible
for land clearing by fires that occurs outside Singapore but causes air pollution in Singapore.522
The Act does not refer to the state responsibility, but it confers extraterritorial criminal and civil
liabilities to the legal entities—agribusiness companies causing fire outside the country but has
adverse haze impact within the territory.523 This should have a positive impact on the haze
regime since law enforcement is a shortcoming of Indonesia, but it is a strength of Singapore.
Part of Indonesia’s excuse was that the fire was also the result of foreign companies’ practices,
especially Malaysian and Singaporean investors and agribusiness owners; thus, it was unfair
for Indonesia to bear all the responsibility. With the Singapore’ s Transboundary Haze Pollution
Act, the international and regional pressure shifted to Indonesia without recourse.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that Indonesia’s laws and regulations have
complied with ASEAN Haze policies, plans, and agreements even before the ratification of the
ATHP in 2014. For instance, Indonesia adopted the zero-burning policy banning the use of fire
for land clearing and created Plans of Actions similar to the ATHP educating people about zeroburning policy and maintaining firefighting force.524 How is it going to be different after the
ratification?
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First, it is necessary to discuss the principles, functions, enforcement mechanism,
dispute settlement, and effectiveness of the ASEAN Agreement on Transboundary Haze
Pollution (ATHP). The foundation principle of ATHP is embedded in Article 3.1:
The Parties have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
and the principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit
their own resources pursuant to their own environmental and
developmental policies, and the responsibility to ensure that activities
within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage to the
environment and harm to human health of other States or of areas
beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.525
This article spelled out the international environmental principle of state responsibility—the
states are under obligation to do “no harm” to the environment of other states and the areas
beyond its national jurisdiction. The principle first derives from the famous transboundary air
pollution case “Trail-Smelter Case” in 1941 where the United States brought an arbitral case
against Canada because the state of Washington had suffered the air pollution of Sulfur Dioxide
emitting from the Trail Smelter, a Canadian corporation operated in Canada.526 This principle
of state responsibility has been regarded as customary international environmental law by the
International Court of Justice; consequently, it creates a binding legal obligation for the state to
be held responsible in case of the breach.527 Later, the obligation to cause no harm has been
enshrined in Principle 21 of the Stockholm Declaration of the United Conference of the Human
Environment 1972528 and Principle 2 of the Rio Declaration 1992.529
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In general, there is a possible conflict between the state responsibility and the traditional
implication of state sovereignty by the Westphalian system—states have legitimate and
absolute sovereign right to govern their nationals and exploit the resources in their territory
without external interference.530 In the ASEAN general context, the ASEAN Way principle
leans towards the traditional definition of state sovereignty. However, the challenge of state
sovereignty under the ASEAN Way is the rise of Non-Traditional Security (NTS) issues—
particularly the transnational environmental crisis, pandemic environmental health threats,
illegal wildlife trade, and climate change impacts where problems originating in a member state
is no more an internal affair but rather a regional or global problem requiring multilateral effort
and measures. The Haze crisis in the region is not merely a matter of the environment. It is a
matter of regional security. To this extent, it is a matter of world security considering the
massive adverse effects it can cause to virgin primary forest, mega-biodiversity, humanity, and
global climate change
As Koh, Robinson, and Lye noted, a major progress in ASEAN environmental
governance in the past decades is to securitize transboundary challenges, including
environmental problems as haze, into a non-traditional issue under the first pillar of the ASEAN
Political-Security Community (APSC).531 While most environmental problems take the back
seat and fall within the scope of the third pillar, the ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community
(ASCC), the haze a problem has a priority NTS tag under the first pillar APSC, requiring the
enhance cooperation to provide effective and timely response.532 Thus, member states cannot
take “isolationist stance” and the traditional state sovereignty gives way for urgent measures
and regional cooperation.533
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When all member states adopted and ratified the ATHP, it is clear that member states’
sovereignty over the use of the natural resources in their jurisdictions is limited by the principle
of state responsibility and obligation to do no harm.534 Because the sovereignty over national
jurisdiction is not absolute, member states bear the responsibility to ensure that the activities
occurring within their territories will not negatively impacts the others. Nevertheless, adopting
state responsibility is not the same as enforcing it. There are no coercive measures to enforce
the agreement. ASEAN accepts the principle of state responsibility, but there is no state
liability attached to it. There is no provision or mechanism for liability, penalties, and
compensation.535 The access to justice, the dispute settlement, is limited to consultation and
negotiation as the traditional ASEAN Way.536 The enforcement of the ATHP is a matter of
diplomacy and has no actual legal recourse.537 Despite the intention to create a legally binding
haze regime, the ATHP is another soft law instrument.538
Notwithstanding the existence of customary international law and the ATHP, from the
history of all haze crisis in the region, the affected states have never made a single case against
the source state claiming the state responsibility and liability, not before the International Court
of Justice or Arbitral Tribunal. There are two possible reasons. First, it is the influence of
economic interest because Malaysian and Singaporean are the major investors in palm
businesses in Indonesia.539 Second, seeking dispute settlement by legal actions is not in the
ASEAN tradition of non-intervention and non-confrontation.540 State actions against another
state seem to be a sensitive matter in ASEAN.541 It is also likely that the source state would
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refuse to submit itself under the international court or tribunal jurisdiction. To neutralize the
states’ tension in haze conflict, Tay proposed another approach—privatizing the conflict.542
Singapore finally followed through with this approach by enacting the Transboundary Haze
Pollution Act in 2014, posing criminal and civil liabilities to private parties.
Jerger identified the ATHP as having a non-confrontational managerial model.543 He
argued that coercive measures do not lead to greater compliance and pointed out that the
managerial model would allow compliance to increase over time.544 The managerial features
can be found throughout the ATHP. For instance, the ATHP encourages member states to take
the precautionary principle—taking steps to anticipate, prevent, and monitor transboundary
haze pollution resulting from land and forest fires.545 In case of fire, if the state needs assistance,
it may request such assistance directly from any other party or request through the ASEAN Coordinating Centre for Transboundary Haze Pollution Control (The Haze Centre).546 The main
task of Haze Centre is to facilitate cooperation and coordination among parties in managing
haze by gathering data and distributing data. Jerger argued that excluding legal sanctions and
resources creates incentives for the member states to be more willing to share data and
information.
On the contrary, Heilmann argued that since there is no coercive measure for
implementation and enforcement, the haze regime largely depends on voluntary commitments
of member states.547 This could potentially weaken the effectiveness of the ATHP. First, the
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exercise of precautionary principle is a recommendation, not an obligation, since the provision
uses the term “should” and not “shall.”548 Second, for monitoring, the ATHP obligates the
member states to take appropriate measures; however, the appropriateness concerning the types
of measures or action plans depends wholly upon member states’ discretion.549 Third, for
assistance in case of fire, the state where the fire is originated has full discretion and can choose
whether to request assistance—meaning that ASEAN or the affecting states do not have
authority to compel the state to accept assistance.550 Fourth, there is no target timeline for
implementing the preventive measures.551 The provisions are likely to serve as guidelines.
Lastly, coordinating information sharing depends on national authority. Unlike what Jerger
expected, Indonesia and Malaysia were reluctant to share data at the Kuala Lumpur meeting.552
Indonesia claimed that the information law forbids public disclosure of such information.
Malaysian shared similar excuses.
The best way to prevent the fire from starting is to eliminate the root cause. Is it whether
ASEAN does not regard it as a cause or the issue is too controversial to confront expressly?
The latter is likely to be true considering that ATHP recognizes the economic incentives to burn
biomass for land clearing because there is no market value of biomass, and it is the cheapest
way for land clearing. Thus, in Article 16(g), the member states shall promote the development
for both markets to utilize biomass and appropriate methods for disposal of agricultural
waste.553 It is an implicit way to use a market mechanism to solve the root cause of haze from
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another angle and less confrontational because it is less likely that ASEAN will expressly raise
the economic incentive in trade for unsustainable production and process method as a root cause
for environmental problems and adopt the polluter pay principle since this economic incentive
are all held, to the greater or lesser extent, by all the member states.

1.4

Conclusion and future development

Despite being a soft law instrument with no coercive enforcement provisions, the ATHP
successfully inserts the importance of fire prevention instead of the traditional approach of
firefighting. In recent years, domestic and regional efforts have been put towards preventive
measures. After the ratification of ATHP, at the beginning of 2016, Indonesia strengthened its
commitment to fire prevention by setting up the Peatland Restoration Agency. It aimed to
implement programs restoring peatland areas, initiating the land-swap scheme aiming to
relocate plantations from peatlands to other mineral soil spots, and using Lidar technology for
mapping to see data on the water level of peatland.554 The government also issued a moratorium
on the new conversion of peatland for agricultural activities.555 By the end of 2016, land
clearing by fire dropped by 90 percent from 2.6 million hectares to 300,000 hectares.556 In 2016
and 2017, Indonesia had the highest reduction of primary forest loss in protected peatlands by
68 and 51 percent in Sumatra and Kalimantan.557 These government programs and the constant
rainfall were claimed to contribute to “the clear skies” in the region during 2016–2017.558
Realizing that the catastrophic effects of unsustainable production and process methods
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outweigh any economic profit might be why the government put efforts into tackling the haze
problem.
However, the fire and haze outbreak returned in March 2018 during the dry season.559
The fact that the hotspots were located in West Kalimantan, where there is a concentration of
palm oil plantations, could mean that the government efforts and policies had minor impacts.560
The return of haze corresponds to environmentalists’ concerns over the new land-swap scheme
inserting that it has to be scrutinized as the scheme causes many dissents from big agribusiness
companies.561 Many cite difficulties to relocate and see little benefit to relocate to smaller plots
of land. The attention should be put towards the new “substitute” lands to be allocated for the
plantations.562 For the benefit of the plantations, the substitutes have to be big enough. The
environmentalists are afraid that the substitutes would be the untouched primary forests, and it
would risk further deforestation.563 Therefore, the transparency of the government and social
participation are essential parts of the scheme to ensure that the objective will be followed and
not be corrupted by nepotism or other monetary incentives. It remains to be seen whether
Indonesia, together with regional cooperation, will be able to stop the fire for good.
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2.

COMMON BUT DIFFERENTIATED RESPONSIBILITY IN CLIMATE CHANGE
MEASURES: THE CASE STUDY OF ENERGY PRODUCTION
Climate change is the worst environmental problem causing social, economic, and

environmental damages to ASEAN member states. On the other hand, the energy production
using coal combustion and hydropower in ASEAN for energy trade and consumption due to
rapid economic expansion are major emissions contributing to climate change. The increase of
coal use in ASEAN member states results from both comparative advantage and carbon leakage
aggravating by weak political regimes. The existing ASEAN mechanism to address climate
change is not solid and efficient, partly due to the perception of common but differentiated
responsibilities. The principle may need to be reconsidered to avoid being an excuse for carbon
leakage and achieve efficiency and equity.

2.1

Climate change and Southeast Asia region

The worst form of transboundary pollution is the emission of greenhouse gases (GHGs)
causing global climate change.564 Climate change is a global environmental problem affecting
every state to the lesser or greater extent, regardless of who might be the biggest source of
contribution—its effects are highly asymmetrical. While developed states have been more
accountable for massive emissions, developing states will suffer more the imminent adverse
effects due to the geographical, economic, technological, and infrastructural factors.565
Member states of ASEAN are both contributors and victims of climate change. In the
region, the emission levels vary among the states who are great contributors (e.g., Indonesia,
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Thailand, Malaysia, and the Philippines), the states who are insignificant contributors (e.g.,
Myanmar, Laos, Cambodia, and Singapore), and the states who contribute in emissions
elsewhere by exporting hydrocarbon resources (e.g., Brunei and Vietnam).566 For the global
emission, the region’s emission is considered to be relatively low compared to the major
powers—China and the United States.567 However, the emission by ASEAN member states
cannot be neglected since the region’s economy is drastically growing. 568 To date, Indonesia is
one of the top ten emitters in the world.569 ASEAN economic growth by the export-led policy
is a significant factor of rising emissions in the region, and those emissions occur during the
production and process of goods and energy production. As long as the production and process
methods remain the same, the greater economic scale via trade means the greater emission.
Increasing trade agreements and economic growth may increase the region’s vulnerability if
the approach to development is not adaptive to the climate change impact.570
Southeast Asia region is particularly vulnerable to climate change risks due to the
concentration of people, especially the poor, economic activities in the coastal areas, its rich
biodiversity, and resources-based economy.571 In these recent years, environmental disasters
are more frequent and catastrophic:572 cyclone Nargis in Myanmar 2008,573 earthquakes and
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tsunami in Indonesia 2010,574 extreme floods in Thailand 2011,575 typhoon Bopha in the
Philippines 2012, cyclone Haiyan in the Philippines 2013, and typhoon Mangkhut or Ompong
in the Philippines 2018.576 The loss of human lives and resources was tremendous. The member
states along the Pacific Coast will continue to be hit by severe typhoons and hazardous sealevel rise that will submerge the coastal areas and face saltwater intrusion.577 The other member
states will be affected by extreme temperature fluctuation—longer and drier during the dry
season leading to reduced inland water supply for consumption and agriculture and increased
rainfall during the wet season leading to more severe flooding.578
These climate effects threaten the ecosystem, the livelihood of the people, and the
economy of the region. Human displacement will be inevitable, which will raise the legal
question of human rights and climate refugees’ status in the international context.579
Agricultural production, the main sources of food supply and primary export goods, and natural
resources are exposed to a wide range of climate-related risks leading to food insecurity and
loss of natural capital.580 The fluctuation in precipitation patterns, temperature, evaporation,
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and transpiration rate will impact the quantity and quality of inland water supply for human
consumption,581 agricultural production, and hydropower generation.582 For instance, rain-fed
rice production, palm oil, or rubber will be affected by longer but drier dry season and shorter
but wetter wet season.583 The loss of natural capital has significant impacts because ASEAN
relies on such capital for growth and development.
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the scientific advisory body to the
UNFCCC, has estimated that to maintain global temperature fluctuation under 2° c threshold,
a safe level to sustain lives, the global emission reduction of 25–40% is mandatory.584 The
climate change problem has to be addressed now or it will cause mass disasters to the global
environment and economy.585 The irreversible environmental impacts of climate change will
threaten the whole economy but will not be evenly distributed—the poor will suffer the most.586
The delay in taking action will lead to more severe consequences and a higher cost of
mitigation.587 However, as Bulkeley noted, “climate risks are unbounded on two axes: It is
spatially diffuse—the impact does not follow national borders or legal jurisdiction and it is
unpredictable—no direction, no time frame.”588 Therefore, the existing regulatory systems,
national or international, may not be suitable for regulating climate risks. The new paradigm
has to be built to stretch social relations over space and time.589
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2.2

Main contribution of CO2 emission: Energy production and deforestation

In ASEAN, two primary sources of emission are energy emission by electricity and heat
production and non-energy emission by deforestation.590 The CO2 emission by energy power
plants is the most significant emission source worldwide, accountable for 26% of the total
global emission of CO2.591 To sustain the rapid economic expansion, energy demand in ASEAN
is exploding, so as the GHGs emission—ASEAN is set to be the leading sources of expansion
in global emission.592 Whereas the region has abundant natural resources for the potential use
of renewable energy (e.g., solar, wind, waves), the significant energy sources are coal, natural
gas, and oil. The utilization of renewable energy is still at a preliminary stage or small-scale
pilot projects.593 Coal, a major cause of emission, is a dominant fuel for electricity production
in the region, especially in Indonesia, Vietnam, the Philippines, and Thailand.594
There is an underlying cause explaining why the regional legal and administrative
system favors fossil fuel electrical generating installations instead of investing in renewable
energy.595 Apart from the lack of technological infrastructures and financial capacity in the
region, the significant barrier is the economic problem of carbon leakage. Still, it is the rule of
supply and demand. As Tirole described, when one country opts for renewable energy and lowcarbon economic development by increasing carbon tax or using other related measures, it saves
tons of coal or barrels of oil available in the market; as a result, the price goes down,
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encouraging the greater consumption elsewhere in the world.596 Thus, the battle against
emission in one region has little effect on worldwide pollution.
Whereas the global coal use declines, the coal-fired power plants in ASEAN member
states are growing.597 It is a result of the carbon leakage problem due to the availability of coal
resources in the market and the relocation of pollution from other stricter countries to member
states with more lenient standards. In recent years, coal-fired power plant projects are initiated
in many member states.
Thailand has two controversial coal-fired power plant projects in the Southern
provinces, Krabi and Songkla. 598 For the emission issue, the Minister of Energy stressed that
Thailand, one of the smallest emitters globally, does not use coal as much as others, and opting
for coal rather than other renewable sources will produce electricity at a cheaper cost.599
Concerned about the adverse effects on the coastal ecosystem and human health, locals and
environmentalists protested against the projects and were arrested by the authority. The current
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authoritarian regime highly restricts civil liberties and movements.600 For now, the government
put the projects on hold for further EHIA reports to minimize public attention.601
Similar controversy occurs in Indonesia but on a much bigger scale. For supposedly
cheap source of energy production, in 2018, the government pushes for dozens of coal-fired
power plant constructions to reach 35,000 megawatts of power generation by 2024.602 The
biggest plant is planned to be constructed on the island of Java, known for its richness of coastal
resources and mangroves.603 The project is a joint venture between one of Indonesia’s largest
coal companies and two Japanese utilities and power plant firms funded by the governmentown Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) and other Asian banks.604 Citizens were
arrested and imprisoned for opposing the project due to environmental issues.605 Apart from the
emission contributed to global climate change, the development and operation of coal-fired
power plants have harmfully affected the locals’ ecosystem and livelihoods, such as depletion
of fish stocks, respiratory infections, and cancer.606607
As China strengthened its regulation for coal energy combustion due to the severe air
pollution crisis, coal investments are flown to Southeast Asia—especially in Vietnam, where
China is the biggest investor accountable for 50 percent of Vietnam’s total foreign coal
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finance.608 Japan, South Korea,609 and Russia610 have also taken their shares of investment in
coal-fired power plants in Vietnam. According to the study, by 2030, Vietnam will be the most
affected state among ASEAN members by coal pollution, causing a higher rate of premature
mortality.611 Southeast Asia becomes a coal haven for foreign companies.
Another primary emission source in the region is a non-energy emission—deforestation
for logging, land clearing for agricultural purposes, and collateral damage from hydropower
plant projects.612 Hydropower is another significant cheap source of power generation in the
region. Although hydroelectric dams can generate significant methane emissions contributing
to global warming, member states wrongly perceived them as cleaner energy sources than the
dirty combustion of coal.613 There are massive environmental and socio-economic damages
associating with the construction and operation of dams—emission of greenhouse gas,
destruction of primary forests due to floods, disruption of the ecosystem, blockage of animal
migrations, the devastation of animals and their habitats, and the livelihood of the locals whose
lives depend on the natural resources in the area.614 Many locals and indigenous people lost
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their habitats and were forced to relocate.615 Dams were constructed in many member states
(e.g., Laos, Cambodia, Thailand, Myanmar, and Vietnam) to generate enough power for the upgrowing economy and urban expansion. The constructions were concentrated in the areas along
Mekong Basin, the 10th largest river rich in fish stocks and biodiversity, causing many
environmental impacts, including a fall of fish stocks, decreased sediment flow downstream
and soil fertility, and delta erosion.616
In Vietnam, four major hydropower plants were built in the protected forest areas:
Srepok 3, Srepok 4, KrongKma, and Buon Koup—large areas of forest were cleared for the
construction of dams and roads by authority and other illegal loggers.617 According to the record
of Vietnam’s Forestry Administration, during the peak of the hydropower projects 2008–2014,
the Central Highlands lost 358,700 hectares (886,367 acres) of forests.618 Due to the foreign
demands619 and incentive in energy trade, Laos invested in megaprojects for hydropower
generation.620 The electricity trade has made up to 30% of export for Laos, and the government
plans to double the energy production to reach 28,000 megawatts by 2020, becoming the
“Battery of Asia”—in 2017, Laos has 46 hydroelectric power plants and 54 more plants under
development.621
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The economic incentive outweighs the environmental interest and weakens the political
will towards a low-carbon economy. As Tirole stated: “National interest takes priority over the
environmental imperative. Benefit of reducing the climate change remains global and distance
in time while the costs of that reduction are local and immediate.”622 The carbon leakage
problem is aggravated by the fact that there is no internalization of externalities from energy
production—the utilization of coal for energy production or the construction of hydropower
plants are deemed as cost-effective because it does not take into account the environmental
costs. If we cannot control the market, we cannot control the use of carbon energy or
deforestation.623 Without the common binding obligation to internalize the environmental cost,
such as carbon pricing, a unilateral effort by one country or one region to reduce emission will
shift such emission to a less responsible country or region, causing a mere redistribution or
relocation of emission and not the reduction of emission globally.624

2.3

Regional cooperation and legal framework within a global context:
Singapore

Declaration

on

Climate

Change,

Energy

and

the

Environment 2007 and the failure of international climate change regime
For addressing climate change problems, ASEAN insists on pursuing the objective
without sacrificing competitiveness or economic development based on the principle of equity
and common but differentiated responsibilities.625 The principle of common but
floods washing away the entire villages, killing at least 35 people, and displacing more than 6,000 people. The
total impacts cannot be clarified due to the press release ban from the communist government. Laos Hydroelectric
Power Ambitions under Scrutiny, BBC (July 24, 2018), https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-44936378 ; Kocha
Olarn et al., ‘Substandard Construction’ Caused Laos Dam Collapse, Minister Says, CNN (July 27, 2018),
https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/27/asia/laos-dam-collapse-construction-intl/index.html; and Hannah EllisPeterson, Laos Dam Collapse: Work Continues on Huge Projects Despite Promised Halt, THE GUARDIAN (Aug.
21,
2018),
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/aug/21/laos-dam-collapse-work-continues-on-hugeprojects-despite-promised-halt
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differentiated responsibilities, an exception to the principle of sovereign equality,626
differentiates states based on the vulnerability to climate change, the capability to address the
issue, and the contribution to the problem.627 According to Rajamani, there are three kinds of
differentiated treatments: obligation to emission reduction, implementation of obligation, and
assistance in technological transfer and financial support.628 ASEAN stressed upon this
principle in most ASEAN instruments regarding sustainable development and climate
change.629 The key argument is:
The developed countries with their historically unfettered industrial
growth have enjoyed these rights and have crowded out the carbon
space which is now limiting the development potential of developing
countries given that they too should have a right to equitable
development. Thus, environment cannot be separated from economic
and social development.630
The developing countries need to advance their economic scales and energy generation in
pursuit of development and poverty alleviation; thus, the “survival emission” is more necessary
compared to the “luxury emission” from those developed countries.631 Nonetheless, it is worth
was first applied in the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Depletes the Ozone Layer and later recognized in
the Rio Declaration. SUMUDU ATAPATTU, HUMAN RIGHTS APPROACHES TO CLIMATE CHANGE : CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES 118 (2016).
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627
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to the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) and the 3rd Session of the Conference of the
Parties Serving as the Meeting of the Parties (CMP) to the Kyoto Protocol; and ASEAN Joint Statement on Climate
Change to the 15th Session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change and the 5th Session of the Conference of Parties serving as the Meeting of Parties to the Kyoto
Protocol.
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noting that the economic efforts made by most member states resulting in greater emission—
expansion of production for trade and power generation—do not transform into a poverty
eradication or a better standard of living for people. In contrast, the prosperity gap between the
rich, and the poor remains exceptionally large and the poor continue to suffer the most from
environmental risks.632 Can national growth at the expense of the environment depriving
citizens, local communities, and indigenous people of their right to live in a healthy
environment be regarded as equitable development in the international context? This point
needs to be reconsidered in the international law framework.
With the notion of common but differentiated responsibility in mind, ASEAN aims to
address environmental concerns, provided that such measures will not regress the economic
growth and the developed countries will provide financial and technological aids. The concrete
climate change measures are conditioned on the overwhelming reliance from developed
countries or international finance organizations for financial aids and innovative technologies
transfers.
ASEAN cooperation is visibly different between haze and climate change regime. While
the ASEAN haze regime is intense and concrete, the climate change regime is vague and broad.
The reason is perhaps that the consequence of haze is local and immediate. In contrast, the
consequence of climate change can be as catastrophic as mass distinction, but it is highly
unpredictable and diffuse in time—we do not know where, when, or how the impacts would
precisely occur.
Since the adoption of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) in 1992, ASEAN acknowledged the problem and issued many documents
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For instance, the expansion of coal mining and coal-fired power plants to generate more electricity for trade or
for increase demand in industrialization or urban areas occur in remote rural areas where local communities will
likely to suffer the instant pollution. As for the climate change risks (e.g. natural disasters, diseases, etc.), these
poor rural people are likely to be most affected due to the lack of capacity in terms of finance, access to healthcare,
and security to cope with the issue.
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addressing the concern but nothing solid.633 During the period of the 1990s, the political and
economic momentum of ASEAN outshined environmental concerns. Trade incentives,
competitiveness in the market, and drives for economic growth have caused an environmental
regulatory chill.634 Not until the December 2007 Bali UNFCCC conference, the Indonesian
government pushed to discuss trade and climate change linkage between trade ministers. Trade
policy contributes to climate change by increasing the scale of activities and changing the
composition of activities and production and process methods. On the other hand, climate
change mitigation measures impact the competitiveness for trade and investment flow.635
The issue became solid when ASEAN committed through the Singapore Declaration on
Climate Change, Energy, and the Environment in the 13th ASEAN Summit November 2007.636
The Singapore Declaration confirms the principles in UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol and sets
out targets to foster regional understanding and implement mitigating and adaptation
measures.637 It recognizes that rapid economic development poses new challenges in dealing
with greater energy consumption and there is a need to adopt an effective approach to tackle
the problem without creating barriers to trade, investment, and socio-economic development.638
It prioritizes adaptation measures to climate change rather than mitigating measures—emission
reduction: for example, strengthening cooperation and management capacity for natural
disasters raised by climate change, promoting environmental education, mobilizing financial
supports, etc. It indicates the common motivation and cooperation but does not identify a
specific target for emission reduction commitment.639
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In 2009, the ASEAN Ministers Responsible for the Environment signed the Singapore
Resolution on Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change.640 The Resolution focuses on
implementing measures related to environmental protection within the region to address climate
change.641 During the 42nd Anniversary of ASEAN, Surin Pitsuwan, former ASEAN SecretaryGeneral, stressed the importance of building the sustainable and people-centered ASEAN by
implementing policies such as green growth and low-carbon growth for trade in environmental
goods and services as means to achieve the win-win solution for both economic development
and environmental sustainability.642 Later, in these recent years, ASEAN leaders have
addressed climate change in many Declarations and Statements. In the roadmap for ASEAN
Community, climate change becomes a part of the sustainable development agenda in all three
pillars: ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community, Economic Community, and Political-Security
Community.
In Economic Community blueprint 2025, climate change appears as part of sustainable
economic development,643 environmental risk for tourism,644 and food security.645 Sustainable
economic development includes sustainable growth agenda promoting the use of clean energy,
renewable energy, and sustainable consumption and production.646 The strategic measures
include fostering policy supporting renewable energy, supporting utilization of low-carbon
technologies, and calling for international support to ensure ASEAN access to a mechanism for
low-carbon technologies.647 The Socio-Cultural blueprint 2025 directly addresses climate
change, including the strategic measures for sustainable climate and the adaptive measures for
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impacts of climate change.648649The measures listed are mainly adaptive measures rather than
mitigating measures. In Political-Security blueprint 2025, climate change is not addressed
expressively; however, it should be within the scope of new transboundary challenges.650 This
point needs to be further identified.
ASEAN Climate Change Initiatives can be categorized into sectors: environment,
disaster management, energy and transportation, and agricultural and forestry.651 The most
contradicting initiatives are between the development of renewable energy and the promotion

648
Socio-Cultural Community blueprint 2025 C.3. Sustainable Climate
Strategic Measures
i.
Strengthen human and institutional capacity in implementing climate change adaptation and mitigation,
especially on vulnerable and marginalized communities;
ii.
Facilitate the development of comprehensive and coherent responses to climate change challenges, such
as but not limited to multi-stakeholder and multi-sectoral approaches;
iii.
Leverage on private sector and community to have access to new and innovative nuancing mechanisms
to address climate change;
ASEAN Socio-Cultural Community Blueprint 2025
iv.
Strengthen the capacity of sectoral institutions and local governments in conducting Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) inventory, and vulnerability assessments and adaptation needs;
v.
Strengthen the effort of government, private sector and community in reducing GHG emission from main
activities of development;
vi.
Mainstream climate change risk management and GHG emission reduction on sectoral planning; and
vii.
Strengthen global partnerships and support the implementation of relevant international agreements and
frameworks, e.g. the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).
649
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Expand regional cross-sectoral platforms and establish shared strategies to respond to the impacts of
climate change;
ii.
Promote sound scientific and evidence-based policies on climate change adaptation; and
iii.
Promote and consider indigenous and traditional knowledge and practices in responding and adapting to
the impacts of climate change.
650
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and transboundary challenges
i.
Strengthen existing ASEAN mechanisms to consider preventive management to effectively address these
new challenges, including working with Dialogue Partners, UN and other relevant bodies with the consent of
countries concerned;
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Convene special meetings, as and when necessary, at Senior officials level to address challenges of
transboundary or transnational nature such as haze pollution, pandemics, transnational organized crimes, irregular
movement of persons, hazardous waste, oil spill incidents, trafficking in wildlife and timber; and
iii.
Promote studies by think-tanks, universities and other relevant academic institutions to identify new and
transboundary challenges arising from non-traditional security issues.
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and utilization of Coal and Clean Coal Technology (CCT)652 to reduce harsh substances
emission.653 The objective of ASEAN’s Coal and CCT is to promote cleaner coal use,
encourage the use of CCT, and build the perception of coal as cleaner fuel due to the CCT.654
This clearly shows that coal will continue to be a significant source of energy generation in
ASEAN. The energy demand in the region is expected to increase by 60 percent by 2040, and
coal will constitute 40 percent of this growth.655 Many climate change initiatives, specifically
the Coal and CCT, seem like greenwashing measures rather than real commitments for emission
reduction.656
What is Clean Coal Technology (CCT)? It is the Carbon Capture Storage (CCS)
technology that captures carbon dioxide and stores it underground.657 Can coal ever be cleaned?
How clean is regarded as clean? The use of “clean” term is ambiguous and misleading to a
certain degree. There are big supporters and strong dissents. The supporters are major coal
investors and countries with abundant coal resources claiming that coal is a cost-effective
source of energy and the CCT is efficient enough. The environmentalists, activists, and local
communities see it otherwise. The arguments against the CCT are two folds: CCT does not
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resolve environmental damages resulting from coal processing, essentially coal extractions,658
and CCT itself is not a reliable or even viable technology.659 As the arguments continue, the
environmental damages to the global climate, ecosystems, and human health persist.660
All ASEAN instruments are highly criticized for being all talk but no action.661 All of
them are soft laws with no binding effect, which leads to implementation deficits. Raman
Letchumanan, Head of the Environmental Division of ASEAN Secretariat, stated that ASEAN
adopted the broad-based approach—voluntary and appropriate mitigating actions. Koh and
Bhular indicated two important aspects that have been discussed earlier as weaknesses of the
ASEAN structure: ASEAN’s role is limited to policymaking and adoption of soft law measures
and the implementation of such has to be at a national level where ASEAN Way cannot enforce
or interfere with the state’s jurisdiction.662 Asian Development Bank (ADB) also observed that
ASEAN plans need an actual implementation and need to be more proactive.663
In the international context, all ASEAN member states signed and ratified the UNFCCC
and Kyoto Protocol to stabilize GHGs emissions at an acceptable level to prevent danger to the
climate system.664 However, certain aspects contribute to the climate change regime’s struggle
to keep pace with its goal.
First, the regime establishes a clear separation between developed and developing
countries on the principle of common but differentiated responsibilities.665 All ASEAN
member states are not obliged to reduce their emissions. The commitment is based on a
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voluntary basis without real constraints. In ASEAN, the significant barriers are the lack of
interest and the disparity in member states’ economies.666 Singapore and Brunei are wealthy
but heavily depend on fossil fuels. Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Vietnam
are developing and looking for cheap energy sources to feed their up-growing economic
growth. Laos, Myanmar, and Cambodia are far behind but looking forward to catching up with
others.
Second, the regime covers less than 15 percent of worldwide emissions given the
exemption of developing states, the U.S. failure to ratify, and the withdrawal of Canada, Russia,
and Japan.667 It cannot prevent the free-rider and carbon leakage problems. Those who do not
have an obligation to reduce emissions, like ASEAN member states, will condition their
commitments upon more financial and technical aids.
Third, the sharing resources mechanism such as Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM)668 is slowly and not steadily developed.669 There is a significant risk that the developed
states will not commit enough to make the mechanism work.670
As the Conference of the Parties to UNFCCC continues, the same problems reappear
without an optimal solution. ASEAN member states expressed their commitments during the
COP, provided that there are financial and technological aids.671 The promises from ASEAN
member states to reduce carbon energy use would never be kept due to the carbon leakage
problem unless there could be more concrete and substantial commitments from developed
countries for technological and financial support. For instance, after making the ideal statement
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during COP21 in 2015,Thailand has pursued two more coal-fired power plant projects and coal
purchase deals with the U.S.672 Tirole believed that it is part of the common belief as an
incentive to delay the reform because if the states do less today, they will obtain better deals
tomorrow.
The stronger the country relies on fossil fuel, the better its bargaining
position will be to demand for compensation for joining the agreement
tomorrow. The international community will be obliged to grant them
higher and larger transfer.673
As for promises by developed states for aids and technological and financial transfer,
there are no specific and concrete details regarding their contribution shares; thus, the collective
promise is unlikely to be kept.674 The special treatment given to the developing countries—they
are not subject to the same monitoring, notification, and verification process as developed
countries—gives the developed countries the excuse for not keeping their promises.675

2.4

Conclusion and future development

Studies show that the current emission level is hazardous. We need concrete actions and
new technologies. We must reach a negative emission level by 2050—the absorption of carbon
by carbon sink must exceed the emissions. It means that the current global effort is not enough.
The existing system cannot fix the carbon leakage problem. New negotiations focusing on
economic efficiency, an incentive to respect the commitment, and fairness are needed.676
Environmental measures alone achieve a marginal outcome unless it is tied with economic
incentives and trade measures.677 The ASEAN member states still fail to view trade measures
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such as standard setting, carbon pricing, or carbon tax as essential elements in addressing
climate change due to the fear of bearing the burden and losing the competitive advantages in
the market.678
How to stop carbon leakage? The only way is to employ a carbon pricing approach by
internalizing the emissions into the production cost. Only a global accord for one common
standard for the internalization of carbon will eliminate the carbon leakage problem and resolve
global climate change.679 Nevertheless, it is complicated because no central supranational
authority can implement and enforce the expected standard to manage the common good.
How to make everybody accountable for the emissions on an equitable basis? It is
undeniable that for developing countries’ burden to cope with climate change measures, the
technological transfer is necessary to mitigate and adapt. Still, the IPRs, investment conditions,
and the absorptive innovation capacity are the barriers that deter efficient adaptation and
mitigation actions.680 However, the principle of common but differentiated responsibility
should be reconsidered regarding the extent to which developing countries have a right to
pollute on the equitable ground. It is widely cited that developed countries had polluted their
ways to development; thus, the developing countries should have equitable rights to do the
same. The emission made by developing countries is necessary for survival and development.
This is the issue of human rights to development and environmental ethics. Whether polluting
the environment is justifiable on development ground and whether the emission contributed to
the climate change is genuinely for equitable development in domestic affairs.
First, at present, is the right to develop by polluting the planet justifiable at all in terms
of environmental justice? Each state is conscious of climate change consequences based on
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scientific facts and fully aware that there are alternative energy sources. Is it still justifiable to
claim that others had done it before, even though they might not have known the consequences
of their actions at the time? Can wrongdoing in the past by others be a justification for
wrongdoing today?
Second, the nation’s economic growth does not signify the overall development of the
whole country in terms of social welfare, education, and equitable allocation of wealth. For
instance, in many member states, megaprojects on coal-fired power plants are initiated to feed
power for the up-growing urban megacities and industries that benefit a small group of people.
The economic growth is enjoyed by a small group of elites, but the environmental expense is
borne by all—mostly the poor. The emission remains “luxury emission.” Thus, the right to
development on equitable ground in the international context does not consider the complexity
of environmental justice in each country’s circumstances. The principle could serve as a
loophole for carbon leakage. As long as there is no market control of carbon, there will always
be investors in these resources either within their territories or elsewhere—mostly in developing
countries where the defense of “right to development” can be used.

3.

MARINE POLLUTION AND NEW TRANSBOUNDARY CHALLENGE: THE
CASE STUDY OF THE PRODUCTION AND DISPOSAL OF PLASTIC AND
MICROPLASTIC
Plastics debris in the ocean is a new transboundary pollution challenge. The discussion

seeks to address how the plastic problem is associated with ASEAN, the underlying cause, the
effects of plastic pollution on the environment and human health, and the existing legal
mechanism to address the problem in regional and international contexts. Deficient waste
management may contribute to the problem, but the underlying cause is massive plastic
production. Plastics are the resources that give substantial comparative advantages to the region
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for trade competition since the plastic industry is one of the top exports of the region. For this,
ASEAN faces a dilemma between saving the environment or growing the economic sector. It
lacks the concrete mechanism and legal instrument to tackle the problem at its roots

3.1

Plastic marine pollution

In recent years, a new waste problem contaminating rivers and oceans—plastic and
microplastic—has taken the limelight. Plastic production and disposal threaten marine
biodiversity and food safety, and security and contribute to climate change risks in regional and
global contexts.
Plastic constitutes 80–85% of marine litter, and it has continued to increase significantly
in the past decades.681 The United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) estimates that
over 300 million tons of plastic are produced every year, but only nine percent of plastic has
been recycled—the rest remains in the environment, and at least eight million tons of plastic
ending up in the oceans every year.682 At the current rate of dumping, the study expects that
plastic in the ocean will double to 250 million tons by 2025, and there will be more plastic than
fish (by weight) by 2050.683
The plastic debris from land-based activities—discharge from industries and municipal
waste stream leaking into the ocean—becomes a transboundary environmental challenge.684
According to a study, 95% of plastic in the ocean comes from ten main rivers, eight of which
are in Asia—Yangtze, Yellow, Hai, Pearl, and Amur rivers in China; Mekong in Southeast Asia
running through Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, Cambodia, and Vietnam; Ganges river in India; and
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Indus River running through Pakistan India and China.685 Ocean Conservancy, a U.S.
environmental nonprofit organization, reported that about 60% of plastic trash in the ocean
comes from five Asian countries—China, Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, and Thailand.686
Five Southeast Asian countries687—Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand, and Malaysia
are among the top 10 countries worldwide ranked by mass of mismanaged plastic waste.688
These studies suggest that ASEAN member states are among the world’s leading sources of
plastic pollution.
Several main rivers are the significant water sources for the communities and the routes
to the ocean for plastic trash stream and other toxic substances in the region. Mekong, the 12th
longest river in the world and a significant source of water supply for consumption, hydropower
generation, agriculture, and fishing in the Southeast Asia region, is also one of the most polluted
rivers from plastic waste dumped or leaked from the member states along the Mekong basin.689
Citarum, situated in Bandung West Java, Indonesia, is filled with industrial toxic waste and was
listed as the world dirtiest river by World Bank—the mercury level is 100 times more than legal
limits, and the lead level is 1000 times more than the U.S. safe drinking water standard.690
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Mariloa, flowing through Manila in the Philippines, contains toxic discharges from industries,
untreated residential wastes, and plastic wastes.691 Irawaddy river in Myanmar and Choapraya
river in Thailand also share the same polluting path.692
Apart from the industrial discharge of plastic particles used in the production process of
products,693 plastic leakage from inland waterways to the ocean also occurred due to the
deficiency or the lack of household waste collection, treatment, disposal, and recycle in the
region. The problem is aggravated by the increase of plastic production and consumption in the
enlarging economies. Joi Danielson, programme director of Oceans Plastics Asia at Systemiq,
said “You’re battling against this constantly growing target”—while the plastic consumption is
growing along the income, especially in the mega-cities, only 40% of garbage is collected with
few resources to deal with waste management.694 According to Nguyen Hong Tien, director of
the ministry’s Administration of Technical Infrastructure, only a few cities in Vietnam have
wastewater treatment plants, and the drainage system is inadequate.695
Southeast Asia has the richest marine biodiversity on our planet. For example, Indonesia
hosts a marine mega-biodiversity called “Amazon of the Ocean” with various coral reefs,
mangroves, and the marine ecosystem.696 It also had the highest rate of plastic pollution, around
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3.22 million tons of plastic in 2010.697 The regional ocean is suffocating from plastic debris.698
The plastic debris intensively circulates in the regional marine environment and spread
throughout the world ocean. Thus, it is one of the leading transboundary environmental
pollutions that deserve regional and global attention to address the root causes of the problem.

3.2

Root causes: Plastic production and disposal

In ASEAN, the production and consumption of plastic grow along with trade growth,
consuming society, and urban lifestyles. ASEAN contributes to plastic production and trade in
two ways: producing and exporting plastic products and other products containing plastic
particles.
Plastic products are among the top five ASEAN export sectors699 and continue to grow
along with the ASEAN Free Trade Agreements.700 Plastic is made of two essential components,
Ethylene and Propylene, byproducts produced from natural gas, oil, and coal.701 As plastic
production is part of the fossil-fuel supply chain, many fossil-fuel companies or their
subsidiaries also produce plastic resins and products.702 In Asia, China is the leading producer
of propylene from coal.703 Southeast Asia is one of the regions abundant in oil and gas
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resources.704 Petrochemical industries are the leading economic sectors in the region. In
ASEAN, Singapore hosts petrochemical complexes and invests in ExxonMobil, the integrated
company producing both oil and plastic. Thailand has a state-owned PTT Global Chemical
Company, the largest petrochemical and refining group producing Ethylene, Olefins, and other
plastic resins.705 Malaysia also owns Petronas and undertakes two joint venture projects to
develop the Refinery and Petrochemical Integrated Development project.706 The petrochemical
and plastic industries are blooming in the region. Since the environmental cost is not
internalized, plastic is regarded as cheap material creating high demand in production and
consumption.
Small particles “microplastics” are used in many productions of goods that ASEAN
member states are the major producers and exporters. Microplastics, minuscule plastic particles
smaller than 5 mm in size, are invisible threats. There are two sources of microplastics. The
primary source is microscopic plastic particles (including microfibers, microbeads, and plastic
pallets) that are used as ingredients in the industrial production of goods such as cosmetics,
cleansers, toothpaste, shower gels, scrubs, and synthetic clothing and textiles.707 The secondary
source is the commonly used plastic articles exposed to external environmental factors such as
sunlight and temperature.708 Over time, they disintegrate and end up as microplastics.709 In
short, plastics will eventually break down into microplastics.
The clothing and textile industry is one of the most dynamic and prime productions and
exports in the region—since the 1970s, it has been one of ASEAN’s largest export-oriented
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industries.710 The textile industry has been discharging toxic wastes, including microplastic
particles used as components fabricating synthetic clothes, into the member states’ waterways.
In most cases, industries discharge untreated or maltreated wastewater due to their malpractices,
ignoring the negative externalities. For instance, about 20,000 tons of waste and 340,000 tons
of wastewater, primarily from 2,000 textile factories, are disposed of daily and directly into the
waterways of the Citarum River.711 In the past, Citarum was once clean and pristine. Until the
1980s, the new industrial zone of 2,000 factories, including at least 200 textile factories, had
emerged and provided jobs in the area.712 For many years, the Indonesian government had
allowed the factories to release wastewater into the river provided that it does not contain
banned industrial chemicals.713 The government did not impose stricter standards probably
because it was afraid that smaller factories could not bear the cleaning cost and end the
business.714 Recently, the Indonesian government has made efforts to clean up the rivers and
revoke permits of any factories releasing toxic discharge in the rivers.715 To date, Indonesia
ranks among the top ten clothes and textiles producers in the world.716 The economic growth
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from textile industries provides the world with cheap clothes but with a profoundly high
environmental cost.717
The underlying problems are the increase of plastic production due to comparative
advantages and the lack of political will to internalize environmental costs or enforce stricter
standards due to economic incentives. For the disposal of plastic waste, the region suffers from
the mismanagement of plastic waste disposal and the lack of infrastructure and technology to
efficiently treat wastewater before releasing it into the environment. In most cases, it is because
of the lack of political will to enforce stricter environmental standards and invest in those
cleaning infrastructures because cleaning does not make profits. Nevertheless, even in the best
circumstances, the current technology of wastewater treatment may not completely prevent
microplastics from leaking into the waterways and eventually the ocean. A 2016 study of one
plant shows that despite claims for high waste reduction rates, it still releases 65 million
microplastics into the receiving water every day.718 There is also byproduct leakage from
washing synthetic clothes—microfiber plastics are released in each wash.719 Thus, plastics and
microplastics end up in the ocean through drainage or sewage system of manufacturers, runoff,
and household wastewater. 720

3.3

Effects of plastic and microplastics

Plastic production and disposal have significant effects on the environment, marine
biodiversity, human food and health, and the economy.
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Plastic production contributes to climate change. Plastic is made of petroleum
byproducts and natural gas.721 The more we use plastic, the more we use oil and gas, but the
more we move away from fossil fuels, the more we move away from single-use plastics.
Furthermore, researchers from the University of Hawaii recently published a study showing
that plastics, once break down and expose to certain elements, release methane and ethylene—
significant greenhouse gases contributing to global climate change.722 Thus, the emission
occurs not only during the production but also from the end products.
Plastic debris in any form pollutes inland water resources and the world ocean—from
the Arctic to the Antarctic.723 Because microplastics are floatable and persistent, they are easily
dispersed by the ocean current.724 They are found on beaches, the sea, and deep-sea beds.725
Plastic litter in the ocean or rivers has adverse effects on marine biodiversity and animals
from the smallest to the biggest beasts. It contaminates mangroves, seabed, and coral reefs.
Coral reefs are covered and cut by plastic wastes blocking them light and oxygen and leaving
them vulnerable to infection.726 The International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
reported that marine plastic pollution affected at least 267 species by ingestion, suffocation, and
entanglement.727 Marine animals mistake plastic waste for their food, and once their stomachs
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are filled with plastic, it can cause deaths by infections, internal injuries, reduced ability to
swim, and starvation.728 In Southeast Asia, the number of endangered marine animals killed
with large amounts of plastic in their stomachs are rising in recent years and will continue to
increase if ASEAN takes no effective action.729 In 2016, an Indonesian Coelacanth, a rare and
vulnerable species that was once thought to be extinct, was found dead off the coast of Indonesia
with plastic wraps of Lay’s Potato Chips in its intestine.730 In June 2018, after the death of a
pilot whale found on the beach in Songkhla, Southern of Thailand, it is revealed that the whale
had ingested 80 pieces of plastic waste weighing eight kilograms in its stomach.731 In November
2018, the recent victim is a 9.5 metered sperm whale found dead in Indonesia’s national park
with 115 drinking cups, 4 plastic bottles, 25 plastic bags, and 2 flip-flops in its stomach.732 Thon
Thamrongnawasawat, a marine biologist and lecturer at Kasetsart University, estimated that
over 100 million marine animals are killed each year by plastic waste.733
The death of “iconic marine species”734 caused by large plastic debris is impactful, but
it is just the tip of the iceberg. While common plastic trash such as all single-use plastic bags,
straws, or wraps may be an evident problem, microplastics are an invisible threat. Dealing with
microplastics is not as simple as waste management since they are too small to be removed
from waste streams by most filtration systems. Indeed, microplastics can leak into the
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environment both during the production process and by using the end products regardless of
the waste treatment process. As the size decreases, the potential of absorption increases—more
marine organisms are exposed to plastic particles’ ingestion.735 Marine organisms ingest the
particles because they are mistaken for food.736 Microplastics can absorb other toxic substances
in seawater737 and enter the food chain of marine animals from the smallest to the biggest:
zooplankton, mussels, fish, turtles, shrimps, oysters, whales.738 Microplastics can cause
pathological stress, false satiation, reproductive complications, blocked enzyme production,
reduced growth rate, and oxidative stress.739 These health problems could lead to fish stock
depletion and human food security problems. Eventually, humans—the end consumer is
affected by marine plastic pollution either directly from seafood, sea salt,740 or water containing
microplastics or indirectly by the potential risk of fish depletion.
Economic damages, direct or indirect, are inevitable. Losses occur in the fishing
industry due to fish population decline and damage to fishing vessels and gears due to the
debris. Losses also appear in the tourism industry due to declining aesthetic and sanitation
values of the coastline driving away potential tourists, and in the transportation industry because
of damage to vessels due to entanglement with debris.741 The clean-up operations also
contribute to economic loss, especially if touristic sites have to be closed for the clean-up
operation. For instance, from June to September 2018, Maya Bay, the famous tourist destination
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in Thailand, was closed to clean up and restore coral reefs.742 The Philippines also closed its
famous Boracay island for six months to improve the sewage systems.743 The UNEP estimates
that the economic damage caused by plastic waste in the Asia-Pacific in tourism, fishing, and
shipping industries is about 1.3 billion US dollars every year. The total economic damage to
the world’s marine ecosystem amounts to at least 13 billion US dollars every year.744

3.4

Regional cooperation and legal framework within global context: the
potential of Basel and Stockholm Conventions

ASEAN member states are the key contributors to the plastic pollution in the marine
environment from the production and disposal of plastic and products containing microplastic
particles.745 This global challenge has to be addressed within ASEAN cooperation and legal
framework and in the international context.746 The problem is complex, encompassing matters
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of the disposal and management of waste, transboundary pollution, coastal and marine
biodiversity conservation, food safety and security, water resources, plastic waste trade, and
climate change. Regional cooperation on plastic pollution is in the initial stage. Although plastic
pollution is not a new issue, it has just received a spotlight in the media, partly due to social
media's rising use. Plus, many recent scientific studies confirm its adverse effects on the
environment and human life. In Southeast Asia, the measures dealing with the plastic crisis
remain at the national level. Same as in the international context, efforts have been taken at the
domestic level by the public authority or private sectors, except in European Union, where there
are regional legal policy and instruments on the issue.
An ASEAN-based movement to reduce plastic waste was started by ASEAN Centre for
Biodiversity (ACB)—its tasks are to support and coordinate the implementation of activities
among member states and regional and international organizations leading to the conservation
and sustainable use of biological diversity in the region.747 According to Theresa Mundita Lim,
executive director of ACB, the current works are limited in the field of environmental education
and data gathering on the interconnectivity of marine areas, the volume of trash, and its
transboundary movement—the regional action plan has not yet been initiated.748
While waiting for regional action plan or further legal framework, domestic measures
are taking place. These measures aim to phase out or disincentivize the use of single-use plastic
products, but they do not respond to the production sources or industrial sources of plastic
contamination.
As ACB Executive Director pointed out, Los Baños Laguna, is the first city in the
Philippines to regulate the use of plastic bags and prohibit the use of plastic straws, plastic cups,
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and plates. Later, similar efforts “say no to plastic bags” were initiated in other countries. 749 In
Cambodia, major supermarkets charge KHR 400 (10 US cents) per plastic bag to create an
incentive for customers to avoid using plastic bags.750 Singapore banned plastic straws and lids
for dine-in customers in many restaurant chains and the National University of Singapore.751
Malaysia, one of the prime exporters of plastics,752 attempted to impose a plastic tax with a
roadmap towards zero plastic by 2050. 753 However, not all efforts are successful. In 2016,
Indonesia launched a three-month trial period imposing a fee on plastic bags in megacities, but
the participating retailers refused to continue citing that it is a controversial measure. Later, the
Indonesian government initiated to impose fees and regulate plastic producers but failed to
execute it due to the protest from plastic manufacturers who have a strong connection with the
Indonesian Industry Ministry.754 Vietnam has enacted an environmental tax on plastics, but it
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has proven ineffective due to tax invasion and legal loopholes.755 For example, when the
regulations state that individuals and companies that manufacture, import, or buy plastic bags
from others to package their homemade products are not subjected to tax, companies find a way
to outsource their plastic packaging.756 To evade tax collected by plastic bulk weight, the bag
manufacturers start producing thinner bags, which have a greater negative impact on the
environment because thinner bags are easier to break down into microplastic particles and less
durable so people tend to use more.757
As for existing ASEAN legal frameworks, several platforms and instruments can be
stepping stones to develop further agreement or action plan on plastic the pollution problem. In
the broad view, the cornerstone of ASEAN environmental cooperation is to achieve sustainable
development with four critical areas of environmental sustainability: sustainable climate,
sustainable consumption and production, conservation and sustainable management of
biodiversity and natural resources, and sustainable cities.758 For the institutional framework,
ASEAN Ministerial Meeting for the Environment is on top of the pyramid. There are seven
working groups: Climate Change, Chemical and Waste, Coastal and Marine Environment,
Environmental Education, Environmentally Sustainable Cities, Nature Conservation and
Biodiversity, and Water Resources Management.759 Among seven key environmental areas,
chemical waste, climate change, coastal marine environment, conservation and biodiversity,
and water resources management are the issues most connected with plastic waste pollution.
Considering the overall effects of plastic pollution, all ASEAN environmental groups
should work together to find the optimum solution and action plans. The current key players
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are the ACB and the ASEAN Working Group on Coastal and Marine Environment
(AWGCME), a consultative forum to promote coordination and collaboration among marinebased initiatives to ensure sustainable management of coastal and marine environment.760 In
November 2017, ASEAN held a Conference on Reducing Marine Debris in ASEAN Region
organized and co-hosted by the Department of Marine and Coastal Resources and the Ministry
of Natural Resources and Environment (MONRE) of Thailand and International Union for
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) in Phuket Thailand.761 From the conference, ASEAN
recognizes the transboundary nature of marine debris pollution; thus, it is becoming a global
concern since it poses severe threats to the health of the world’s oceans, marine biodiversity,
environments, and peoples.762 Collective and coordinated actions among member states and
partners are urgently needed.763 The majority of marine debris originated from land-based
sources, so the preventive approach is the key to solve the problem.764 Nonetheless, it stresses
that further research is needed on marine plastic debris and microplastics, including
biodegradable alternatives, waste management, and impacts on the environment and human
health.765
Therefore, it concluded that ASEAN needs to develop a land-to-sea approach and create
an agreement on sustainable management of marine debris pollution.766 It also laid out the
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importance of capacity building with other international partners, education and innovation,
private sector engagement, and public awareness and outreach.767 With the private sector
engagement, economic preventive measures are at the center of focus: implement measures for
sustainable production and solid waste management; application of circular economy for plastic
production; and investment in redesigning products/packaging and alternative materials.
In the international law context, there are three international instruments with the
potential to address the issue of marine plastic pollution.768
First, the United National Convention on the Law of the Sea obligates all member states
to conserve the marine environment and take measures to preserve the sea, including measures
to reduce land-based pollution.769 All ASEAN member states, except Cambodia,770 have
ratified the convention. This convention lay down a general ground base for a legally binding
obligation of the states to prevent and control pollution of the marine environment from landbased sources. However, the scope of the convention does not address plastic pollution
throughout the life cycle—it aims to address waste disposal; therefore, the plastic production
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and process methods are not covered. The problem of marine litter by plastics and microplastics
should be eliminated or minimized at the origin, not at a later stage by cleaning operation once
they become wastes and risk to enter the marine environment. The following conventions may
shed some light on how to address the plastic issue from the sources.
Second, the Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of
Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal 1989 (Basel Convention) was adopted by all ASEAN
member states.771 In the 11th meeting of the Open-ended Working Group of the Basel
Convention Geneva, 3–6 September 2018, the report confirms that marine plastic litter and
microplastics are critical global concerns and emphasizes that the Basel Convention can play a
central role in addressing this problem.772 The objective of the Basel Convention is to protect
human health and the environment against the adverse effects of hazardous wastes by reducing
hazardous waste generation, restricting transboundary movements of hazardous wastes, and
regulating systems where transboundary movements are permissible.773 There are two types of
waste under the convention: hazardous waste under Annex I, Annex III, and Annex XI, and
other waste under Annex II—wastes collected from households and residues arising out of
incineration of household wastes.774 Plastics can be regarded as both hazardous wastes and
other wastes under the terms of the convention. In general, plastics are deemed as other waste—
household wastes, significant sources of marine litter, but plastics can fall within the scope of
hazardous wastes if they contain constituents under Annex I and XI or hazardous characteristics
under Annex III.775 With the increase of recent and ongoing scientific studies on the effects of
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plastics and microplastics, there are possibilities that they could have certain characteristics
being categorized as hazardous under the existing terms of convention or the new extended
definition in the future. There are ongoing works by the expert groups to improve the legal
clarity of the convention and consider whether there are any additional constituents to be added
to the Annex.776
For the application of the Basel Convention regarding the production and disposal of
plastic, under Article 4.2, each party shall take appropriate measures to ensure minimum
generation of hazardous wastes, the availability of adequate disposal facilities, and efficient
management of hazardous wastes. 777
While being legally binding and having almost universal membership with a
comprehensive approach, the Basel Convention has certain limitations in dealing with plastic
pollution. First, the provisions on minimizing waste generation and ensuring environmentally
sound management are not effectively measured at national, regional, and global levels.778 The
implementation needs to be strengthened and monitored. Second, some provisions are too
vague—for instance, the definition of environmentally sound management of hazardous waste
or other waste means “taking all practicable steps” to ensure that hazardous wastes or other
wastes are managed in a manner that will protect human health and the environment against
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adverse effects resulting from such waste.779 The guidance is given in the technical guidelines
for the identification and environmentally sound management of plastic wastes and for their
disposal; nonetheless, the guidelines do not have a binding effect.780 This depends on the
implementation on national levels, which vary among those with high capacity and those who
lack both infrastructure and technological capacities. Last, the convention may not cover all
plastic debris that may end up in the ocean. For instance, it may not cover plastics from
industrial production unless hazardous or become household wastes or microfiber plastics that
are byproducts from washing synthetic clothes.781 The clarity on application to plastics and
microplastics through every aspect of their life cycle remains to be seen.
Last, the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants 2001 was adopted by
all ASEAN member states, except Malaysia and Brunei.782 The objective of the Stockholm
Convention is to protect human health and the environment from persistent organic pollutants
(POPs)—organic chemical substances that persist in the environment and bioaccumulate in
humans and wildlife having harmful effects and potential for long-range distribution in the
environment.783 Serious health problems associated with POPs exposure include certain
cancers, congenital disabilities, dysfunctional immune and reproductive systems, greater
disease susceptibility, and diminished intelligence.784 Chemicals found in plastics marine litter
are originated from four sources: chemicals intentionally added during the production process;
unintentional chemicals from the production processes; chemicals from the recycling of plastic
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waste; and Hydrophobic chemicals adsorbed from environmental pollution into plastics.785
Thus, plastics may contain hazardous substances, including POPs such as plasticizers and flame
retardants which may be slowly released into the ocean.786 As microplastics can absorb toxic
substances existing in seawater, microplastics can be the carrier of POPs listed under the
convention, such as PCB, DDT, and dioxins.787
The Stockholm Convention regulates the production and use of POPs in three ways: (i)
Eliminating the production and use of chemicals listed in Annex A788; (ii) Restricting the
production and use of chemicals listed in Annex B789; and (iii) Reducing the unintentional
release of chemicals listed in Annex C with the goal of continuing minimization and, where
feasible, the ultimate elimination.790 As Raubenheimer and McIlgorm pointed out, the
application of the convention to plastics is limited to plastic products containing POPs listed in
the Annexes.791 Some plastic products may contain particular POPs regulated by the convention
but not the others. The convention has global application to all plastic products but only to the
products containing POPs listed under the convention. For instance, plastics produced for food
packaging applications, around 26% of global volume, are unlikely to contain POPs listed under
the convention.792
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In sum, there is a need for further development of environmental governance on the
marine plastic issues at every level: national, regional, and international. There are existing
basic legal grounds for law enforcement in the international context, but specification and
clarification are to be advanced. At the 2017 Conferences of the Parties to the Basel and
Stockholm Convention, regional centers and working groups are invited to work on the impact
of plastic waste, marine plastic litter, microplastics, and measures for prevention and
environmentally sound management and to report on their activities to the next meetings of the
conferences of the Parties in 2019.793 Other international groups and organizations such as the
United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA), UNEP Global Programme of Action for the
Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-based Activities, and the Global Partnership
on Marine Litter are also working on the issue for more scientific data and strategic plans.794
Nonetheless, the legal venues are unlikely to be used between ASEAN member states because
it is not in line with the ASEAN Way. Besides, there is no sole responsible party, but most
member states are the contributors to the crisis.795 ASEAN would probably take the “wait and
see” position to consider the international legal guidelines and coordinate diplomacy
conferences with international organizations and member states for further cooperation.

3.5

Conclusion and future development

As marine plastic litter is growing along with the greater scale of economic activities
and trade, new environmental governance needs to tackle the problem at its root cause—the
production and use of plastics to gain an effective outcome. Cleaning operations, collecting
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more waste, and making a campaign for using less plastic will never solve the problem. The
role of public authority is essential. Only initiatives from private sectors may not be able to
cope with the economic incentives—the price of plastic production remains cheap while
investment cost for alternatives remains high. The regulation is needed to limit plastic
production and consumption, such as taxing, pricing, or setting quotas.796 With the collected
tax, the government can create funds or subsidiaries for plastic-alternative initiatives such as
biodegradable substance or a bigger project as the circular economy to create a world without
waste by producing and using the products until the end of its lifetime then regenerating the
products again.797
However, any governmental measures will face internal pressures and conflict of
interests between economic interests and socio-environmental interests since oil, gas, and
plastic are the resources that give substantial comparative advantages to the region for trade
competition. Reducing production means loss of profit. The political decision that is
paradoxical to economic interest will be hard to make.

CONCLUSION
The three trade-related environmental problems originating in ASEAN member states
demonstrate how economic incentives (i.e., competitive drives and comparative advantages)
dictate political will and undermine sustainable development and environmental protection.
Each problem may have particular origins and effects. Still, they are the results of the
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unsustainable process and production methods in which environmental costs are not
internalized to compete in trade. The most effective way to solve the problems is to eliminate
the factors precluding producers or the exporting states from internalizing the negative
externalities, albeit the inconvenience. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to happen by the ASEAN
initiative because, in the eyes of member states, the national stake for losing the economic
interests is too high and immediate while environmental damage, though threatening, is less
visible and borne by the public. The world trading system based on comparative advantage
leaves ASEAN with a dilemma: environment or economy. The following questions are whether
using market access as trade leverage for environmental protection by powerful states can
trigger the sustainable change in ASEAN member states and how major dialogue partners play
significant roles in influencing ASEAN trade and environmental regimes.
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CHAPTER IV
TRADE-ENVIRONMENT COOPERATION
BETWEEN ASEAN AND ITS DIALOGUE PARTNERS

INTRODUCTION
As economic incentives are driving forces setting the path for economic and
environmental development, they inevitably affect the environmental condition in domestic,
regional, and global contexts. The ASEAN rapid growth is greatly due to its export-led
economic strategy focusing on short-term economic gain—high volume production and
expansion of the market without environmental consideration. Thus, trade relations between
ASEAN and its dialogue partners play a crucial role in shaping ASEAN’s economicenvironment path. This chapter begins with a brief discussion of ASEAN objectives and scopes
for its external relations. It focuses on the trade-environment linkage of ASEAN external
relations with three major dialogue partners: the European Union, the United States, and China.
These three biggest market economies in the world are major trading partners of ASEAN. Their
intersected powers have impacts on dynamic equilibrium in the Southeast Asia region. They
are major players in the multiplex world order wielding their normative powers to export their
political, economic, and social norms, values, and interests. To this end, they employ both trade
agreements and economic and other social assistance to ASEAN. This chapter describes how
each major dialogue partner engages a different approach in its external trading policies with
ASEAN.
The chapter discusses whether economic cooperation, market access, and trade
agreement with these dialogue partners can significantly promote environmental protection in
ASEAN. The chapter argues that unilateral environmental trade measures or environmental
provisions in bilateral or multilateral trade agreements employed by the EU, the U.S., and China
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as major importing states and dialogue partners of ASEAN can generate the sustainable
production and process methods of goods and trigger environmental norms integration within
ASEAN member states. The extent to which these trading partners will employ environmental
trade measures depends on three thresholds: the internal politics of importing states, the
international geopolitics economic interest of importing states, and the justification for using
environmental trade measures according to WTO’s rules. This chapter discusses how internal
politics, geopolitics, and economic interests of the EU, the U.S., and China influence their
decisions to pursue environmental protection through trade measures and agreements. The
justification of environmental trade measures will be further discussed in chapter V.

1.

ASEAN TOWARDS EXTERNAL RELATIONS
This part discusses the general objectives of ASEAN for external relations, the initial

outlook of the relations, and the recent development. ASEAN external relations were initiated
before the endorsement of the ASEAN Charter, establishing the legal and institutional
framework. Three key objectives of ASEAN external relations are securing technical
assistance, promoting trade expansion and economic development, and strengthening political
relations. The outward-looking relations remain under the principle of non-intervention.
ASEAN strategy towards external relations has also adapted to the global political and
economic dynamic changes in various periods. In the beginning, the external relations of
ASEAN profoundly depended on the western powers for technical support and financial aids.
As its economy grows, ASEAN becomes more of an active dialogue partner and develops its
external relations more towards the east.
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1.1

Objectives: Securing technical assistance and cooperation, strengthening
political relations and promoting trade and economic linkages.

For pre-ASEAN Charter legal mandates, the founding document of ASEAN, the
Bangkok Declaration of 1967, does not set the groundwork for ASEAN external relations.798
The Declaration of ASEAN Concord 1976 mentions “joint efforts to improve access markets
outside ASEAN,”799 and the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation (TAC) in Southeast Asia 1976
encourages “close and beneficial cooperation with other states as well as international and
regional organizations outside the region.”800 The golden rule that ASEAN has established for
its relations and cooperation with others is the accession to TAC—to ensure that the relations
will be formed on peaceful means and mutual respect of sovereignty, independence, and
internal affairs.801 Later, the first official document explicitly mentions the outward-looking
external relation’s objective to promote global trade liberalization is the 1992 Framework
Agreement on Enhancing ASEAN Economic Cooperation.802 Article 5 stresses the need for
ASEAN to “establish and/or strengthen cooperation with other countries as well as regional and
international organizations and arrangements.”803 After ASEAN Charter entered into force in
2008, it establishes an explicit mandate for ASEAN external relations: “maintain the centrality
and proactive role of ASEAN as the primary driving force in its relations and cooperation with
its external partners in a regional architecture that is open, transparent and inclusive.”804 The
principle is the “Centrality of ASEAN in external political, economic, social and cultural
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relations while remaining actively engaged, outward looking, inclusive and nondiscriminatory.”805
S. Pushpanathan, Deputy Secretary-General for ASEAN Economic Community,
stressed three goals of ASEAN’s external relations: “secure technical assistant for regional
cooperation projects; promote trade and economic relations; and strengthen political relations
with third countries and regional groupings.”806 Given the parameters, ASEAN, through the
Foreign Ministers, can confer to an external party the status of a Dialogue Partner, Sectoral
Dialogue Partner, Development Partner, Observer or Guest.807 The decision to strengthen ties
with certain external parties depends on the intensity and substance of interactions and the
potential contribution that the external party can provide to ASEAN.808 Among all status,
Dialogue Partnership is the most extensive status characterized by regular high-level exchanges
and dialogues, including ministerial meetings and summit meetings.809 The formal engagement
with its dialogue partners started in the 1970s. Today, ASEAN has ten dialogue partners—
Australia, Canada, China, the European Union, India, Japan, the Republic of Korea, New
Zealand, Russia, and the United States of America.
There are two main types of instruments ASEAN engages with external parties ranging
from non-binding agreements with no legal obligations to those legal-binding treaty
commitments.810
First, agreements entered into by ASEAN Secretariat as an international organization
and not by ASEAN member states. These agreements do not create binding obligations and
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internal effects in member states in a direct way. It may indirectly affect the member states by
boosting cooperation through the function of the ASEAN Secretariat.811 The ASEAN
Secretariat aims “to provide for greater efficiency in the coordination of ASEAN organs and
for more effective implementation of ASEAN projects and activities.”812 Thus, it can initiate
projects and activities promoting cooperation within ASEAN according to the agreements made
with other parties. The external parties to these agreements are usually other international
organizations. Some examples include a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) between
ASEAN Secretariat and the Secretariat of United Nations Economic and Social Commission
for Asian and the Pacific (ESCAP) 2002,813 MOU between ASEAN and Asian Development
Bank (ADB) 2006,814 or MOU between ASEAN Secretariat and United Nations Office on
Drugs and Crimes on Drug Control and Crime Preventive Cooperation.815
Second, binding agreements entered into by ASEAN member states as collectively
ASEAN either in a case where all member states listed as parties to the agreement; where the
Secretary General concluded on behalf of member states; or where one member state concluded
on behalf of all others.816 Since ASEAN does not have a supranational characteristic, any
binding agreements will be entered into only by the consensus of all member states. This
category is the most prevalent instrument for ASEAN external relations, especially in economic
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cooperation and trade agreement with dialogue partners; thus, the chapter focuses the discussion
on this type of agreement.817

1.2

Initial outlook and recent development: Donor-client relationship v.
cooperation on equal footing

ASEAN relationship with major dialogue partners has tended to follow two types of
tracks. At the outset, the U.S. and the EU had significant roles in providing technical assistance
and financial aids to ASEAN member states. By doing so, they also forged normative values
through many initiatives in the fields of social development and environmental protection. The
initiatives supported by these foreign donors might not be successfully achieved due to the
limited capacity of member states. At present, ASEAN becomes less dependent on the western
foreign donors, and their relationship appears to be more on equal ground. The rise of China in
global economic power is also a key contribution to this dynamic change. This is important,
particularly in the issue of environmental protection, because the change in economic power
and geopolitics affects the diffusion of normative values—environmental norms.
The initial outlook of ASEAN towards external relations with dialogue partners is to
cautiously secure technical and economic assistance for the developing economies of ASEAN,
forming the so-called donor-client relationship where the more developed external state has the
upper hand on cooperative activities with ASEAN or member states.818 The EU and the U.S.
have taken prominent roles as active donors of development, humanitarian, environmental, and
trade assistance.819 Environmental protection initiative is the common form of assistance and
aid from developed countries. As Dosch noted:
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National and regional legislative and policy initiatives towards
environmental protection and sustainability in general and the forging
link between trade/investment and the environment in particular are
more often than not driven by foreign donors.820
The U.S.-funded program linking trade and environment is USAID’s ASEAN Environmental
Improvement Program (ASEAN-EIP), established in 1992, providing four years of funding of
USD 15 million in 6 participants’ states: Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, Brunei,
Malaysia, and Singapore.821 Later in 1995, it is absorbed into U.S.-ASIA Environmental
Partnership Program, and USAID sponsored USD 100 million to transfer environmental
management and technological skills.822 The project was designed to provide a regional
framework to introduce cleaner industrial production and environmental management.
Even though the role of the European Union seems to fade away after the end of the
Vietnam wars, the EU remains an active donor in the region. For instance, Asia Pro-Eco
launched by the European Commission (EC) in 2002 was designed to strengthen environmental
dialogue between Asia and Europe via “exchange of policies, technologies, the exchange of
policies, technologies, and best practices to promote more resource‐efficient, market‐driven,
and sustainable solutions to environmental problems in Asia.”823 Asia Urbs, launched in 1997,
was designed to promote urban management, urban socio-economic development, urban
environment, urban infrastructure, and urban poverty.824 In Laos, there are 25 ongoing EC
environment and development projects such as wetlands protection and Asia Urbs aiming to
promote a sustainable urban environment in Luang Prabang.825 In Vietnam, the EU funded the
Multilateral Trade Assistance project helping the development of socially and environmentally
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sustainable trade and economic integration strategy as part of the national economic reform
process.826 However, the problem with regional donor programs with ASEAN is that they
cannot be well linked with national initiatives and implementation.827 The receiving states’
capacity to implement the projects was overestimated.828 There are disparities among ASEAN
member states in technical and institutional capacities, infrastructure, economic development,
and political priorities. ASEAN itself is not a fully integrated entity with harmonized policies
and implementation systems.
As ASEAN grows, it gains confidence in becoming an outward-looking community
playing a responsible and constructive role regionally and globally in promoting stability and
economic prosperity.829 The relation between ASEAN and its dialogue partners has also
evolved and become two-way cooperation in political, economic, and social issues based on
joint decision and planning for implementation.830 The emphasis on development cooperation
with dialogue partners is put into four issues: strengthening economic cooperation by gaining
market access for ASEAN exports and more investment flows; supporting ASEAN’s
integration, including the narrowing of development gaps through physical interconnections
and capacity building; addressing transnational concerns; and promoting people-to-people
contacts.831 ASEAN external trade relation has been implemented in two phases: through
ASEAN-Plus Free Trade Agreements covering the Asia-Pacific region and major megaregional economic cooperation covering the Asian economies.832 The cooperation in the
political and security area has been prominent. ASEAN has established ASEAN Regional
Forum (ARF), engaging the world’s major players and keeping their interest in the region.
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Recently, ASEAN external relation strategy is turning more towards the east rather than
to the west due to two factors: first, the changing dynamic of the world order and economic
power;833 and second, the rise of authoritarianism and dysfunctional democracy in ASEAN
member states.834 This complicates the policy forging approach or the diffusion of western
normative values in environmental protection in trade. The next part will further elaborate on
the issue by discussing the ASEAN trade-environment relationship with each dialogue partner,
the EU, the U.S., and China.

2.

MAJOR DIALOGUE PARTNERS
Linking environmental protection and social development with market access in

bilateral or multilateral trade agreements can be the solution for sustainable development as it
allows international environmental law to “gain traction” and raise domestic and regional
concerns.835 Upon linking trade and environment, the parties can create binding agreement and
precise obligations to which the parties need to adhere.836 In other words, linking environmental
norms with trade agreements allows the legalization of environmental protection in the context
of international trade agreement with the balance of obligation, precision, and delegation.837
Despite its potential effectiveness, the attempt to influence other states’ environmental
regulation and policy using unilateral trade measures can be questionable upon its legality
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according to WTO rules. On the other hand, the more developed party having economic
imperative may be able to insert environmental norms as part of bilateral and multilateral trade
deals. In this context, the analysis will focus on the integration of environmental norms in
economic cooperation and trade agreements between ASEAN and three significant dialogue
partners—the EU, the U.S., and China. The discussions focus on the questions: which dialogue
partner integrated environmental norms into economic cooperation and trade agreement with
ASEAN; and whether the inclusion of environmental norms effectively addresses the traderelated environmental problems while serving the interest of all parties.

2.1

The path of environmental legal integration of European Union: the lesson
for the development of ASEAN

“The EU and ASEAN are drivers of regionalism in their own
geographical and political contexts and supporters of regionalism
within their own regions and elsewhere.”838

The EU and ASEAN are the most important examples of regionalism in the 21st
century.839 There are, of course, significant differences in political and institutional settings, but
the EU and ASEAN both have long-established cooperation encompassing political-security,
economic-trade, and sociocultural issues.840 The EU has been not only one of the significant
donors assisting ASEAN for institutionalization, economic integration, and other development
fields but also a significant dialogue partner. The relation has evolved as Islam noted that while
the EU development aid remains significant, the relationship of EU-ASEAN has changed from
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a donor-recipient dynamic into a more symmetrical relationship.841 In the view of the EU, there
are two reasons why the engagement with ASEAN matters: the economic benefit from trade
expansion and liberalization and the balance of power in the global context.842 Since the power
of ASEAN economy is growing, the EU has to consider the emergence of the new Asian powers
for the EU not to be excluded.843 The EU seeks to “promote its ability to be a legitimate
international actor”844 by diffusing its influence in another region and supporting the concept of
regionalism.845 As Hanggi and Roloff et al. stated: “Interregional cooperation is used as an
instrument to balance the dominance of other regional groupings.”846 The interregional
cooperation was triggered by competitive motivation.847
By engaging in interregional cooperation, the EU seeks to disseminate its interest,
values, and norms, particularly the principle of democracy, human rights, and sustainable
development, through regional and bilateral cooperation and agreements. It can employ both
environmental cooperation clauses dealing only with environmental issues and environmental
integration clauses promoting the integration of environmental consideration into other
cooperation areas.848 The subject of discussion is the use of environmental clauses in the Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) for sustainable development in the region. The EU has been using
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FTAs and region-to-region negotiations to achieve what it has failed to achieve in multilateral
negotiations.849
To understand the EU-ASEAN relation and how EU environmental norms can influence
ASEAN’s development, the following subparts investigate the differences and similarities of
the EU and ASEAN regionalism; the basis of environmental integration towards the EU’s
external relations; and the impacts and obstacles of the environmental integration in EUASEAN trade agreement.

2.1.1

ASEAN and EU Regionalism

This subpart addresses the differences and similarities between ASEAN and EU
regionalism. The differences between ASEAN and the EU affect the interregional engagement
in trade-environment cooperation and agreements. Archarya has categorized the main
differences into four key areas: history, foundational objectives, political structures, and pattern
of security relationship with external powers.850
In terms of historical background, member states of the EU have more common roots
for religions and similar cultural traditions based on the Roman Empire through periodically
extensive diplomatic interactions.851 In contrast, ASEAN comprises member states who are
diverse in terms of religions, traditions, and cultures influenced by Chinese and Indian customs
and Western powers during colonization. These diversities affect its coherent actions852 as well
as its ability to institutionalize and fully integrate common policies. The similarity between the
two regions is that they both have suffered from aggression committed by a strong state in their
own region (German and Indonesia) against their neighboring states in the past. However, after
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such strong states have restrained themselves, the neighboring states reciprocate this restraint
by acknowledging the leadership status of the powers.853
Emerging from the ashes of the two world wars, the EU’s founding fathers, Jean Monnet
and Friedlich Schuman, were motivated by the creation of nation-state and absolute
sovereignty.854 The EU favors strong institutionalization: governance structure, decisionmaking process, and legal frameworks. Thus, each member state has vested part of its national
sovereignty to the EU as a supranational decision-making entity capable of creating legally
binding instruments, negotiating with external countries, and adopting agreements for all
member states. On the other hand, the foundation of ASEAN’s institutionalism for regional
integration is distinct from the western path.855 After a long period of foreign domination and
intervention, ASEAN nationalism dominates the typical norm of preserving national
sovereignty and opposes moving towards supranational institutions for integration. ASEAN
does not have the EU’s supranational power. For the decision-making process, ASEAN needs
to have consensus from all member states. Thus, the EU-ASEAN trade negotiation and relation
are asymmetric—one single member state of ASEAN can initiate a bilateral trade agreement
with the EU referred to as “Reg-bilateral” agreement, and the EU can initiate an agreement with
a single member state of ASEAN; however, a single EU member cannot have a bilateral deal
with ASEAN member state or regional deal with ASEAN.856
The EU and ASEAN display different sorts of political contexts and purposes.
According to domestic political structures, EU member states have strong democratic political
systems. “Western Europe is home of ‘strong states’ centuries of evolution through warfare and
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unity has reached a point of political and economic consolidation that is seemingly
irreversible.”857 The foundation value of the EU articulated in the Lisbon Treaty Article 2 “The
Union is founded on the values of respect, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and
respect for human rights, including the right of persons’ belongings to minorities.” Based on
democratic norms, the EU has secured peace in the region. ASEAN is a group of authoritarian
states, “where rule by law rather than the rule of law tends to prevail.”858 Democratic
development has always been, to the lesser or greater extent, weak. The regime types of member
states have never been a normative issue for regional integration. Instead, it claims that not
democracy but the pursuit of capitalist economies with an open and stable market constitutes
peace in the region.859
The last difference is the pattern of security relations with external powers. The EU
considers itself a great contemporary power with its own normative power to engage small
players and influence other states’ policies within the European periphery and outside the
western world.860 It establishes its own interest, identity, and norms in its foreign policy that
overlap and complement the relationship with other great powers.861 ASEAN security, by
contrast, depends on the competition between great powers in the region; thus, the cornerstone
is to balance the influence of such power play and avoid domination and intervention.
Due to differences between the EU and ASEAN, tensions and conflicts arise from
contradicting norms in the interregional relations and cooperation. While seeking to secure
economic interests through trade liberalization and maximization, the EU is also pursuing
norms diffusion (environment, democracy, human rights) against ASEAN resistance.862 Can an
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EU free trade agreement open the door for environmental integration in ASEAN? Or will it
yield to other considerations and strategic interests? 863

2.1.2 EU sustainable development integration and external relationship
This subpart explains the principle of sustainable development and the legal basis for
integrating environmental norms in the EU economic development and trade. It unfolds why
the EU sets up its internal environmental integration policy and exports such norms beyond the
border through a trading mechanism—using unilateral trade measures to induce environmental
compliance from ASEAN member states.
Sustainable development is a concept with popular currency and use in
international, regional, and national application through various legal
and policy instruments and initiatives. It applies generally to balance
social, economic, and environmental objectives in decision-making.864
In the pursuit of economic growth, natural resources have been exploited to the extent
that they severely affected the environment; thus, the principle of sustainable development
emerged865 to “regulate economic activities for environmental protection alongside the
competing need for ensuring economic and social sustainability.”866 The idea is to integrate
environmental considerations into economic activities to have long-term sustainability. The
Brundtland Report by the World Commission on Environment and Development 1987 defined
the principle as “Development which meets the needs of the current generations without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”867
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Sustainable development is applied in the principle framework of the EU law and
integrated into primary law and in soft law covering all ranges of EU policy such as rural
development, common agricultural policy, maritime policy, fisheries, transport, energy, etc.868
The legal basis for the integration was founded in the Treaty of the Functioning of the European
Union Article (TFEU) 11,869 the Treaty of European Union (TEU) Article 3(5) and 21 (2),870
and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms Article 37.871 In the EU Charter:
A high level of environmental protection and the improvement of the
quality of the environment must be integrated into the policies of the
Union and ensured in accordance with the principle of sustainable
development.872
Sustainable Development is operating through the principle of polluter pay, the precautionary
principle, and public participation. 873 Notably, the EU institutions interpret the polluter pays
principle as an essential mechanism to integrate economic consideration in environmental
decision-making to address regional environmental problems such as process and production
taxes, effluent charges, EU emission trading, and crediting.874
The EU steadily commits to advance towards sustainable development as articulated in
its communication, “Next Steps for the Sustainable European Future.”875 Integrating
environmental norms into economic development can yield economic and environmental
advantages and sustain stability in security for the EU. For instance, the promotion of renewable
energy is to reduce climate change risk and secure the independence and stability of the
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region.876 The reliance on fossil-fuel energy that is abundant in unstable regions weakens the
stability and independence of the EU.877 The EU tries not to rely on countries with political
agenda that may not fit with the EU’s good governance.878 Hence, shifting towards renewal
energy benefits the economic, environmental, and political security of the EU. On top of the
internal application, why does the EU push to integrate sustainable development towards its
external relation? Why promoting sustainable development beyond its border?
First, the core perspective of the EU to address sustainable development externally
derives from the fact that only a global approach can genuinely solve the problem.879 Promoting
sustainable development in the global context reduces the environmental risk and threat directly
and indirectly to the internal stability since environmental hazards have no borders.880 If the
overall common good is alleviated, it will benefit the EU too. Second, it is to correct the market
failure causing unfair trade competition and disadvantage for countries that internalize
environmental externalities. Because the EU applies the polluter pay principle under the
sustainable development goal, it bears a greater economic burden in terms of production cost
and the market price of the products; therefore, cooperation with other non-member states will
balance and sustain the competitiveness.881 Third, for the EU to advance sustainable
development goals, it benefits the environmental protection and the economic
competitiveness—the EU gets the “first-mover advantage” on environmental-friendly
technology that they can later export. By dispersing sustainable practice, the EU can also benefit
in technological export.882
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The legal foundation to promote sustainable development through EU external policy
can be found in EU regulations883 such as the Regulation EC/2493/2000 dealing with
integrating environmental dimension in developing countries.884 Article 21 of TEU also obliges
the EU to promote sustainable development through external relations. EU external policies
must “foster sustainable economic, social and environmental development of developing
countries, with the primary aim of eradicating poverty.”885 The EU’s approach to influencing
other states has multi-faces:
(i)

Through the use of its “Soft Power”: the way to influence other states
without forcing but instead drawing examples and aspiring to its level of
prosperity and openness886;

(ii)

Through the exercise of “Normative Power”: “The EU upholds a
collective identity based upon ideational impact which provides it with
an ability to shape the conceptions of ‘normal’ in international
relations.”887 There are core values that contributed to the EU’s
normative presence, and sustainable development is one of them.888

By promoting these values, particularly sustainable development, the EU can take the
leadership in diffusing norms and standards to the other global players.889 “As the world’s
largest market, largest exporter, most generous aid donor and largest foreign investor, the EU
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is well endowed to offer economic, technological and diplomatic incentives.”890 These
incentives allow the EU to enforce its standards through trade agreements and trading policy
on its trading partners.891
The EU’s attempt to export the environmental integration can be found in unilateral,
bilateral, and multilateral contexts. The EU also has a strong position in supporting the inclusion
of environmental protection issues into the agenda of WTO conference Doha round raising
closer link between trade and environment.892
In a unilateral context, one of the mechanisms is the Generalized System of Preferences
(GSP), established in 1971 employed to integrate labor and environmental protection. GSP is
open to all developing countries and the least developed country and designed to enhance
market access conditions for those countries via preferential tariff treatment granted to
developing countries on a voluntary and non-reciprocal basis.893 Under the GSP, the EU grants
developing countries that respect the environmental and social standards an autonomous tariff
reduction—tariff-free import of goods and agricultural goods.894 The environmental clause in
GSP aims to help other countries to improve their environmental and social standard.895 It is a
special-incentive mechanism providing positive trade linkage for environmental protection
requirements.896 According to International Tropical Timber Organization, the GSP 2001–2005
was the first to contain clauses dealing with environmental matters focusing on timber trade
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and deforestation.897 In 2005, the GSP merged the old special-incentive arrangement in the
environment, labor, and drugs into a single arrangement—sustainable development and good
governance and called it “GSP-plus”, endorsing a more comprehensive approach and provide
a broader scope of environmental integration extending to seven MEAs covering the issues of
climate change, atmosphere, biodiversity, and hazardous waste and chemicals.898
The GSP is controversial due to its unilateral application. There is a possibility that its
application contradicts WTO trade rules. It is also regarded as a neocolonialist mechanism—
the more powerful state is imposing its value and interest upon the weaker state under the guise
of trade protectionism.899
Apart from GSP, there are other EU importation rules that are unilaterally applied within
the EU territory but have an extraterritorial effect—aiming to protect the environment and
improve the production and process methods of products in the exporting countries. The EU
Regulation to prevent, deter and eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing (IUU)
entered into force on 1 January 2010.900 The IUU aims to reject fishery products that have been
harvested in an illegal, unreported, and unregulated manner according to national laws,
international obligations, and conservation and management measures by the Regional
Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) to avoid fish stocks depletion, marine habitat
destruction, and competition distortion.901 The non-compliance exporting countries will be preidentified and given a yellow card as a formal warning; thus, the formal dialogue will be held
for at least six months.902 If the exporting countries manage to improve the condition, they will
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be delisted. In contrast, if the exporting countries do not address the problem, they will be listed
as non-cooperating and given a red card; thus, their fishery products will be banned from the
EU’s market.903 The final measure is the blacklist—all marine products caught by vessels
operating under the blacklisted countries will be banned from the EU market, and the EU’s
fisheries companies cannot operate in these blacklisted countries.904 As most ASEAN member
states are coastal states, fisheries are one of the major exporting industries in the regions;
therefore, this regulation directly affect the economy of ASEAN member states.
Complying with the EU’s IUU standard is challenging for member states due to the lack
of monitoring and control systems, standard modern fishing equipment, and law
enforcement.905 Cambodia received a yellow card in 2012 and has been blacklisted since
2014.906 Vietnam has received a yellow card since 2017.907 The Philippines received a yellow
card in 2014 but managed to get it rescinded in 2015.908 Despite being a host of the ASEANSoutheast Asian Fisheries Development Center (SEAFDEC) regional cooperation forum in
August 2016, Thailand, the third-largest seafood exporter, had been given a yellow card since
2015.909 The EU’s decision to issue a yellow card to Thailand was triggered not only by underregulated fish industries but also by the exposure of the cases involving slave labor on Thai
fishing fleets.910 The investigation by the Guardian revealed that a large number of men were
trafficked, bought, and sold to work on the fishing boats under extreme violent conditions—
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forced, beaten, tortured, and murdered.911 Almost all workers in the fishing fleets are migrants
from neighboring countries such as Myanmar and Cambodia. They are often trafficked into the
fishing workforce, not paid or paid well below the required minimum wages, and not protected
under Thai Labor Law.912 This fishing operation involving slave labors is also part of the shrimp
farming industries exported worldwide and sold in many major supermarkets in Thailand and
abroad, including the EU market.913 The prawn farms bought fishmeal, food for farmed prawns,
from suppliers who own, operate, or relate to the fishing fleets using slave labors.914 This
operation is not only a human right violation but also unsustainable for the marine environment
because these fishing fleets are likely to operate in international waters and catch all the fish,
including infant fish , to be ground into cheap fish meal for shrimp farms so that they can sell
and export cheap shrimps to the international markets.915 The price of exported shrimps does
not take into account the externalities—labor and environmental costs. The EU uses the IUU
regulation as a trade measure aiming to tackle the unsustainable PPMs and corrects the market’s
failure.
Thai Military Junta has taken over the fishing industry monitoring, control, and
management regimes by strengthening law enforcement and increasing penalties. Thailand also
ratified the International Labor Organization (ILO) Convention on Work in Fishing No. 188 set
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out requirements for decent working conditions.916 Until recently, on January 8, 2019, the EC
decided to lift the yellow card and delisted Thailand citing the constructive cooperation of
Thailand resulting in comprehensive structural reform.917 Nevertheless, the Environmental
Justice Foundation (EJF) stated that the important shortcomings prevent Thai fishing industry
from becoming ethical and sustainable—persistence on human rights abuse due to inequality
in protected rights between domestic workers.918 Regardless of stricter regulations, poor
implementation persists in an actual inspection that the officers merely rely on paper records
submitted by fishing companies and fails to examine actual labor practice at sea.919 Johnny
Hansen, chair of fisheries at the International Transport Workers’ Federation, insisted that
according to the records obtained from fishermen, there is still illegal fishing and labor abuse,
and the reform put in place is only a cosmetic move.920 It remains to be seen if Thailand is up
to deliver the actual change.
Despite

their

effectiveness

in

influencing

environmental

norms,

unilateral

environmental-trade measures used by the importing states targeting the PPMs in the exporting
states are controversial because the application is not about the quality of the products itself,
and its extraterritorial effect may raise contradiction with WTO trade rules.921 However, even
the EU’s IUU mechanism uses a unilateral trade measure; it possesses certain degrees of
coherence between the unilateral and multilateral schemes. Its mechanism is based on the
multilateral legal frameworks on sustainable fishing such as the United Nations Convention on
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the Law of the Sea 1994 (UNCLOS), the Agreement on Compliance with Conservation and
Management Measures 1993, and Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries 1995 under the
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO).922 Moreover, it recognizes an equivalence
endorsement for products under the RFMOs scheme—the products covered by RFMOs
certificates imported to the EU are exempted from the requirement to provide the EU catch
certificates.923 Thus, the application of the EU’s IUU measures tends to receive much less
resistance and more cooperation in ASEAN.924
The EU has a solid legal basis for integrating environmental protection in its internal
economic development and external trade. With economic and environmental incentives, by
wielding its normative power, the EU exports the integration of environmental protection in
trade by using unilateral trade measures to generate sustainable production and process methods
in ASEAN as exporting states. Such unilateral measures are effective but cause tension with
ASEAN trading partners and concerns over the compliance with WTO rules. The next subpart
unfolds the obstacles and possibilities for the EU to diffuse environmental integration in
bilateral trade agreements with ASEAN and ASEAN member states.

2.1.3 EU-ASEAN Free Trade Agreement: obstacles and possibilities
With the power granted by the original Treaty of Rome, the EU can conclude
agreements with other countries and international organizations, but the scope of the
agreements will be determined by political choices and priorities.925 The EU has no specific
template for FTA but negotiates on a case-by-case basis according to particular needs and
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circumstances of trading partners.926 It is worth noting that in the process of accession to the
EU, a candidate to become a member state has to abide by the “acquis communautaire”927—a
term referring to a legal order or set of fundamental norms, but the EU does not strictly apply
it when negotiating FTAs.928 However, the new generation of EU FTA often includes the
“social clauses” covering labor and environmental issues which are part of the EU acquis.929
The integration of sustainable development in EU FTA stems from the idea that “trade supports
environmental protection and social development.”930 The EU aims to use trade leverage to
influence and diffuse normative objectives “universal value” of human rights and
environmental protection.931 The EU views trade as means to promote sustainable development
principles. It wields its normative power and spread particular norms through trade.932 “It is the
use of trade to achieve non-trade objectives reflects its ambition to play a significant role in
‘harnessing globalization’933 according to its interest and values.”934 The first pioneering FTA
containing the most comprehensive trade provisions and the integration of environmental
concerns with Asian country is EU-Korea FTA.935 It stresses the objective of promoting and
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strengthening sustainable development and enforcement of labor and environmental law
policies and develop international trade in a sustainable way.936
For EU-ASEAN trade relation, in 2017, ASEAN ranked 3rd among the EU’s major
trading partners outside the EU with a total trade amount of 227 billion euros. For ASEAN, the
EU is the 2nd largest trading partner after China accounting for 13% of ASEAN trade and the
largest investor in the region.937 The dynamic of the world economy is moving towards the Asia
Pacific region938 “ASEAN emerges as the world’s largest exporter, the EU has both offensive
and defensive interests in forging stronger economic ties with the region.”939 The EU has
concerns about economic interest in the region and the shift of trading dynamics of ASEAN
towards China, the U.S. and Japan.940 EU Trade Commissioner Cecilia Malmstrom gave the
interview:
When it comes to trade, geography is a factor that is always difficult to
surmount. However, the EU is currently ASEAN’s third trading partner
and first non-Asian partner, well ahead of the U.S. Bilateral trade in
goods and services have hit record values in the last years, reaching
€180 billion and €55 billion respectively. Our trade relationship is
immensely important. Southeast Asia has been very high in the EU’s
trade agenda for decades now. We are determined to negotiate a regionto-region free trade agreement with ASEAN, building on the bilateral
deals that we are currently putting in place.941
EU-ASEAN FTA negotiation was launched in 2007 and suspended in 2009 due to the
limited capacity of ASEAN and the complexity of non-trade issues. Though the EU favors the
region-to-region agreements, it is difficult to progress since the EU approach on FTA includes
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development issues such as human rights and environmental protection.942 ASEAN does not
have the same level of integration. ASEAN has diverse levels of economic development and
inconsistency in economic performance among the member states; thus, their expectation and
interest in FTA diverge.943 The severe violation of human rights in Myanmar is also one of the
factors complicating the negotiation.944 Regional trade was on hold but bilateral negotiations
continue, and they are expected to be building blocks for future EU-ASEAN FTA.945 The EU
has concluded FTA with Singapore and Vietnam and there are ongoing negotiations with
Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand.
The EU-Singapore FTA was concluded in 2012. It was branded the first green FTA in
the region containing comprehensive parts on trade and sustainable development along with the
specific terms on the liberalization of environmental service and rules on illegal fishing and
logging. 946 Some believed that this FTA could serve as templates for the future ASEAN-EU
FTA947 or serve as a major point of reference for EU-ASEAN FTA negotiation.948 Nevertheless,
the integration of sustainable development and protection of labor rights in Singapore is not the
issue at stake since Singapore is the most developed member state of ASEAN with the
economic performance, skilled labor, and banking credits equivalent to the western developed
countries. Thus, EU-ASEAN FTA may not be a model or template for the regional agreement,
but it can be at least a baseline for the future FTA.949 It is considered that the trade agreement
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with ASEAN will not go beyond the lowest common denominator since it is the ASEAN
preference.950
The EU-Malaysia FTA was launched in 2010 and put on hold in 2012 because of the
tense atmosphere caused by the issue of palm oil production. Though the EU is the secondlargest palm-oil importer in 2016/2017,951 the EU openly criticized the biodiversity loss caused
by deforestation and the intensified agriculture of cash crops like palm oil.952 According to
Renewable Energy Directive (RED),953 the EU can grant tax credits to renewable fuel resources
that fit in three main sustainable criteria aiming for carbon saving and protecting biodiversity954:
(i)

GHG emission from biofuels at all life cycle—production, processing,
and transport is at least 35% less than the traditional fossil fuel. In 2017,
the GHG saving requirement rose to 50%;955

(ii)

Biofuels cannot be grown in the converted carbon stock areas: wetlands
and forests;956

And
(iii)

Biofuels cannot be produced by raw materials from lands rich in
biodiversity, such as primary forests.957

Palm oil biofuel imported from Malaysia is not qualified for the credit because its emission is
only 19% less than the traditional fossil fuel.958 Without the credit, the palm oil biofuel cannot
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compete with the European rapeseed oil biofuel that qualified for tax credits. Malaysia criticizes
the application of the directive as arbitrary and disguised trade protectionism or “green
protectionism,” which contradicts WTO trade rules. 959 The EU directive for the importation of
palm oil aims to screen out the products not because of the products itself but for unsustainable
production and process methods (PPMs) of such products. The issue of PPMs and how an
importing state can use PPMs measures unilaterally as criteria for importation is controversial.
It will be further discussed in the next chapter of multilateral trade and environmental context.
In 2017, the FTA negotiation was relaunched, but the tension remains very high
because, in January 2018, the European Parliament voted in favor of the draft law on renewable
energy, calling for the ban on the use of palm oil biofuels by 2021.960 After intense lobbying
and to avoid potential disputes in WTO, the EU agreed to delay the phase-out period to another
12 years by 2030.961 The Plantation Industry and Commodities Minister Datuk Seri Mah Siew
Keong stressed that “Malaysia can only sign on a free trade agreement with the EU, if the deal
is mutually beneficial. As long as the EU continues to discriminate against palm oil, it violates
the essence of free trade.”962
The phasing out of palm oil use and importation in the EU will highly affect the ongoing
FTA negotiation with Malaysia, Indonesia, and Thailand because these three countries are the
major producers and exporters of palm oil to the EU’s market. The stake is very high as palm
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oil is the key source for economic revenue, especially for Indonesia and Malaysia who are
accountable to about 80–90% of palm oil producers for the market.963
The inclusion of an environmental clause in FTA and other unilateral trade measures
used for environmental protection are likely to receive resistance from the ASEAN and member
states. For ASEAN, an active player in FTAs, the standpoint is to promote free trade and firmly
resist all forms of protectionist trade measures—tariff or non-tariff trade barriers.964
The problem with the social and environmental approach linked to trade is that it can
allow importing countries to discriminate and use trade barriers against the exporting country.
That is why it is found only in unilateral measures or bilateral agreements.965 As the example
case of palm oil has shown, ASEAN sees environmental trade measures, especially PPMs
measures, as trade protectionism to protect the industries and producers in the EU. To put it
bluntly, the new trade barrier in the form of social clauses aiming for labor and environmental
protection undermines the competitiveness and comparative advantages of ASEAN member
states—low labor cost and low environmental standard. Plus, ASEAN regards the social clause
in FTAs and the unilateral trade measures as the imposition of western “universal” value on
Asian cultures.966 Such imposition of western values upon sovereign states goes against the
ASEAN Way, which is the bedrock of ASEAN.967
Furthermore, even if the measures are genuinely for the common good of the
environment, there is still an economic cost-related argument—the labor or environmental
standard can be too high to implement given the low level of economic development and
capacity of the member states. A small and medium business will have difficulties complying
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with the standard. In ASEAN, there are disparities among ASEAN member states’ capacities
to fulfill environmental requirements as Ramon Vincente Kabigting, a director with the
Philippines’ Department of Trade and Industry, explained that some member states do not have
the infrastructure and legal mechanism to deal with the issues of IP, labor rights, and
environmental protection; thus, the preference is the separation of social clause and trade
agreement.968
It is also a common perception among ASEAN member states that stringent
environmental policies could slow economic growth, so they should grow now and clean up
later.969 Despite many ASEAN environmental initiatives, the environmental objective is not a
priority and regulations are not well implemented, especially in member states with low
economic development. Member states show weak political will when it comes to the crossroad
of environment and trade. National competitive in trade is the top priority and not the global
commons.970 Therefore, the focal point of trade negotiation should be purely about trade
liberalization and maximization. From the ASEAN perspective, a trade agreement should not
go beyond trade issues.971 The integration of social clauses like labor and environment is not
favored. Since the EU wants to integrate the labor and environmental protection clause in EUASEAN FTAs, it complicates the negotiation.972
The EU sees the integration of social clauses as a way to promote economic
development in the Southeast Asia region.973 For instance, there can be a potential economic
development for environmental-friendly practices and products such as organic seafood, fruit,
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and vegetables which already have a large market share and opportunities in the EU market.974
ASEAN sees it as unrelated to trade performance, and doing so is opening the door for
protectionism due to the fear of domestic industries.975 Sustainable development should be put
in development cooperation, not trade talk. Trade-environment linkage is sensitive for
ASEAN.976 The EU will continue to face the reluctance from ASEAN to agree with the norms
intended to be integrated into a trade agreement.977 It is the obstacle for regional and bilateral
trade agreements.
Allison observed that:
Economic development, poverty eradication, cultural and educational
exchange have been the areas of concern for ASEAN and assistance
provided by the EU is appreciated. In contrast, the insistence on
democracy promotion and political rights, especially when they are
linked to the trade or aid policies of the EU has often been met with
resistance.978
This notion is also true within the ASEAN internal relations. All member states are more willing
to cooperate in the area where it is less confrontational and mutually beneficial, such as
economic and socio-cultural matters, rather than touching on controversial subjects such as
democracy, civil rights violation, or environmental destruction.
Since the 1990s, the EU approach is to link environmental norms in unilateral measures
or in trade agreements to promote sustainable development. While GSP and other importation
standards are unilateral and non-negotiable trade instruments, the bilateral trade negotiation for
FTA with ASEAN allows more flexibility.979 The EU tried to apply a more “homogenous
approach” to the social sections of bilateral FTAs aiming to recognize sustainable development
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as the general objectives of the parties.980 In addition, the inclusion of a sustainable clause in
the trade agreement does not link to sanctions and mainly refers to international agreements
already signed by the partners.981 The agreement fails to create a clear standard in
implementing, monitoring, and evaluating the environmental clauses; thus, it fails to ensure the
actual implementation.982 Thus, the EU approach to sustainable development in a trade
agreement is more a symbolic treaty requirement encouraging and promoting the adoption
rather than enforcement. 983
In conclusion, the tension and complexity of EU-ASEAN FTA or EU FTA with the
member states may not derive from the environmental clauses in the FTAs itself but from the
EU’s unilateral environmental-trade measures such as the RED in palm oil case, which
negatively affect the FTA negotiation. For ASEAN or member states to bind itself on FTAs
containing environmental clauses which have no punitive measures for non-compliance is not
of any great importance since all member states of ASEAN have already abided by the ASEAN
Charter and the ASEAN blueprints endorsing the principle of sustainable development and
significant linkage between environmental protection and economic development. These
clauses containing in the EU’s FTAs or in the Charter are similar in a sense that it is only a
declaratory statement with great flexibility for implementation, unlike the EU’s unilateral
measures aiming to tackle PPMs, which directly affect the production and sale of exporting
products making the economic stake much higher.
Setting for itself high expectation and ambitious environmental goals, the EU credibility
in inserting itself as a leader of sustainable development in the international context depends on
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how much it can ensure the environmental performance within the Union as well as the
implementation of its member states and how much it is willing to implement and enforce the
environmental clause in the trade agreement.984 In the EU-ASEAN environment-trade
engagement, there are only two alternatives. First, economic or other strategic benefits may
supersede the EU’s attempt to establish environmental integration in trade. The EU may
continue the FTAs negotiation and back down on unilateral measures. As Robles noted, while
attempting to adhere to the norms such as human rights principles, the EU still desires to be
competitively involved in the Southeast Asia region. Although human rights, democracy, and
other social norms are essential for the EU, trade and economic benefit will precede.985 Second,
the EU may continue to commit itself to strong institutional cooperation and mechanism in the
social and environmental aspects of sustainable development and continue to implement and
enforce its unilateral environmental-trade measures. If it is the latter case, one of the ASEAN
member states may bring the case before WTO for dispute resolution. We can then see if the
multilateral trade forum is ready to open a door for the more robust application of PPMs trade
measures and become “greener.”

2.2 The environmental challenge for U.S.-ASEAN relations
After the end of World Wars, the United States has been wielding its normative power
or liberal power to spread liberal democracy and capitalist market economy dominating the
world’s politics and economic regimes. To a greater and lesser extent, the Southeast Asia region
has undergone the domination and geopolitical influence of American power through the
colonization period, the cold war, the war of terror, and the current trade war era. However, the
period of unipolar world order is over with the change in the global economy and politics. The
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crash of the global financial crisis in 2008 can mark the turning point.986 Acharya noted that
“American World Order is coming to an end whether or not America itself is declining” and
instead, the era of the multiplex world begins.987 He described, “a multiplex world would be a
world of diversity and complexity, a decentered architecture of order management, featuring
old and new powers with a greater role for regional governance.”988
According to Acharya, the multiplex world reflects a power shift—the elements of the
U.S. liberal order survive but incorporate in a complex web of other rising international orders,
thus, reshaping the management of the world order.989 For instance, the rise of Asian nations is
strong enough to counterbalance the U.S. power but not strong enough to dominate the world
by itself.990 Ikenberry asserted that the downfall of liberal power, which is founded on the
principle of free trade, multilateralism, democracy, and liberal orders, is not solely due to the
rise of Asian powers.991 It is the consequence of the failure to cope with economic insecurity in
the western industrial world, leading to economic inequality and stagnation and the fragility of
liberal democracy in the west that lost its grip of centrist and progressive position to far-right
populism.992
In recent decades, Asian nations, notably China, have gained more economic and
political power. A group of weaker states, ASEAN, have developed cooperative institutions
pursuing its own autonomy, values, and identities. Doing so means to steer away from the
domination of superpowers and socialize on their own terms based on locally developed norms
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instead of principles and practices laid down by hegemonic powers.993 ASEAN also shifted
from norm-taking to norm-making position. Though still relying on a free-market economy, the
ASEAN norms cannot be regarded as liberal democratic. Despite being constrained by the lack
of resources and institutional capacity, ASEAN regionalism has gained traction as an emerging
power in the 21st century. It is playing a significant role in the geopolitical competition between
the U.S. and China. In this part, the discussion focuses on three questions: what is the
background of the U.S.-ASEAN relations? Is there a trade-environment linkage in U.S.ASEAN relations? And how the U.S. and ASEAN will move towards the integration of
environmental norms in trade?

2.2.1

The background of U.S.-ASEAN relation

Southeast Asia region has always been a strategic position in terms of geopolitics—it
stands between the great powers rivalry since the ideological cold war. Later, the importance
shifts towards the economic interest as ASEAN is rising in economic performance. The regional
success is supported by the guarantee of security and stability supported by the U.S. liberal
order after the Cold war and the economic ties with trading partners—North America, Europe,
China, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan.994 The first U.S.-ASEAN dialogue took place in 1977.
The relations encompass political security, trade and investment, and social and cultural
issues.995 The relation between U.S.-ASEAN evolves as the global system evolves—ASEAN
is a hub and a neutral player that attracts many key global players including the U.S.996 Mazel
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noted that “ASEAN has become the centerpiece of the construction of a regional architecture
in the Asia-Pacific region, a central role that the United States supports.”997
The U.S. has been regarded as the predominant security player in the Asia-Pacific.998
Due to the maritime geography of Southeast Asia, the concerning security issues are both
traditional (e.g., nuclear nonproliferation, counterterrorism, and transnational crime) and nontraditional (e.g., climate change, energy-food security, water shortage, and displacement of
populations). ASEAN has limited capacity to deal with these issues. It needs the help of external
power to secure peace and security.999 For traditional security conflicts in ASEAN, the U.S. has
played a significant role since the cold war, the war on terror, and the maritime security in
Malacca Strait and South China Sea.1000 Especially in South China Sea disputes with China,
ASEAN is incapable of providing sufficient defense, and it needs a balancing force that the
U.S. military can offer.1001
The relationship between U.S.-ASEAN has changed during different U.S.
administrations. During the Bush administration, Southeast Asia was labeled as the “second
front” in the Global War on Terror (GWOT), particularly after the bombings in Bali in 2002
and Jakarta in 2003.1002 In the GWOT, the U.S. adopted a unilateralist stance and triggered
tension with Muslim people in the region.1003 The tension rose because the U.S. refused to
accede to the Treaty of Amity and Cooperation of Southeast Asia (TAC), which requires all
parties to respect each other’s sovereignty and refrain from using force and interfere with
internal affairs. The American involvement in the region claiming the counterterrorism reason
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had been seen by some to cover for the geopolitical motive—counter China’s rising power.1004
The U.S. considered ASEAN as a less strategic partner and preferred to have bilateral relations
with the major Non-NATO allies such as Thailand and the Philippines rather than with the
region as a whole.1005
While the U.S. kept the distance, China increased its role in the region. As a result of
China’s accession to TAC, the China-ASEAN relation in trade and security has increased. As
the Obama administration felt the strong influence of China in the region, the “Pivot to Asia”
or “Rebalance” strategy was initiated.1006 President Obama personally committed to the region.
He attended several ASEAN-centered forums such as the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
(APEC) meetings and ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) and decided to accede to the TAC.1007
As a Secretary of the State, Hilary Clinton visited the region and ASEAN Secretariat numerous
times including attending the ARF in 2010.1008 The appointment of the first U.S. ambassador
to ASEAN Affair, Scot Marciel, has shown the recognition of U.S. Congress and the
administration to strengthen the U.S.-ASEAN ties. As Marciel noted: “We look at ASEAN not
only as an institution that is doing work in Southeast Asia, but as a regional and global
partner.”1009 The Obama administration’s moderate approach towards the security issues and
the emphasis on diplomacy over military power distance itself from the Bush’s unilateralist
stance and enhance activism involvement and flexibility in the region.1010 This decrease of
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tension leads to improvement in military relations—for example, the joining of Malaysia in the
Cobra Gold military exercise in 2011.1011
America’s relation with the maritime member states and mainland member states of
ASEAN is asymmetric.1012 The U.S. trade and investment with maritime member states are far
more substantial than with the mainland due to the historical and structural factors—the U.S.
engagement as an ally with maritime member states during the Cold War and U.S. security
interest concentrated in maritime of the region.1013 Plus, conflicts concerning human rights,
democracy, and the rule of law are more intense in the relation between the U.S. and mainland
member states. 1014According to the global interest and values of American liberal orders, the
human rights violation and lack of democracy in ASEAN member states complicated the
relations with the U.S.1015 The most significant issue that affects U.S.-ASEAN relations was
the inability or the unwillingness of ASEAN to influence Myanmar’s military government on
democracy and human rights violations. To some, the entrance of Myanmar to ASEAN
undermined the legitimacy of the organization.1016

2.2.2

The trade-environment linkage in U.S.-ASEAN relation

For a trading policy with its external relations, the U.S. has an objective to integrate
environmental protection into trade negotiation and agreements. An environmental clause is
included in various U.S.-led bilateral and multilateral trade agreements. This subpart discusses
the effectiveness of environmental provisions in trade agreements to which the U.S. and
ASEAN member states are the parties. The trade agreements in question are the U.S.-Singapore
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Free Trade Agreement (U.S.-SG FTA) and the Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for
Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP). Though having some flaws, the U.S.-SG FTA is the first
and only FTA with the ASEAN member state that contains an environmental clause. It may
serve as a first step towards the environmental integration in trade for ASEAN. The CPTPP,
with four ASEAN member states as parties to it, deserves to be examined because it is a product
of U.S.-led negotiation during the Obama administration, particularly its comprehensive
environmental provisions. Even though the U.S. under Trump administration withdrew from
the deal, there is a possibility for reconsideration under the new administration.
The U.S. has a significant role in ASEAN economic development through trade and
investment cooperation and development assistance. Despite the rise of China, the U.S. is the
largest economic market in the world, and it has been a significant destination for ASEAN
exports and the provider of foreign direct investment.1017 ASEAN is also the fourth-largest
export market for the U.S.,1018 and the increasing growth rate suggests that it will become more
critical over time.1019 U.S.-ASEAN has initiated trade and investment cooperation. For instance,
the ASEAN-U.S. Trade and Investment Framework Arrangement (TIFA) 2006—non-binding
parameters jointly implemented to promote better trade and investment flow.1020 In 2012, U.S.ASEAN launched the Expanded Economic Engagement (E3) initiative to broaden U.S.ASEAN cooperation and create jobs.1021 The Obama administration also announced “U.S.ASEAN Connect” a strategic framework for economic engagement in business, energy,
innovation, and policy with ASEAN.1022 Among many other U.S. assistance programs, the
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prominent assistance program is the U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID).1023
USAID focuses on many developmental and transnational challenges including transnational
crimes, promoting sciences and innovation, and capacity building in respond to disaster
risks.1024
While expanding trade and economic development with its external relations, the U.S.
has also played importing role in integrating environmental protection into an external trade
agreement. Since 1974, Trade Promotion Authority (TPA) or “Fast Track Authority” is the
legislation defining the U.S. objectives for trade negotiation.1025 The current status is the
Bipartisan Congressional Trade Priorities and Accountability Act of 2015.1026 According to the
Bipartisan Act Section 2 (a)(5) and (6), the U.S. trade negotiation objectives are “to ensure that
trade and environmental policies are mutually supportive and to seek to protect and preserve
the environment and enhance the international means of doing so, while optimizing the use of
the world’s resources”1027 and “to seek provisions in trade agreements under which parties to
those agreements ensure that they do not weaken or reduce the protections afforded in domestic
environmental and labor laws as an encouragement for trade.”1028 According to the Bipartisan
Act Section 2 (b)(10), the principle of trade negotiation concerning labor and the
environment:1029
(i)

Ensure that the party to trade agreement adopt and maintain measures
implementing its obligation under common multilateral environmental
agreements;
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(ii)

Does not waive or derogate from its environmental laws in a manner that
weakens or reduces the protections afforded by those laws and in a
manner affecting trade and investment between the U.S. and that party;

(iii)

Does not fail to effectively enforce its labor and environmental laws
through a sustained or recurring course of action or inaction in a manner
affecting trade and investment between the U.S. and that party;

(iv)

Strengthen the capacity of United States trading partners to protect
the environment through the promotion of sustainable development;

And
(v)

Seek provisions in trade agreements under which parties to those
agreements ensure that they do not weaken or reduce the protections
afforded in domestic environmental and labor laws as an encouragement
for trade.

The environmental clause has been included in many U.S.-led trade agreements.1030 For
example, the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is the first trade agreement with
a binding environmental clause linking trade and the environment.1031
The U.S.-Singapore Free Trade Agreement (U.S.-SG FTA), signed in 2003, is the first
FTA with member states of ASEAN containing an environmental clause. Though Singapore is
the most developed country in ASEAN, the fact that the environment and labor issues are on
the agenda represents a groundbreaking point from the developing countries’ opposition on
trade-environment linkage.1032 The U.S.-SG FTA recognizes that “economic development,
social development, and environmental protection are interdependent and mutually reinforcing
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components of sustainable development, and that an open and nondiscriminatory multilateral
trading system can play a major role in achieving sustainable development.”1033
The environmental provision in Chapter 18: 1034
Recognizing the right of each Party to establish its own levels of
domestic environmental protection and environmental development
policies and priorities, and to adopt or modify accordingly its
environmental laws, each Party shall ensure that its laws provide for
high levels of environmental protection and shall strive to continue to
improve those laws. A Party shall not fail to effectively enforce its
environmental laws, through a sustained or recurring course of action
or inaction, in a manner affecting trade between the Parties, after the
date of entry into force of this Agreement.
Furthermore, the U.S.-SG FTA also incorporates the environmental exception of the GATT XX
(b) and (g), which allows the parties to use environmental measures necessary to protect human,
animal, plant life, and health and measures relating to the conservation of living and non-living
exhaustible natural resources.
Nevertheless, there is a significant loophole regarding the rule of origin that can
undermine environmental protection during the production and process methods (PPMs).
According to the Rule of origin Article 3.1,1035 it enables Singapore to export products made
outside Singapore in neighboring countries such as Indonesia that may have a less stringent
environmental standard to the U.S. market, and such nonparty third country does not need to
adhere to the environmental provision.1036 This causes concern over the environmental
protection regarding the PPMs and that the FTA may not be fully adequate to reach the
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sustainable goal. From a business point of view, this spillover effect is beneficial for the
economic growth of other member states of ASEAN because Singapore may not have enough
capacity to absorb American investment or enough producing capacity to ensure availability of
export products to the U.S. market; thus, Singapore may source out the low-cost/labor-intensive
production to neighboring countries.1037 The U.S.-SG FTA cannot be a template for the U.S.ASEAN agreement because of fundamental differences between Singapore and other member
states.1038 Singapore is the most developed in terms of technological advancement; thus,
complying with the higher environmental standard in trade is not as contentious as the other
member states. Therefore, the U.S.-SG FTA is at best serving as a baseline or reference point
to the potential U.S. FTA with other ASEAN member states.
During the Obama administration, the focus on bilateral trade agreements with ASEAN
member states had shifted towards a mega-regional trade agreement. The U.S. under the Obama
administration led the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) negotiation, but later Trump
administration withdrew from the deal. Nevertheless, it is still interesting to examine this trade
agreement because it has set the benchmark for trade-environment linkage in the trade
agreement. First, it is a mega-regional trade agreement between developed and developing
countries, diverse in interests and concerns, including a comprehensive environmental chapter
affirming the strong commitment to protect and conserve the environment.1039 Second, though
the U.S. pulled out of the deal, it is still important to discuss this trade agreement in this context
because it is largely the result of the U.S.-led negotiation. The environmental provision still
inherits many similar traits of the vision and objectives led down by the U.S. TPA. Plus, there
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is a possibility for reconsideration under the new administration due to possible trade and
environmental policy changes.1040
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is a mega-regional trade agreement between 12 Pacific
Rim countries—Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, Peru,
Malaysia, Vietnam, Singapore, and the United States of America.1041 It includes four member
states of ASEAN. Signed in February 2016, it is the largest trade agreement to be negotiated
outside WTO—constituting almost 40 percent of the global economy.1042 It is the expansion of
the Tran-Pacific Strategic Economic Partnership (TPSEP) between Brunei, Chile, New
Zealand, and Singapore, which entered into force in 2006.1043 TPP was a cornerstone in the
Obama administration’s economic policy in the Asia-Pacific.1044 The U.S. sought to enhance
the U.S.’s economic growth by engaging in the growing markets of Asia-Pacific and to
counterbalance the expansion of China’s trading power.1045 Nevertheless, after winning the
presidency, President Trump withdrew from the TPP in January 2017, claiming that TPP is a
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bad deal for Americans.1046 Marking the policy change, Trump preferred the bilateral agreement
rather than the multilateral one.1047
Despite the withdrawal of the U.S., the remaining parties decided to carry on the trade
pact with some revisions and suspensions on certain provisions. The pact reborn as the
Comprehensive and Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP)—the TPP
is incorporated and made part of this agreement.1048 All 11 parties signed the finalized text in
March 2018. The CPTPP enters into force on 30 December 2018.1049
The Office of the United States of Trade Representative (USTR) claimed that TPP (now
renamed as CPTPP) is the “most robust enforceable environment commitments of any trade
agreement in the history” and the environmental chapter is an “historic opportunity to advance
conservation and environmental protection across the Asia-Pacific.”1050 Article 20,
“Environmental Provision” of TPP, sets out the goal for trade-environment support. All parties
are exposed to many environmental challenges: wildlife trafficking, illegal logging, illegal
fishing, and marine pollution; thus, the agreement aims to prevent the “stuck-at-the-bottom”
effect—the party lacks the political will to enforce the environmental law to achieve trade
performance or attract investment.1051 The commitment is to “promote mutually supportive
trade and environmental policies; promote high levels of environmental protection and effective
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enforcement of environmental laws; and enhance the capacities of the parties to address traderelated environmental issues, including through cooperation.”1052
Despite the high ambition to effectively promote environmental protection in trade, the
legal analysis from scholars, environmental groups, and the International Centre for Trade
Sustainable Development (ICTSD) shows that these efforts have not been effective.1053 From
an environmentalist’s position, the environmental provision in TPP/CPTPP may not be as
efficient as it is perceived to enhance mutually benefited conditions for trade and environment
or prevent environmental damage caused by growing trade and economic activities. The main
problems are the non-inclusion of meaningful MEAs, the lack of substantial obligations and
liabilities for the party regarding implementation of MEAs, the troublesome dispute settlement
mechanism, and the chilling effect of Investor-State Dispute Settlement provision (ISDS).
TPP sets out obligations to respect the Multilateral Environmental Agreements (MEAs),
which are the MEAs all parties already ratified—Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), the Montreal Protocol on Substances
that Deplete the Ozone Layer (Montreal Protocol), and the International Convention for the
Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL). It did not reach out to the other MEAs that
could significantly impacts trade-environmental linkages, such as the international agreements
on climate change, regardless of the urgency and necessity of current climate circumstances.
TPP does not expressly address the issue of climate change, but it acknowledges that the
“transition to a low-emission economy requires collective action” and asks the parties to
cooperate in the areas including “energy efficiency, clean and renewable energy sources.”1054
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As Chris Wold pointed out, the parties must have discussed the issue of climate change.1055 The
fact that TPP omitted climate change mitigating issues such as eliminating fossil fuel subsidies
is a result of political and economic conflicts—the U.S. and ASEAN members like Brunei,
Malaysia, and Singapore are the major oil and gas producers, refiners, and exporters.
Considering the comparative advantage the parties to TPP/CPTPP have in fossil fuel trade, the
non-inclusion of effective climate change mitigation measures is expected.
TPP does not set new substantial obligations for the parties but instead reaffirms the
party’s existing duty under the listed MEAs.1056 The TPP provisions concerning CITES1057 and
wildlife conservation is weak as the party is only under the obligation to “combat” but not
“prohibit” the illegal take, and illegal trade in wild fauna and flora1058 and to “maintain” but not
“improve” the capacity and institutional framework to promote sustainable forest management
and wildlife conservation.1059 It reaffirms that the party shall adopt, maintain and implement
laws, regulations, and other measures to fulfill its obligations under CITES. The party cannot
use the general exception to employ unilateral measures to create trade barriers for wildlife
conservation. As the general principle of all free trade agreement that the parties shall agree to
eliminate or reduce tariff and non-tariff trade barriers; however, the parties can take measures
necessary to protect human, animal, or plant life and health, provided that the measure is not
applied in a manner that would constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination
between Parties where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on international
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trade between the Parties.1060 This general exception is similar to GATT XX (b), but the
exception does not extend to include measures relating to the conservation of living and nonliving exhaustible natural resources as in GATT XX(g). Thus, it does not allow the party to
implement unilateral measures relating to the conservation of living and non-living natural
resources of the party state.
In TPP, under Article 20.17.5, the party is required to take measures to combat the trade
of wild fauna and flora that is illegal not only according to its law but also “another applicable
law”—the law of the jurisdiction where the take and trade occurred.1061:
In a further effort to address the illegal take of, and illegal trade in, wild
fauna and flora, including parts and products thereof, each Party shall
take measures to combat, and cooperate to prevent, the trade of
wild fauna and flora that, based on credible evidence, were taken
or traded in violation of that Party’s law or another applicable law,
the primary purpose of which is to conserve, protect, or manage wild
fauna or flora. Such measures shall include sanctions, penalties, or other
effective measures, including administrative measures, that can act as a
deterrent to such trade.
This article has a high potential to combat the violation of the wildlife trade because it allows
the party to take actions to address the wildlife trade that violates its own laws and another
state’s law—a non-party law. This raises the bar for wildlife protection. Nevertheless, the new
CPTPP has suspended the phrase “or another applicable law,” including the footnote 26,1062
because some parties felt they raised practical difficulties around the nature of evidence
required, the appropriate authority to take action and knowledge of non-parties’ laws.1063
Due to the coastal geographic nature, the parties are significant global consumers,
producers, and traders of fisheries products from marine capture fisheries.1064 Thus, the
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provisions concerning fisheries management, conservation, and subsidies are important.
According to Article 20.16 (3), parties are “encouraged to operate a fisheries management
system that regulates marine wild capture fishing, and that is designed to (a) prevent overfishing
and overcapacity; (b) reduce bycatch of non-target species and juveniles; (c) promote the
recovery of overfished stocks for all marine fisheries in which parties’ persons conduct fishing
activities.” The development of these systems is to be based on the “best scientific evidence
available” and “internationally recognized best practice” as reflected in various multilateral
agreements to which the parties already subscribe. The party also has to work towards
improving international cooperation to address IUU.1065 TPP prohibits the granting or
maintenance of subsidies for fishing that negatively affect fish stocks in an overfished
condition.1066
There are two significant problems. First, the parties are only “encourage to operate”
their fishery management system; thus, there is no substantive obligation. Second, the provision
prohibiting fish subsidies in TPP does not prevent the problem of overfish or overcapacity
because according to the term the party can continue to subsidize the fishing that negatively
affect fish stocks as long as those fish stocks are not in an overfished condition. The provision
may have positive impact to fish stocks that are in overfished condition but it does not apply to
“the majority of fish stocks that are fully fished with no further room for expansion in catch.”1067
Furthermore, there are limitations of TPP in marine animal conservation of sharks, marine
turtles, seabirds, and marine mammals.1068 The common exhaustion of shark species is caused
by shark products trade, particularly shark fins. Due to the low reproductive rate and gradual
growth, sharks are highly susceptible to extinction because many species cannot replenish the
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population fast enough to cope with the exhaustion.1069 The best to combat shark exhaustion is
to ban the harvest, sale, and trade of shark products. By allowing shark trade, the TPP’s parties
like Malaysia, Vietnam, and Singapore are among the main exporters, importers, and
consumers of shark fins and shark products.1070 TPP gives leeway for the party and merely
suggests that the party should “as appropriate” collect data or impose catch limits, mitigation
measures, or ban finning.1071 For marine mammals such as whales and dolphins, TPP only
directs the party to adopt measures according to international agreements to which the party is
the party.1072
The threshold for parties to bring claims is too high to be good for the environment. For
example, CITES—the party must demonstrate that the failure to adopt, maintain or implement
law relating to CITES affects trade or investment between the parties.1073 The enforcement
provision in TPP is weaker than in CITES itself—it develops a mechanism to impose trade
sanctions on parties in case of non-compliance.1074 For the TPP agreement requirement for
Montreal Protocol, the violation must likely affect human health and the environment and affect
trade and investment.1075 Thus, “the violation of the TPP relating to Montreal Protocol will
occur long after a party is subject to the Montreal Protocol’s non-compliance procedure.”1076
Furthermore, the contentious clause of the Investor-State Dispute Settlement provision
(ISDS) has caused concerns and paradoxical results regarding environmental protection. A
common dispute settlement mechanism is a state-to-state process, but the ISDS Provisions in
TPP is a dispute resolution mechanism allowing private investors of one party to submit a claim
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to international arbitration against the government of another party for the alleged breach of the
TPP’s investment provisions.1077 According to CPTPP, most parts of ISDS remain untouched,
except the terms “investment agreement” and “investment authorization,” which are mostly
used for mining and oil investment, have been suspended.1078 Thus, the scope of the ISDS
mechanism is narrower in the CPTPP because the suspensions in the Investment chapter
preclude claims relating to investment contracts and approval. Under CPTPP, private
companies who enter into an investment contract with a member state government will not be
able to use ISDS clauses if there is a dispute in connection with such contract.1079
Many disputes using the ISDS mechanism are the conflicts over a party’s environmental
regulations.1080 ISDS gives the foreign private investors, claiming the loss of profit or
obstruction to investment, the power to challenge the regulations issued by the party’s
government to protect particular interests such as public health, safety, and the environment.1081
The consequence of ISDS actions can lead to “regulatory chill”—the state roll back the efforts
to advance its laws and regulations concerning national interest or environmental protection.1082
For instance, in Ethyl Corporation v. Canada case, the investor invoked the investment
provision Chapter 11 of NAFTA.1083 Ethyl Corporation, a U.S. company, filed a claim to
arbitration against the government of Canada for passing a Manganese-based Fuel Additives
Act which imposes a ban on importation and interprovincial trade for the commercial purpose
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of Methylcyclopentadienyl Manganese Tricarbonyl (MMT). This gasoline-octane enhancer can
cause irreversible neurotoxicity or other adverse health effects with sufficiently high exposure
levels.1084 The Manganese-based Fuel Additives Act was passed due to environmental concerns
of vehicle emissions.1085 Ethyl Corporation claimed that the Canadian law had expropriated the
company’s commercial interest; thus, Canada breached its obligation under the investment
provision of NAFTA. As a result, the panel ruled in favor of the investor and found that the
Canada measure is inconsistent with the agreement’s provisions; thus, Canada agreed to settle
and pay Ethyl Corporation $13 million. Another case showing how ISDS impede the state’s
authority to regulate environmental protection is Bilcon of Delaware et al. v. Canada.1086 In this
case, Canada rejected the mining project of Bilcon in Bay of Fundy because, according to the
environmental impact assessment, the blasting extraction of basalt (a rock used for
construction) and the shipping will result in the destruction of the area rich in biodiversity and
threaten several endangered marine species and the community core values.1087 Thus, Bilcon
filed a plaint claiming that Canada violates the NAFTA rule on the minimum standard of
treatment for foreign investors, and its environmental assessment was based on arbitrary,
biased, capricious, and irrelevant considerations. Despite a disagreement from one of the
arbitrators, the other two arbitrators ruled in favor of Bilcon and determined that the
environmental impact assessment violated Canada’s NAFTA obligation to afford Bilcon a
“minimum standard of treatment.”1088
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In conclusion, the integration of environmental provision in this mega-regional trade
agreement is insufficient to achieve sustainable development and prevent environmental
degradation due to trade and economic activities because the provision does not create effective
and enforceable obligations for the parties.

2.2.3 The challenge of environmental integration for ASEAN and the U.S.
The U.S.-ASEAN relation is significant not only in economic and political dimensions
but also in environmental consideration. Particularly with the fluctuation in U.S. administration,
it is interesting to see the shift in U.S. foreign policy in trade and environmental issues and how
it impacts the trade-environment development of ASEAN. This variability in the U.S. internal
politics creates a range of uncertainty regarding the U.S.-ASEAN relations and the integration
of environmental protection in trade. During the Trump administration, the U.S. employed an
inward-looking policy and diminished its commitment to liberal norms diffusion and
environmental integration in foreign relations. This led to less involvement with ASEAN but,
at the same time, more comfortable ambiance with ASEAN leaders. With the new
administration under Biden’s leadership, the U.S. is expected to regain its strong position in
liberal orders and environmental protection in its foreign relation. Thus, there will be more
engagement and more pressure for U.S.-ASEAN relations in the political, economic and
environmental context.
Satu Limaye laid down unique elements of the Trump administration that impacted on
the relation with ASEAN: Transactionalism, Nationalism, and Nepotism. First, the “focus on
‘transactionalism’ or ‘deal-making’ and corollary diminution of commitment to a ‘liberal order’
approach to foreign relations including rules, norms, values, and institutions”1089 resulting in
less demand from the U.S. for devotion to “liberal” norms were welcomed to the more
1089
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authoritarian states in the Southeast Asia region.1090 Less pressure for democracy and human
rights opened doors for closer ties and better cooperation with some member states. Thus, in a
way, it restored “alliances ties that were held hostage by Obama administration’s human right
and democracy agenda.”1091 For instance, the dispatch of Admiral Harry Harris, Commander
of the U.S. Pacific Command (PACOM) to Cobra Gold military exercise in Thailand in 2017—
the highest-level U.S. official to visit the country since the coup in 20141092 and the meeting
between Trump and Thai Junta leader in October 20171093 showed Trump’s willingness to
embrace authoritarian regimes as long as it would be beneficial.
The political comfort that the Trump presidency offers to many
Southeast Asia’s political leaders can be traced to the certainty that U.S.
scrutiny and criticism of their performance on human rights, respect for
democratic freedoms and the rule of law are likely to be negligible
under Trump.1094
The Trump administration did not put pressure on ASEAN over the concerns of military rule
by the junta in Thailand, extrajudicial killing in the Philippines, corruption in Malaysia, civil
rights oppression in Cambodia, or minority eradication in Myanmar. The absence of U.S.
criticism on these matters was more than welcome for authoritarian regimes in the region.
Second, the “America First” approach resembles nationalism practice and the nonintervention principle of ASEAN member states. Trump’s focus on domestic interest showed
that “it is less about what Trump’s America can offer Southeast Asia, but more about what the
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region can offer Trump’s America to benefit American people.”1095 His administration paid less
attention to diplomatic forums such as regional meetings unless it would provide concrete
beneficial outcomes for the U.S. interest.1096 The inward-looking policy might mean less
financial support and assistance in all areas: security and humanitarian.
Third, nepotism and conflict of interest were shown in “the singular, personal, and
family-based” style of Trump governance.1097 The conflict of interest in the Trump
administration was another comforting element to ASEAN leaders—Trump’s business ties and
the formation of his team consisting of wealthy investors and business executives created an
unprecedented conflict of interest, but this practice is familiar across the Southeast Asia
region.1098
Finally, the most prominent element of the Trump presidency that negatively affected
the integration of environmental norms in trading policy was the anti-environmental protection
gesture.1099 An American national priority of putting economic growth over environmental
protection was appreciated by many ASEAN leaders to the extent that they were not criticized
and pressured for over-exploitation and weak environmental protection. Nevertheless,
Southeast Asia is the region most vulnerable to environmental degradation and climate change
impacts; thus, it needs financial and technological assistance to implement climate mitigating
and adapting measures. ASEAN might not be able to anticipate help from the U.S.1100 The
withdrawal of the U.S. from the Paris Agreement also relieved it from providing funds for
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climate financing. This could also affect the U.S.-ASEAN environmental cooperation and
assistance programs.1101
Unlike the previous American liberal order, Trump’s approach was closer to ASEAN
practices and norms—less democratic, less protection for human rights and the environment
but more economic-centered growth and nationalism—authoritarian capitalism.
For many elites in ASEAN member states, the Trump presidency was a “dual-edged”
situation.1102 Despite not having many choices, many ASEAN leaders expressed certain
appreciation and interest in Trump’s administration. President Rodrigo Duterte of the
Philippines expressed admiration for Trump for his expressive insensitive performance.1103
Vice versa, Trump praised Duterte for his aggressive approach on drug wars.1104 For Indonesia,
Joko Widodo, President of Indonesia, and some Indonesian elites showed positive reception
towards Trump as Trump has a business connection in Indonesia.1105 On the other hand, the
ruling elites also had concerns over the trade impacts due to Trump’s foreign policy since the
elites in the region rely on economic growth as their legitimacy to remain in power.1106 Thus,
any negative impacts on trade growth would likely affect their positions in power. Trump’s
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extreme position towards immigrants and Muslims and the travel bans damaged America’s
image in Muslim Southeast Asia—Brunei, Malaysia, and Indonesia.1107
Trump’s withdrawal from TPP was a major blow not only to Obama’s strategy but also
for many member states of ASEAN. Vietnam, expected to gain the most out of the TPP deal
due to its great access to the U.S. clothing and auto parts market, was very disappointed with
the withdrawal of the U.S.1108 Vietnam also aimed to strengthen ties with the U.S. to reduce its
economic dependence on China, particularly considering its territorial dispute over the South
China Sea.1109 On the contrary, other non-party countries such as Thailand, Indonesia, and the
Philippines expressed some kind of relief for not having to be under pressure to join the
agreement due to the fear of being left off and not having to undertake the obligations under
the TPP.1110 Bilateral trade agreement seemed to be the only channel to the U.S. market since
Trump stressed his preference for it.1111 However, considering the U.S.’s prominent role during
the TPP negotiation, its withdrawal negatively affected its leadership credential.1112 With the
protectionism approach, the U.S.’s role diminished while China expanded its capacity and
leverage in the region through its “One Belt One Road” project and Regional Comprehensive
Economic Partnership (RCEP).1113 The trade war with China—actions taken by the U.S. against
unfair Chinese Anti-Dumping or Countervailing measures could have indirect effects on
ASEAN suppliers to Chinese exporters.1114 China products that the U.S. targeted are mostly
produced by the production chains in ASEAN member states.1115 Also, the safeguards put
against the imports, such as importing standards, aiming to target Chinese importing products,
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applied in a general manner to avoid contradiction with trade rules of WTO; thus, it would
affect all exporting goods, including goods from ASEAN.1116 These actions could face a
challenge with WTO impacting the U.S. commitment to the organization.1117
The biggest security issue between the U.S. and the region in the Trump administration
was the U.S.-China relations—a severe clash between the two powers could undermine the
“careful balance” ASEAN was trying to secure.1118 As Acharya stated, ASEAN is the important
geopolitical competition of the 21st century between the U.S. and China. 1119ASEAN does not
want the domination of one single superpower but the rebalance of the big powers and support
of middle powers that allow more autonomy for the member states and ASEAN.1120 The
security and stability of the region depended on Trump’s unpredictable stance; thus, ASEAN
had to face the diminishing role of the U.S. and looked for alternative middle power allies such
as Japan and India to balance the power with China. Less role of the U.S. in the region means
two options: greater role of China or more role of middle powers such as Japan and
Australia.1121
The counterbalance of power is significant because the geopolitical contest in the region
is whether democratic values and interests prevail over authoritarian inclinations.1122 As
Pongsudhirak expressed his concerns that “for the first time in nearly a century, America cannot
be counted on to carry the burdens of leadership in Asia’s economic prosperity, geopolitical
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stability and liberal democratic future.”1123 The diminishing role of the U.S. in the region
affected the environmental governance of ASEAN because the authoritarian regimes in the
region rely their legitimacy on non-democratic practice and unsustainable production and
natural resources exploitation for trade and economic development. When the U.S. backed
away from waging liberal democratic norms and integrating environmental norms, there are
fewer prospects for democratization and less economic pressure for ASEAN to adopt the stricter
environmental standard in its trading system.
At the beginning of Biden administration, there are signs indicating that the U.S. is
coming back on a democratic and environmental agenda and more cohesive diplomacy with
ASEAN.1124 Following the pre-election promise, the Biden administration reaches out to
ASEAN allies, Thailand and the Philippines, aiming for stronger engagement in critical
issues.1125 This outreach towards ASEAN is expected to continue due to several reasons.1126
First, Biden has an outward-looking view for foreign policy showing his beliefs in
multilateralism and collective partnership—forming alliances and working with other
international actors is the way to enhance American soft power and solve critical problems such
as climate change or disease prevention.1127 Second, due to the China’s growing influence in
the region, Biden may choose to re-engage with ASEAN to prevent China’s domination.1128
The ideology and trade wars with China put Southeast Asia in a strategic position for the U.S.
For the battle of ideologies, since democracy promotion is the core tenet of U.S. foreign policy,
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China, an authoritarian superpower, is a threat.1129 Last, President Biden was a Vice President
during the Obama administration that had an engaging approach with ASEAN; thus, he is
familiar with ASEAN. He will probably continue to enhance the diplomacy and strengthen the
involvement in the region.1130
Biden’s trajectory in ASEAN will face with greeting and dissenting because though
ASEAN “welcome increased U.S. economic and security engagement with the region, they are
less enthusiastic about Biden’s emphasis on human rights and democracy promotion.”1131 For
the plus side, ASEAN would appreciate Biden’s approach, “tough without being egregiously
provocative.”1132 towards China. ASEAN does not want the U.S. “to be too confrontational nor
too accommodating towards China.”1133 For instance, Indonesia having China as its biggest
trade partner and the second-largest investor wants to maintain balanced relations with both the
U.S. and China. Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi stated that “Indonesia did not want to get
trapped by U.S.-China rivalry.”1134 Furthermore, as his preference for free trade and
globalization, Biden may consider joining CPTPP, which was the landmark achievement of the
Obama administration.1135 Rejoining the CPTPP would be the sign that the U.S. wants to
reclaim its leadership in the multilateral trade regime and counterbalance the mega trade deal
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP) between ASEAN and other trading
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partners, including China.11361137 Joining CPTPP would affirm the U.S. commitment to the
Indo-Pacific region.1138
On the other hand, ASEAN will resist the U.S. promoting democracy, human rights,
and environmental protection via trade. Biden administration places democracy and human
rights at the center of the U.S. foreign policy and pledges to “honestly confront nations that are
backsliding, and forge a common agenda.”1139 It is hard to forge this liberal agenda in ASEAN,
where none of the member states is regarded as “free.” According to the Freedom House, in
ASEAN, 6 countries are not free (Brunei, Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, Thailand, and Vietnam),
and 4 are partly free (Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, and the Philippines).1140 Lee Hsien
Loong, Prime Minister of Singapore, expressed his concerns on Biden’s coalition of
democracies that “not very many countries would like to join a coalition against those who have
been excluded, chief of whom would be China.”1141
Biden administration tends to strengthen the use of trade measures, particularly the
inclusion of stringent environmental clauses in a bilateral or multilateral agreement. As a
senator, Biden voted against the Peru trade deal in 2006, citing weak labor rights and
environmental protection.1142 Biden’s trade agenda calls for tariffs on imports that produce
many carbon emissions and trade deals that include commitments to reduce emissions.1143 The
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U.S. Trade Representative-designate Katherine Tai also stated that “climate issues would guide
the Biden administration’s trade policy.”1144
As having the largest market globally, the U.S. has significant leverage to influence
ASEAN sustainable production. Nevertheless, the existing environmental clause in U.S.-led
agreements, though regarded as “groundbreaking,” still has loopholes such as in the U.S.-SG
FTA and the CPTPP discussed earlier. Similar flaws appeared in the U.S.-Mexico-Canada
Agreement. While the U.S. Trade Representative-designate Katherine Tai said it was a
significant accomplishment for environmental protection, it remains silence on carbon
emissions. Many environmentalists found its backdoor allowing companies to outsource the
production elsewhere.1145 Therefore, it remains to be seen if the Biden administration will be
able to employ more effective environmental trade measures and more stringent environmental
clauses in trade agreements while balancing its political and economic interest in ASEAN.

2.3

The impacts of ASEAN-China relationship on environmental condition and
regulations
As China opens up to the world, her position as a global superpower is
creating an increasingly important new role in shaping global
environmental politics. There is great interest and growing importance
of China as a leading actor in the making of global environmental
policies.1146

In this era, we are witnessing the slowdown in the economic growth of the western
developed countries, but the solid economic momentum lies in Asia, particularly China. Since
China expressed the “Go Global” strategy in 2001, it intends to become the global player and
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be number one in economic and global investment.1147 After the economic triumph, it can
expand its influences in the military and global politics.1148 China’s rapid industrial growth has
placed a burden on its environment and natural resources—resource scarcity, water pollution,
biodiversity loss, air pollution, and climate change.1149 Due to the large population, rapid
economic growth and extended emission due to industrialization and export-led economy,
China is the main engine of world economic growth and the major polluter in the world. To
fuel the economic growth, China depends on 87% fossil fuel—coal is accounted for 67%, oil
for 17%, and gas 3%.1150 As the world’s most carbon-intensive country: “It is in China more
than anywhere else that global climate change mitigation will be decided. If China does not
participate in the global mitigation effort, its emission will continue to grow rapidly and will
account for a rising share of global emission.”1151 If China fails to participate substantially in
the global climate mitigating effort, it will provide excuses for and diminish the political will
of other states to act since their actions cannot avert the climate risks.1152
In the past, China and ASEAN shared a similar economic developmental path “grow
now and clean later.” They both have enjoyed trade cooperation and rapid economic growth;
however, the challenge in the 21st century is to bring their growth in line with environmental
sustainability and cope with domestic and international environmental degradation to
secure.1153 The influence of China on ASEAN trade and economic development has always
been significant. The attempt of China to address domestic environmental problems and global
1147
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climate change can affect the trade and environment of ASEAN member states. The stricter
environmental domestic measures can impact outward foreign investment of Chinese
companies and lead to pollution leakage to the Southeast Asia region. Since the demand
remains, the supply will be sought elsewhere. 1154 Thus, the discussion focuses on the shift of
China’s environmental governance and how it affects the economic-environment relations with
ASEAN.

2.3.1

The trade development of ASEAN-China relation

In the past, China’s role in the region was largely negative—communist insurgencies
and military actions to claim disputed territories.1155 The relation has experienced drastic
changes over decades: from threats during the Cold War to dynamic economic partners.1156
China established official contact with ASEAN in 1991 and became a dialogue partner in 1996.
The ASEAN-China relation, especially in trade, has rapidly increased and is followed by many
cooperation and summits.1157 There are five principles China uses as a basis for external
relations: mutual respect for territorial integrity and sovereignty; mutual non-aggression;
mutual non-interference in each other’s internal affairs; equality and cooperation of mutual
benefits; and peaceful coexistence.1158 China’s unique approach to external relations is the noninterference in domestic politics, military practices, or other ethical values. This could be the
reason why the relationship with ASEAN, apart from the conflict in the South China Sea, is
more comfortable and rapid in cooperation and development. Since 2009, China has become
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ASEAN’s largest trading partner, and since 2011 ASEAN has become China’s third-largest
trading partner.1159
ASEAN-China Free Trade Agreement (ACFTA) was established in 2002. It was fully
operational by 2010 with ASEAN 6—Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, Brunei, and
the Philippines—and by 2015 with Laos, Cambodia, Myanmar, and Vietnam.1160 ACFTA does
not contain provisions discussing the environmental aspects of trade. Instead, the environmental
cooperation between China and ASEAN is addressed in other initiatives and specific
negotiations, and none of it is linked to trade.1161 For instance, the scope of Greater Mekong
Sub-Region (GMS) summits and the ASEAN+3 summits—covers a wide range of areas such
as natural resources conservation, water resources conservation, protecting the marine
environment, and environmental technology training.1162
The ASEAN motivations for ASEAN-China FTA are both economic and political. As
China is a fast-growing economy with growing demand for goods and services, ASEAN sees
it as a massive market for export destinations. The trade deal can go further than what can be
achieved in WTO because China can provide special and preferential treatment and
development assistance and extent the most favored nation benefits to non-WTO members
(some ASEAN countries).1163 Thus, ASEAN views ACFTA as a speed track to recover its
economic crisis.1164 In addition, a closer tie with China also means less dependence on the
western powers (the U.S. and the EU) as China is flexible in terms of moral interests—China’s
interest focuses on doing business and disregard the political regimes or the situation within the
internal affairs of its trading partners.
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In the same way, China’s motivations for FTA are both political and economic. The
accession to WTO in November 2001and the pressure from the U.S. are the driving forces for
China to forge alliances with other developing countries.1165 During the Cancun WTO
negotiation round, China allied itself with other developing countries.1166 China wants to
strengthen ties with ASEAN for the geopolitical objective—to counter the U.S. containment
strategy against China and counterbalance Japan’s influence and to protect trade routes in the
region.1167 For the economic purpose, as China is becoming an industrial economy, it wants to
expand trade relations with ASEAN, and ASEAN can be its source for raw materials.1168
Another mega-regional trade agreement is Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP). It was launched in 2012 as an ASEAN-centric economic pact that includes
all countries having FTAs with ASEAN—China, South Korea, Japan, India, Australia, and New
Zealand accounting for 30 percent of global GDP over the quarter of world exports.1169 The
objective of RCEP negotiations is “to achieve a modern, comprehensive, high-quality, and
mutually beneficial economic partnership agreement among the ASEAN Member States and
ASEAN’s FTA partners” by aiming to lower trade barriers and improve market access for
goods and services for businesses. 1170 The objectives of RCEP are similar to the CPTPP but
with greater flexibility—fewer disciplines on product and sectoral coverage.1171
Similar to ACFTA, there is no environmental obligation. Since the U.S. is backing off
from TPP, RCEP has taken the leading role in the mega-trade agreement as well as the influence
of China over the region. The driving forces of this mega-trade agreement are ASEAN and
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China—China uses this venue to spread its influence in the region, similar to how TPP was
initiated and negotiated.1172 The lack of environmental inclusion in RCEP raises critical
concerns over environmental degradation as a potential impact of increasing economic
activities, especially in natural resources exhaustion. For instance, lower barriers in timber
products without any protective measures to prevent unsustainable or illegal logging can
intensify the deforestation.1173 Deforestation can result from the expansion of agricultural
practice for cash crops, as discussed in palm oil production and trade. According to the
interview given by Arthayudh Srisamoot, deputy permanent secretary at Thailand’s foreign
ministry, there is an attempt to push forward the inclusion of environmental agenda as well as
other social clause; however, such effort has met with resistance from many parties including
China and Thailand.1174

2.3.2 Belt and Road Initiative: development or destruction
Besides trade agreements, China’s Belt and Road or One Belt One Road initiative (BRI)
plays a significant role in economic cooperation and relation between China and ASEAN
member states. The Belt and Road initiative is a Chinese infrastructure and investment program
aiming to create a vast multinational economic zone and increase connectivity between China
and countries or region along the BRI path.1175 Connectivity is the key goal for China to gain
political and economic influences in certain regions and states.
ASEAN is the priority of the BRI due to its flourishing economies, geographical
proximity, and position as a prominent economic partner with China. BRI targets to promote
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Chinese capital and technological investment into ports, rails, and other infrastructures in
ASEAN member states to improve resource distribution, market integration, and better
facilitation of trade and investment within ASEAN and beyond borders connecting ASEAN
with China.1176 For instance, this initiative has already seen great achievements in railway
construction in Malaysia, Thailand, Laos, and Indonesia and linkages with China.1177
The BRI offers both mainland and maritime ASEAN an opportunity to realize its significant
needs for infrastructure investment and implement its Master Plan on ASEAN Connectivity
(MPAC) 2025. “Based on the Asian Development Bank’s (ADB) data, the region’s
infrastructure investment needs will total U.S.$2.8 trillion (S$3.68 trillion) between 2016 and
2030, or about U.S.$184 billion annually.”1178
Is BRI a massive investment project, win-win cooperation? By considering the financial
dependence, rising China’s influence in the region, and environmental risk associated with BRI
projects, who is winning? To answer the questions, the discussion examines two megaprojects
on China’s investment in infrastructure for energy production in ASEAN member states. As
China is a global production and manufacturing hub, “the factory of the world,”1179 the rapid
economic expansion leads to an increase in power demand to sustain the growth. China
maximizes energy production using not only its domestic natural resources but also resources
from ASEAN member states.
The first case is the investment in coal-fired power plants in the Southeast Asia region.
China is the biggest coal producer as the country is endowed with cheap coal resources.1180
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Coal is the main energy source for China’s economy and the main cause of China’s air pollution
and GHG emission—the combination of dust pollution and gas emission from coal mining and
processing and atmospheric pollution from coal combustion.1181 China or Chinese financial
institutions are also the world’s largest coal plant investors.1182 China Development Bank,
Export-Import Bank of China, and Japan Bank for International Cooperation are the leading
investors in coal.1183According to a research released in May 2017 by the Beijing-based Global
Environment Institute, Chinese companies and banks involved in 240 coal-fired power projects
in 25 of the 65 countries along the Belt and Road by the end of 2016.1184
The coal projects are largely concentrated in South Asia, Southeast Asia, and East
Asia.1185 South Asia and Southeast Asia are the main locations accounting for 57.11% and
22.75% of the total Chinese coal-fired power projects participation along the Belt and Road.1186
Since 2010, the investment in South Asia has been decreasing while the investment in Southeast
Asia is booming. In 2009–2012, India adopted the protective measures banning foreign
participation in 11 power generator projects, imposed 21% import tax on power equipment, and
canceled tax exemption for mega power generator projects leading to a sharp decrease in
China’s investment. During the same period, Southeast Asia experienced rapid economic
growth—a rise in export and a vast inflow of foreign investment.1187 China’s investment
projects in Southeast Asia are mainly in Vietnam, Cambodia, Indonesia, the Philippines,
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Malaysia, Laos, and Myanmar.1188 China participates in coal-fired power plant projects by four
means: contracting is the major form of Chinese participation; equipment exportation: the
second most common form; an outward investment; and bank loan.1189
China’s motivation for coal investment beyond its borders derives from both
international and domestic factors. In the domestic context, China has suffered severe health
and environmental impact of coal use, particularly air pollution; thus, more stringent
environmental measures are executed to limit the use of coal for energy generation. While there
are abundant coal resources at home together with higher demands for electricity, China turns
to its neighboring states, ASEAN, to invest in coal-fired power plants. In the global context,
decarbonization becomes a significant economic-environmental movement to combat climate
change problems. Many countries embrace environmental policies to cut down on carbon
emissions. Most international financial institutions, such as the World Bank and European
Investment Bank, shift their policies and set the standard for not granting loans to coal-fired
power plants.1190 The global movement for the decarbonizing economy and promoting
renewable energy, particularly in developed countries, provide the pressure for China to cut
back on carbon use domestically and the incentive for China to pursue profits in coal investment
beyond its border.
China started its Belt and Road project in 2013 to provide infrastructure development
and advance mutually beneficial economic development; thus, the Chinese investment in coalfired power plants in the Southeast Asia region has rapidly increased. The rapid increase in
coal-fired power plant investment projects in the ASEAN member states is the problem
of carbon leakage. When there is more coal at low prices available in the market because some
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developed countries shifted towards renewable energy, the demand for coal energy is growing
in developing countries with dynamic economies.
The coal investment project undermines the capacity of ASEAN member states to
develop further renewable energy even they have much of the potential. They are trapped with
the cheap investment and old infrastructure.1191 By investing coal beyond borders, China
benefits from the appearance of a carbon reduction economy and cleaner environment at home,
but it exports the emissions and environmental problems to other host states, in this case,
ASEAN member states. The export of emission by China’s coal investment also guarantees that
the global emissions will remain the same or increase. The carbon trap undermines the climate
change regime; therefore, international coal finance and investment have to be limited and
controlled.1192 The climate agreement has to tackle this loophole that links directly with the
principle of “common but differentiate responsibilities.”
The second type of BRI is the investment in hydropower projects. China is the world’s
largest hydropower developer. In Southeast Asia, Chinese institutions or China state-owned
companies have been involved in investing, contracting, or financing about 125 dams in
member states, accounting for 45% of all Chinese overseas dam investments.1193 Particularly
in the Greater Mekong Sub-Region, there are more than 50 large hydropower projects in
Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, and Vietnam.1194 For instance, Sinohydro, a state-own enterprise,
is China’s largest dam construction. It plays a significant role in Cambodia, Vietnam, and Laos.
It provides 27% of finance for Nam Ngum dam in Laos.1195 Another major player is China
Southern Power Grid, a state-own company providing funds for the Sambor dam on the Mekong
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mainstream in Cambodia.1196Mekong river runs from Yunnan Province in China through Laos,
Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. Mekong river, running from Yunnan Province in China
through Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam, is the best choice for energy resources
investment and diplomatic development because it is a natural link between China and riparian
states.1197
China has environmental, economic, and political motives for dam investment in
ASEAN member states. First, it fosters regional cooperation and creates interdependencies
among the neighboring states; thus, strengthening China’s role in the region. Second, overseas
engagement in hydropower projects creates jobs for Chinese people and profits for Chinese
companies contributing to China’s economic growth. Third, by investing in hydropower
projects in ASEAN member states, China secures its energy sources by importing cheap
electricity generated by hydropower projects in host states back to China and at the same time
avoids social1198 and environmental costs.1199 Last, hydropower arguably is a low-carbon
energy generation; thus, it responds to climate change measures and positive impacts on
China’s overall carbon emissions.1200 Frauke Urban et al. expressed that
“Hydropower offers an opportunity for China to reduce high
dependency on coal and other fossil fuels thereby mitigating climate
change, reduce air pollution, safeguard finite fossil fuel resources and
enable sustainable development.”
For the side of ASEAN member states, the economic imperatives of the hydropower
projects—the need for economic development using available natural resources take priority
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over environmental consequences.1201 China usually offers the “bundle aid”—trade and
investment by providing finance loans for hydropower plants and link it to trade and other
Chinese goods.1202 This complicates the affected states in expressing concerns over the
environmental and ecological impacts of the dam’s construction along the Mekong.1203 Laos
has declared itself “the battery of Asia,” aiming to export most of its electricity production to
neighboring countries like China and Thailand. 1204 The member states where the dams are
constructed view hydropower development as a tool for poverty alleviation and economic
growth acceleration. However, there is always a question about developmental equity—a just
distribution of economic development. Most energies are generated to feed upgrowing urban
and industrial areas that benefit a small group of people. In Laos, poor people living in rural
areas have limited access to electricity; thus, the country is bearing only the cost of energy
generation while the benefit is borne by other countries, large corporations, or small urban
populations.1205
ASEAN member states will bear negative social and environmental costs of hydropower
dams. Social impacts include loss of land holding, population relocation, insufficient
compensation, and loss of ways of living.1206 Environmental impacts include flood control
problems, land erosion, landslide, change in water flows, increased sediment rates, destruction
of flora and fauna, geomorphological change, change of the ecosystem, and marine life
affecting fisheries that are sources of rural livelihood. For example, the Lower Sessan II
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hydropower plant in Cambodia, once operating, may cause around 40,000 people living along
the Sesan and Srepok rivers to lose their livelihood that is dependent on fishing and led to the
eviction of almost 5,000 people from their villages.1207 In Indonesia, the 510-megawatt
hydroelectric dam on the Batang Toru River under Chinese loans may “irreversibly alter” the
river’s ecosystem threatening not only the livelihood of thousands of people who live
downstream but also the rare species of orangutan that are currently in danger of extinction.1208

2.3.3 The potential development towards sustainable development
In the past, it is evident that China focused only on promoting economic growth, even
if it was at the expense of the environment. During the Mao Zedong era (since1950s), the
economic plan was to maximize industrial production as much as possible to compete with the
west with no mention of environmental matters nor public movement from civil society.1209
Later, under Deng Xiaoping’s regime (the 1980s), China aimed to increase economic growth
with the emphasis on GDP by producing and exporting to the global/west market.1210 The vast
investment was put in industrial infrastructure and transportation but not environmental
protection.1211 By the nature of the communist regime, the state owns information; thus, the
public has limited ability to learn and realize the negative consequences of heavy
industrialization.1212
In recent years, there is a shift towards environmental sustainability.1213 Environmental
and energy efficiency criteria are incorporated into national policies—The State Environmental
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Protection Administration (SEPA) was formed in 1998 and renamed the Ministry of
Environmental Protection (MEP) in 2008.1214 The government has established targets for
pollution reduction and energy efficiency. At the Copenhagen climate summit in 2009, China
has pledged to reduce carbon emission to 40–45% by 2020, and later at the Paris climate change
summit, China also expressed its intention to increase shares on renewable energy consumption
to about 20% by 2030.1215 Though environmental targets had been incorporated into national
policy in the late 1990s, they received much less attention and took a back seat to economic
growth.1216 So in 2006, in order to provide incentives for officials to implement environmental
mandates, the binding environmental targets have been included in officials’ annual
responsibility contracts, and they are essential criteria for the official promotion.1217
The interesting movement towards environmental sustainability is called Ecological
Civilization or “shengtai wenming.” In 2007, it was introduced to China’s Communist Party,
President Xi Jinping endorsed it in 2013, and it gains traction in 2018 when the Constitution
endorsed it.1218 It is written into China’s Constitution as an ideological framework for
environmental policies, laws, and education—promoting ecologically sustainable modes of
resource extraction, production, and trade, inhabited by the environmental-friendly conscious
and responsible citizens.1219 The key components are inseparable from technological, judicial,
and political goals. The ideal is where the market economy and consumption continue to grow,
and the technology and science have solved the environmental degradation.1220 This important
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Chinese state-initiated principle becomes the ideological framework of the governmental
development of new and stricter environmental policies and laws.1221
Lecture by Qian Yi, Tsinghua University’s Centre of Ecological Civilization (2018),
noted that humans have gone through three stages of civilizations: primitive civilization “fear
of nature,” agricultural civilization “relying on nature,” and industrial civilization “conquering
the nature.” The next stage of civilization is eco-civilization, where economic growth,
environmental protection, and global integration amalgamate into complete harmony.1222 While
there are specific environmental needs that take precedence over economic development, the
commitment to economic growth is a fundamental feature of ecological civilization.1223 Zheng
Xinsheng emphasized in the interview that eco-civilization was meant to be global vision built
on the foundation of the culture of commerce, aiming to transform the world without changing
the path of global capitalist economic development.1224 As a result, the eco-civilization does
not eliminate the commercial civilization, but “the two are mutually reinforcing, and ecological
civilization evolves from the very basis of commercial civilization.”1225 By insisting on the
harmonious traits between economic development and ecological sustainability, ecocivilization is well adapted to the capitalist world order.1226
In the early phase, the eco-civilization was initiated as a cultural principle and ethic
about the harmony of humans and nature, but after the President’s endorsement, science and
technology have become the major components of the vision impetus for the green future.1227
To be specific, the technology used for the industrial revolution created environmental
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problems globally, but the technology advancement is also regarded as a cure to solve such
problems.1228 The government expects the development of the green industry to lead
advancement and economic transformation and turn green development into an entirely new
form of national strength and an advantage in international competition.1229 For example, the
coal industry can be viewed as a “sunset industry” for not having a future in China, but with
technological innovation such as the “clean coal technology,” coal can be sustainable.1230
Xunpeng Shi believed that base upon current technology, the use of coal would increase wastegas and carbon emission, but technical advancement can be accelerated by carbon pricing; thus,
the carbon reduction technology will become viable.1231
Why did China shift its perspective and policy towards environmental sustainability?
The regime shift can be the consequence of both domestic and international conditions. There
are growing concerns and demands for a better environment from rising educated urban middleclass people in China. People are distressed by health problems associating with air and water
pollution. Even though the authoritarian regime does not hold elections, the government,
seeking to secure its power, has incentives to satisfy the desires of urban constituents because,
according to history, the revolution comes when the population, to a fundamental extent, are
deprived of their economic stability and healthy ways of living—lack of food and sustainable
environment. “Promoting environmental issues may be a low-cost way to build loyalty among
the people.”1232 Thus, environmental protection can be a significant government investment to
improve people’s quality of life, gain popular support for the government, and secure social
stability.1233
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In the global context, China seeks political legitimacy by strengthening its
environmental commitment to signify China’s will and capacity to address the domestic
environmental problems and take the leading role as a global player.1234 China views
environmental movement as a means to wield its soft power—to be a leading nation, keeping
peace and promoting global public goods. If the world still views China as an environmental
destructor, it compromises China’s ultimate aspiration.1235 For instance, during the Olympic
Games 2008, the government ordered the interim closure of local factories and power plants to
improve air quality to impress the world audience.1236 Furthermore, the rest of the world is
embracing environmental sustainability and low-carbon renewable energy. Consequently,
China has market incentives to advance its technological production, embrace the “first mover”
advantage in Asia, and gain economic imperative in green trade and energy.1237 Today, China
tightens its production and marketing bases for electrical vehicles accounting for two-thirds of
electric vehicles worldwide.1238 As for legal measures and incentives to sustain the rapid growth
of electric vehicles, old vehicles running on combustion engines will be highly taxed or phased
out, and in some cities, licenses are given only to electric vehicles.1239
What does China’s shift towards green development mean to external trade and
investment? The question is whether the new stringent environmental law will be applied to
external trade and investment relations in the future.
While China is integrating environmental protection into its national policy, such
integration still lacks external trade and investment relations with ASEAN member states. The
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trade agreements, ACFTA or RCEP, do not contain environmental protection clauses. BRI
projects in ASEAN member states, especially China’s investment in coal-fired power plants
and hydropower plants beyond its border, means that China is “free riding” by benefiting from
economic activities without having to bear the social and environmental costs. Huang Wei, a
climate and energy campaigner at Greenpeace East Asia asserted:
If China wants to enhance its leadership on climate and ecological
civilization, Chinese companies and banks’ investment must steer away
from coal towards renewable alternatives such as wind and solar and
help countries along Belt and Road to leapfrog from traditional
development model that sacrifices environment for economic
advancement.1240
BRI is a massive program targeted to boost inter-connectivity, trade, and economic
growth in Asia; it is supported by considerable resources from China’s state funds and private
sources. Hence, if BRI can integrate sustainable development agenda, it can be a game-changer
because it has considerable potential to directly influence sustainable development in the trade
and economy of developing states.
The Chinese government and private sectors established various policies, codes of
conduct, and guidelines for environmental measures concerning overseas investment, including
the Belt and Road Initiatives.1241 According to Boer, most documents are non-binding
instruments served as policy guidelines, but some are legally binding documents with vague
and unenforceable obligations.1242 For instance, the Regulation Measures of Enterprises
Investing Overseas urges the enterprises to perform social responsibility for environmental
protection actively, pay attention to ecological, environmental protection, and establish a good
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image of Chinese investors.1243 The Guidelines for Environmental Protection of Foreign
Investment Cooperation urge the upholding of the “concept of environmental friendliness and
resource conservation, develop low carbon and green economy, implement sustainable
development strategies and realize win-win for their own profit and environmental
protection”1244. For BRI plan and guidance, it promotes green BRI by prioritizing ecological
civilization and green development and promoting the integration of strategies and plans with
the countries or regions along BRI route.1245 These documents did not provide concrete
obligations and mechanisms for implementing the specified environmental concepts.1246
Another problem is that China requires all overseas investment and development
initiatives to conform to legal requirements, including environmental laws, in the host
countries.1247 This requirement does not help to elevate environmental practice or maintaining
environmental protection in ASEAN member states. In fact, it could lead to a regulatory “race
to the bottom.”1248 First, the host countries in ASEAN have different environmental laws and
legal standards ranging from the lax to the stringent; thus, the environmental approach will not
be harmonious and implemented at the highest standards possible. Second, with the priority of
economic interests in ASEAN host countries that are mostly developing countries, it is less
likely that the strict environmental standard will be applied, or in the worst case, the
environmental standard could be lowered to accommodate the foreign trade and investment.1249
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For example, according to the Code of Conduct of Private Enterprises’ Overseas Investment
Operation Article 28, the Chinese enterprises have to apply for environmental permits
according to the host countries’ environmental regulations, but in a case where the host country
lacks relevant regulations, companies can refer to environmental standards adopted by
international agencies or multilateral agencies.1250 Nevertheless, it did not specify which
agencies the parties should refer to, who can determine the choice of such environmental
standards and whether it is mandatory to refer to those agencies.
The scale of Chinese investment in infrastructure under BRI has significant
environmental impacts in the ASEAN host countries. As Boer suggested, the responsibility for
meeting the highest possible environmental standard should be jointly implemented by both
Chinese entities and their counterparts in the host countries by drafting a common approach
and including an enforceable mechanism concerning environmental protection in BRI
agreements and development contracts.1251
The China’s challenge is to integrate a concrete mechanism for green development into
its external trade and investment standard and become a major player in international
environmental governance.

Conclusion
In conclusion, economic incentives are vital for environmental protection. Since the
EU, the U.S. and China, and the EU are the three biggest economies of the world with
substantial market and production bases playing crucial roles in ASEAN political and economic
development, the harmonious approach for trade-environmental development of these three
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powers is the key factor to determine the future of ASEAN as well as the global environment.
A fraction can cause leakage and undermine the attempt to influence the environmental
protection of ASEAN member states through trade measures and agreement.
The EU and the U.S. favor integrating environmental protection in trade by using
environmental trade measures or environmental clauses in trade agreements with ASEAN. In
contrast, though China is progressing in its internal environmental governance, it still does not
integrate environmental protection mechanisms in its trade agreement or economic investment
with ASEAN. Bilateral or multilateral trade and investment agreements can be powerful
vehicles for environmental integration as long as they entail substantive and enforceable
environmental obligations. However, an environmental clause in a trade agreement is a product
of negotiation and compromise; therefore, in most cases, it serves only as a declaratory
statement with no actual obligations and consequences as political, economic, or other strategic
interests take precedence. When used by an importing state with a large market as the EU, the
unilateral environmental trade measure seems to be the most effective tool to generate
environmental protection and sustainable production. However, its application can be
challenged and need justification under WTO rules which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION AND THE LEGALITY OF
ENVIRONMENTAL TRADE MEASURE

INTRODUCTION
Global economic development through international trade has been a back bone of the
globalized world. International trade agreements and organization, General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and World Trade Organization (WTO), were established to facilitate
international trade circulation and resolve trade-related disputes.1252 Existing side by side with
the rising trade regime are the concerns towards the environmental degradation occurring from
global trade expansion. Due to the complexity and transboundary nature of many environmental
concerns, protecting the global commons1253 and shared natural resources1254 have become
issues in the spotlight of the trade regime.
Sustainable

development,

having

long-term

economic

development

without

jeopardizing the environmental condition, is desirable.1255 However, it is difficult to achieve
because economic development and environmental protection have been evolved in different
paths. Therefore, in certain circumstances, when short-term political and economic policies
drive a state’s interests, both regimes are in conflict. Free trade competition in the international
arena for economic development and the lack of global environmental regulators lead to many
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environmental problems such as a constant increase of pollution emissions and lowenvironmental standards, both in domestic and international areas.
As there are no international environmental agencies that can impose command-andcontrol1256 environmental regulation and enforcement over international communities, many
countries take, either unilaterally or multilaterally, efforts to address environmental problems
by using the market-based tool, trade-related measures.1257 The rationale for the state to use
trade-related measures is to obtain an environmental goal and level the competitive playing
field.1258 Trade-related measures are effective because they give incentives1259 for complying
and sanctions1260 for not complying with certain environmental standard.1261 They can also be
used to remove any competitive advantage an exporting state has due to its lower environmental
standards (the non-internalization of environmental externalities). However, such measures are
subject to an intense debate under multilateral trade agreements due to their trade-restrictive
characteristics.1262
This chapter discusses the role of the World Trade Organization in addressing the use
of process and production methods (PPMs) measures in trade–related environmental problems.
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The first part addresses a brief discussion on the characteristics of PPMs measures, WTO
principles, and general exceptions concerning environmental protection. The second part
analyzes the application of WTO rules on potential conflicts arising out of the unilateral use of
PPMs measures by ASEAN trading partners. The chapter chooses three PPMs measures that
can cause substantial effects and generate sustainable changes in ASEAN production and
process methods because the products involved are the main exporting sectors of ASEAN trade.
The analysis is made following WTO rules and jurisprudence set by the dispute settlement body
in previous comparable cases. After discussing all cases, the second part concludes the current
threshold for the legality of the PPMs measure.
The chapter argues that the use of trade measures, particularly process, and production
methods (PPMs) measures, may violate GATT/WTO principles but can be justifiable under the
GATT general exception clause on environmental grounds. WTO leaves enough space for
states to adopt and regulate national policy for their environmental interests. However, due to
the growing complexity of environmental concerns, further cooperation and negotiations are
needed to set clear parameters for the legal extent of PPMs trade measures for both unilateral
application and application under multilateral supports.
The analysis centers around PPMs trade measures because it argues that a well-designed
PPMs measure can be an appropriate and effective instrument for environmental governance
by correcting market failure and enhancing economic sustainability. If accompanied with clear
parameters and management support, PPMs trade measures can induce compliance from the
global community and be an effective forging tool for environmental protection policy
improving social, environmental, and economic development in ASEAN and global context.
To form alliances between the international trade law and international environmental law,
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WTO can become the international body with twin objectives of trade and environmental
policy, both for policy development and dispute resolution.1263

1.

THE ROLE OF WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION
World Trade Organization recognizes that trade liberalization and environmental

protection should be developed in a mutually supportive path according to the principle of
sustainable development. Its role towards environmental protection in trade depends on to
which extent it allows the use of environmental trade measures. In particular, the measure
concerning the production and process methods (PPMs) is the subject of discussion because it
is necessary for environmental protection but at the same time causes tension and controversy
under trade rules as it can be trade protectionism in disguise. This part lays down the taxonomy
of the PPMs measure, WTO trade principles, and the environmental exception.

1.1

WTO and the environment

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) was created in 1944 to lay down the
groundwork for economic growth through open markets.1264 As a result of the trade negotiation
“Uruguay Round,” World Trade Organization (WTO) was established on January 1, 1995,
forming a forum for implementing the multilateral trading system, negotiating new trade
agreements, and resolving trade disputes.1265 WTO’s cornerstone is to promote a liberal trading
system without discrimination and protectionism. The term “environment” is not explicitly
mentioned in the GATT treaty, but the Marrakesh Agreement establishing WTO recognizes the
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principle of sustainable development.1266 The Preamble of Marrakesh Agreement establishing
WTO recognizes the need to ensure that economic growth and environmental protection should
be evolved in a mutually beneficial and harmonized path according to the principle of
sustainable development.
Recognizing that their relations in the field of trade and economic
endeavor should be conducted with a view to raising standards of living,
ensuring full employment and a large and steadily growing volume of
real income and effective demand, and expanding the production of and
trade in goods and services, while allowing for the optimal use of the
world’s resources in accordance with the objective of sustainable
development, seeking both to protect and preserve the environment and
to enhance the means for doing so in a manner consistent with their
respective needs and concerns at different levels of economic
development.1267
The speech by Pascal Lamy to the Climate Change Committee of the European
Parliament in May 2008 supports that trade does not trump environmental priorities and
sustainable development is one of the WTO objectives.1268 One way to achieve sustainable
development is to eliminate unsustainable production patterns and consumption by helping the
market internalize all the costs, particularly environmental costs, as supported by Principle 8 of
the Rio Declaration1269 and Agenda 21.1270 The protection of global common also required
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international cooperation,1271challenging the competitive global trading system where national
economic interest has always been a priority. Though these principles are not binding legal
obligations, they signify that PPMs measures play a crucial role in realizing the sustainable
development goal and can influence the justification of PPMs measure under GATT/WTO—
the interpretation of WTO Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) should not extensively restrict
national capacity to adopt PPMs measure.1272
The international trade regime has been aware of trade and environmental
considerations and potential conflicts since the 1970s.1273 As regards to growing tradeenvironment concerns and a goal of sustainable development put forward in the Word Summit,
the WTO established the Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE)1274 to identify the
relationship between trade and environmental measures, make recommendations for
modification of the rule of the multilateral trading system, and promote sustainable
development.1275
However, there are two parameters guiding CTE’s work: WTO’s competence in
addressing trade-related issues and WTO’s goal of safeguarding the principles of the
multilateral trading system.1276 First, WTO is not an environmental protection agency;
therefore, its competence is limited to trade-related issues of environmental policies that have
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a significant effect on trade. WTO does not involve in reviewing or setting national or global
environmental policies or solving environmental problems.1277 Second, believing that trade and
environmental policies are complementary to the goal of sustainable development, WTO seeks
to ensure that environmental policies are not barriers to trade liberalization and that trade
policies are not obstructions of environmental protection.1278
In order to avoid unilateral retaliation to counteract trade violations, the WTO
established the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB),1279 one of the most efficient dispute settlement
systems in the international arena.1280 The DSB is a central element in providing security and
predictability to the multilateral trading system.1281 The PPMs regulation of WTO members can
be challenged in DSB, and the three-person Panel will hold the hearing and decide the case
within six months.1282 If the losing party appeals, the Appellate Body consisting of seven
experts in international trade law who are appointed for a term of four years will review the
case.1283 WTO does not officially recognize stare decisis doctrine—the precedent does not bind
the Panel and Appellate, but in practice, they refer to the legal reasoning of previous
decisions.1284 The current WTO dispute settlement system works effectively because the Panel
and Appellate Body’s reports are automatically adopted unless the member states decide by
consensus against the adoption.1285 WTO abandoned the previous practice of GATT, where a
single party can exercise a veto right against the final report.1286
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Under Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU), If DSB has ruled that national
regulation or measure conflicts with WTO obligations, a member state must comply with the
ruling—to remove such regulation.1287 Suppose the losing party refuses to comply with the
DSB ruling. In that case, the winning party may seek a DSB’s permission to impose a limited
retaliatory trade sanction provided that such trade sanction is imposed in the same sector as that
in which the losing party has violated its obligation under WTO.1288
Despite the improvements of DSB, there is a concern regarding the role of DSB in
addressing trade-environment issues. Due to the fact that WTO has not officially included
environmental concerns in its main principle obligations, environmental concerns are only
derogations of the principle. DSB is not initially designed for environmental dispute, and the
Panel does not consist of environmental experts; therefore, it is believed to be an unsuitable
venue because it may not give environmental factors enough weight.
Its rulings are subject to an intense debate that will be discussed further in the second
section. The crucial question remains whether the present WTO system of dispute settlement
body can produce outcomes that both trade and environment communities can accept.1289

1.2

The taxonomy of PPM-based trade measures

The Process and Production Methods (PPMs) measure has been subjected to various
research, but the issue remains problematic in international practice.1290 The production and
processing methods (PPMs) are the manner how products are made or how natural resources
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are extracted, grown, or harvested.1291 The trade measure concerning PPMs is directed to how
the products are produced not to the nature of products itself. 1292 According to the traditional
trade premise, there are two kinds of PPMs measure: product-related and non-productrelated:1293

(i)

The product-related PPMs measures are applied to assure the safety and quality
of the end products, which could affect consumers. It concerns substances
creating a health risk for consumers that leave a trace in the products, such as
pesticide residue in the agricultural products or other toxic remains in food;1294

And
(ii)

The non-product-related PPMs measures are not related to the end product. They
are applied to assure the achievement of environmental objectives such as the
reducing GHG during the production process.1295

The product-related PPM measures are not controversial and mostly fall within the
scope of Technical Barrier to Trade (TBT) and Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS)
agreements1296 such as food safety and sanitary standard.1297 Non-product-related PPM trade
measures do not focus on the end product's characteristics but rather the production stage.To
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NATALIE BERNASCONI-OSTERWALDER ET AL, ENVIRONMENT AND TRADE : A GUIDE TO WTO JURISPRUDENCE
203 (2006).
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BERNASCONI-OSTERWALDER ET AL, supra note 1291, at 204. See also OECD Secretariat, Processes and
Production Methods (PPMs) : Conceptual Framework and Consideration on Use of PPM-Based Trade Measures,
OECD/GD(97, 137 (1997).
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Id.
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Gabrielle Marceau & Joel P. Trachtman, The Technical Barriers to Trade Agreement, the Sanitary and
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Organization Law of Domestic Regulation of Goods, 36 J. WORLD TRADE 811, 811 and 865 (2002).
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be precise, such measures aim to tackle the problem of the negative externalities from the
production process.
PPMs measures can also be distinguished by its purpose. Charnovitz distinguished
PPMs measures into two main types: Inward-looking measures aiming to address concerns
within the territory and outward-looking measures aiming to address concerns locating outside
the territory.1298 The benchmark is whether there is still a territorial link between the regulating
state and the environmental interest protected by such PPMs measure. For instance, the inwardlooking PPMs measure aims to protect animal species that inhabit within the territory.1299 The
inward/outward-looking PPMs measure aims to protect a common environmental interest such
as migratory animals or the earth’s atmosphere.1300 The outward-looking PPMs measure aims
to protect environmental concern locating entirely outside the territory of regulating state.1301
The inward-looking measures addressing concern within the territory do not raise a
jurisdictional problem.
The use of PPMs measure is crucial in an environmental perspective, but at the same
time, it is controversial in economic perspective. It can be used as a defensive tool to protect
the domestic environment and as an offensive tool, leverage, to influence the environmental
standard of other countries.1302 From an environmental perspective, the producing and disposal
method of the products are of the essence because the environmental damage, “ecological
footprint,”1303 usually occur during such process, not from the product itself.1304 Many
environmental externalities occurring from the production method in one country can affect
national and global environmental concerns, such as emissions of GHGs affecting global
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Steve Charnovitz, The Moral Exception in Trade Policy, 38 VA. J. INT'L L. 689, 689 (1998).
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climate change.1305 PPMs measure ensures that the market takes into account environmental
externalities.
Many international instruments recognize the significance of PPMs towards
environmental conditions. For example, the World Charter for Nature approved by UN General
Assembly in 1982 encourages states to “establish standards products and manufacturing
processes that may have adverse effects on nature, as well as agreed methodologies for
assessing these effects.”1306 WTO itself endorses sustainable development. Sustainable
production is part of the principle in the Marrakesh Agreement establishing the WTO (adopted
after the Uruguay Round 1994), recognizing that trade should be consistent with the goal of
sustainable development—trade liberalization should not undermine the environmental and
social objectives.1307
In line with the polluter pays principle,1308 addressing negative externalities at the root
cause using unilateral PPMs measure is the reaction correspondent with the failure to cooperate
and address environmental problems in international environmental governance due to
economic and political constraints.1309 A state cannot be forced to participate in international

1305
As regards to MEA aiming for the reduction of greenhouse gases (GHG), environmental trade measure can
also be used to reduce the emission leakage. The emission leakage occurs when the decrease of emissions by
members has been neutralized by the increase of emission by non-members. As a result, the overall emission of
GHG stays the same or even worsens off if the numbers of non-members surmount. For example, while only
certain developed countries agreed to reduce the CO2 emission under Climate Change agreement, the other
countries, with the desire to gain competitive advantages in international market, continue to pump up their
economic activities and refuse to limit their CO2 emissions. Eric Neumayer, WTO Rules and Multilateral
Environmental Agreements, in THE EARTHSCAN READER ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT, 140 (Kevin P. Gallaher ed., 2000).
1306
World Charter of Nature, U.N. Doc. A/RES/37/7, November 9, 1982, Article 21(b), 22 I.L.M. 455, 459 (1983).
1307
Marrakesh
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Establishing
the
World
Trade
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trade and investment.” Due to the uncertain legal scope, the principle is viewed by scholars as international
guideline “soft law” rather than a customary international law with binding effect. Though the state’s effort to
internalize environmental cost is not required by legal obligation but it is recognized as legitimate by international
community. SIFONIOS, supra note 1272, at 44. See also PATRICIA BIRNIE ET AL, INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE
ENVIRONMENT 323 (3rd ed. 2009).
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Charnovitz, supra note 1290, at 70. See also the difficulties in forging multilateral environmental cooperation
to achieve sustainable development in FELIX DODDS ET AL., NEGOTIATING THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
GOALS : A TRANSFORMATIONAL AGENDA FOR AN INSECURE WORLD 128 (2017) and MACHARIA KAMAU ET. AL.,
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environmental agreements and commit to addressing the global common.1310 It is the
“Westphalian dilemma” where global cooperation for the common good is required, but the
state’s sovereignty is a core hurdle.1311 Thus, “the requirement of unanimity is in reality a recipe
of inaction.”1312 Since the effective enforcement of multilateral environmental agreements is
difficult to achieve, using unilateral PPMs trade measure can solve the problems of free rider
and the pollution leakage because it induces environmental compliance by changing the
production process practice in other exporting states who may not be willing to participate in
multilateral environmental governance.1313 The unilateral use of PPMs measures by powerful
states can create a “race to the top,”1314 promoting a higher standard for production and process
methods and compensate for the deficiencies of environmental multilateralism.1315
While PPMs measures can be used for achieving environmental and social values, there
are many controversial issues: extraterritoriality, eco-imperialism, and trade protectionism. The
key issue of PPM is the outward purpose—the activities of one country can have adverse
environmental effects on a global scale.1316 The unilateral application of PPMs in a regulating
state targeting the production practices of foreign states raises the questions of extraterritoriality

TRANSFORMING MULTILATERAL DIPLOMACY : THE INSIDE STORY OF THE SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS 9
(2018).
1310
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and interference of state sovereignty.1317 States, particularly developing states as ASEAN
members, opposed the use of PPMs measure by developed states because it conflicts with their
sovereign right over the exploitation of their natural resources according to their developmental
policies, even though this right over natural resources is not exclusive but restricted by certain
international environmental law such as the prevention of transboundary harm,1318 the equitable
use1319 and the common concern.1320 The concept of common concern of humankind indicates
the interest of foreign states in managing environmental resources abroad.1321
The geographical distance between the regulating state and the affected state makes
PPMs enforcement potentially arbitrary since the regulating state may consider all relevant
environmental and economic aspects of the affected state.1322 PPMs can affect the exporting
countries because it puts financial and technological burdens on small producers, particularly
developing countries. After all, they have to adapt their PPMs according to the requirements of
each importing country. PPMs have also received strong resistance from developing countries,
including ASEAN member states because they are considered as eco-imperialism—the
imposition of developed countries’ environmental values interfering with the exporting
countries’ sovereignty.1323 This claim corresponds to the fact that, in reality, only powerful
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states with large markets can efficiently exercise the use of PPMs and induce compliance from
smaller and less developed states.1324 Using trade leverage to bargain for environmental
protection demonstrates an inherent economic inequity in the global trade system. It is often
part of the treaty-making process, which is led by the unilateralism of powerful progressive
states called “policy forging” by Laurence Boisson de Chazournes.1325 Without clear
parameters, PPMs measure can lead to unjust trade restriction, discrimination, and
protectionism.1326 For instance, the developed states with high environmental standard, which
internalize the environmental cost and opt for sustainable production for domestic producers,
may seek to impose the same production burden on foreign producers in order to protect
domestic producers and eliminate the unfair competitive advantage that the exporting states
with the lower environmental standard will have—to counter the environmental dumping and
level the playing field.
There are four types of trade measures concerning PPMs:1327 (i) Fiscal: financial
incentives to promote the use of certain PPM such as taxes, tariffs or subsidies; (ii) Technical:
eco-labeling and packaging requirements for PPMs; (iii) Quantitative: quantitative
requirements or limits on trade for certain products concerning the compliance or noncompliance of PPMs such as trade bans or quotas on products produced by prohibited PPMs;

WTO : Trade-Environment Conflict and the Kyoto Protocol, 10 J. TRANS. L. POL. 71, 100 (2000); and NEUMAYER,
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and (iv) Programmatic: policy measures such as procurement policy technical assistance on
products, firms or country that implement the preferable PPMs. These measures can be
challenged whether they violate GATT/WTO principles.

1.3

The principle of GATT and WTO

The original GATT, including specific agreements covering many trade-related issues,
have been incorporated into WTO Agreement.1328 Many specific agreements such as the
Agreement on Technical Barrier to Trade (TBT Agreement) or the Agreement on the
Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS Agreement) concluded during the
Uruguay Round are part of the Trade Law.1329 The TBT Agreement seeks to prevent member
states from using technical regulations on the nature or content of products as disguised
protection measures for domestic products and promote harmonization of technical regulations
and standards.1330 Under the SPS Agreement, member states can impose regulations concerning
food safety and animal and plant health provided that such regulations are based on scientific
evidence and necessary to protect human, animal, plant life, or health.1331
“WTO system is not a ‘free trade’ system at all, but a carefully constructed compromise
between preferences for open markets and preferences for protection of national interests.”1332
According to Driesen, there are three types of free trade: trade free from discrimination, trade
free from the coercion of governments, and trade free from any regulatory burden. WTO trade
system should stand for trade free from discrimination.1333 Therefore, the main objective is to
reduce trade barriers among members and remove distortions in international markets to ensure
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that goods and services are not discriminated on the basis of their national origins.1334 The
prohibited trade barriers can be tariff or non-tariff barriers.1335 The non-discrimination principle
is a cornerstone of GATT that two core obligations can portray: the Most Favored Nation
(MFN) and the National Treatment.
Under the MFN obligation stated in Article I of GATT,1336 member states of WTO have
to treat “like products” importing from other member states of WTO the same way in terms of
customs duties, taxes, and import rules and standards—member states cannot discriminate
against or favor imported products from certain member states.1337 If member states decide to
give an advantage to an imported product from state A, member states also have to give the
same advantage to like products from all other member states.
Under the National Treatment obligation stated in Article III of GATT, member states
cannot treat imported products from other member states different from domestic like
products.1338 The regulating states have an obligation to ensure that exporting goods receive
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“treatment no less favorable” than the like domestic products.1339 In other words, member states
cannot impose internal regulations or tax on imported products to give an advantage edge for
domestic like products. There are three requirements: the measure must be internal regulation;
the product concerned must be like products; and the like imported products must not be treated
less favorably than domestic products. This principle seeks to prevent discrimination between
imported and domestically produced like products and give the import products equal
opportunities to compete with like domestic products:1340 “to avoid protectionism, requiring
equality of competitive conditions and protecting expectations of equal competitive
relationship.”1341 It does not require identical treatment1342 but rather equality of competitive
conditions between the like products.1343 According to the Seal Product case, the Appellate
Body held that the less favorable treatment would be determined by competition effects—
whether regulatory distinction distorts the competition to the detrimental effects and whether
these detrimental effects are related to the foreign origin of the measure.1344
What are the criteria or requirements to determine the “likeness” of the products? Can
PPMs be one of the aspects distinguishing the likeness of the products? Can the products be
treated as “like” when the PPMs of one product are environmental-friendly manner while
another is highly polluting?1345

internal transportation charges which are based exclusively on the economic operation of the means of transport
and not on the nationality of the product.”
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The key term “like products” are used in both MFN and National Treatment where WTO
members must not discriminate against “like products” from exporting country or “like
products” from different exporting countries. The scope of “like products” determines the
violation under these obligations.1346 The term “like product” is not defined by any
GATT/WTO rules and varies from one provision to another1347 and on a case-by-case basis1348
which poses problems of legal uncertainty and uniform interpretation, making it difficult for
the regulating states to understand the extent of its obligations.
The first approach by the GATT Panel is the objective approach focusing on the product
characteristics.1349 In Spain—Unroasted Coffee, in order to determine whether various types of
unroasted coffee were like products under MFN obligation, the Panel focused on the
characteristics of the products, their end uses, and the tariff regimes of other members and found
that the organoleptic differences resulting from geographical factors (i.e., the taste, smell,
aroma, etc.), cultivation methods, the processing of the beans, and the genetic factor were not
sufficient reasons for products to be unlike and allow for different tariff treatment.1350 The
objective approach focusing merely on the characteristics of the products did not differentiate
the PPMs.
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At the end of the GATT era, the Panel applied the “aim-and-effect” test resulting in
narrower definition of likeness. The test aims to distinguish the regulatory intent of the
measure—two products will be deemed like if the measure distinguishing the two products is
based on discriminating and protectionist intent, which results in protectionist effects.1351 The
objective of the “aim-and-effect” test is to interpret “likeness” according to Article III:1 that
none of the trade regulations and measures shall be applied in a manner to afford protection to
domestic production—the prohibition of discriminatory regulations and measures. This
approach allows the differentiation of products according to PPMs. Robert Hudec observed that
in order to distinguish the de facto discrimination and determine whether the regulation is
discriminatory or not, it is inevitable to consider the “aim and effects” to see whether the aim
of the regulation (i.e., regulatory intent) is protectionist and whether the imposed restriction put
a disproportionate burden on the importing products.

1352

A mere differentiation between

domestic and imported like product is not discrimination by itself because a state may have
legitimate reasons to impose different treatment.1353 It is argued that regulatory choice should
be included in the analysis of origin-neutral measures under Article III1354—banning
protectionism but leaving enough space for the nation to adopt a necessary policy to address
legitimate non-trade concerns.
Later, WTO DSB rejected the aim-and-effect” test and endorse the competition-based
approach in Japan-Alcoholic Beverages decision.1355 In EC—Asbestos and Philippines—
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SIFONIOS, supra note 1272, at 105.
Robert E. Hudec, GATT/WTO Constraints on National Regulation : Requiem for an “Aim and Effects” Test,
32 The International Lawyer , Symposium on the First Three Years of the WTO Dispute Settlement System (FALL
1998), 619-620. See also Amelia Porges & Joel P. Tratchman, Robert Hudec and Domestic Regulation: The
Resurrection of Aim and Effects, 37 J. WORLD TRADE 783, 783-99 (2003).
1353
COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 36.
1354
Donald H. Regan, Further Thoughts on the role of Regulatory Purpose under Article III of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, 37 J. WORLD TRADE Vol. 737,737 (2003).
1355
The Appellate Body rejected the aim and effects test in Japan-Alcoholic Beverages decision by stating that the
proof of trade effects is not required but the determination of “likeness” focuses on the Border Tax Adjustment
factors—physical characteristics, end-uses, consumer perception and tariff classification. AB Report, Japan—
Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages, supra note 1284, at 17-22.
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Distilled Spirits, likeness under National Treatment obligation is “a determination about the
nature and extent of a competitive relationship between and among products”—likeness
depends on whether the products can sufficiently compete with one another.1356 Thus, according
to cases under both MFN and national obligations, all relevant criteria used to determine
“likeness” are: (1) the physical characteristics of the products; (2) the product’s end uses; (3)
consumer’s tastes and habits or consumers’ perceptions and behavior; and (4) the products’
tariff classification.1357 This constitutes a competition-based approach implying the importance
of market demands and customer preferences.
Can competitive relationships or customer preferences render the products unlike upon
the basis of PPMs? To date, there is still no case and jurisprudence to answer the question
explicitely.1358
Upon the competition-based approach, unless the consumers distinguish the products
by their production and process methods, the same products that are different only in terms of
production and process method will be considered as “like” products.1359 For instance, the
question is whether the consumers distinguish the seafood product by the way it was harvested
or farmed or distinguish the product by the emission produced during the production process.
The informed customers may express references for environmental-friendly products and
distinguish the products produced in a sustainable manner. In this way, the PPMs relate to the
product as the customer preferences influence the market position; thus, even PPMs that do not
1356
AB Report, European Communities—Measures Affecting Asbestos and Asbestos Containing Products, para
99, WTO Doc WT/DS135/AB/R (adopted April 5, 2001) and AB Report, Philippines—Distilled Spirits (2012),
para 170.
1357
BOSSCHE & ZDOUC, supra note 1337, at 327.
1358
For instance, there are two cases concerning PPMs measures : Indonesian Automobile and Canada
Automotive. In Indonesian Automobile, Japan, EC and US filed a complaint that Indonesia applied higher custom
duties and sale taxes to import products when the exporting manufacturers did not use sufficient amount of
Indonesian parts or labors. In Canada Automotive , Japan and EC filed a complaint that Canada provided the
import duty exemption for an eligible corporation on the condition that it has manufacturing presence and sufficient
value-added in Canada. Both cases, considering that no parties have invoked the general exception Article XX,
the panel found that the measures were in violation of article I because they origin-based measures. These holdings
may imply that a true origin-neutral PPM may be consistent with Article I. Para 10.29-30
1359
Joel P. Tratchman, WTO Trade and Environment Jurisprudence : Avoiding Environmental Catastrophe, 58
HARV. INT'L L. J. 273, 281 (Spring 2017).
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affect the physical characteristics are product-related PPMs1360 and constitute a degree of
differentiation in the products that have similar physical characteristics.
Nevertheless, it is argued that the customer preferences should not be the baseline for
likeness determination because how customers choose the products does not depends only on
social and environmental aspects, but they rely mainly on their financial status—the wealthier
consumers could choose products according to their interest, but poor consumers will base their
decision on the price.1361 Thus, there is nothing guaranteed that even the well-informed
customers would change their product preferences based solely on the environmental aspects.
The approach reflects consumer preferences and behaviors, but it fails to consider the
information asymmetries and other externalities.1362 The competitive approach, in theory,
would allow the differentiation of products by its PPMs but not in reality.
Tratchman pointed out that the rejection of the “aim-and-effect” test together with the
competition-based approach to determine the likeness of the products leave no rooms for
national regulation and misinterpret the prohibition of discrimination—the decision prohibits
any regulations that have adverse effects on trade competition whether such regulations are
discriminatory or not; therefore, the current jurisprudence is “hostile to legitimate regulatory
distinctions”. 1363
In conclusion, PPMs are not yet recognized by the WTO jurisprudence as a factor
affecting the “likeness” of the products. Products that differ only on the basis of PPMs will be
considered as “like” under both obligations. Hence, if the regulating country uses regulations
or trade measures to treat those products differently, it constitutes a discrimination violating
WTO obligations and needs to be justified under the general exception Article XX.
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Meridith A. Crowley & Robert Howse, Tuna-Dolphin II : A Lega and Economic Analysis of the Appellate
Body Report, 13 WORLD TRADE REV. 321, 321 and 327 (2014).
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COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 35.
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Tratchman, supra note 1359, at 278.
1363
Id. at 284.
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1.4

The general exception clause Article XX of GATT

“The essence of environmental PPMs trade measure is to ‘discriminate’ between
those comply with the PPMs and those who do not.” 1364

Under GATT/WTO principles, member states are free to impose any trade-related
national regulations as long as they do not contradict the non-discrimination principles
described above. However, Article XX of GATT provides general exceptions to the nondiscrimination principles. The use of trade-related measure that is inconsistent with the nondiscrimination principles can be justified under the environmental grounds provided in
Article XX.1365

1364

Gaines, supra note 1290, at 430-431.
Subject to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner which would constitute a means of
arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised
restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption or
enforcement by any contracting party of measures:
(a)
necessary to protect public morals;
(b)
necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health;
(c)
relating to the importations or exportations of gold or silver;
(d)
necessary to secure compliance with laws or regulations which are not inconsistent with the
provisions of this Agreement, including those relating to customs enforcement, the enforcement
of monopolies operated under paragraph 4 of Article II and Article XVII, the protection of
patents, trade marks and copyrights, and the prevention of deceptive practices;
(e)
relating to the products of prison labour;
(f)
imposed for the protection of national treasures of artistic, historic or archaeological value;
(g)
relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effective
in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption;
(h)
undertaken in pursuance of obligations under any intergovernmental commodity agreement
which conforms to criteria submitted to the CONTRACTING PARTIES and not disapproved by
them or which is itself so submitted and not so disapproved;*
(i)
involving restrictions on exports of domestic materials necessary to ensure essential quantities
of such materials to a domestic processing industry during periods when the domestic price of
such materials is held below the world price as part of a governmental stabilization plan;
Provided that such restrictions shall not operate to increase the exports of or the protection
afforded to such domestic industry, and shall not depart from the provisions of this Agreement
relating to non-discrimination;
(j)
essential to the acquisition or distribution of products in general or local short supply; Provided
that any such measures shall be consistent with the principle that all contracting parties are
entitled to an equitable share of the international supply of such products, and that any such
measures, which are inconsistent with the other provisions of the Agreement shall be
discontinued as soon as the conditions giving rise to them have ceased to exist. The
CONTRACTING PARTIES shall review the need for this sub-paragraph not later than 30 June
1960.
1365
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Under Article XX, there are two exceptions on environmental grounds for trade-related
measure:
(i)

Trade-related measures are necessary to protect human, animal, or plant life or
health;1366

(ii)

Trade-related measures relate to the conservation of exhaustible natural
resources, provided that such measures are made effective in conjunction with
restrictions on domestic production or consumption.1367

Both environmental exceptions are subject to the introductory clause or the Chapeau
clauseof Article XX requiring that such trade-related measures must not be applied in a manner
constituting arbitrary and unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same
conditions prevail or a disguised restriction on international trade.1368 The permissibility of
measures under Article XX must strike a balance between the right of members to invoke the
exception and the duty to respect the obligations.1369 The emphasis is placed on objectives and
implements procedures of the disputed regulation and measure.
Article XX accepts that discrimination is acceptable if it is justified on the
environmental ground and guard against arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination. By focusing
on the manner of how such trade measure is applied, the chapeau clause aims to screen out the
use of trade-related measures as a protection mechanism for domestic products. Some countries
may impose trade-related measure such as bans, quotas, or standards on imported products
claiming that they are necessary for environmental protection. Nevertheless, those measures
could be used as a disguised restriction on international trade to protect domestic production.

General
Agreement
on
Tariffs
and
Trade
Art
XX,
1947,
available
at
http://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/gatt47_01_e.htm (last visited 20 March, 2019)
1366
Id. at (b)
1367
Id. at (g)
1368
Id.
1369
United States—Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products, WTO Doc. WT/DS58/R and
WT/DS58/AB/R, para 106-107.
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This could happen mainly when the importing state has a stringent environmental policy
requiring the domestic manufacturers to internalize environmental externalities (using clean
energy for production or cleaning waste before releasing it to the environment). Therefore, the
price of domestic products is higher than the imported products from exporting countries that
have less stringent environmental policies and do not take into account environmental
externalities.
The importing countries may impose trade measures to eliminate the competitive
advantages of cheap imported products and help the domestic products. Additionally, trade
measure could be used in the case where the importing country wants to protect domestic
manufacturers, especially small or medium manufacturers, who produce high-quality products
in conventional ways (home-made/handmade products) from low-quality imported products
manufactured by big industrialized manufacturers who can produce a massive number of
products at a lower price.
Environmental protection serves only part of exceptions to the main obligations.
Therefore, it is crucial to examine how far WTO panels are willing to allow justification under
Article XX in light of environmental protection.

2.

THE POTENTIAL APPLICATION OF WTO RULES ON ASEAN TRADERELATED ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
Under general exceptions Article XX of GATT, member states may impose

environmental trade measures, even if it may create trade barriers and contravene nondiscrimination obligations. If such measure is necessary to protect the environment or relates
to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources, provided that such measure must be
applied in a non-arbitrary and justifiable manner and must not be a disguised restriction in
international trade. This part argues that WTO leaves sufficient space for environmental
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protection through the imposition of PPMs measure. It analyzes three potential cases
concerning the unilateral PPMs measures employed by the EU as an ASEAN trading partner—
the rules to combat illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing (IUU), the phasing out of palm
oil, and the ban on microplastic and single-use plastics. These PPMs measures directly affect
ASEAN member states because they target the PPMs of ASEAN main exporting products. Each
case of PPMs measure discusses the potential violation and possible environmental justification
under WTO rules. By discussing WTO’s rulings of comparable cases, the discussion unfolds
how the panel and Appellate Body interpret Article XX and set the thresholds for environmental
justification.

2.1

The EU’s rules to combat illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing
(IUU): Unilateral environmental trade measure based on multilateral
environmental agreements1370

The EU’s IUU regulation may constitute a quantitative restriction violating Article XI
GATT, and it may be regarded as discrimination against “like products” violating the MFN
obligation under Article I. This subpart unfolds how the measure can be justified under
Article XX (g) by analyzing the thresholds set by the Appellate Body in the U.S.Shrimp/Dolphin case concerning the inward/outward-looking PPMs measure with sufficient
territorial nexus and solid multilateral supports for both its purpose and its application of trade
measure.
2.1.1 Potential conflict and violation
The EU Regulation to prevent, deter and eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated
fishing (IUU) entered into force on 1 January 2010.1371 The EU’s IUU is a unilateral trade

1370

See the discussion on the EU’s IUU application with ASEAN member states in chapter IV part 2.1.2
Council Regulation (EC) No 1005/2008 of 29 September 2008 establishing a Community system to prevent,
deter and eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing, amending Regulations (EEC) No 2847/93, (EC)
No 1936/2001 and (EC) No 601/2004 and repealing Regulations (EC) No 1093/94 and (EC) No 1447/1999,
1371
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measure principally aiming to protect fish stocks, species, and the marine environment.1372 It
also aims to protect legitimate fishing operators who conduct sustainable fishing but lose their
competitive advantage due to unfair practice that threatens food security and socio-economic
conditions.1373 As a precondition for the importation, all fishery products have to obtain the
catch certificate confirming the legality and conformity of the fishing practice.1374 All fishery
products obtained from IUU fishing are banned from importation.1375 Many ASEAN coastal
member states have been affected by this trade measure—Cambodia was blacklisted in 2014,
and several member states were given a yellow card as a warning to address the IUU problems
in their countries.1376 Suppose the situation is not improved after warning. In that case, the EU
can decide to blacklist these countries, and all fishery products caught by vessels flying the flag
of these countries will be prohibited from importation.
Article XI does not allow prohibitions or restrictions other than duties, taxes, or other
charges, whether made effective through quotas, import or export licenses, or other
measures.1377 Under the MFN obligation,1378 WTO member states cannot discriminate against

available
at
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02008R100520110309&from=EN and Commission Regulation (EC) No 1010/2009 of 22 October 2009 laying down detailed
rules for the implementation of Council Regulation (EC) No 1005/2008 establishing a Community system to
prevent, deter and eliminate illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing, available at https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:02009R1010-20130917&from=EN
1372
See Council Regulation (EC) No 1005/2008 Article 3 for actions considered as engaging IUU fishing.
1373
https://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/sites/fisheries/files/docs/publications/2019-tackling-iuu-fishing_en.pdf
1374
Council Regulation (EC) No 1005/2008
Article 12 (2) To ensure the effectiveness of the prohibition established in paragraph 1, fishery products shall only
be imported into the Community when accompanied by a catch certificate in conformity with this Regulation.
Article 12 (3) The catch certificate referred to in paragraph 2 shall be validated by the flag State of the fishing
vessel or fishing vessels which made the catches from which the fishery products have been obtained. It shall be
used to certify that such catches have been made in accordance with applicable laws, regulations and international
conservation and management measures.
1375
Council Regulation (EC) No 1005/2008 Article 12 (1) The importation into the Community of fishery products
obtained from IUU fishing shall be prohibited.
1376
https://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/sites/fisheries/files/illegal-fishing-overview-of-existing-procedures-thirdcountries_en.pdf
1377
The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT 1947) Article XI : No prohibitions or restrictions other
than duties, taxes or other charges, whether made effective through quotas, import or export licences or other
measures, shall be instituted or maintained by any contracting party on the importation of any product of the
territory of any other contracting party or on the exportation or sale for export of any product destined for the
territory of any other contracting party. https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/gatt47_01_e.htm
1378
See the discussion on “like product” in section 1.2
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or favor “like” imported products. The EU’s IUU measure is a non-product-related PPMs
measure differentiating fishery products only by their harvesting methods, and as discussed
earlier, the WTO jurisprudence still does not recognize PPMs as factors affecting the likeness
of the products; thus, fishery products harvested in different manners will be considered as like
products requiring same treatment under MFN rule. Therefore, the prohibition of importation
on the basis of non-compliance to the EU’s IUU fishing regulations may violate Article XI
GATT (quantitative restriction) and Article I MFN obligation and require justification under
Article XX.

2.1.2 Environmental justification
Suppose the violation is established and the EU has to seek justification under
Article XX (b) or (g), the PPMs measures aiming to protect fish stocks of IUU can be regarded
as measure necessary for the protection of animal life and health or measure relating to the
conservation of exhaustible resources.1379
Under Article XX, trade measures necessary to protect the environment or relate to the
conservation of exhaustible resources can be justified. What kind of trade measures can be
justified under Article XX (b) and (g)? Does it include the trade measure concerning the
production or processing methods of the product? According to WTO’s decision on the U.S.Shrimp/Turtle case, the non-product-related PPMs measure can be justified under Article XX
if applied in a non-arbitrary and justifiable manner according to the chapeau clause. 1380

1379

In the case of slave labor (IUU), the moral exception under Article XX (a) can be used for social and human
rights concern. See more Charnovitz, supra note 1298; and Angelica Bonfanti & Marta Bordignon, ‘Seafood from
Slaves’: The Pulitzer Prize in the Light of the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights, 8 GLOB
POLICY 498, 498-504 (November 2017).
1380
Previously it was perceived that GATT/WTO rules prohibit non-product-related PPMs measure. This
perception arose from the GATT’s decision on US-Tuna/Dolphin case in the early 1990s. In US-Tuna/Dolphin, a
case where the United States banned the importation of tuna caught with techniques that results in an incidental
kill of marine mammals in excess of U.S. practice, the panel concluded that U.S. importation ban on tuna
concerned the process of tuna harvesting rather than tuna as a product and could not be qualified for justification
under Article XX because of its extraterritorial application. This decision directed on the extraterritorial issue and
did not rule that non-product-related PPMs measure cannot be justified under Article XX. The panel concerns
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In U.S.—Shrimp/Turtle case, the U.S. law prohibited the importation of shrimp
harvested in a way that might harm sea turtles unless the exporting countries were certified by
the U.S. administration as having regulatory programs to prevent incidental mortality of turtle
comparable to that of the U.S. (Turtle Excluder Devices or TEDs) or it was certified as having
a fishing environment that did not pose a threat to sea turtles.1381
From this case, the Appellate Body established four significant elements for
environmental justification under Article XX (g): what constitutes “exhaustible natural
resources”?; where is the location of concerns (inward or outward/territorial or
extraterritorial)?; whether the international community and multilateral instruments
support the concerns and measure?; and whether the measure is applied in a nonarbitrary manner?
First, the Appellate Body interpreted the term “exhaustible natural resources” in an
evolutionary manner by taking into account the “contemporary concerns of the community
of nations about the protection and the conservation of the environment.”1382 Sea turtles
are vulnerable marine resources, and many of them are accidentally caught by the shrimp trawl
nets and drown.1383 There are seven recognized sea turtle species listed in Appendix I of the
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES)
and listed on the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) red list as vulnerable,

about the extra-jurisdictional interpretation of article XX because it would allow for unilateral measures and
jeopardize the multilateral framework of GATT. The U.S. also failed to show that it had exhausted all possible
options. The panel concerns is more about the unilateralism but unilateralism is not equivalent to extraterritoriality.
United States-Restrictions on Imports of Tuna, panel report (DS21/R) circulated 3 September 1991 (Not Adopted)
paras 5.27, 5.28 and 5.31. and COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 68.
1381
Appellate Body Report, United States—Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products,
WT/DS58/AB/R (Oct. 12, 1998),
1382
AB Report, U.S.—Shrimp, para 129. In U.S.—Gasoline, the Panel also held that clean air is considered as an
exhaustible natural resources as it can be depleted. Panel Report, United States—Standard for Reformulated and
Conventional Gasoline, WT/DS2/R (Adopted 20 May 1996 and modified by AB Report, WT/DS2/AB/R), para
6.37.
1383
Information About Sea Turtles : Threats From Commercial Trawl Fishing, Sea Turtle Conservancy,
https://conserveturtles.org/information-sea-turtles-threats-commercial-trawl-fishing/
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endangered, or critically endangered. They are also listed as endangered and threatened under
the U.S. Endangered Species Act.1384
Second, the Appellate Body held that the U.S. measure could be justified under GATT
Article XX by assuming that there was “sufficient nexus”1385 between the exhaustible natural
resource to be protected and the country enacting the environmental measure because the sea
turtles migrated into U.S. water.1386 Those seven species of turtle listed as endangered in the
MEAs live along the U.S. coast and traverse through U.S. waters.1387 They are migratory
species and can be found throughout the world ocean. Likely, the harvest of shrimp products in
exporting countries that caused turtle deaths affects the U.S. marine ecosystem. However, the
extent of substantial effects or magnitude of impacts could not be obtained.
Third, while multilateral environmental agreements support the concern of turtle
conservation, the U.S. trade measure in question is not. CITES supports sea turtle protection
and conservation, but it does not require the use of trade measure.1388 The Convention on the
Conservation of Migratory Species and Wild Animals (CMS) recognizes the need to protect
sea turtles by only emphasizing the significance of cooperation with all relevant parties.1389
Cooreman noted that “the use of TED is required by the Inter-American Convention for the
Protection and Conservation of Sea Turtles (IAC), a Caribbean/Western Atlantic regional
agreement with only 12 signatories at the time, including the U.S.; but to which none of the
complainants were signatories.”1390 Though the U.S. cannot rely on IAC as the complaints were
not a party to it, IAC can be taken into consideration to demonstrate that TED is used in other

1384

Sea Turtle Species at Risk, FWS (Sep. 2007) https://www.fws.gov/home/feature/2007/seaturtles2.pdf
The sufficient nexus stated by the Appellate Body is likely to connect with the environmental grounds under
Article XX—whether the regulating state employing PPMs measure has enough connecting ground to the
environmental objectives it wish to protect. However, it is interesting to discuss in the future if such nexus can
expand to include other social and moral causes such as fishing fleets employing slave or child labors.
1386
AB Report, U.S.—Shrimp at para 133
1387
Sea Turtle Species at Risk, supra note 1384.
1388
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (1973) Appendix I.
1389
The Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species and Wild Animals 1979.
1390
Inter-American Convention for the Protection and Conservation of Sea Turtles 1996. COOREMAN, supra note
1315, at 191.
1385
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jurisdictions.1391 To the very least, it has a multilateral touch and is not a unilateral measure
used only by the U.S. The U.S. trade measure was “reasonably related to the ends” of
conserving endangered species.1392 The “means and ends relationship” of banning shrimp
imports and protecting the turtle was “close and real,” and the trade measure was “not
inappropriately wide in its scope and reach.”1393
Nevertheless, the U.S. measure was taken in an arbitrary and unjustified manner which
was inconsistent with the chapeau clause of Article XX because the application of the measure
“does not allow for any inquiry into the appropriateness of the regulatory program for the
conditions prevailing in those exporting countries.”1394 One crucial question is whether the U.S.
has made sufficient attempts to engage in “across the board negotiations with the objective of
concluding bilateral or multilateral agreements.”1395 The Appellate Body found that the U.S.
failed to negotiate with the exporting countries and make administrative determination more
flexible by considering exporting countries’ circumstances and providing an opportunity for the
affected exporting countries to appeal.1396 The U.S. should be more sensitive to the conditions
in each affected exporting country since the exporting countries may have adopted other
protective measures for turtle conservation. The process of banning did not meet the standard
of transparency and fairness. 1397 Therefore, the legality of PPMs under Article XX depends
both on environmental grounds and on its implementation.1398
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COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 191.
AB Report, U.S.—Shrimp at 141.
1393
Id. at para 141.
1394
Id. at para 164-165 and 184.
1395
Id. at para 166.
1396
Id. at para 166, 171, 177-182.
1397
In 2000, Malaysia complained that the U.S. did not correct the regulation to comply with the AB report;
nevertheless, the Panel ruled in favor of the U.S. by stating that the US has made “serious good faith efforts to
negotiate and international agreement, taking into account the situations of the other negotiating countries”.
Malaysia appealed and AB upheld the Panel finding that the US was in compliance because the regulation provided
sufficient flexibility to foreign countries and the Article XX does not require the regulating state to “anticipate and
provide explicitly for the specific conditions prevailing and evolving in every individual WTO member”. WTO
AB Report on United States Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products, Recourse to Article 21.5
by Malaysia, WT/DS58/AB/RW (October 22, 2001), para 96, 149 and 153.
1398
Charnovitz, supra note 1290, at 110.
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Similar to the U.S.—Shrimp/turtle case, the EU’s IUU is an origin-neutral regulation
applying to all exporting states; the IUU measure has both inward and outward looking
purposes; and the nature of concern is shared among the international community. The measure
aims to protect the sustainability of fish that can at one point migrate through the EU water;
thus, it can establish a sufficient territorial nexus. Fish stocks are common exhaustible
resources. The depletion of fish stock will have a direct, substantial, and foreseeable impact on
the EU biodiversity, the marine ecosystem, and food supply chain.1399
Furthermore, the concern over IUU fishing and fish stock depletion is wildly recognized
in regional and international forums.1400 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS) recognizes the principle of sustainable and shared use of the high sea.1401 The Food
and Agricultural Organization (FAO) Compliance Agreement1402 and UN Fish Stock
Agreement1403 are binding agreement for broad fisheries framework. There are also soft law
instruments such as the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries1404 and many UN
Resolutions on sustainable fisheries.1405 The FAO 2001 Plan of Action is also a voluntary nonbinding agreement to address IUU fishing by incorporating in national, regional, and
international legal instruments.1406
Two elements are significantly different from the U.S.—Shrimp/turtle case: the EU
trade measure is supported by multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs), and such
measure is applied in a non-arbitrary manner.

1399

COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 206.
FAO, The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture : Opportunities and Challenges (2014) ; FAO/UNEP,
Report of the Expert Meeting on Impacts of Destructive Fishing Practice, Unsustainable Fishing, and Illegal,
Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) Fishing on Marine Biodiversity and Habitats, September 2009, FOA Report
No.932, FIRF/R932.
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United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (1982) Part III.
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Organization
(FAO)
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http://www.fao.org/3/X3130M/x3130m.pdf
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UN Fish Stock Agreement, https://daccess-ods.un.org/TMP/1297468.69206429.html
1404
FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries, http://www.fao.org/3/v9878e/v9878e00.htm
1405
UN Resolutions on sustainable fisheries, http://sdg.iisd.org/news/unga-adopts-resolution-on-sustainablefisheries/
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First, the EU’s IUU is mainly based on international and regional instruments. Catch
certificates to identify the origin and vessel blacklisting are commonly used in Regional
Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs).1407 The FAO 2001 Plan of Action stated that
“trade-related measures should only be used in exceptional circumstances, where other
measures have proven unsuccessful to prevent, deter, and eliminate IUU fishing, and only after
prior consultation with interest states.”1408 Thus, the measure can fall in the category of treaty
obligation, MEAs authorizing trade measures, MEAs protecting concerns, or soft laws.
Second, the application of EU trade measures should be considered as justifiable. Before
blacklisting and banning the fishery products from exporting countries, the EU provides a preidentification step and opens a formal dialogue with the exporting countries to give a warning
and an opportunity for the exporting countries to address the IUU problems.1409 The dialogue
continues even after the exporting countries got identified (red card) or blacklisted. To be
delisted, the EU demands the state to comply with international obligations by adopting
necessary legislation—demanding legislative change to be in accordance with international
norms.1410 To do this, the EU does not impose new norms. Instead, it acts as an enforcer of
international obligations.1411 In this sense, the unilateral EU’s IUU trade measure is a significant
factor in solving the global fishery problem.1412 It uses unilateral trade measures to incentivize

1407

The International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT), Inter-American Tropical Tuna
Commission (IATTC), Indian Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC), Western & Central Pacific Fisheries Commission
(WCPFC), Northeast Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC), Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organisation
(NAFO) and the Commission for the Conservation of the Antarctic Living Marine Resources (CCAMLR) have
vessel listing measures. Available at https://www.iccat.int/en/ ; https://www.iattc.org/VesselDataBaseENG.htm ;
https://www.iotc.org/iotc-iuu-list ; https://www.neafc.org/mcs/iuu ; https://www.wcpfc.int/wcpfc-iuu-vessel-list ;
https://www.nafo.int/Fisheries/IUU;
and
https://www.ccamlr.org/en/compliance/illegal-unreported-andunregulated-iuu-fishing
1408
FAO, International Plan of Action to Prevent, Deter and Eliminate Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated
Fishing, para 66, http://www.fao.org/3/a-y1224e.pdf
1409
Tackling IUU Fishing, EU, https://ec.europa.eu/fisheries/sites/fisheries/files/docs/publications/2019-tacklingiuu-fishing_en.pdf
1410
COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 215.
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Id. at 215-216.
1412
Rashid Sumaila, Trade Policy Options for Sustainable Oceans and Fisheries, ICTSD and WEF, 17 (2016);
and Magaret A. Young, Trade-Related Measures to Address Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated Fishing , ICTSD
and WEF (2015).
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other states to adopt sustainable fishery practice according to international standards by
considering the other state’s relevant circumstances and offering cooperation, necessary
assistance, and management instruments.
Therefore, the EU’s IUU scheme is likely to be consistent with WTO rules and should
be justifiable according to Article XX (g).

2.2

The phasing out of palm oil under the EU’s Renewal Energy Directive
(RED): The extraterritorial effect of PPM-based trade measure

The phasing out of palm oil under the EU’s Renewal Energy Directive (RED) may
violate National Treatment or Most-Favored Nation principle (GATT Article I or III) because
based on a competition-based approach, the measure may cause de facto discrimination in favor
of domestic or other foreign like products. For the environmental justification, there is a
question of the extraterritorial effect of PPM-based trade measure because a part of the
measure’s objectives aims to protect environmental concern locating entirely outside the
territory of the regulating state; thus, there is no sufficient territorial nexus. The subpart unfolds
the extraterritorial reach of the PPMs measure and how the RED measure can be justified under
Article XX due to the obligations under multilateral environmental agreements.

2.2.1 Potential conflict and violation
Biofuel is a fuel derived from biomass such as plant or animal waste. There are two
kinds: crop biofuel (the first generation) and advanced biofuels (second generation) made from
sustainable feedstock such as animal wastes. The crop biofuel is the main ingredient for
biofuel.1413 As discussed earlier in chapters III and IV, the detrimental environmental effects
are the unsustainable production process of palm oil that intensifies deforestation and emission.
1413

See Satya Narayan Naik et al, Production of First and Second Generation Biofuels: A Comprehensive Review,
14 RENEW. SUSTAIN. ENERGY REV. 578, 578-597 (2010).
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Due to higher demand for palm oil, palm oil cultivation vastly expands, causing agriculture of
food crops to expand in non-crop lands. The expansion of land use for plantations and
agriculture can diminish forest areas—the indirect land-use change (ILUC). There is a
significant link between palm oil expansion and land-use change in high carbon stock areas—
deforestation and peat drainage—in the Southeast Asia region, Indonesia and Malaysia in
particular.1414 There is also evidence that palm oil plantations’ concession was made on the
peatlands in Indonesia, which would further cause higher emissions.1415
To mitigate the problem of unsustainable PPMs of biofuel crops, the EU’s Renewable
Energy Directive (RED)1416 sets the emission thresholds and land use requirements to grant tax
credits to renewable fuel resources that fit the main sustainable criteria aiming for carbon saving
and protecting biodiversity.1417 In March 2019, EC European Commission approved the
delegated Act introducing a new approach to address emissions from indirect land-use change
(ILUC) associated with the production of biofuels, bioliquids, and biomass fuels. 1418 This

1414

E.g., Kimberly M. Carlson et al, Carbon Emissions from Forest Conversion by Kalimantan Oil Palm
Plantations, 3 NAT. CLIM. CHANG. 283, 283-287 (2013); Kimberly M. Carlson et al., Committed Carbon
Emissions, Deforestation, and Community Land Conversion from Oil Palm Plantation Expansion in West
Kalimantan, Indonesia, 109 PNAS , May 8, 2012, 7559-7564, https://www.pnas.org/content/109/19/7559/ ; Fatwa
Ramdani & Masateru Hino, Land Use Changes and GHG Emissions from Tropical Forest Conversion by Oil Palm
Plantations
in
Riau
Province,
Indonesia,
PLOS
ONE
(July
30,
2013),
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0070323 ; Petrus Gunarso et al, Oil Palm and
Land Use Change in Indonesia, Malaysia and Papua New Guinea, Reports from the Technical Panels of the 2nd
Greenhouse Gas Working Group of the Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) (2012); and Birka Wicke et
al., Exploring Land Use Changes and the Role of Palm Oil Production in Indonesia and Malaysia, 28 LAND USE
POLICY 193, 193-206 (2011).
1415
See discussion on palm oil plantation and conversion of peatlands in chapter III (Root cause of haze pollution).
1416
Directive (EU) 2018/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 on the
promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018L2001&from=EN The original version was Directive 2009/28/EC of
The European Parliament and of the Council of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy from
renewable sources and amending and subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC. Available
at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32009L0028&from=EN
1417
Sustainability Criteria, EU, https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/topics/renewable-energy/biofuels/sustainabilitycriteria
1418
“ILUC emissions can occur when pasture or agricultural land previously destined for food and feed markets is
diverted to the production of fuels from biomass. The food and feed demand will still need to be satisfied either
through intensification of current production or by bringing non-agricultural land into production elsewhere. In
the latter case, ILUC (conversion of non-agricultural land into agricultural land to produce food or feed) can lead
to the release of GHG emissions, especially when it affects land with high carbon stock such as forests, wetlands
and peat land. These GHG emissions can be significant and could negate some or all of the GHG emission savings
of individual biofuels. In order to address this issue, the Directive sets national limits, which will gradually
decrease to zero by 2030, for high ILUC-risk biofuels, bioliquids and biomass fuels produced from food or feed
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means the phasing out of palm oil—palm oil will not be counted as targets of renewable energy
in the EU and no longer qualified for tax exception. The EU member states can still import
palm oil as it is not a ban, but without tax exemption, palm oil will have less advantage in the
market, and the demand will likely decrease. 1419
Does the EU’s RED compatible with GATT/WTO?
The subpart argues that the measure under RED may violate National Treatment or
Most-Favored Nation principle (GATT Article I or III). According to the competition-based
approach, the measure may cause de facto discrimination in favor of domestic or other foreign
like products.1420 Lendle and Shaus share a similar view. They found that “the directive is
mostly in line with obligations under GATT Agreement, though certain elements could likely
be considered a violation of WTO’s non-discrimination principle under both Article I and III.
In the alternative, non-sustainable biofuel is subject to the restriction on importation within the
European Union, which violates GATT Article XI.1421

crops for which a significant expansion of the production area into land with high carbon stock is observed. These
limits will affect the amount of these fuels that can be counted when calculating the overall national share of
renewables and the share of renewables in transport. Therefore, Member States will still be able to import and use
fuels affected by the limits, but they will not be able to consider them as renewable energy and therefore they will
not be able either to count them for their renewable targets.” Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) .../... of
13.3.2019 supplementing Directive (EU) 2018/2001 as regards the determination of high indirect land-use changerisk feedstock for which a significant expansion of the production area into land with high carbon stock is observed
and the certification of low indirect land- use change-risk biofuels, bioliquids and biomass fuels. Available at
https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/2_en_act_part1_v3.pdf
1419
The EU’s RED is the source of trade conflict with Indonesia and Malaysia since palm oil biofuel imported
from Malaysia is not qualified for the credit because its emission is only 19% less than the traditional fossil fuel.
Without the credit, the palm oil biofuel cannot compete with the European rapeseed oil biofuel that qualified for
tax credits. Malaysia criticizes the application of the directive as arbitrary and disguised trade protectionism or
“green protectionism” which is contradict to WTO trade rules. The EU directive for the importation of palm oil
aims to screen out the products not because of the products itself but for unsustainable production and process
methods (PPMs) of such products. Meredith, supra note 958, at 403 ;and Fredrik Erixon, Green Protectionism in
the European Union: How Europe’s Biofuels Policy and the Renewable Energy Directive Violate WTO
Commitments, ECIPE, 2009, at 1, 2 and 29, https://ecipe.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/green-protectionism-inthe-european-union-how-europe2019s-biofuels-policy-and-the-renewable-energy-directive-violate-wtocommitments.pdf
1420
In contrast, Myhre stressed that the phasing out of palm oil may decrease demand for palm oil biofuels due to
the fact that palm oil is no longer qualify for tax exemption under the RED but it cannot be considered as trade
restriction under WTO agreements. Robert Myhre, Memorandum on Phase Out of Palm Oil and Soy Oil as Biofuel
Feedstocks-Analysis under WTO Agreements, Myhre & Co Advokatfirma AS (February 14, 2019),
https://www.transportenvironment.org/sites/te/files/publications/notat4.pdf
1421
Andreas Lendle & Malorie Schaus, Sustainability Criteria in the EU Renewable Energy Directive : Consistent
with WTO Rules ?, ICTSD, 2010, at 1, 15.
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First, since the RED aims at PPMs of the biofuels, biofuels that were treated differently
only due to PPMs will still be considered as like products under both articles—in the eyes of
trade rules, unsustainable produced biofuels and sustainable produced biofuels are like products
that should not be treated differently. The second question is whether the sustainability criteria
set by RED discriminate between domestic and foreign like products or between foreign like
products. Is there a distinction made based on origin regarding advantage (Article I) or
favorable treatment (Article III)? Since the regulation applies to both domestic and worldwide
palm oil biofuels producers, regardless of the origins, there is no regulatory (de jure)
discrimination; however, de facto discrimination can be established from both GHG emission
saving and land use requirements.
For GHG saving requirements, the transport emission in calculating GHG emission
could lead to origin-based discrimination because the transport emission of biofuels produced
in the EU is by fact much lower than the imported biofuels. Most palm oil biofuels are produced
in the Southeast Asia region, Indonesia and Malaysia. They require long-distance
transportation; thus, the disadvantage is apparent.1422 The GHG saving threshold set at 35% is
advantageous for the EU-grown crops (rapeseed, beets, or sunflower are around 38–40%) for
biofuels and arguably designed to discriminate against foreign biofuels.1423 However, if the
threshold will be pushed higher to 50–60%, none of the biofuels will be eligible, so it is hard to
make the argument that the regulation is designed to discriminate or favor a specific country.1424
For the land-use requirements, Article 17(3) to (5) of the directive, there are three
criteria for land use—biofuels cannot be grown in highly biodiverse land, land with high carbon
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Id. at 7.
Han Nicholas Jong, Europe, in Bid to Phase Out Palm Biofuel, Leaves Fans and Foes Dismayed, MONGABAY
(Mar. 15, 2019), https://news.mongabay.com/2019/03/europe-in-bid-to-phase-out-palm-biofuel-leaves-fans-andfoes-dismayed/ ; Gayatri Suroyo & Fransiska Nangoy, Indonesia to Challenge ‘Discriminative’ EU Directive on
Palm Oil, REUTERS (Jan. 31, 2019), https://uk.reuters.com/article/us-indonesia-eu-palmoil/indonesia-tochallenge-discriminative-eu-directive-on-palm-oil-idUKKCN1PP0VW ; and Sara Stefanini, EU Set to Tighten
Rules
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Biofuels,
CLIMATE
CHANGE
NEWS
(Apr.
2,
2019),
https://www.climatechangenews.com/2019/02/04/eu-set-tighten-rules-palm-oil-biofuels/
1424
Lendle & Shaus, supra note 1421, at 8.
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stock, and peatlands.1425 The requirements may cause de facto discrimination directly at palm
oil produced mainly in Indonesia and Malaysia because most palm oil production has to be
grown in the tropical climate region. All types of the environment listed in the land-use
requirements are more inclined to be exploited for plantations. As discussed earlier, palm oil
concessions in peatlands and other biodiverse forests are common in Indonesia and
Malaysia.1426 Thus, palm oil biofuels from both countries may not be sustainable according to
the directive. Hence, the measure under RED may violate National Treatment or Most-Favored
Nation principle of GATT Article I or III.

2.2.2 Environmental justification
In case of WTO’s rules violation, the EU’s RED may be justifiable under the general
exception Article XX (g) as measures relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural
resources, provided that the measure is applied in a non-discrimination and non-arbitrary
manner according to the chapeau clause. The RED aims to protect the forest, climate, and other
natural resources and species which are exhaustible natural resources from the unsustainable
production of palm oil.1427 Therefore, the measure is “reasonably related”1428 to the
conservation of exhaustible natural resources.

1425

Directive (EU) 2018/2001 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 December 2018 on the
promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources. Available at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32018L2001&from=EN
1426
Varada S. Shevade & Tatiana V. Loboda, Oil Palm Plantations in Peninsular Malaysia: Determinants and
Constraints
on
Expansion,
PLOS
ONE
(Feb.
20,
2019),
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0210628 ; Rhett A. Butler, Palm Oil is a Major
Driver of Peatlands Destruction in Indonesian Borneo, MONGABAY (Apr. 27, 2012),
https://news.mongabay.com/2012/04/palm-oil-is-a-major-driver-of-peatlands-destruction-in-indonesianborneo/ ; Mike Gaworecki, Peatland Emissions From Oil Palm Conversion Highly Understated: Report,
MONGABAY (July 15, 2015), https://news.mongabay.com/2015/07/peatland-emissions-from-oil-palm-conversionhighly-understated-report/
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Tropical rainforest and clean air are exhaustible natural resources. See Panel Report, United States – Standard
for Reformulated and Conventional Gasoline, WT/DS2/R (adopted January 29, 1996), para 6. 36 and Causes of
Rainforests Destruction, Rainforest Conservation Fund, https://www.rainforestconservation.org/rainforestprimer/3-rainforests-in-peril-deforestation/d-causes-of-tropical-rainforest-destruction/
1428
The term was used in US-Shrimp. The AP concluded that the US import ban of shrimp was “reasonably
related” to the turtle conservation. AB Report, US—Shrimp at para 142.
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Considering the threshold set by the U.S.—Shrimp/Turtle ruling, there are two issues to
be addressed in this case: the location of concern and the multilateral support for the
environmental purpose. These two factors are relatively connected. The more inward-looking
PPMs measure is, the less multilateral support it needs for justification.1429
The territorial connection of environmental concern or extraterritoriality is significant,
mainly because RED is an inward/outward-looking PPMs measure for climate protection but
an outward-looking PPMs measure for biodiversity conservation. The outward-looking PPM
measure is problematic because it can be accepted if there is sufficient nexus to the regulating
state. However, it is still unclear when the nexus will be considered sufficient.1430 The question
is whether WTO allows justification of the non-product-related PPMs measure intended to
protect the environment or natural resource located entirely outside the territory of the states
enacting such measure. What is the extraterritorial reach of PPMs measure under the
environmental justification of Article XX?
First, it is necessary to distinguish between the extraterritorial exercise of enforcement
jurisdiction (enforcement of jurisdiction abroad) and the extraterritorial effect of PPMs measure
enforced within the state’s territory. For PPMs measure, it is the matter of extraterritorial effect
but not the extraterritorial enforcement.
In the view of international law, extraterritoriality refers to the exercise of jurisdiction
(prescriptive, enforcement and judicial) outside a state’s territory or jurisdiction.1431 PPMs
1429

See discussion on taxonomy of PPMs measure in part 1.2 and implication of WTO rulings in part 2.4.
COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 80. In Tuna II case under TBT agreement, the AB accepts that the legitimate
regulatory goal may include the protection of dolphin outside the territorial jurisdiction of the regulating state
(outward-looking PPMs) —even though this does not mean that the jurisprudence of Article XX will follow the
same path allowing the justification of outward-looking PPMs, it is a step forward towards such direction.
Tratchman, supra note 1359, at 299.
1431
The degree of intrusion depends on the type of exercised jurisdiction. There are three types of state jurisdiction:
prescriptive jurisdiction is the power of state to enact the law and regulations; enforcement of jurisdiction is the
power of state to enforce the law; and judicial jurisdiction is the power of state to adjudicate the disputes. To
exercise these state’s jurisdictions, there are five following principles : (i) The subjective territory principle, the
most common basis of state jurisdiction, allows states to exercise jurisdictions over persons and activities within
their territories; (ii) The effects principle or objective territorial principle allows states to exercise jurisdictions
over actions or activities occurring abroad that have substantial effects within their territories; (iii) The nationality
principle allows states to exercise jurisdictions over their nationals wherever they are; (iv) The universal principle
1430
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measure targets foreign production processes to address environmental concerns located
probably outside the territory of the regulating state. However, the measure will be activated
only when exporting countries seek market access of regulating country; thus, the regulating
country is not prescribing the foreign activity, but only conditioning market access upon the
compliance with their standard.1432 The prescription and enforcement of the regulation occur
within the territory of the importing state. The producers in exporting countries are still free to
choose their export markets, but if they choose to export to the regulating state’s market, they
need to comply with the standard. This way, PPMs measures do not regulate the production
practice abroad. Instead, they affect or incentivize such production.1433 Therefore, PPMs
measures are not exercised extraterritorially, but they have extraterritorial effects.
According to Bartels, it is necessary to determine whether a measure is defined by
something located or occurring abroad because a mere impact on activities abroad by such
measure is not enough as all trade and economic policy and regulation will have some impacts
abroad.1434 By very nature of any economic or trade measure imposed by importing country, it
will have certain effects on the exporting countries such as product standard and safety. For
Meng, the measure is extraterritorial if the effects abroad are substantial, foreseeable, and not
reasonable.1435 He distinguished between extraterritorial measures and legislation with
extraterritorial links—PPMs measure falls within the second category. PPMs measure is an

allows exercise of states’ jurisdiction over universally condemned activities such as genocide, slavery, piracy or
torture; and (v) The protective principle allows states to exercise jurisdiction over any actions, even committed
abroad, to protect vital national interests. BERNASCONI-OSTERWALDER ET AL., supra note 1291, at 236; Andrea
Bianchi, Comment on Harold G.Maier—Jurisdictional Rules in Customary International Law, in
EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION IN THEORY AND PRACTICE 74, 78 (Karl M. Meesen ed.,1996); COOREMAN,
supra note 1315, at 85. See also Frederik A.P. Mann, The Doctrine of Jurisdictional in International Law, 111
REC. COUR. HAIL 1, 17 (1964); CEDRIC RYNGAERT, JURISDICTION IN INTERNATIONAL LAW (2nd ed. 2015); Jason
Coppel, A Hard Look at the Effects Doctrine of Jurisdiction in Public International Law, 6 LJIL 73, 73 (1993);
JAMES CRAWFORD, BROWNLIE’S PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW 468 (8th ed.2012); and Michael
Akehurst, Jurisdiction in International Law, BR. YEARB. INT. LAW 158 (1972-1973).
1432
COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 54.
1433
ERICH VRANES, TRADE AND THE ENVIRONMENT : FUNDAMENTAL ISSUES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW, WTO LAW
AND LEGAL THEORY 174 (2009).
1434
Lorand Bartels, Article XX of GATT and the Problem of Extraterritorial Jurisdiction : The Case of Trade
Measures for the Protection of Human Rights, 36 J. WORLD TRADE 353, 379 (2002).
1435
WERNER MENG, EXTRATERRITORIAL JURISDICTION IN PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW 742 (1994).
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“economic self-determination of States, i.e., of their freedom to reconcile economic needs with
other political aims.”1436 Similarly, Scott distinguished between extraterritorial measures and
measures giving rise to territorial extension.1437 All three approaches “imply that real
extraterritorial measures are more intrusive to the jurisdiction and sovereign of other states than
measures with an extraterritorial effect or territorial extension.”1438
As discussed above, the PPMs measure, in the sense of public international law, is not
extraterritorial measure because the exercise of jurisdiction is clearly within the territory of the
regulating state—the measures are applied at the border once the exporting countries seek the
market access. Nevertheless, the question remains whether WTO rule and jurisprudence follow
the principle of state’s jurisdiction of international law. The concept of state’s jurisdiction under
WTO jurisprudence may be more limited than the state’s permissive jurisdiction and
extraterritorial framework of international law.
Under the unadopted report of the U.S.-Tuna/Dolphin case, it was perceived that
GATT/WTO did not allow the state to exercise its jurisdiction when the effect of such exercise
is beyond its territory—the state’s jurisdictional exercise has extraterritorial effect. The Panel
considered that the trade measure taken by the U.S. constituted a quantitative restriction on
imports and could not be justified for environmental exceptions under Article XX (b) or (g)
because of its extraterritorial application.1439
In other words, the Panel stated that Article XX (b) or (g) does not have extraterritorial
application, so it can be invoked only to protect the environment or natural resources located
within the state’s territory. The Panel further stated that if Article XX (b) or (g) permitted
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Id. at 752.
Joanne Scott, Extraterritoriality and Territorial Extension in EU Law, 62 AM. J. COMP. L. 87, 96 (2014).
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COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 89.
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In US-Tuna/Dolphin case, U.S. under Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) banned the importation of
yellowfin tuna caught with purse seine nets that could cause incidental death of dolphins, unless the exporting
countries proved that they had program-regulating dolphin kill rate comparable to that of the U.S. See United
States-Restrictions on Imports of Tuna, panel report (DS21/R)
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member states to take trade measure in order to protect the environment outside its jurisdiction,
each member state could unilaterally determine the conservation policies of other member
states and those other member states would be forced to comply with such unilateral trade
measure; otherwise, they would lose trading rights guaranteed by GATT.1440 The Panel was
concerned about the equity and impingement of state sovereignty because the U.S.Tuna/Dolphin case involved the non-product-related PPMs measures employed to affect the
exporting country’s regulations and practice. By adopting non-product-related PPMs measure,
the importing state imposes its ethic, value, and culture preference on the other exporting states.
Charnovitz argued that if the dissent attacks non-product-related PPMs measure for
being intrusive because it aims at changing production practice in exporting countries, the same
logic will apply to product-related PPMs dealing with product safety rules or even simple
product standard such as automobile or food safety requirements.1441 The PPMs measure by
itself, whether product related or not, should not be equivalent to protectionism and prohibited
under WTO—the key question is whether the regulating country has justifiable environmental
ground and whether the application of PPMs is in accordance with the nondiscriminatory
principle.1442
Despite the Panel’s effort to maintain the stability of the trading system and the state’s
sovereignty, the decision of U.S.—Tuna/Dolphin was misguided. The type of measure taken
by the U.S. was not exercised extraterritorially, though its effects were beyond territory.1443
According to international law, the concept of extraterritoriality refers to a law or measure
imposing on people or activities in a foreign country. In this case, the U.S. did not impose or
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Id. at para 5.27 and 5.32
“Since such normal standard setting cannot possibly be prohibited by WTO rules, the initial premise that WTO
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enforce measures outside its territory. 1444 The U.S. did not forbid the use of purse seine net in
catching tuna in other countries but did not allow the importation of the products from such
harvest into the U.S. By holding that the U.S. exercised extraterritorial jurisdiction because of
its effect rather than the exercise of jurisdiction itself, the Panel went beyond the international
law and invented more restrictive definition of extraterritoriality.
Later, the Panel’s assertion that Article XX did not cover trade measures with
extraterritorial effect is ruled out by Appellate Body’s decision in the U.S.-Shrimp/Turtle
case.1445 The Appellate Body found that:
The conditioning access to a Member’s domestic market on whether
exporting Members comply with, or adopt, a policy or policies
unilaterally prescribed by the importing Member may, to some degree,
be a common aspect of measures falling within the scope of one of the
exceptions (a)—(j) of Article XX.1446
Thus, the presumption that importing state’s measure requiring exporting states to comply with
or adopt certain policies renders a measure incapable of justification under Article XX is an
error in legal interpretation. 1447
Nonetheless, in U.S.-Shrimp/Turtle case, the Appellate Body held that PPMs trade
measures requiring exporting states to comply or adopt certain policies could be justified under
Article XX upon the finding that there was “sufficient nexus”—the protected migratory turtle
species at issue migrated through U.S. water.1448 The situation in U.S.-Shrimp/Turtle case is
both inward and outward-looking since the turtle swim in and out of the U.S. territory. This
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reasoning could work with other migratory species such as in the U.S.-Tuna/Dolphin case
because “Mexican” dolphins could travel in and out of U.S. water.
The same reasoning should apply to the RED measure aiming for climate protection.
For climate protection purpose, it should constitute a “sufficient nexus” since part of the
atmosphere that RED aims to protect is under the EU jurisdiction and the GHG emission caused
by deforestation and peatlands conversion is a well-recognized global threat with multilateral
supports, particularly the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) which led to the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement with the
objective to reduce the GHG emission.1449 Indonesia and Malaysia are the parties to the Paris
Agreement, but they do not have actual commitments towards reducing GHG emissions as they
are listed as developing countries in the Non-Annex I list.1450
In contrast, for biodiversity conservation and destruction of animal habitats, the species
and its habitats to be protected by RED such as orangutans1451 are located completely outside
the territorial jurisdiction of the EU. In this case, there is no territorial nexus between the
regulating state and the environmental concern. For justifying the unilateral PPMs measure, it
requires a substantial degree of supports from MEAs authorizing the use of trade measures to
non-parties, a binding international customary law, or treaty obligations between relevant
parties.

1449

Article 4 of UNFCCC stated “ the Parties shall, in accordance with Article 10, take into consideration in the
implementation of the commitments of the Convention the situation of Parties, particularly developing country
Parties, with economies that are vulnerable to the adverse effects of the implementation of measures to respond to
climate change. This applies notably to Parties with economies that are highly dependent on income generated
from the production, processing and export, and/or consumption of fossil fuels and associated energy-intensive
products and/or the use of fossil fuels for which such Parties have serious difficulties in switching to alternatives.”
https://unfccc.int/process-and-meetings/the-paris-agreement/what-is-the-paris-agreement
and
https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/english_paris_agreement.pdf
1450
UNFCCC
Non-Annex
I
https://unfccc.int/sites/default/files/convention_text_with_annexes_english_for_posting.pdf ; Parties and
Observers, https://unfccc.int/parties-observers and Parties to UNFCCC, https://unfccc.int/process/parties-nonparty-stakeholders/parties-convention-and-observer-states
1451
Chris Packham, Palm Oil Producers are Wiping Out Orangutans – Despite Multinationals’ Promises, THE
GUARDIAN (May 10, 2018), https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2018/may/10/palm-oil-orangutansmultinationals-promises-deforestation and IUCN, Palm oil and Biodiversity, ICUN Issue Brief (June 2018)
https://www.iucn.org/resources/issues-briefs/palm-oil-and-biodiversity
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It can be argued that conservation of biodiversity is the common concern of humankind,
but this principle is not yet accepted as customary international law. In this case, all potential
disputed states (the EU, Malaysia, and Indonesia) are the parties of the Convention on
Biological Diversity (CBC), 1452 the most relevant MEA concerning the conservation of animal
species and their habitats. The CBC objective is to conserve biological diversity and ensure the
sustainable use of its components.1453 Among other obligations, as the parties to CBC, the states
shall “promote the protection of ecosystems, natural habitats and the maintenance of viable
populations of species in natural surroundings.”1454
In sum, both environmental purposes of climate protection and biodiversity
conservation have international supports from MEAs and treaties obligations. For climate
protection purpose, there should be a sufficient nexus; thus, RED is arguably justifiable under
the environmental grounds of GATT general exception Article XX, provided that the measure
is applied in the manner according to the chapeau clause. There is no territorial nexus for
biodiversity conservation, but there are treaty obligations under CBC; thus, the RED should be
justifiable, provided that the concerned parties are those parties to CBC.

2.3

The ban on microplastic and single-use plastic products: The Necessity test

The subpart reveals two EU directives on plastic products and their compatibility with
WTO’s rules. The regulation banning microplastic as ingredients may be compatible with WTO
TBT agreement, but the regulation banning single-use plastic products may constitute a
quantitative restriction and violate Article XI. The environmental justification can be made on
the ground of necessity under Article XX (b) and conservation of exhaustible natural resources
under Article XX (g).

1452

The Convention on Biological Diversity https://www.cbd.int/convention/text/
Article 1 of CBC
1454
Article 8 (d) of CBC In-situ Conservation
1453
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2.3.1 Potential conflict and violation
There are two kinds of EU regulations concerning plastic production and importation:
a ban on microplastics in cosmetic products and a ban on single-use plastic. The EU’s ban
on plastics is a product-related PPM that is different from the non-product-related PPM
discussed earlier in IUU and the phase-out of palm oil under RED. Plastic as a product itself is
a subject of trade ban and a cause of a marine pollution problem.1455
For the ban on certain microplastics as ingredients of specific products, it is likely to
qualify as technical regulation within the scope of the Technical Barrier to Trade Agreement
(TBT Agreement). In contrast, the total ban of single-use plastic can violate quantitative
restriction Article XI of GATT but justifiable on environmental grounds under general
exception Article XX (b) and (g).
In January 2018, EC requested European Chemical Agency (ECHA) to prepare
documents for initiating a restriction procedure on microplastic in cosmetic products—the EU
restriction under the Regulation on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction
of Chemicals (REACH).1456 Directive 2015/1535 “requires member states to notify any draft
technical regulation in order to assess the effects of such regulation on the market.”1457 France
is the first EU member state to implement a restriction on the use of microplastics in cosmetic
products and rinse-off personal care products such as cleanser and exfoliator.1458
The measure restricting microplastic ingredients would probably qualify as a technical
measure under the TBT Agreement. There is no de jure or de facto discrimination, either

1455

Similar to the EC-Asbestos case.
The EU restriction under the Regulation on the Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of
Chemicals (REACH), https://echa.europa.eu/regulations/reach/understanding-reach
1457
Directive (EU) 2015/1535 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 9 September 2015 laying down a
procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical regulations and of rules on Information Society
services
(2015)
OJ
L241/1
Art.5
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32015L1535&from=EN
1458
Loi n°2016-1087 du 8 août 2016 pour la reconquête de la biodiversité, de la nature et des paysages, TA n° 803
https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000033016237&categorieLien=id
1456
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between the import products or between domestic and imported products.1459 According to TBT
Preamble, the Agreement seeks to ensure that technical regulations do not create unnecessary
obstacles to international trade.1460 Technical regulation refers to an identifiable product,
description of products characterizations, and demanding mandatory compliance.1461 Each
country can regulate the characteristic of the products, such as the size of microplastic, the
amount of microplastic, or the function of rinse-off products. At the same time, they can also
take measures for protection of human, animal or plant life and health.1462 So the objective is
to “strike the balance between, on one hand, the objective of trade liberalization and, on the
other hand, Members’ right to regulate.”1463 The main obligations under TBT are nondiscrimination,1464 no unnecessary obstacle to trade (not more trade-restrictive than necessary
test),1465 and grounding technical regulations on international standard.1466
According to the competition-based approach used by WTO DSB, between two
cosmetic products—one contains microplastic and another does not contain microplastic—will

1459

Esther Kentin & Heidi Kaarto, An EU Ban on Microplastics in Cosmetic Products and the Right to Regulate,
28 RECIEL 254, 266 (2018).
1460
Preamble
of
the
Agreement
on
Technical
Barriers
to
Trade,
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/tokyo_tbt_e.pdf
1461
EC—Asbestos para 70.
1462
“Recognizing that no country should be prevented from taking measures necessary to ensure the quality of its
exports, or for the protection of human, animal or plant life or health, of the environment, or for the prevention of
deceptive practices, subject to the requirement that they are not applied in a manner which would constitute a
means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same conditions prevail or a
disguised restriction on international trade.” Preamble of the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. Available
at https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/tokyo_tbt_e.pdf
1463
WTO AB, United States—Measures Affecting the Production and Sale of Clove Cigarettes (4 April 2012)
WT/DS406/AB/R, para 174.
1464
National Treatment and Most-Favored Nation are included in Article 2(1) of TBT “Parties shall ensure that
technical regulations and standards are not prepared, adopted or applied with a view to creating obstacles to
international trade. Furthermore, products imported from the territory of any Party shall be accorded treatment no
less favourable than that accorded to like products of national origin and to like products originating in any other
country in relation to such technical regulations or standards. They shall likewise ensure that neither technical
regulations.”
1465
TBT Article 2 (2) “Where technical regulations or standards are required and relevant international standards
exist or their completion is imminent, Parties shall use them, or the relevant parts of them, as a basis for the
technical regulations or standards except where, as duly explained upon request, such international standards or
relevant parts are inappropriate for the Parties concerned, for inter alia such reasons as national security
requirements; the prevention of deceptive practices; protection for human health or safety, animal or plant life or
health, or the environment; fundamental climatic or other geographical factors; fundamental technological
problems.”
1466
TBT Article 2(4) and BOSSCHE & ZDOUC, supra note 1337, at 899.
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likely be considered as like products because the general customers do not tend to distinguish
those two products unlike. The ban on microplastic in certain products should not constitute de
jure or de facto discrimination to favor domestic like products or between foreign like products
if the measure “is designed and applied in an even-handed manner,”1467 Kogan observed that
“the approach of EC such as early notification, extensive consultation, revision, and
negotiations to the adoption of REACH could explain the absence of challenges by non-EU
WTO members.”1468 Furthermore, the measure is probably not more trade-restrictive than
necessary to protect human, animal, or plant life or health of the environment since there are no
other ways to render the same effective result.1469 For the International obligation and standard,
France cited the Marine Strategy Framework Directive and Convention for the Protection of
the Marine Environment of the North-East Atlantic (OSPAR) as microplastic is a threat to the
aquatic environment.1470 Marine pollution caused by plastic is a recent transboundary problem
in the spotlight. There are rising international efforts to address the problem.
In March 2019, the EU Parliament approved a law banning many single-use plastic
items such as bags, straws, cotton buds, and cutlery by 2021.1471 The regulation aims to reduce
marine plastic litter as it poses “severe risk to marine ecosystems, biodiversity, and human
health and damage activities such as tourism, fisheries, and shipping.”1472 According to the
Directive (EU) 2019/904, the EU member states have to take measures to achieve a quantitative
reduction and prohibit the placing on the market of the listed single-use plastic products. This
1467
BOSSCHE & ZDOUC, supra note 1337, at 908; US – Clove Cigarettes para 182; and WTO AB, United States –
Certain Country of Origin Labelling (COOL) Requirements (29 June 2012) WT/DS384/AB/R and
WT/DS386/AB/R para 340.
1468
LA Kogan, REACH and International Trade Law, in L. Bergkamp (ed.), The European Union REACH
Regulation for Chemicals : Law and Practice (Oxford : Oxford University Press, 2013), 314
1469
“Shall not be more trade restrictive than necessary to fulfill legitimate objective taking account of risks nonfulfillment would create.” TBT Artcle 2(2)
1470
European Commission, Note for the Attention of Mr. G. Dancet, Executive Director, ECHA, Ref. Ares (2017)
5463573 (9 November 2017)
1471
Single-Use Plastics Ban Approved by European Parliament, BBC (Oct. 24, 2018),
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-45965605
1472
Directive (EU) 2019/904 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 5 June 2019 on the reduction of
the impact of certain plastic products on the environment
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32019L0904
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could mean quantitative restriction or a total ban on the importation of such single-use plastic
products. These measures may violate the principle of quantitative restriction under Article XI.

2.3.2 Environmental justification
The EU’s measure restricting or banning the importation of single-use plastic should be
justifiable under the general exception Article XX on environmental grounds (b) and (g) as it
is necessary to protect human and animal life, and it relates to the conservation of the marine
animals and environment according to evidenced scientific research.1473
Under Article XX (b), the trade measure must be necessary to protect human, animal,
or plant life or health. What is “necessary”? In what circumstances will trade measure be
considered as necessary?
Initially, GATT panel considered the term “necessary” to mean that trade measure could
be justified only if it was an inevitable resort and the least trade-restrictive approach, and there
were no other alternative GATT consistent measures available.1474 Later, the WTO Appellate
Body in the Korea—Beef case1475 expanded the scope of necessary by stating that the necessary
trade measure, according to Article XX, should be close to but need not be an “absolute
necessary or inevitable” measure. The Panel defined the term “necessary” as:
The term necessary, in our view, refers to a range of degrees of
necessity. At one end of this continuum lies “necessary” understood as
“indispensable”; at the other end, is “necessary” taken to mean as
“making a contribution to.” We consider that a “necessary” measure is,
in this, continuum located significantly closer to the pole of
“indispensable” that to the opposite pole of simply “making
contribution to.”1476

1473

See impacts of plastic and microplastic to human, animal and marine ecosystem in chapter III part 3.
BERNASCONI-OSTERWALDER ET AL., supra note 1291, at 149.
1475
Korea—Measures Affecting Imports of Fresh, Chilled, and Frozen Beef (brought by US/Australia), Appellate
Body Report (WT/DS161/AB/R and WT/DS169/AB/R) adopted 10 January 2001
1476
Id. at para 161
1474
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Furthermore, the Appellate Body suggested three prominent factors to determine
whether the trade measure is necessary or not. The first consideration is to which extent the
trade-related measure contributes to the fulfillment or securing of compliance with the law or
regulation.1477 For example, the trade measure makes a great contribution to the compliance of
environmental regulation—people comply with environmental regulation mainly because of
the trade measure. The second consideration is the importance of the common interests or
values protected by the regulation.1478 The importance of the interest protected by regulations
employing trade-restricted measures should outweigh the importance of free trade. The third
consideration is to which extent the trade measure at issue restricts international trade.1479
In brief, the trade measure tends to be considered as necessary when: the measure has
a significant contribution to the regulation compliance; the interest protected by such
regulation prevails over the benefit of free trade; and the restrictive effect of the measure
is slight and limited.
In the EC—Asbestos case, the Appellate Body reaffirms the three criteria used to
determine the necessity of trade measures and upheld a member state’s justification under
Article XX (b).1480 In EC-Asbestos, Canada claimed that the French ban on the manufacturing,
sale, and importation of asbestos to protect human health from the carcinogenicity of
asbestos’ fibers violated “National Treatment” of GATT principle. Canada argued that France
could have adopted a less trade-restrictive alternative measure such as control of asbestos use
rather than an absolute ban.1481
Despite Canada’s argument, the Appellate Body confirmed that the measure was
justified under Article XX (b), and member states had the right to determine their own levels

1477

Id. at para163
Id. at para 164
1479
Id. at para 163
1480
BERNASCONI-OSTERWALDER ET AL., supra note 1291, at 150.
1481
European Communities-Measures Affecting Asbestos and Products Containing Asbestos (brought by Canada),
Appellate Body Report (WT/DS135/AB/R), adopted on 5 April 2001
1478
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of health protection.1482 The Appellate Body considered that there is no alternative measure to
achieve the same end, which is less restrictive of trade than a prohibition.1483 The proposed
alternative from Canada would not achieve the same end—would not achieve the same level of
health protection.1484 By balancing and weighing important factors, the Appellate Body found
that the ban on asbestos allowed France to stop the deathly health risk causing by asbestos.1485
Only the control of asbestos use would not be enough for health protection, and the preservation
of human life was the absolute importance.1486
The EC-Asbestos case can serve as a comparative analysis for this case. Similar to the
EC-Asbestos case, the ban on single-use plastic products is an origin-neutral, product-related,
and inward-looking PPM measure unilaterally applied to protect animals and human within the
territory.1487 Considering the three thresholds of necessity and the EC—Asbestos ruling, the
ban on single-use plastic products should be considered as necessary under Article XX (b).
First, a trade ban or restriction on single-use plastic products contributes to the compliance of
regulation that seeks to eliminate severe risks concerning marine animals’ death and human
health risks caused by plastic litter in the ocean.1488 Second, the interest protected by such
regulation—animal lives and human health—should prevail over the benefit of free trade.
Third, there is no alternative measure that would achieve the same end result, which is less
trade-restrictive than banning plastic products from the market.
Arguably, alternative measures can be taken to eliminate the problem of plastic litter in
the marine environment, such as more effective waste management and recycling system.

1482

Id. at para 168
Id. at 172. In this case, the AB incorporated the new hurdle into XX(b)—the least trade restrictive test. See
Charnovitz, ‘The Law of Environmental “PPMs” in the WTO’, 100.
1484
EC—Asbestos at 173-174.
1485
Id. at para 172
1486
Id. at para 172
1487
Arguably, it can be inward/outward looking measure since some marine animals can navigate outside EU’s
territory and plastic debris contamination is a transboundary problem. The ban on importation of plastic products
may also impact the production of plastic products in the exporting countries.
1488
See chapter III section 3.3 for the severe effects of plastic and microplastic on marine biodiversity and health
risks for human.
1483
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Nonetheless, it is the internal matters of a state to determine the level of health protection and
take measures necessary to address the issue. Eliminating waste sources by banning the sale of
plastic products is one of the methods for waste management. The best waste management
method is not to produce waste from the beginning. Moreover, with the current technological
capacity, many single-use plastic products cannot be recycled. Even with good management, it
is still possible to have plastic litter leakage from inland sources into the ocean, particularly the
microplastic from the breakdown of single-use plastic products, the cleaning of synthetic
clothing, or the production of plastic products.1489 The current situation of plastic marine
pollution is critical, affecting the global marine ecosystem and human food security; thus, it
needs a prompt approach and cannot wait for technological innovation or better recycling
capacity.
Therefore, the ban on single-use plastic products allows the EU to instantly decrease the
substantial risks of marine animal death and potential health risk on humans. The less traderestrictive method may not render the same efficiency. The subpart argues that the measure
should be justifiable as a measure necessary for protecting human and animal life or health
under Article XX (b).
Furthermore, the measure should also be justifiable under Article (g) because it relates
to the conservation of marine animals and the environment. The term “relating to” in (g) is more
flexible than “necessary” in (b), which requires a higher threshold of the necessity test.1490 The
objective of reducing marine litter and conserving exhaustible natural resources—marine
animals and ecosystem—is well supported by multilateral instruments and the international
community. UN Sustainable Development Goal 14 calls for reducing marine litter to conserve
and sustainably use the oceans, seas, and marine resources for sustainable development. Other
international agreements requiring the states to take measure reducing marine litters include the
1489
1490

See chapter III section 3.1 and 3.2 for the discussion on plastic pollution and its root cause.
See discussion in EC-Asbestos case
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United Nations on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), Convention on the Prevention of Marine
Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter (London Convention), the International
Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL), and Basel Convention on
the control of transboundary movements of hazardous wastes and their disposal. Therefore, this
inward-looking and origin-neutral measure with solid multilateral support should be justifiable
under Article XX (g).

2.4

The implication of WTO’ ruling on the legality of PPM-based trade
measures

Apart from satisfying specific requirements in environmental exceptions, there are three
benchmarks in determining the legality of unilateral trade-environment policy and measure: the
origin neutrality of the measure, the extraterritoriality of the targeted environmental concern,
and the level of multilateral support for the use of trade measure and environmental concern.
According to WTO rules and jurisprudence, all trade-related measures, whether purely
product-related PPM or non-product-related PPM and whether aiming for domestic or foreign
environmental concerns, have to be regulated in an origin-neutral manner. A country-origin
measure will not pass the scrutiny of WTO DSB.
The domestic environmental policy, intended to control internal environmental
conditions, usually is compatible with GATT/WTO rules because it does not apply
extraterritorially, such as pollution control regulations, tax on gasoline at the retail level,
standard on products, or emission trading regulation. For example, a tax on automobiles based
on fuel consumption is compatible with GATT/WTO rules as long as it is applied in an origin-
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neutral manner.1491 The country taxes automobiles differently based on fuel consumption and
not based on countries where the automobile are produced.1492
The country-origin-base PPM is, for example, the U.S. regulates an importation ban on
shrimp from Thailand due to the presumption that Thai law does not require fishers to have
turtle detectors. This unilateral imposition of country-based PPM could be incompatible with
GATT/WTO rules because it could violate the chapeau clause of Article XX and would be
considered arbitrary application even though it relates to preserving exhaustible natural
resources. On the other hand, if the regulation only states that it bans the importation of shrimps
when such shrimps are caught without turtle protection measures resulting in the accidental
death of sea turtles, it could be compatible with GATT/WTO rules and justified under Article
XX.1493
However, PPMs measure is subject to debate due to its extraterritorial effect and
unilateral application. Though being applied within the territory of the countries, the trade
policy aims to influence the environmental policy of foreign countries.1494 This trade-related
environmental policy is controversial because it is a unilateral action of an importing country
trying to impose its own environmental standard, cultural value, and objective on other
countries. It is the issue of equity and protectionism. GATT/WTO Dispute Settlement Body

1491

As domestic tax on products based on its characteristics with neutral-origin manner can be compatible with
GATT/WTO rules, the importing countries with stringent environmental policy may also use tax regulation to
eliminate the competitive advantage of the products from the exporting countries with less stringent environmental
policy that do not internalize negative environmental externalities into the price of the products. As the above
example of automobile, the importing countries with the environmental policy aiming to preserve energy and
reduce emission by producing energy-saving car must employ more advance and cleaner technology. As a result,
the domestic energy-saving car may be more expensive than non-energy-saving car exporting from other countries.
Steve Charnovitz, Trade and Climate Change: Potential conflict and Synergies, BEYOND KYOTO: ADVANCING
THE INTERNATIONAL EFFORT AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE, 12 (2003).
1492
According to Automobile Taxes case in 1994, a GATT panel held that energy efficient cars are not “like”
heavy-gas-drinking cars so taxing those products differently do not violate the non-discrimination principle of
GATT. United States-Taxes on Automobiles, panel report (DS31/R) circulated 11 October 1994 (Not Adopted).
1493
See the discussion in U.S.—Shrimp/Turtle case
1494
For instance, the tax or standard regulations on imports based on production and process method of the products
(PPMs) not on the characteristics of the product itself may trigger the disputes because they affect the
environmental policies of exporting countries even though they have been applied within importing countries.
See the discussion in the U.S-Tuna/Dolphin and U.S.-Shrimp/Turtle cases.
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puts more emphasis on trade-related environmental measures such as PPMs because they can
be used as a disguised international trade restriction, either to protect domestic products or other
political incentives.
For assessing the acceptability of PPMs, the WTO jurisprudence considers the location
of environmental concerns addressed by PPMs and the nature of concerns on an international
scale.1495 Coorman suggests using the extraterritorial decision tree:1496

The significant distinction is between inward-looking and outward-looking measures—
the PPMs addressing activities and environmental concerns within the territory or outside the
territory of the regulating state. The more PPM measure is inward-looking, the better
opportunity regulating state has to establish a “sufficient nexus” for environmental justification.
According to the effect jurisdiction principle, the outward-looking concern could still be an
1495
1496

COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 132.
Id. at 131.
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acceptable justification if the regulating state is substantially affected by the environmental
impact from production and process activities abroad. Without environmental effects on the
territory, it is unlikely that the purely outward-looking concerns will not pass the
extraterritoriality threshold and cannot be justified under Article XX.1497
Furthermore, it is necessary to determine whether the PPMs measure aims to protect the
mutually shared environmental concern among international communities or merely a unilateral
interest. According to Article 3.2 of DSU, WTO agreements should be interpreted in
accordance with “customary rules of interpretation of public international law.”1498 WTO
agreement cannot be viewed in isolation from other international law.1499 Article XX is to be
read in the light of “contemporary concerns of the community of nations about the protection
and conservation of the environment.”1500 Therefore, if the environmental concerns are
supported by international laws (treaty, customary international law, and MEAs), it constitutes
an international recognition and helps to prove the necessity, non-discriminatory and
protectionist intent of PPMs.1501 The more PPMs measure is required or authorized by different
types of international law, the more opportunity it has to be compatible with WTO rules.

1497

Id.
According to Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, if the treaties deal with the same subject matter, the
later prevail between the parties of both treaties. When there is a conflict between two treaties, and one party is
not a party to both treaties, the treaty that both parties have ratified prevail. 30 (4) and 30(2): Where the treaty
specifies that it is not to be considered as incompatible with an earlier or later treaty, the provisions of the other
treaty prevail. The earlier treaty would apply only to the extent that its provisions are compatible with the later
treaty. The VCLT test has limited application to WTO and MEAs conflicts since both are complex and longstanding regimes with different objectives and substances. Many MEAs such as Convention on International Trade
in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), Montreal Protocol and Basel Convention were
negotiated and established before the existence of WTO. Thus, it is argued that MEAs are “lex specialis” special
system existing outside WTO: “the later law, general in character, does not repeal an earlier law which is special
in character.” No conflict would arise since MEAs would override the general international trade obligation under
WTO. The principle of lex-specialis does not appear in VLCT but has been recognized as a principle of treaty
interpretation by the Permanent International Court of Justice in Upper Silesia Minorities, 1928 PCIJ Ser A, No.15
(1928). Vice Yu, Discussion Paper on World Trade Organization and Multilateral Environmental Agreements,
UNVERÖFFENTLICHTES DISKUSSIONSPAPIER, GENF, unpublished paper, Geneva, Mar. 2002, 7; and Vienna
Convention on the Law of Treaties.
1499
Reformulate Gasoline case para 18.
1500
US—Shrimp/Turtle case
1501
MEAs serve as harmonization tools for addressing environmental threats. Trade measures taken under MEAs
are the results of multilateral cooperation to address global environmental concerns—the environmental concerns
have been crystallized and shared among countries; thus, this reduces the disguised trade barrier or protectionism
which is tend to arise when trade measure is taken unilaterally by one country. Members of MEAs have agreed
1498
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First, if the use of PPMs measure is required as an obligation by the treaty between the
parties such as MEAs1502 or Free Trade Agreement containing social and environmental
clause,1503 such treaty can be used to determine the necessity of measure.15041505 For instance,
the restriction of trade on the ozone-depletion substances (ODS) according to the Montreal
Protocol or on endangered species according to CITES may be justified under Article XX (g)
or (b). The ozone layer or endangered species can be regarded as exhaustible natural
resources in the meaning of Article XX (g). Furthermore, trade restrictions aiming to protect
ozone layers and endangered species may be justified as necessary measures under Article XX
(b) since the depletion of ozone layers and animal species adversely affects human, animal and
plant’s life and health. MEAs are the result of multilateral efforts. The obligations required by

upon using trade measures to address compelling global or transboundary environmental threats because they
consider it as necessary and effective. See e.g., Donald Goldberge et al., The Use of Trade Measure in Select
Multilateral Agreements, UNEP, 17-23 (1995).
1502
Many multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) incorporate trade measures as their enforcing
mechanism, either to sanction those members who violate the agreements or to encourage non-members to join
the agreements. Three successful MEAs relying on trade measures to achieve the environmental protection goals
are the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer (Montreal Protocol), the Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) and the Basel Convention on the
Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal (Basel Convention). For instance,
the Montreal Protocol, with the aim to eliminate ozone-depleting substances (ODSs) such as Chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs) and Halons—the substances that destroy the ozone layer in the stratosphere shielding out ultraviolet
radiation prohibits the imports and exports of ODSs between members and non-members. In Article IV of the
Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal, the party
has a right to ban import products of certain hazardous waste to its territory. CITES also becomes more on the
topic because it incorporates more economically important sectors such as timber and fisheries. See Convention
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), 3 March 1973,
http://www.cites.org/eng/disc/text.php#IV; Duncan Brack, Environmental Treaties and Trade, in TRADE,
ENVIRONMENT AND THE MILLENNIUM 321, 335 (Gary P.Sampson & W. Bradnee Chambers eds., 2nd ed. 2001); the
Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal (Basel
Convention), https://www.basel.int/portals/4/basel%20convention/docs/text/baselconventiontext-e.pdf ; The
Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer Art. 4, 22 March 1985; and Daniel L. Goldberg et
al., Effectiveness of Trade and Positive Measures in Multilateral Environmental Agreements: Lessons from
Montreal Protocol, CIEL, Washington (1998).
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EU-South Korea FTA Article 1.1 (g) and Article 13(6)
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For treaty obligation, DSB cannot make decision on the violation of other agreements because every decisions
must be based on WTO rules; however, such treaty can be used to determine the necessity of trade measure
concerning PPMs. Article 30 VCLT also state that if there is conflict between GATT/WTO rules and other treaty,
the latter treaty will prevail. See Article 30 and 31 VCLT; AB Report Mexico — Soft Drinks 2006, para 56; and
WTO, EC — Measures Affecting Importation of Certain Poultry Products AB Report 1998, WT/DS69/AB/R.
1505
For the choice of dispute settlement forum to settle trade-environment conflict. The CTE stance is that if both
conflicting parties are parties to MEA, they should resort dispute settlement using mechanism under MEAs first
and WTO will involve in case no resolution can be settled. But unlike WTO DSB, MEAs only have soft dispute
settlement mechanism. CTE Report, WT/CTE 1, 1999 para 178 and see the discussion on the choice of dispute
settlement forums in Watson, supra at 1263, at 132-152.
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the MEAs prove the “necessity” of the PPMs measures under Article XX(b), the “relation to
the conservation of exhaustible natural resources” under article XX (g), and the nondiscriminatory intent to pass the chapeau test.
Second, environmental norms that have become customary international law can be
solid justifications; however, there are very few environmental norms with consistent and
uniform state practice believing that such practice is required by law (opinio juris).1506 Even if
the rule is considered customary international law, it is binding to all states, except for persistent
objector states who have expressly demonstrated that they always have different practices.1507
The common concern of humankind or the global common is not yet regarded as customary
law since there is no constant practice and opinio juris on the matter.1508
Third, if the regulating state applies PPMs trade measure authorized by MEAs towards
the non-party state, regulating states cannot claim the treaty obligation. However, the MEAs
can support analysis determining the common concern of the international community. If the
environmental treaty has substantial membership, including a large number of WTO members,
it is at the advantage of the regulating state because the concern to be protected receive
comprehensive international support.1509 If the MEA has limited membership, it will be more
complicated to make the case.
Fourth, suppose trade measures are employed to protect environmental concern
supported by the MEA, but the MEA does not require the use of trade measures, which is the
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MALCOM N. SHAW, INTERNATIONAL LAW 72 (6th ed. 2008).
See e.g., Jonathan Charney, The Persistent Objector Rule and the Development of Customary Law, 58
BR.YEARB.INT. LAW 1 (1985); and Joel P. Tratchman, Persistent Objectors, Cooperation, and the Utility of
Customary International Law, 21 DUKE J. COMP. & INT'L L 221 (2010).
1508
COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 144.
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For instance, the BASEL Convention requires the parties to prohibit the import of hazardous waste from nonparties. CITES does not permit trade of threatened species with non-parties unless there is a documentation
equivalent to CITES permits. Robert E. Hudec, GATT Legal Restraints on the Use of Trade Measures Against
Foreign Environmental Practices, in 2 FAIR TRADE AND HARMONIZATION: PREREQUISITES FOR FREE TRADE? 95,
124 (Jagdish Bhagwati & Robert E. Hudec eds., 1996); BASEL Convention on the Control of Transboundary
Movements of Hazardous Wastes and Their Disposal, March 22, 1989, Article 4.5; and Convention on
International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, 993 UNTS 243, 1973.
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majority of MEAs.1510 In this case, the environmental objective is evident, but the discussion
will be on the measure’s design and application and the degree of international support
considering the MEA’s membership.1511
Fifth, if PPMs measure is taken to protect environmental concern addressed in nonbinding or soft law instruments such as UN Declarations, the question is whether such nonbinding norms are widely recognized and accepted in the international community. If the
international support is limited, the regulating state has to demonstrate that it receives
detrimental environmental effects to justify the PPMs measure.
Last, the environmental concerns that have not yet received international recognition in
the form of international law (hard or soft) require the highest scrutiny of justification for
unilateral use of PPMs measure.1512 The regulating state should demonstrate an element of
bilateral or multilateral efforts to negotiate and address such environmental concerns with the
disputed parties before applying the PPMs measure.1513 However, if such negotiation is not
successful, the reasons for failure should be considered: whether there is disagreement on the
environmental concern regarding its harmful effect and causes or the method of protection as
Nolkaemper stated that “the preference for multilateralism does not affect the legality of
unilateralism when agreements are only hypothetically available.”1514 The preference for
multilateral action was reiterated in WTO rulings, but the conclusion of international agreement
cannot by itself be a requirement for justification under Article XX.1515
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For instance the Kyoto Protocol, the agreement aims to protect global environmental problem without
imposing binding commitments. Eric Neumayer, WTO Rules and Multilateral Environmental Agreements, in THE
EARTHSCAN ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 137, 141 (Kevin P. Gallagher & Jacob
Werksman eds., 2002).
1511
COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 146.
1512
Id. at 148.
1513
See the discussion on US — Shrimp/Turtle case
1514
Andre Nollkaemper, The Legality of Moral Crusades Disguised in Trade Laws : An Analysis of EC Ban on
Furs from Animals Taken by Leghold Traps, 8 J. ENVTL. L. 237, 251 (1996).
1515
WTO AB Report, United States—Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products, Recourse to
Article 21.5 of the DSU by Malaysia WT/DS58/AB/RW (2001), para.124.
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In conclusion, there are three significant thresholds for PPMs measure to pass
environmental justifications under WTO rules: the neutrality of the measure, the location of
concern, and the level of international recognition. The more outward-looking PPMs measure
is (less territorial connection), the stronger level of environmental effects within the territory
and the international recognition it needs to be justifiable. In a case where the international
supports cannot be established for environmental concerns, a unilateral measure is likely to be
justifiable if it is an inward-looking measure aiming to address environmental concern within
the territory.

CONCLUSION
In the absence of an efficient multilateral environmental forum, unilateral imposition of
PPMs can incentivize the trading community to adopt a higher environmental standard of
production and lead to global benefits.1516 Especially for the global commons where we suffer
from free-rider problems, trade measures can be an effective tool to induce states to comply
with environmental norms.1517 When well designed, PPMs measure can correct market failure
and enhance global economic efficiency.1518 The current WTO regime provides sufficient
regulatory space for member states to employ PPMs measures to address their environmental
concerns outside the territory of the regulating state when these concerns cause environmental
effects in the regulating state and where multilateral efforts support unilateral action.1519
However, only developed states with large markets can take advantage of PPMs because
the size of markets enhances the incentives to embrace PPMs.1520 The market power is an

1516

The environmental management regime without trade leverage has proved to be less successful such as climate
regimes. Richard W. Parker, The Use and Abuse of Trade Leverage to Protect the Global Commons : What We
Can Learn From the Tuna-Dolphin Conflict, 12 GEO. INT'L ENVTL. L. REV.1, 104 (1999).
1517
Id. at 107.
1518
Charnovitz, supra note 1290, at 74.
1519
COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 174.
1520
Gaines, supra note 1290, at 427.
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inevitable reality; nevertheless, the international support for multilateral solutions regarding the
environmental concerns to be protected is a contributing factor to strengthen a rule-based
approach for trade measures.1521 On the other hand, it is undeniable that powerful states have
both capacity and responsibility to address global environmental concerns and lead the way for
other developing states.1522 For instance, for climate justice, Carney identifies two types of
responsibilities: the responsibility of the state to do its duty and the responsibility to induce
other states who fail to comply with the rules to be back on track.1523 Using trade leverage and
market access as means to induce other states for the environmental purpose has to go together
with the obligation to ensure that the imposed standard provides sufficient elements such as
technical or financial assistance to aid producers who are not capable of complying with a
higher standard.1524 Therefore, the use of PPMs measure should be attached with the nonprotectionist requirement, the transfer of know-how on green technologies, and financial
assistance.1525 The legality of PPMs is a stepping stone for creating stronger coherence between
environmental protection and economic development through trade; nonetheless, WTO should
set a clear scope of PPMs trade measures to create greater transparency, equity, and
predictability.1526

1521
Jonnathan Skinner, A Green Road to Development : Environmental Regulations and Developing Countries in
the WTO, 20 DUKE ENVTL. L. & POL'Y F. 245, 265 (2010).
1522
For instance, EU as a large trading bloc has a strong footing to be a PPM regulator and its trading partners are
likely to adopt its standards in order to access the EU market. See Anu Bradford, The Brussels Effect, 107 NW UL
REV. 1, 50 (2012); and Sophie Meunier & Kalypso Nicolaidis, The European Union as a Conflicted Trade Power,
13 J. EUR. PUBLIC POLICY 906, 907 (2006).
1523
Simon Carney, Two Kind of Climate Justice : Avoiding Harm and Sharing Burdens, 22 J. POLIT. PHILOSOPHY
125, 134 (2014).
1524
Thomas Cottier, Renewable Energy and Process and Production Methods, THE E15 INITIATIVE , at 1, 5, (
2015); and Parker, supra note 1516, at 119.
1525
For instance, the major flaw of Climate change regime is that there is no accords on burden sharing and tangible
commitments for financial mechanisms, mitigation and protection methods, and appropriate sanctions for the free
riders between “historic” emitters and “new” emitters. COOREMAN, supra note 1315, at 1 and 38.
1526
Potts, supra note 1322, at 2.
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CHAPTER VI
INTEGRATING ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION INTO
ASEAN TRADING SYSTEM

INTRODUCTION
Due to rapid economic growth without environmental protection measures,
environmental conditions are declining throughout Southeast Asia. Integrating environmental
protection into the regional trading system is a crucial solution to create sustainable
development—the pursuit of long-term economic development and environmental
sustainability.1527 The basic goals of economic policy are not only an efficient allocation or just
distribution of productions but also a development on sustainable scale.1528 To be specific,
sustainable scale means that we must consume the energy and natural resources within the
regenerative capacity, and we must not produce waste or pollution beyond the absorptive
capacity of the ecosystem.1529 It is vital not to focus on large-scale growth but overall
development in terms of technical efficiency, environmental-friendly production, and social
well-being.
The first part of the chapter reveals that it is a self-interest goal for ASEAN to pursue
sustainable economic-environment development since the economy and environment are
1527

The political goal of “sustainable development” has been adopted among 172 nations during the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development in 1992 in Rio (Brazil). Principle 3 of Rio Declaration
reintegrates both needs of environmental protection and economic development by stating that the right to
development must be fulfilled so as to equitably meet development and environmental needs of present and future
generation. United Nations, Section on UN Conference on Environment and Development, The Earth Summit
1992, http://www.un.org/geninfo/bp/enviro.html ; United Nations Environment Program, Section on Environment
for
Development,
Rio
Declaration
on
Environment
and
Development
1992,
http://www.unep.org/Documents.Multilingual/ Default.asp?documentid=78&articleid=1163
1528
Herman E. Daly, Problems with Free Trade : Neoclassical and Steady-State Perspectives, in 147 TRADE AND
THE ENVIRONMENT : LAW, ECONOMICS AND POLICY 151, 155-157 (Durwood Zaelke et al. eds.,1993).
1529
Herman Daly in Ecological Economics 1990 emphasizes the “operational principles for strong sustainability”:
(i) Renewable resources—all harvest levels have to be equal or less than the population growth rate; (ii)
Pollution—waste discharge should be below the level of ecosystem capacity to assimilate (the discharge should
be set close to zero); and (iii) Non-renewable resources—investment should be put in renewable substitute so it
can kick in once the scarce resources are depleted. Herman Daly, Towards Some Operational Principle of the
Sustainable Development, 2 ECOLOGICAL ECONOMICS 1, 1-6 (1990).
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interdependent—one cannot function well without the good condition of another. In particular,
most ASEAN member states have a resource-based economy. Member states’ economies
mainly depend on natural resources services—tourism, extraction, cultivation, and exportation.
The majority of populations are still poor and rely on natural resources and the environment for
subsistence. Member states’ economic performance depends on the well-maintained
environmental condition; thus, economic development has to integrate norms for environmental
protection. The second part discusses how the authoritarian capitalism in member states’
regimes is an obstruction to environmental integration because it intensifies the strict
application of the ASEAN Way or non-intervention rule and impedes the assimilation of human
rights on environmental protection and civil participation. The third part proposes three
structural reforms to enhance environmental integration: creating a separation of power,
engaging civil society participation in the policy-making process, and establishing a particular
environmental organ or environmental working group in the economic pillar.

1.

WHY ASEAN NEEDS TO INTEGRATE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION INTO
ITS TRADING SYSTEM?
The reasons why ASEAN needs to integrate environmental norms into its trading system

derive from both internal forces and external forces. For the internal reason, it is for the selfinterest of ASEAN because the environmental integration will benefit the environment,
economy, and security of the region. For the external causes, ASEAN cannot take a defensive
approach against environmental integration while there are international movements towards
sustainable development, and ASEAN’s major trading partners increasingly impose
environmental protection in trade.
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1.1

Internal forces: Adverse effects of existing economic approach and the firstmover advantage

Integrating environmental norms into economic development and trading system is vital
for the regional environment, economy, and security. The existing economic approach causes
detrimental environmental degradation, long-term economic loss, social inequality, and
insecurity.1530 The ASEAN resource-based economy will be most affected by environmental
degradation such as resource depletion, climate change, soil degradation, and water pollution.
Due to the vulnerability of the region to climate risks, it is apparent that if member states do not
act now, they will bear the greater cost of adaptation and damage reparation, which will
significantly damage the regional economy and security.1531 It is a self-interest or survival path
for ASEAN to integrate environmental protection measures into its development approach.
It seems like an obvious choice, but it is a dilemma—economic growth or environmental
protection. Many member states see environmental protection not as means for development
but as a sacrifice.1532 In some instances, it is not without a logical basis. For instance, the
production and export of plastic, the timber trade, the palm-oil trade. How to stop or reduce the
production of plastic when the plastic industry is the key exporting sector of the region? How
to save the forest when palm oil plantations or other cash crops need more space to maintain a
high volume of exportation? How to stop using fossil fuel (e.g., oil, gas, coal) for production
when states are blessed with abundant resources?
That is why member states take a separationist and defensive approach in environmental
protection in trade because it can increase the cost of production and decrease trade
competitiveness.1533 The national political priority is economic growth through trade. Member

1530

See discussion on environmental problems caused by rapid economic growth in chapter II and III.
See discussion on climate change effects on South East Asia region in chapter III part 2.
1532
See discussion on the expectation of economic growth in chapter II part 1.
1533
Manuel F. Montes & Francisco A. Magno, Trade and Environment Diplomacy : Strategic Option for ASEAN,
70 PAC. AFF. 351, 370-71 (1997).
1531
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states view environmental protection in the production process as a disincentive for such growth
and aim for solving environmental problems without any interference or impact on trade
competitiveness or economic development.1534 The integration of environmental protection into
the trading system also requires changes in the whole system, including infrastructure,
production process, and other technological advancements that are more costly. Without strong
political will, member states cannot enhance the capacity to handle such changes.
Despite the difficulties, integrating environmental protection will yield long-term and
sustainable benefits. The early bird will gain a competitive edge and economic advantage in the
international market, especially in the field of environmental-friendly markets.1535 Member
states who can advance the technological capacity and switch to sustainable production may
also diversify their comparative advantages and break through the middle-income trap or the
specialization trap.1536
Higher environmental regulations set by the governments, both exporting states and
importing states, can trigger technological innovations improving production and efficient
energy use.1537 For instance, by enacting energy management regulations in response to the
energy crisis in the 1970s, Japan has driven companies to innovate highly energy-efficient
systems.1538 The Porter hypothesis also suggests that tightening environmental regulations will
motivate technological innovation, benefiting both the economy and environment.1539 Frankel
considers that the Porter hypothesis also emphasizes the “first-mover advantage”—if the global
trend is moving towards sustainable and environmental-friendly technology, the countries who
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See chapter II part 1.1 and ASEAN Declaration on Environmental Sustainability 2012.
Paul Shrivastava, Environmental Technologies and Competitive Advantage, 16 SMJ 183, 183-200 (1995).
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See the discussion in chapter II on ASEAN comparative advantage in part 1.1, the Environmental Kuznets
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Chihiro Watanabe, Trends in The Substitution of Production Factors to Technology: Empirical Analysis of
The Inducing Impact of The Energy Crisis on Japanese Industrial Technology, 21 RES. POLICY 481, 481505((1992).
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Michael Porter & Class Van der Linde, Toward the New Conception of the Environment Competitiveness
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develop or innovate such technologies first will have the competitive edge over the
latecomers.1540 This is proven to be true in many environmental-friendly technological trends
flowing in the ASEAN market, such as electric cars, high-speed trains, renewable energy,
degradable products, biochemical, or bioplastic.
In the region, the earlier players who can shift their economic development and trading
policy towards the green movement will set an environmental production and process standard
and other technical requirements for importing products. By exercising national jurisdiction
towards sustainable production, member states will eventually take the lead in the region and
influence other member states’ policy. The actions of member states in their national
jurisdictions may pave the ways for the improvement of ASEAN’s efficiency to handle legal
implementation and legal issues arising out of economic and environmental integration.

1.2

External forces: Multilateral movement towards sustainable development
and the potential use of environmental trade measures.

Amid global and regional environmental crisis,1541 there is an international movement
towards sustainable development by integrating environmental norms into the trading system.
There are growing efforts to address environmental problems by including an environmental
protection clause in trade agreements. Many significant trading partners of ASEAN member
states have increasingly moved towards greening the production and process methods and
imposing such standards on all importing products.1542 The environmental trade measures
employed by trading partners with large markets significantly impact member states’ tradeenvironment practice.

1540

Jeffrey A. Frankel, The Environment Globalization, 10090 NBER, 2003, at 1, 12.
See chapter III for the discussion on regional environmental problems caused by unsustainable production and
process methods.
1542
See chapter IV for the discussion on trade-environmental measures used by importing countries to influence
environmental practice in exporting states—the trade relation between ASEAN member states and the EU.
1541
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ASEAN member states view environmental trade measures as trade protectionism or
disguised trade barriers.1543 Especially if the measure is taken unilaterally by the developed
countries to influence environmental standard in developing countries, it is usually regarded as
green colonization or eco-colonialism: 1544
Foreigner from the north whose industrial grew by damaging the
planet’s delicate ecosystem, now seek to solve their environmental
problems by limiting development in the south.1545
Regulations on environmental standards, especially production and process methods (PPMs),
are believed to be trade barriers under cover of environmental protection.1546 What member
states see is loss of competitiveness and loss of profits which lead to regulatory chill and
defensive approach.1547 The nationalist scheme applies to all sources of western ethics and
values, including the role of environmental protection—environmental protection through
sustainable trade is an imposition of western values towards the Asian way of living and
exploitation of natural resources.1548 Therefore, the idea of integrating environmental norms
into trading policy, similar to the democratic liberal values and universal human rights, is likely
to be considered as western inputs—neo-colonization by green trade—that impinge upon their
power and state sovereignty.1549
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See discussion on the use of environmental trade measures and its legality in chapter IV and V
See for example the resenting reaction of Former Malaysian Prime Minister towards the use of trade measure
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Despite the resentment on the use of environmental trade measures , the incentive for
market access automatically forces member states to comply with the environmental
standards.1550 Even if member states challenge the environmental trade measure as in violation
of WTO rules, such measure still can be justified on environmental grounds. The WTO rules
and jurisprudence leave sufficient room for the use of environmental trade measures.1551 It
signifies that a significant change in ASEAN member states' economic development and
production and process methods (PPMs) will happen sooner or later. Therefore, ASEAN has to
embrace the changes and move towards a global and proactive approach integrating
environmental protection into its trading system.

2.

WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS FOR THE INTEGRATION?
This part unfolds two significant prerequisites for ASEAN environmental integration.

Prior to the integration, ASEAN has to address two problems: the persistent authoritarian
regimes in member states and the lack of human rights protection. These problems intensify the
strict adherence to the ASEAN Way—the rule of non-intervention and state sovereignty—
obstructing regional integration, civil participation, and effective cooperation for environmental
protection. In contrast, the assimilation of democratic values can steer ASEAN towards peoplecentered regionalism, unlock the non-intervention impasse, and open doors for environmental
norms integration.

environmental activists should be limited since they prioritize interest of foreign NGOs and their interest are not
in line with national interest.
1550
See chapter IV part 2.1.2 for discussion on the use of trade measure in fishing industry and palm oil production.
1551
See chapter V for the discussion on WTO rules on trade-environmental measures.
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2.1

The dominant political regime of authoritarian capitalism in member states

The political regime in each member state affects how ASEAN evolves.1552—whether
it will evolve into deeper integration with enhanced engagement in every dimension or the
relation remains superficial avoiding confrontational issues, particularly civil rights violation
and environmental problems.1553 The persistent authoritarian capitalism in member states’
political regimes prioritizes economic growth but ignores social and environmental dimensions,
leading to environmental degradation, environmental injustice, and a larger social inequality
gap.1554 This non-democratic regime reinforces the ASEAN Way, the rule of non-intervention
and state sovereignty, hindering the integration of ASEAN regionalism and the development of
effective regional environmental governance.
The member states’ internal change of political regimes affects their positions on
ASEAN regionalism. The member states’ internal change of political regimes affects their
positions on ASEAN regionalism. For instance, Aung San, a nationalist leader of Myanmar,
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and economic systems were discussed in chapter III. For other examples, Richard Tucker discussed the relationship
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space for public discontent or organizing until the late 1980s, through this varied significantly from one Soviet or
Latin America regime to another.” Richard Tucker, Conclusions and Perspectives, in ENVIRONMENTALISM UNDER
AUTHORITARIAN REGIMES : MYTH, PROPAGANDA, AND REALITY 214, 215 (Stephen Brain & Viktor Pal eds., 2019).
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was a clear advocate for regionalism; however, the interest in regional cooperation collapsed
with Aung San’s assassination in July 1947 and the end of Myanmar’s democratic experiment
in March 1962 when Ne Win regime took power, suppressed all opposition, and take an
isolationist stance in external relations.15551556 In contrast, under Sukarno’s regime
“Konfrontasi,” Indonesia's domestic politics led to expansionism and tensions among Southeast
Asian states undermining regional cooperation. Sukarno imposed martial law in March 1957,
abolished the constitution parliamentary system in 1959 and declared “Guided Democracy”1557
which placed much power in his hands.1558 Suharto’s New Order was still in the form of
authoritarian rule for national resilience to achieve internal stability and economic growth but
favored regionalism as an essential tool for domestic goals.1559 Suharto regime became an active
supporter of the ASEAN’s formation.1560 ASEAN was seen as “a forum for the expression of
Indonesia’s leadership in the Southeast Asia.”1561
Moreover, ASEAN is a state-centric regionalism. Member states’ withholding position
on environmental protection leads to weak regional environmental governance. Many
authoritarian regimes in member states lack the political will to integrate environmental norms
into states’ practice. They prioritize economic growth because it serves as a tool to legitimize
their ruling powers. Litta noted that “environmental resources have become a convenient
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AMRY VANDENBOSCH & RICHARD BUTWELL, THE CHANGING FACE OF SOUTHEAST ASIA 341 (1966) in
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SINCE C. 1300 257-83 (1993); Jose Arsenio Torres, The Political Ideology of Guided Democracy, 25 REV. POLIT.
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currency for governments in pursuit of political objectives.”15621563 Economic interest is used
as a distraction from democratic movement, human rights violation, and environmental
considerations. Market-oriented economy helps to maintain the illegitimate power of member
states’ authoritarian regimes, and those regimes focus on a rapid economic boost to maintain
their power.1564 As long as nationals enjoy the benefits of the economic policies and progress,
it is unlikely that the non-democratic governments’ power will be challenged.1565 This model
has been successfully implemented in Singapore—a rich city-state where democratic and
human rights practice can be questioned, but economic performance triumphs.1566 Singapore’s
success challenges the notion that only the western model of democracy gives rise to economic
development.1567 The standard set by Lee Kwan Yew inspired many non-democratic regimes
in the region to follow the “authoritarian capitalism” path.1568 Thus, the main focus of member
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states is on promoting rapid economic growth to sustain regimes stability and substantial
monetary benefits. The goal is to keep their economies on an upward scale and their citizens in
a competitive open market, such as competing for employment, education, and wealth
accumulation.
Furthermore, in many member states, the military may institutionalize itself forming an
authoritarian government or install civilian government but remain, wholly or partly, influential
in the political decision of governments and take control of natural resources exploitation.1569
For instance, Myanmar’s military regime has strong control over land and natural resources
exploitation, extraction, and trade for financing its regime.1570 The regime also consolidates
control over large ethnic minority territories through a series of ceasefire agreements,1571
logging, agribusiness expansion, mining, and constructing hydro-power plants, particularly in
Shan and Karen states.1572
Ramlogan observed that the military is an impediment to sustainable development and
environmental protection for several reasons. First, military service and investment expenses

Bailey, How Singapore Married Dictatorship with Market Economy, WORLD FINANCE (July 16, 2015),
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and political concessions. The military, not only as investor but also as provider of security, involved in many
economic activities such as logging, mining, and palm oil business. See discussion in chapter III section 1.2 (Root
cause of haze problem). Moreover, in Thailand military has always played major role in Thai politics—either by
forming military government after overthrown the elected civilian governments or giving direction in the back
room. See also PAUL CHAMBERS & NAPISA WAITOOLKIAT KHAKI CAPITAL: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE
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such as arms race or other infrastructure are much higher than research funds for environmental
development.1573 Military expenditures in ASEAN member states are vast compared to its GDP;
particularly, Myanmar is among the highest spender per GDP in the region.1574 Singapore,
Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam are the biggest military spenders in the region.1575 Heavy
budgets were spent on arms imports.1576 Military investment drains budgets and scientific
manpower.1577 Attention and budgets were heavily put into traditional security issues—
territorial sovereignty, peace, and war; on the other hand, environmental problems that define
the new scope of national security receive marginalized treatment.1578 In 2019, Thailand’s total
defense budget was approximately 207.3 billion Thai baht, but the budget appropriated to the
environment department was approximately 4.2 billion Thai baht.1579 Singapore’s defense
expenditure was about SGD 14 billion, whereas the budget for the Ministry of Environment
was around SGD 2.7 billion.1580 In 2018, Malaysia spent about 3.47 billion U.S. dollars on
military expenditure while only 453 million U.S. dollars on environmental protection.1581 In
2017, the military spending of Indonesia was about 8.8 billion U.S. dollars, but spending for
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environmental affairs was only about 95 million U.S. dollars.1582 Vietnam spent about
5.07 billion U.S. dollars on military budget compared to about 20 million U.S. dollars on
environmental protection.1583
Poor allocation of national budgets results in insufficient funds for investing in
environmental research and development. For example, many member states tend to remain
dependent on traditional cheaper and less environmental-friendly practice, technology, and
infrastructure (e.g., coal-fired power plants, pesticides, and slash and burn land clearing).1584
Besides, the military is a significant consumer of non-renewable energy resources: oil, gas,
woods, minerals, land use for training, and weapon testing.1585 Due to the secrecy nature and
lack of transparency, military engages in natural exploitation causing environmental
degradation in various corrupted means, such as constructing coal-fired power plants in
Thailand and Indonesia without proper EIA or unsustainable logging and deforestation for timer
trade in Myanmar.1586 When the military involves in a project, it leaves no room for
transparency, and it is almost impossible for public participation.
The authoritarian rules in member states hinder internal environmental protection and
regional environmental governance because it intensifies the strict application of ASEAN Way
practice. Due to the regimes' undemocratic practice and human rights violation, member states
insist on their authority in internal affairs and defy all degrees of intervention. The rule of nonintervention based on the ASEAN Way is the major hurdle for deeper regional integration and
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environmental norms implementation.1587 The transboundary nature of environmental problems
in the region complicates regional politics and challenges the fundamental of the ASEAN
Way—national sovereignty and non-interference principle.
As discussed in the previous chapters,1588 the ASEAN Way1589 or the non-intervention
principle in domestic affairs of member states emphasizes cooperation by consensus, which
depends on national implementation rather than legal enforcement from a region-centered
mechanism.15901591 This serves as a trust-building approach but lacks legal enforcement.1592
In the past 40 years, ASEAN member states have ratified many multilateral
environmental agreements, and ASEAN has established many regional environmental
agreements.1593 Nevertheless, the primary defect of ASEAN is not the lack of principles but the
lack of enforcement of such principles. ASEAN environmental governance is full of non-legal
binding “soft law” instruments,1594 including unenforceable environmental declarations,
statements, and charters; thus, the implementation to create a concrete plan is exceptionally
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challenging. The approach for regulatory implementation is fragmented due to differences in
legal systems and political histories.1595 Since ASEAN has no jurisdiction over member states,
the linkage between trade and environment needs the consensus from all member states through
a diplomatic conference that environmental issues in trade are usually ruled out. Even if the
agreement is formed, there is no enforcement measure in case of non-compliance.1596
Thus, there are no robust environmental legal frameworks for management and
enforcement.1597 The result is the failure of ASEAN to pressure member states to implement
and integrate those environmental norms.1598 ASEAN appeared to be a talk shop making
rhetoric statements. It damages “the credibility of the organization in the eyes of the
international community”1599 and undermines the capacity of ASEAN to have a meaningful
engagement in addressing environmental problems.
Nevertheless, the democratic transformation within member states signifies a movement
towards the alteration of ASEAN Way interpretation—moving away from the strict application
and allowing certain interventions. The nexus between democratic movement within member
states and ASEAN regionalism can be seen in the attempt to push forward participatory
regionalism by Thailand in the 1990s. The Philippines was an active supporter of Thailand’s
proposal. This attempt led by Thailand and the Philippines reflects their democratizing domestic
policies in such period.1600
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Participatory regionalism was introduced by the Thai Foreign Minister and ASEAN
Secretary-General, Surin Pitsuwan, under the Chuan Leekpai administration during its
democratic regime in 1998.1601 The transboundary environmental issues or human rights
violations were left unresolved to maintain non-confrontational relations. The affected states
have to deal with the spillover effects, unable to solve the problem from the root causes. Feeling
the urge to condemn human rights abuse in Myanmar1602 and solve the regional forest fires haze
problem, Pitsuwan proposed the need for “flexible engagement” citing that issues affecting
member states should be brought up and discussed by members without being regarded as
interference.1603 He insisted that flexible engagement does not violate the principle of nonintervention.1604 It is an internal call to promote less absolute state sovereignty and allow
neighbor intrusion and scrutiny of certain issues once deemed domestic.16051606 The attempt was
met with hesitation and dissent by the rest of the member states, who refused the progressive
step towards modifying the ASEAN norm or any departure from non-intervention doctrine.1607

believed that it should project its values and persuade its neighbors to change for the better but its efforts was faced
with many opposition, especially from those member states that do not have democratic system. However,
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Maintaining the status quo is strongly preferred.1608 No substantive change prevails. The
ASEAN Way remains dominant in actual practice, particularly with the downfall of democracy
and the rise of populism in the region during the present time.16091610
Why Thailand and the Philippines voiced for the change of ASEAN diplomacy during
that period? Katsumata suggested that there are two explanations: conventional/rationalist and
constructivist explanation.1611 For rationalist explanation, the rise of economic crisis, security
issues, and non-traditional security issues such as transboundary environmental problems,1612
drug trafficking, and immigration boosted for the diplomacy shift. This perspective alone
cannot explain why some member states are reluctant to support the idea of flexible engagement
even when they were adversely affected by the problem, such as Malaysia was severely affected
by the haze in 1997, but it was the strong proponent of the non-intervention rule.1613
The constructivist explanation can fill in this limitation. By the end of the Cold War, the
global norm shifted towards democracy and human rights.1614 It is hard to draw the line to
distinguish between domestic and international issues as many domestic issues have external
elements, particularly in the environmental domain.1615 The significance of non-intervention
rule decreased, whereas the norms of human rights and democracy rose.1616 In 1992, the
participating states of Organization/Conference for Security and Co-operation in Europe
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(OSCE/CSCE) agreed that human rights issues could not be regarded as an entirely internal
affair. Thus, collective intervention in case of human rights violation is legitimate and should
not be deemed interference of state sovereignty because, in democracy, sovereignty is vested
in the people, not in the state.1617
This notion is crucial for the integration of human rights norms within ASEAN. The
human right norm held by the international community is a “liberal construct”—a construction
of western liberal political thought believing that human is born with inalienable rights that a
state should never violate.1618 In contrast, in ASEAN, member states are abided by the norms
of state sovereignty, non-interference, and the Asian values with which human rights in a liberal
construct seem to conflict to certain degrees.1619 ASEAN member states that do not internalize
the democratic liberal values believe that sovereignty belongs to the state and external
interference in any domestic matters is not acceptable.
Compared to other member states, the political regimes of Thailand and the Philippines
at that period embraced the liberal values related to human rights and democracy influenced by
the global normative shift. According to “Freedom in the World” annual comparative
assessment of political rights (PR) and civil liberties (CL) in 1998, out of the highest score of
7 signifies the strongest restraints of political rights and civil liberties, Thailand scored 2 (PR)
and 3 (CL) and the Philippines was also 2 (PR) and 3 (CL). In contrast, the score of the other
member states who refused to loosen up the interpretation of the ASEAN Way signified the
restrictions of their political rights and civil liberties. For instance, Malaysia’s scores were 5
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(PR) and 5 (CL); Indonesia’s scores were 6 (PR) and 4 (CL); Vietnam’s grades were 7 (PR)
and 6 (CL); and Myanmar’s ones were 7 (PR) and 7 (CL).1620
Thus, the internalization of democratic liberal values within ASEAN member states
contributed to the proposal of flexible engagement altering the ASEAN Way for more concrete
regional integration. Thailand’s push for flexible engagement also reflects its desire for
“international recognition for its democratic credentials.”1621 Pitsuwan repeatedly stressed that
Thailand’s political regime respects democracy, human rights, and transparency.16221623
Scholars observed that ASEAN member states—particular those with authoritarian regimes and
domestic problems concerning democracy, transparency and human right violations—would
insist on the non-intervention rule to avoid external criticism.1624
Another example showing how democratization helped loosen up the ASEAN Way was
the comment on the human rights violation made by the President of the Philippines, Joseph
Estrada, regarding the discharge of Anwar Ibrahim, the Deputy Prime Minister in the Mahathir
Mohamad administration in 1998.1625 After Anwar was fired after a dispute with the coalition
leadership, he led significant protests against Mahathir’s government. A year later, he was
imprisoned for abuse of power. In 2000, he was convicted of sodomy and given an additional
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nine-year term. Despite the illegality of sodomy in conservative Muslim Malaysia, people were
rarely convicted; thus, his case was widely seen as an attempt by the government to remove a
political threat.1626 Thailand also voiced the concern that the issue, though internal politics, can
damage the unity of ASEAN.1627
At the present time, the downfall of democratic values can be seen throughout the
region.16281629 The political leaders of Thailand and the Philippines converted their diplomacy
back to the ASEAN Way and insisted on the strict application of non-intervention rule.
President Rodrigo Duterte stressed the importance of non-interference in his opening speech at
the 30th Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) Summit 2017, two days after an
international human rights organization urged regional leaders to stand against killings in the
Philippines.16301631 Likewise, during the 50th ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Meeting on August
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5, 2017, in Manila, the Thai Foreign Minister insisted that “ASEAN must respect each other’s
sovereignty, must uphold non-interference.”1632 Thai Prime Minister Prayuth Chan-Ocha, the
military junta, also expressed the absolute disagreement for any intervention in domestic
politics by saying that “don’t open the door to foreign forces to interfere with our sovereignty.
This is extremely dangerous.”1633
A recent coup d’état staged by the army’s commander-in-chief, General Min Aung
Hlaing, on February 1, 2021, is a major step backward for Myanmar’s democratic
transformation and a democratic regression in ASEAN.1634 While the international community
condemned such military intervention, ASEAN’s response is marginal at best. It only released
a statement to recall that the principle of democracy is enshrined in the ASEAN Charter, and
reconciliation is needed to re-establish peace, stability, and normalcy in Myanmar.1635 The
reactions from member states vary from disapproval to complete silence.1636 Indonesia and
Singapore expressed their “grave concerns” and urged all parties to find solutions via
dialogues.1637 In contrast, Cambodia and Thailand take a hands-off approach stating that it is
CNN PHILIPPINES (Apr. 29, 2017), https://cnnphilippines.com/news/2017/04/29/Duterte-ASEAN-speech-noninterference.html
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an internal affair of Myanmar.1638 Thailand’s Prime Minister, the former military junta, Prayuth
Chan-Ocha gave a brief interview stating that maintaining good relations with Myanmar is more
important.1639 The responses from member states and ASEAN confirm the strict adherence to
the ASEAN Way.
Therefore, democratizing the authoritarian regimes in member states can be the first step
to lower the bar of non-intervention principle and provide an opportunity for the ASEAN Way
to be reconsidered. It can open doors for meaningful discussion, deeper integration, enhanced
participation and effective implementation regarding significant regional issues. Notably,
human rights violations and trade-related environmental issues will be openly and frankly
discussed. The ASEAN Charter endorsed these core values of democracy, human rights, and
sustainable development, but they are not yet internalized in member states. The discussion on
the violation of such values is highly limited due to the non-interference practice. ASEAN has
to open doors for a more flexible approach to enhancing cooperation on common regional
interests as Tay stated that “non-interference cannot be maintained as an icon in the face of
ecological disaster that knows no border.”1640

2.2

The struggle for human rights on environmental protection and
participation

The second obstruction for ASEAN integration of environmental norms is the lack of
human rights protection. ASEAN endorses human rights protection, but it is not yet assimilated
as Allison stated, “ASEAN is in the stage of human right promotion not human right
protection.” 1641 In the absence of human rights protection, civil participation in environmental
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protection and management is inadequate. Without public participation, the decision-making
process for economic and environmental policy is distorted.
Human rights and environmental protection are fundamentally linked as the
environment is a prerequisite to the enjoyment of human rights. “The exercise of human rights
help to protect the environment, which is in turn enables the full enjoyments of human
rights.”1642 Human rights cannot be achieved in a degraded and polluted environment.1643 By
polluting the environment, the polluter violated human rights.1644 Environmental conditions in
each society help determine how people enjoy their fundamental rights to life, health, safe food,
adequate housing, and traditional livelihood and culture.1645
International laws, regional agreements, and national laws acknowledge the
interrelationship between human rights and the environment and contain provisions on the right
to the environment with different approaches—linking the environment to development or
linking a sound environment to human health.1646 The human right to life, health, and wellbeing are pronounced in Article 3 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights: “Everyone
has a right to a standard of living adequate for himself and his family, health, and wellbeing.”1647 It received formal recognition in Stockholm Declaration principle 1:
Man has the fundamental right to freedom, equality and adequate
conditions of life, in an environment of a quality that permits a life of
dignity and well-being, and he bears a solemn responsibility to protect
and improve the environment for present and future generations.1648
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The ASEAN Charter endorses the principle sustainable environment to ensure environmental
protection for the well-being and welfare of the people.1649 The ASEAN Human Right
Declaration articulates that human has a right to an adequate standard of living including the
right to safe, clean, and sustainable development—the right to development needs to meet the
developmental and environmental needs equitably.1650 Several ASEAN member states have
constitutional protections for the environment—Cambodia, Indonesia, Thailand, the
Philippines, Myanmar, and Vietnam.1651 The constitutions of the Philippines and Indonesia
explicitly guarantee a right to a clean and healthy environment.1652 Thus, it is a well-established
principle of international law that the protection of the environment is part of human rights—
the environment should be protected for human interest.1653
For ASEAN member states, nature has always been regarded as national property to be
exploited for personal or national wealth. It is the “anthropocentric approach”—human over
nature or humans' right to develop and exploit the environment to satisfy human needs and
benefits.1654 For rapid economic expansion in ASEAN, natural resources have been
overexploited to the extent that it causes economic and environmental loss. Sustainable
development became a national, regional, and global agenda.1655 The concept of sustainable
development still employs the “anthropocentric approach” as it highlights the significance of
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sustainable use of natural resources for economic development to maintain a healthy
environment for human well-being.1656 According to this approach, member states can continue
exploiting natural resources and polluting but within the regenerative capacity and absorptive
level of the environment.
From the environmental right perspective,1657 whether it is justifiable at all for the states
to pollute for the sake of development. In particular, if polluting does not lead to development
in terms of change in social welfare, alleviation standard of living, equitable allocation of
wealth among people, is it still justifiable? Does nature have an equal right to coexist? As a step
further from the human-centered approach of sustainable development, the “biocentric
approach” or “eco-centric approach” views humans and the environment as ecological
partners—nature has its own inalienable right, and human as part of nature has an obligation to
conserve nature.1658 If states continue to fail to sustain the economic-environment development,
this perspective is argued to be significant for tackling massive environmental catastrophes. As
Borras articulated, “It is important to protect nature but not under the blanket of protecting
human interest.”1659
This subpart argues that the focus is on protecting the environment as it is vital for
human survival because of two reasons. First, what is needed to be protected is not nature or
the environment per se but the sustainable environmental condition for humans. Nature will
remain in whatever polluted conditions, but such conditions may not sustain the lives of human
beings. Second, ASEAN will not endorse environmental rights in the biocentric approach. It is
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not a viable approach because ASEAN cannot anticipate a foreseeable interest or a win-win
outcome. Even with the endorsed human-centered approach with solid and tangible advantages,
ASEAN still cannot fully integrate and implement it.
ASEAN and its member states are willing to implement cooperation regarding the
second generation of human rights but not the first and the third generation. Karel Vasak
characterized human rights in international law into three generations: the first generation is
civil and political rights; the second generation is economic, social, and cultural rights; and the
third generation is “solidarity rights,” including the right to healthy environment, minority
rights, and right to ownership of the common heritage of humankind.1660 The endorsement of
human rights does not guarantee the actual implementation of the protection.
This problem relates back to the lack of democratic process and the dominant
authoritarian powers in member states’ political regimes.1661 After the decolonization period,
many countries in the region have suffered periodic political instability.1662 Democratic political
and administrative systems are not well-founded, leading to the sudden changes or government
removal by military coups. Therefore, the principles of democracy and human rights protection,
together with the right to the environment under constitutions of ASEAN member states, are
not stabilized and well-implemented since fundamental human rights have always been
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jeopardized and violated by the political unrest.1663 Thailand is an example of the lack of
environmental rights and democracy due to internal political turmoil. Human’s right to live in
a healthy environment, the right to participate in the environmental movement, and the right to
take legal actions against governmental entities were endorsed in the Thai constitution before
the military coup in 2014.1664 After the military junta took power, the latest version of the Thai
constitution 2017 no longer contains such provisions.1665 Several environmental regulations
were amended by lowering environmental assessment standards to facilitate massive
development programs.1666
The violation of human rights is omnipresent in ASEAN member states.1667 In nondemocratic regimes, there is no guarantee of fundamental civil rights: freedom of expression,
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public movement and participation, access to environmental information and assessment,1668
and a fair trial and remedy.1669 These procedural rights are the three pillars for “Environmental
Democracy,”1670 set forth in Principle 10 of the Rio Declaration and essential for environmental
protection.1671 The suppression of these rights increases the tendency of environmental
degradation and decreases the chances for reparation of such environmental damage.1672 Under
the suppression of public participation, there are also distortions of development because not
all voices can be heard as Herz stated, “Repressive regimes are not accountable to their
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people.”1673 Therefore, the governmental position, policy, strategy concerning trade, economic
development, or environmental measures may not reflect the majority of citizens on the
equitable ground.1674
The participation of civil society and environmental activists plays a crucial role in
providing local communities with information regarding the environmental impacts and risks
of a policy or development project. However, the non-democratic regimes in member states
tend to limit the role of civil society, activists, and local communities. They centralize their
power to make and implement environmental policy or economic policy that may significantly
impact the environment.1675 Local communities have limited, if not at all, power and funds to
manage natural resources in their environment or participate in national projects that may affect
their livelihoods and habitats. Their needs may not be taken into consideration when the
governments exercise their legislative and executive powers. Some decisions made by the
governments for economic growth could benefit only elite groups of people, but the
environmental cost will be borne by all others who cannot take part in the decision.1676
For instance, the Thai current military government is backed by the top 1% of elites and
millionaires who control the mass market of the whole national production.1677 Their
relationship is mutually benefited,1678 as witnessed by the government’s decision to delay the
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ban on the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers1679 and promote monoculture cash crops
such as wide-scale corn and sugarcane production.1680 Corn is a valuable cash crop for both
domestic and export markets used for producing feeds for livestock. Within the domestic
market, small farmers produce corns to supply giant food and livestock manufacturing
businesses—one of them is Charoen Pokphand Group (CP) who has a strong connection with
the junta.1681 The wide production of cash crops relates to the land burning and haze problem,
particularly in the northern parts of Thailand, Myanmar,1682 and Laos.1683 The government’s
measure to stop the fire is to simply forbid land clearing by fire without additional consideration
of their economic incentives.1684 The measure sanctioning local farmers cannot stop the fire
when financial interest prevails.1685 Instead, the government should only regulate the central
policy for environmental sustainability of the food chain by disclosing all information about

protection so as to make them in a conflicting position with their elite supporters. In order to provide benefit for
the businesses of their supporters, many trade related policies are destructive to the sustainable environment.
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http://www.nationmultimedia.com/detail/national/30346142; and Agrochemicals Unmasked: Fertilizer and
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Rail, ASIA NIKKEI (May 29, 2019), https://asia.nikkei.com/Business/Companies/Thai-CP-Group-winsgovernment-approval-on-high-speed-airport-rail ;
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production and process methods,1686 providing concession maps, and requiring business
accountability to discourage the purchase from unsustainable suppliers. For measure against
burning, the government should vest its power and financial support to each province so that
all relevant parties—local authority, villagers, and local farmers—can jointly discuss and seek
an optimal solution that does not leave small farmers to bear all financial burden.1687
Indonesian recent adoption of the new law is another example of the distortion of
environmental rights. Indonesian students, environmental NGOs, and civil society groups have
protested against new legislations, so-called Omnibus Law—the insertion of 174 articles into
79 existing statutes governing areas of taxation, investment, labor, and the environment.1688
Omnibus law is argued to boost up investment and facilitating job creation.1689 Omnibus law is
argued to boost up investment and facilitate job creation. Nonetheless, many scholars and
activists found that the law only benefits the elites—businesses conglomerates and
politicians—so the oligarchy and big dirty businesses are getting stronger, particularly the
mining and coal companies.1690 It bluntly decreases environmental standards to prioritize
1686

When given accurate environmental information regarding environmental impacts of economic activities such
as environmental impacts of process and production methods of products or environmental cost of the products in
the market, citizens will realize the actual environmental cost of such products and activities; therefore, they could
gradually switch their preferences towards products or activities of sustainable sources. As a result, citizen’s
demand for more sustainable products and economic activities will be expressed directly through public movement
or indirectly through the press or consumption behaviors which will be taken into account for law and policy
making process.
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economic growth. For instance, it removes strict liability from the Forestry and Environmental
Law, eliminates the legal requirement that provinces have to maintain a minimum forest cover
of 30 percent on provincial land, and empowers the government to give concession in forest
and peatlands, which are currently protected by the moratorium.1691
Grita Anindarini from ICEL climate justice division stated that Omnibus law weakens
three environmental rights—access to information, public participation, and environmental
justice.1692 The environmental permit issued based on the environmental impact assessment
document (AMDAL) can no longer be challenged. Omnibus law eliminates the public right to
file an objection against the permit once it is approved.1693 It also loosens requirements for
environmental impact assessment for industrial and agribusiness projects as it abolishes the
independent committee—consisting of environmental experts, public representatives, and
NGOs.1694 The former regulation guaranteed public participation from communities and civil
society during the assessment process, but Omnibus law limits the participating right to only
those directly impacted.1695 Firman Soebagyo, parliament’s legislative committee, stated that
the critics from NGOs who are not directly affected should be limited if they “aren’t in line
with national interests.”1696
Without the participation of civil society and environmental activists, the affected local
communities may not be well informed of accurate environmental data until it is too late.1697 In
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the case of the karst mountains of Kendeng in Central Java province, while the government
supported the cement quarry and factory, local farmers in the area challenged the project’s
environmental permit in court, citing that they did not know the project’s impact assessment
until heavy machinery appeared on the site. It was activists who provide information on how
this project would pollute their water sources.1698
Thus, public participation is critical for integrating environmental protection in national
policy and ensuring environmental justice, but not all participation is the same. Rodan
distinguished several modes of participation: (i) individual political expression—an individual
effort to directly or indirectly influence public policy and governance1699; (ii) civil society
expression—a collective and independent movement in forms of organizations, social groups,
or unions1700; (iii) societal incorporation—an institution providing channels for participants to
influence public policy and debate but the state strategically control over the sorts of conflicts
open to scrutiny;1701 and (iv) administrative incorporation—organized individual participation
in state-controlled paths that “allow and depoliticize public policy” to drive social conflicts
through institutions controlled by political-bureaucratic class.1702
The participation in societal and administrative incorporation the participants do not
contribute to democratic movement and tend to have an insignificant role in leading
controversial social issues such as environmental protection because the participants cannot
freely initiate issues on their terms. Particularly, administrative incorporation is a mechanism
1698

Id.
The limitation and risks for harsh repression depends on the domestic regime in member state. For instance,
Thailand still enforces Lèse Majestè law prohibiting any discussion or critics against the monarchy. In Vietnam,
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providing consultation and feedback platforms giving opportunities for direct engagement with
state bureaucracies; thus, it does not promote citizen’s democratic right because the conflicts
over the policy are translated into an administrative issue about the implementation of
policy.1703 First, the complaints must be about the “process” of policy implementation—
whether there is a defect in administration, malpractice, or corruption.1704 Second, as the law
does not allow for collective participation in the process, a citizen must individually submit
petitions or letters of complaint to authorities.1705 Examples can be seen in several mechanisms
in Singapore, such as the Feedback Unit was established in 1985 and renamed in 2006 as
Reaching Everyone for Active Citizenry@Home (REACH). REACH, run by the Ministry of
Communications and Information, provides online platforms for “both complaints and
suggestions about refinement of public policy, as well as for information gathering and
dissemination on topics and issues of interest to authorities.”1706 As Rodan observed that it is
participation without democracy—a state crucially, “control over who can participate—and on
what issues and how—offers the possibility of expanding political space while narrowing the
substantive issues open to contest.”1707
On the other hand, individual and civil society expressions have great contribution in
influencing controversial political, economic and environmental issues; thus, they challenge the
state political regime and interest of the elites. To a certain degree, their movement is likely to
be suppressed in non-democratic regimes of member states such as Thailand, Cambodia,
Vietnam, Myanmar, and Singapore.1708 The struggle for more openness and space for political
movement continues. In recent decades, the most expansive individual expressions are social
media and online activities. On social media platforms, it can be hard to distinguish individual
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expression from social activism. 1709
Key active environmental groups in member states, among others, are: Indonesian
Center for Environmental Law (ICEL), an independent NGO involving in legal reform and
environmental governance; Friends of the Earth International Indonesia, the largest and oldest
environmental advocacy founded in 1980 focusing on conflicts over natural resources,
indigenous rights, a marine ecosystem and deforestation1710; Word Resource Institute Indonesia
(WRI), an independent non-profit research organization working on economic-environmental
issues1711; Greenpeace Philippines working on environmental threats such as illegal logging,
coal power plants project and waste importation1712; and Biodiversity Sustainable Agriculture
Food Sovereignty Thailand Foundation (BioThai) founded through a collaboration between
social activists, farmers, academics, government officials and the people of rural communities
in order to study and develop public policies related to the management of natural resources,
economic development, and culture, towards sustainable social development. 1713
Despite certain degrees of constraints on civil liberties, the environmental groups still
have influences in securing environmental justice and internalizing environmental norms into
member states’ economic policies and regulation. For instance, FTA Watch, BioThai,1714 and
other civil society groups put up vigorous campaigns against Thai government’s decision to
join the massive trade bloc, the CPTPP trade agreement,1715 because though it may help
accelerating trade growth, it may also have negative impacts on Thai small farmers, rights over
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seeds and breeds, and access to medicine.1716 The Thai government decided to take a step back
until certain differences are sorted out.17171718 For many years, Greenpeace Philippines has
actively urged the government to put climate action and justice in the center of governance and
regulate corporate accountability—the fossil fuel industries.1719 Until November 2020, the
House of Representatives adopted House Resolution No. 1377, declaring a climate and
environmental emergency to ensure “enhanced and coherent climate actions in the executive
and legislative agenda of the government.”1720 Friend of the Earths voiced against the financing
of coal-fired power plant project in Indonesia by the Japan Bank for International Cooperation
(JBIC).1721 Later, the Japanese government pledged not to support the finance of coal projects
overseas.1722
In brief, to internalize environmental norms, ASEAN is required, along with
assimilating democratic values, to shift human rights promotion to human rights protection,
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ensuring the participation of individual, civil society groups, and local communities in the
policy-making process. Harold Koh stated, “democracy and genuine respects for human rights
remain the best paths for sustainable economic growth.” Without participation, who speaks for
the people, majority, and minority? Whose interest counts? In the worst case, the environment
is a sacrifice but not for the development of all nations but wealth for small groups of people.

3.

HOW CAN ASEAN INTEGRATE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION?
This part proposes potential reforms to the ASEAN structure to convert ASEAN

democratic and human rights statements into practices and facilitate environmental integration.
The strict application of the ASEAN Way or non-intervention rule is no longer suitable in the
face of transboundary environmental problems. ASEAN needs to steer away from state-centric
diplomacy and move towards a people-centered regionalism. First, ASEAN should have a
separation of power, and ASEAN representatives should be democratically elected from the
people of member states. Second, human rights to the sustainable environment should be
protected by strengthening civil society and environmental NGOs' participation in the decisionmaking process. Third, ASEAN should reinforce the linkage between the environment and
economic development by establishing a distinct environmental pillar or an environmental
working group within the economic pillar. This particular organ should focus on three tasks: (i)
strengthening environmental science with policy ensuring the compatibility of environmental
protection and economic cooperation; (ii) incorporating environmental provisions in ASEAN
trade agreements and economic development; and (iii) establishing a mechanism to address the
economic incentives as the underlying cause of environmental problems.
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3.1

Creating the separation of power and decreasing the dominant elite-led
approach

The structure of ASEAN needs to be amended by creating a separation of power to
decrease the dominant state-led approach. ASEAN should have a separation of power:
executive power, legislative power, and judiciary power. These three powers can no longer be
vested in one entity, the ASEAN Summit.1723 The ASEAN representatives should be
democratically elected from the people of member states. Without the separation of power and
democratic engagement of ASEAN people, any integration in ASEAN is hardly feasible. When
the concrete ASEAN structure is in place, environmental integration is foreseeable.
The structure and function of ASEAN have no contact with the ASEAN people. The
nature of ASEAN is an elite-led and state-centric organization in which human rights and
democracy are neither prerequisites for membership nor pursuing goals. The driving force is
regime survival, and the development is determined by the states' political and security interests.
Non-state actors play marginal roles.1724 By having separation of power and national
representative elections, people within member states can connect with ASEAN. It would lead
to more transparency and more connection with the people. To ASEAN people, ASEAN has
minimal role and significance to their lives. Research shows that the general public lacks
awareness of ASEAN’s existence.1725
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This problem was discussed in the first chapter regarding the structural challenges of ASEAN section 2.2.
Under the Charter, the ASEAN Summit comprised of the head of the governments of member states acts as a onestop service: legislative branch, executive branch, and judiciary branch. The Article 7 of the Charter states that
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ASEAN entities function by the head of member states, foreign ministers, or
representatives appointed by the member states.1726 They are driving the policies and progress
of ASEAN. In authoritarian regimes or in certain regimes where civil liberties and political
rights are limited, the interests of states and their leaders do not always reflect, if not contradict,
the interests of the people. The so-called Asian values they defend may not be the true values
people believe in.1727 The economic-environment developmental path they envisioned may not
be the same one for the people. ASEAN may not be driven by the need and the benefit of
Southeast Asian people.
As discussed earlier in previous chapters, the government’s excuse for pursuing rapid
economic growth is for national wealth and the well-being of its citizens; however, it is not
always the case. In ASEAN, most member states having economic growth suffered from high
inequality distribution of wealth.1728 The majority of the people do not benefit from national
growth but suffer from environmental consequences. With elections of ASEAN representatives,
to the very least, there is hope that this fact could be voiced and heard. The final policies would
reflect what ASEAN identity truly is. It helps to create the common feeling that we, the people,
belong to ASEAN. ASEAN will no longer be a far-fetched elite-led talk shop.
To establish a separation of power and set parameters for the power vested in elected
representatives from member states, the construction of the European Union with its long
process of regional democratization can serve as a guideline for ASEAN.1729
It took three wars and seventy years of EU construction to reach the vision of Victor
Hugo, the Senator of the Second Republic of France and the author of “Les Misérables” who
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2.1.
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depicted the famous “Liberty Leading the People.”1730 In his speech in the Peace Congress of
Paris on 26 December 1849, he addressed his belief in the unity and peace of European states
by stressing that “all you nations of the continent, shall, without losing your distinct qualities
and your glorious individuality, be blended into a superior unity and shall constitute a European
fraternity, just as Normandy, Brittany, Burgundy, Lorraine, Alsace, have been blended into
France.” 1731
The construction and democratization of the European Union did not happen at once.
Instead, it progresses little by little as envisioned by the French Foreign Minister Robert
Schuman on May 9, 1950, “Europe will not be made all at once, or according to a single plan.
It will be built through concrete achievements which first create a de facto solidarity.”1732 The
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VICTOR, HUGO, LES MISÉRABLES 12-21 (2013).
“A day will come when arms shall fall from your hands. A day will come when war shall appear as impossible,
and will be as impossible between Paris and London, between Petersburg and Berlin, between Vienna and Turin,
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should immediately provide for the setting up of common foundations for economic development as a first step in
the federation of Europe, and will change the destinies of those regions which have long been devoted to the
manufacture of munitions of war, of which they have been the most constant victims. The solidarity in production
thus established will make it plain that any war between France and Germany becomes not merely unthinkable,
but materially impossible. The setting up of this powerful productive unit, open to all countries willing to take part
1731
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EU has three main separated branches of power: the EU Commission, the EU Parliament,1733
and the EU Court of Justice. When it was first created in 1951, the Parliament was constituted
of appointed representatives drawn from the national parliaments of member states.1734 It did
not have any legislative power as it was only designed to be a purely consultative assembly.1735
Their opinions were not binding. As the government of the European Communities, the EU
Commission consisted of commissioners nominated by member states.1736 Each member state
appointed one commissioner. The President of the Commission was chosen by the chiefs of
governments of the Member States.1737 The Parliament was not consulted during this process.
Though the Treaties of Rome ambitiously stated that the European people should
directly elect the representatives of the Parliament, it needed the unanimous agreement of the
European Council composing of the Ministers from all the Member States.1738 The unanimity

and bound ultimately to provide all the member countries with the basic elements of industrial production on the
same terms, will lay a true foundation for their economic unification. (…) By pooling basic production and by
instituting a new High Authority, whose decisions will bind France, Germany and other member countries, this
proposal will lead to the realization of the first concrete foundation of a European federation indispensable to the
preservation of peace. To promote the realization of the objectives defined, the French Government is ready to
open negotiations on the following bases. A representative of the United Nations will be accredited to the
Authority, and will be instructed to make a public report to the United Nations twice yearly, giving an account of
the working of the new organization, particularly as concerns the safeguarding of its objectives. (…)” The
translated version can be found on the official website of European Union https://europa.eu/european-union/abouteu/symbols/europe-day/schuman-declaration_en ; The text in French can be found in STÉPHANE LECLERC, LES
INSTITUTIONS DE L’UNION EUROPÉENNE 24 (2005).
1733
The name was changed from European Parliamentary Assembly to the current "European Parliament" in 1962.
1734
The Treaty of Paris establishing the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) Article 20 and Article 21
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/about-parliament/en/in-the-past/the-parliament-and-the-treaties/treaty-of-paris ;
and
https://www.cvce.eu/content/publication/1997/10/13/11a21305-941e-49d7-a171ed5be548cd58/publishable_en.pdf
1735
Id.
1736
The Commission was named as “the High Authority” in the Treaty of Paris. Article 10:The governments of
the member States shall designate eight members of the High Authority by agreement among themselves. These
eight members will elect a ninth member, who shall be deemed elected if he receives at least five votes.
https://www.cvce.eu/content/publication/1997/10/13/11a21305-941e-49d7-a171ed5be548cd58/publishable_en.pdf
1737
Treaty of Paris Article 11: The President and the Vice President of the High Authority shall be designated
from among the membership of the High Authority for two years, in accordance with the procedure provided for
the designation of the members of the High Authority by the governments of the member States. They may be
reelected.
https://www.cvce.eu/content/publication/1997/10/13/11a21305-941e-49d7-a171ed5be548cd58/publishable_en.pdf
1738
Treaty of Rome 1957 Article 138 Paragraphs 1 and 2 lapsed on 17 July 1979 in accordance with Article 14 of
the Act concerning the election of the representatives of the European Parliament.: 1. The representatives in the
European Parliament of the peoples of the States brought together in the Community shall be elected by direct
universal suffrage; and 3. The Assembly [European Parliament] shall draw up proposals for elections by direct
universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform procedure in all Member States. The Council shall, acting
unanimously, lay down the appropriate provisions, which it shall recommend to Member States for adoption in
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was never achieved until 1979; for the first time, EU representatives were directly elected.1739
As an elected body, the Parliament began to draft proposals addressing the functioning of the
European Communities, but its votes remained non-binding for the Commission and the
Council.1740 It became unacceptable when the European Communities could enact regulations
even if the people democratically opposed it. Eventually, in 1985, the ratification of the Single
European Act marked the recognition of a legislative power granted to the Parliament—no
regulation would be published without a positive vote of the European democratic assembly.1741
By the Treaty of Maastricht in 1992, the European Union and European citizenship were
created. The power of the Parliament was enlarged as it has more substantial control of the
executive branch and the member states’ actions. The Parliament can dismiss the Commission
at the qualified majority—two-third of the representatives.1742 It votes the budget, adopts the
regulations, questions the Commissioners, and publishes an annual report of the EU actions

accordance with their respective constitutional requirements. Treaty of Rome, available at
https://ec.europa.eu/romania/sites/romania/files/tratatul_de_la_roma.pdf ; and the Act concerning the election of
the representatives of the European Parliament, Official Journal of the European Community, No.L278/5 available
at https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:41976X1008(01)&from=EN
1739
The first President of the elected parliament was Simone Veil. Her election at the presidency of the first transEuropean democratic body was highly symbolic as she was a woman at a period of feminist emancipation and a
survivor of the Holocaust when she was deported by Nazi German to Auschwitz concentration camp during the
World War II. The Parliament became the symbol of the French-German reconciliation by the People in a fully
democratic election.
1740
Under the leadership of its President, the commissioners normally proposed the regulations to European
Council composed of the Ministers from all the Member States. For instance, if the regulation was about
environment, then it had to be unanimously adopted from a European Council composed of all the European
Ministers of Environmental from all member states. Then, the Parliament was asked to give opinions and advices.
However, whether the Parliament has positive or negative opinion, it did not have any legal impact on the
publication of such regulations. This led to a political crisis during which the European Parliament refused at the
beginning of the 80’s to give its opinions on European regulations. According to the Treaties, since there was
consultation with the Parliament, the Commission could not publish any regulation anymore. It led the European
Union into general paralysis status. Treaty of Rome Article 43.2 : The Council shall, on a proposal from the
Commission and after consulting the Assembly [European Parliament], acting unanimously during the first two
stages and by a qualified majority thereafter, make regulations, issue directives, or take decisions, without
prejudice
to
any
recommendations
it
may
also
make.
https://ec.europa.eu/romania/sites/romania/files/tratatul_de_la_roma.pdf
1741
The Single European Act Article 6, https://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:a519205f-924a-497896a2-b9af8a598b85.0004.02/DOC_1&format=PDF
1742
Treaty of European Union Article 24 :If a motion of censure is carried by a two-thirds majority of the votes
cast, rep-resenting a majority of the members of the European Parliament, the members of the Commission shall
resign as a body. They shall continue to deal with current business until they are replaced in accordance with
Article 10. In this case, the term office of the members of the Commission appointed to replace them shall expire
on the date on which the term of office of the members of the Commission obliged to resign as a body would have
expired. https://europa.eu/european-union/sites/europaeu/files/docs/body/treaty_on_european_union_en.pdf
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every year.1743 In 2007, the Lisbon Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, the
democratization of the European bodies continued as the treaty states that the Commission shall
be formed according to the EU general election’s results and that the President of the
Commission shall be the candidate of the party who won the election.1744 After the Commission
is formed, it requires confirmation and validation from the Parliament.1745 Since 2010, every
year, the President of the Commission has to make a State of the Union speech in front of
representatives disclosing her/his political agenda for the next 12 months.1746 The speech is
opened to questions and creates a democratic debate between the executive and the legislative
branches of the European Union.
The democratization of European Union, with elected Parliament having legislative
power and control over the executive branch, has been a long journey. It took nearly 70 years
to move from nominated representatives with limited advisory roles to elected representatives
with real power representing the people and controlling the executive branch's actions and the
member states.
It might not be possible for ASEAN to soon become, if not at all, like the EU—a
supranational organization with its legal capacity, uniform or harmonized laws, and a dispute

1743

Treaty of European Union
Treaty of Lisbon Article 1.18.7 to be inserted in Article 9D.7 of the Treaty of European Union: Taking into
account the elections to the European Parliament and after having held the appropriate consultations, the European
Council, acting by a qualified majority, shall propose to the European Parliament a candidate for President of the
Commission. This candidate shall be elected by the European Parliament by a majority of its component members.
If he does not obtain the required majority, the European Council, acting by a qualified majority, shall within one
month propose a new candidate who shall be elected by the European Parliament following the same procedure.
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2007:306:FULL:EN:PDF
1745
The Lisbon Treaty also installed a co-decision process to adopt any EU regulation. The Commission proposes
the drafted regulation, the Council composed of the Ministers of the Member States –Senate like entity– adopt it
at a qualified majority (65% of Member States shall agree, to protect “small countries”, and they shall represent
55% of the European population, to protect “big countries”; no more exception requiring consensus and/or
unanimity) and an adoption by a simple majority of the EU Parliament ( more than 50% of the representatives).
See
Article 1.17 to be inserted to Article 9 C of the Treaty of European Union https://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2007:306:FULL:EN:PDF
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settlement mechanism.17471748 Despite its intention to remain as an intergovernmental
organization, ASEAN’s function can still be democratized. In ASEAN, there was a similar
entity like the EU Parliament during the making of the ASEAN Charter. The Eminent Person
Group—a group of prominent citizens, mostly ministers, from ASEAN member states tasked
to draft and give opinions on the ASEAN Charter.1749 Still, they were not elected, and their role
was advisory at best.1750 Taking the democratization of the EU as a guideline, ASEAN can,
without losing its identity: (i) initiate the elections of representatives from member states and
provide them with advisory legislative power; and (ii) separate the legislative, executive, and
judiciary power. Initially, elected representatives can provide opinions regarding any ASEAN
“soft laws” or policies. The elected representatives should be able to give endorsement to the
nomination of the judiciary and executive entities. Eventually, member states should confer
parts of their sovereignty to the ASEAN dispute settlement mechanism so its ruling on noncompliance issues could be binding. Non-compliance should be addressed with effective
measures. With the opinion from elected representatives, the member states may agree upon
which “soft law” instrument should be binding, taking into consideration the gravity and vitality
of the issues.
The institutional democratic change may not guarantee the adoption of liberal values
within member states; nevertheless, it put regional norm endorsed in the Charter into practice
and may influence the member states’ practice.1751 Little by little, the people, not just leaders

1747

Chung Hung Lin, supra note 307, at 829-834.
The comparison analysis between ASEAN regionalism and European Union regionalism was discussed in
chapter IV.
1749
List of members of the Eminent Persons Group (EPG) on the ASEAN Charter, https://www.asean.org/wpcontent/uploads/images/archive/ACP-EPGMember.pdf
1750
The Eminent Person suggested majority voting where the consensus cannot be reached; nevertheless, the
proposal was rejected by the Foreign Ministers at their Retreat in Siem Riep in 2007. The issue was discussed in
the first chapter section 2.2.2. See also WOON, supra note 312, at 158.
1751
Pevehouse stated that norm change in regional institution may shape state’s behavior; however, Poole believed
“it cannot be assumed that states are more likely to embrace liberal democratic principles because of the adoption
of regional norms”. JON C. PEVEHOUSE, DEMOCRACY FROM ABOVE: REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND
DEMOCRATIZATION 46 (2005); and POOLE, supra note 146, at 15.
1748
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in the name of member states, can express their voices for the future development of ASEAN,
particularly in the economic-environmental path.

3.2

Assimilating of civil society and environmental rights: A people-centered
ASEAN community with the participation from civil society, local
communities, and non-governmental environmental organizations

ASEAN needs to move from state-centric to people-centric organization. It requires “a
more defined and stronger space for civil society actors and processes that cross national
boundaries.”1752 For people to have a sense of participation and ownership of ASEAN and
ASEAN to have a significant impact on its people at large, non-state actors should be able to
participate in determining policy priority, policymaking, and policy implementation.1753 The
projection of ASEAN cannot be centralized mainly on the vision of member states’ leaders.
The participation by independent civil society groups is pivotal to ensure that regional
economic-environmental policy takes into account all social and environmental considerations.
All voices must be heard to sustain development on the equitable ground. The role of civil
society is prominent in dealing with trade-related environmental problems as economic
incentives usually take precedence, particularly in ASEAN, where member states, constrained
by national interest, have a dominant power to dictate the economic-environment development.
There are two possible modes of participation. First, ASEAN could give a consultative
or advisory role for environmental non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and civil society
groups to participate in policymaking and implementation. For instance, in trade agreement
negotiation, environmental NGOs should be granted observation status and provide

1752
1753

Contreras, supra note 1598, at 151.
NATALEGAWA, supra note 21, at 164-165.
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environmental impact assessments.1754 Second, when there are regional conflicts regarding
trade-related transboundary environmental issues, ASEAN can seek environmental
recommendations from the NGOs working and investigating the issue. Doing so would render
a more relevant result because the negotiation, discussion, and decision-making process would
be more objective, and every critical aspect would be taken into consideration.
ASEAN is a state-led organization. Elliot noted that, for network engagement, ASEAN
has been the “instigator” leading the environment network for trans-governmental,
consultation, knowledge building, coordination, and compliance.1755 ASEAN fails to engage
with a wide range of stakeholders, especially with civil society and the local communities.1756
All interactions are intergovernmental with limited, if not at all, role of non-state actors.
The effectiveness and viability of ASEAN depend on the involvement of civil society.
ASEAN People, not only states, should have a role in shaping regional policy and identity.
Contreras named this interaction as a “Multi Stake-Holder Platform.”1757 Acharya called it
“Non-Official Regionalism.” 1758 Both terms refer to participation from civil society and local
communities in regional platforms to have critical engagement between states and non-state
actors, which is crucial to the legitimacy and identity of regionalism.1759 It is a way to avoid
states having dominant sources of power and authority.

1754

For instance, WTO Committee on Trade and Environment (CTE) has granted an observation status to United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Secretariat to attend its negotiation sessions.
Charnovitz, supra note 1491, at 19.
1755

“Within ASEAN, networks have been tasked to build strategic networks and partnerships with the private
sector, international institutions and civil society (the mandate of the ASEAN Centre for Biodiversity), to share
knowledge and experience (the ASEAN Regional Knowledge Network on Forest Law Enforcement and
Governance (ARKN- FLEG), the ASEAN Regional Knowledge Network on Forests and Climate Change (ARKNFCC) and the ASEAN Forest Clearinghouse Mechanism (CHM)), and to enhance enforcement and compliance
(the ASEAN Wildlife Enforcement Network (ASEAN-WEN)). These are, in effect, regional (and regionalized)
forms of what would otherwise be recognized as global public policy networks.” Elliot, supra note 112, at 63.
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Id.
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Contreras, supra note 1598, at 153-154.
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ACHARYA, supra note 16, at 258-259.
1759
Badenoch stressed the importance of “multiple interest and complex human-environment interactions.”
Morada stated that ASEAN will be more relevant if it opens up to the “participatory regionalism.” NATHAN
BADENOCH, TRANSBOUNDARY ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE IN MAINLAND
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In ASEAN, there are two types of civil engagement: semi-official and non-official
regionalism. For semi-official regionalism:
First, the Second Track or Track II group is a networking group of think tanks who have
expertise directly on relevant issues. For instance, ASEAN Institutes for Strategic and
International Studies (ASEAN-ISIS) is a state-sponsored network of think tanks that functions
to provide ASEAN and the governments with policy inputs such as ideas on ASEAN FTA or
ASEAN Regional Forums.1760 The ASEAN Young Leader Programme is a networking forum
for groups of young generation elites from various sectors to address challenging issues in
ASEAN.1761 Second semi-official regionalism is in the field of education and culture. It is called
“people-to-people” contact,1762 such as ASEAN Tourism Association (ASEANTA);1763
ASEAN University Network promoting socio-cultural exchange and understanding;1764 and the
Southeast Asia Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO) providing scholarships to
various universities in the region. 1765 These sociocultural training programs receive limited
funds from member states. The educational sectors in ASEAN member states are dominated or
controlled by the states; thus, there is limited space for private academic networking. 1766
Stone identified three important tasks of Track II group—they provide new cognitive
structures or casual frames around the idea relating to regional construction; their dialogue helps

SOUTHEAST ASIA 2 (2002); and Noel Morada, ASEAN at 40: Prospects for Community Building In Southeast Asia,
15 ASIA PAC. REV.36, 36-55 (2008).
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and ACHARYA, supra note 16, at 259.
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to diffuse norms and understandings; and they can help shape political choices in their home
states regarding regional community through networking, collaboration, and involvement in
their domestic politics.1767 Nevertheless, this type of involvement is not fully independent. In
most cases, think tanks involved are linked to their national governments and rely on
governments to fund their academic activities. Harris observed that the Track II process
depends on “consent, endorsement and commitment, often including financial commitment of
governments.”1768 The meetings also include participation from governmental officials,
academics, and other non-official actors.1769 Wanadi noted that although the Track II
networking is a non-governmental academic activity where governmental officials also
participate in private capacity allowing governments to test new ideas without making a binding
commitment, in actual practice, most government officials have to act on national interest and
concerns.1770 Thus, their roles remain constrained.
The second type of civil participation is by non-official regionalism, which mainly
consists of regional or transnational non-governmental organizations (NGOs)1771 and national
civil society groups in specific areas such as environmental and human rights protection.1772
For example, the Asian Forum for Human Rights and Development (Forum-Asia)1773 head
office in Thailand supports the movement for human rights and democracy. Forum Asia is the
most prominent NGO working on monitoring and reporting human rights violations, providing
human rights educational activities, and managing fact-finding missions and trial
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Diane Stone, Networks, Second Track Diplomacy and Regional Cooperation : The Role of Southeast Asian
Think Tanks, paper presented to the 38th annual International Studies Association Convention, Toronto, Canada,
22-26 March 1997, 3.
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(1994).
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Anthony Bergin eds., 1996).
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observation.1774 In the environmental sector, there are several key non-official actors such as
Towards Ecological Recovery and Regional Alliance (TERRA) based in Thailand is for
environmental protection in Thailand, Laos, Cambodia, and Myanmar;1775 The Access
Initiative (TAI)1776 network encompasses civil society groups around the world working to
promote environmental democracy; and Thailand Environment Institution (TEI)1777 is part of
TAI network bases in Thailand focusing on environment and sustainable development issues.
Greenpeace Southeast Asia is one of the NGOs having vigorous roles influencing
environmental protection in the region during the past 20 years. 1778 For instance, in 2002,
Greenpeace, together with local communities, put up a social movement against a coal-fired
power plant in Ban Krut and Bo Nok, Thailand.1779 Their efforts paid off since the Thai
government had to abort its construction plan. The same year, it supported the local
communities opposing coal projects in Pulupandan, Philippines.1780 In 2008, it lobbied and
urged the Philippines to enact the Renewable Energy Bill to accelerate the development of
renewable energy sources.1781 In 2011, after raising a dynamic campaign on forest fire and palm
oil production, Greenpeace, along with other Indonesian NGOs, put much pressure on the
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Indonesian government to announcing a moratorium to prohibit the conversion of forest and
peatlands for palm oil and logging concessions.1782 In 2016, it launched a petition in Malaysia
demanding corporate accountability from Industrial Oxygen Inc (IOI) for its relations to forest
destruction in Indonesia and transboundary haze.1783 In 2017, it also installed an art piece
resembling a dead whale choking out plastic debris on a local beach in the Philippines. This
went viral and provoked regional and global attention on the impacts of plastics on the marine
ecosystem.1784 In 2018, through a series of investigations and petitions, Greenpeace urged a
massive palm-oil producer, Wilmar International, to pay extensive attention to palm oil
production and process methods.1785 Wilmar pledged to clean up their supply chains by
monitoring all of its suppliers and stop buying from producers who employ unsustainable
cultivating methods and destroy the forest.1786
The rise of NGOs in ASEAN corresponds with the global normative shift in the late
1990s. Due to the global normative shift towards democracy and internalization of liberal
values in certain member states, it opened more space for political participation by civil society,
mainly in Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, and the Philippines.1787 This relates with the proposal
of flexible engagement aiming to move ASEAN from state-society relations to more people-
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centered relations and promote more civil society participation.1788 The emergence of these
NGOs already has significant implications for regional identity as it enlarges and echoes the
demand for human rights and environmental protection in Southeast Asia.1789 They disprove
the member states’ view that human rights protection is a western imposition on ASEAN
affairs.1790 For instance, regional NGOs noted that ASEAN leaders and foreign ministers often
criticize western trade policy that links trade with human rights issues such as labor standards
and environmental protection as trade protectionism tools. In contrast, they stressed that
“ASEAN governments should be primarily held responsible for continued violations of
workers’ rights, the undermining of labor standards and degradation of the environment in their
respective countries.”1791
Officials, semi-official and non-official actors should be able to mutually participate in
ASEAN regionalism—finding optimal solutions for the problems and policymaking. The civil
society inputs should be taken into considerations. The mutual accommodation between
officials and semi-official actors can already be seen on several occasions. For instance,
ASEAN People Assembly (APA) held the first meeting in 2000 in Indonesia, bringing together
governmental officials, Track II think tanks, and NGOs.1792 Furthermore, Solidarity for Asian
People’s Advocacy (SAPA), inaugurated in Bangkok 2006, has a working group on ASEAN
and participate in the consultations over the drafting of the ASEAN Charter organized by the
Eminent Persons’ Group.1793 SAPA organized the ASEAN Civil Society Conference (ACSC),
1788
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having essential attention to the ASEAN Intergovernmental Commission of Human
Rights 2009 (AICHR).1794 SAPA claimed the credit for ensuring that the Term of Reference for
AICHR contains a provision regarding human rights protection and not only human rights
promotion.1795
The gravity of environmental degradation, particularly in the field of trade-related
problems, in the region, cannot be solved only by the state’s authority or by inputs of officials
and semi-official actors whose decisions are constrained by national economic interests. Due
to its conformity with the state’s authority and sovereignty, the contribution of officials and
semi-official actors would be modest at best.1796 Unlike the semi-official actors, the role of nonofficial actors in shaping ASEAN normative standards, especially in the field of environment,
is of great magnitude as it can challenge member states’ sovereignty and go beyond national
constraints.1797 As trade and environmental regimes in ASEAN, which are mutually dependent
and equally important to sustainable development, have been evolved in a separate path with
less consideration on relationship towards each other, they should be coordinated through an
improvement of mutual understanding and institutional cooperation. The non-official actors
such as environmental NGOs and other civil society groups should take prominent roles in
addressing the issues and providing essential inputs—scientific facts, opinions of local
communities, or expert advice.

3.3

Forming the fourth ASEAN pillar, “Sustainable Economic-Environmental
development,” or an environmental working committee within economic
and security pillars.
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Although ASEAN recognized that economy and environment are mutually dependent,
the environment takes a back seat in actual practice, and the regional cooperation in linking
trade and environment is lacking. Therefore, to have an effective environmental integration and
cooperation, ASEAN needs a structural redesign.1798 ASEAN should construct a particular
organ or a fourth pillar to address the internal and international environment-trade issues and
sustainable development. This can be done by setting up an environment-economic pillar or
setting an environmental working committee within the economic and security community.
As discussed earlier, ASEAN recognized that environment and economy are mutually
dependent and commits to pursue sustainable economic development according to ASEAN
Economic Community Blueprint 2025.1799 In 2009 during the launch of Green ASEAN, the
visions and political declarations for stronger environmental considerations in trade and
investment deliberations to achieve the green economy was addressed by Surin Pitsuwan, the
former Secretary-General of ASEAN.1800
Yet, Koh Kheng-Lian and Md. Saiful Karim observed that “despite ASEAN acceptance
of the environment as an issue in response to global environmental awareness, ASEAN states
took a cautious approach in considering their national policies towards rapid growth and
development and they responded to the global environmental protection movement with some
reservations.”1801 Despite the initiatives, the environment takes the back seat in reality—for
example, in most ASEAN Free Trade Agreements contain no environmental provisions.1802
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Particularly the ACFTA, the trade for natural resource-based products between ASEAN and
China increases, causing concerns over pollution and depletion of resources.1803
All transboundary environmental problems that occurred from the expansion of
economic activities and growing trade volume are security issues requiring regional cooperation
as they are not truly internal affairs. The cooperation needs three dimensions: environment
protection, regional security, and economic development. The environment consideration
should be integrated into all areas of engagement. For instance, in response to the transboundary
haze problem,1804 ASEAN decided that this issue jeopardizes regional security affecting health
conditions and the environment; thus, it forms part of the Non-Traditional Security (NTS) issue
under the first pillar of the ASEAN Political-Security Community (APSC).1805 This is believed
to be a silver lining to help realignment the ASEAN Way because it requires enhancing
cooperation.1806 However, other transboundary environmental problems such as marine plastic
pollution and climate crisis should also receive urgent treatment as they threaten regional
security.
Apart from listing these environmental problems as NTS falling within the scope of
APSC, the whole environmental governance should be redesigned. ASEAN environmental
governance functions by specific committees on topics rather than the institutional design and
structure affecting the outcome of environmental cooperation.1807 Many environmentalists see
that environmental issues deserve special attention.1808 The ASEAN Civil Society Organization
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(CSO) proposed creating the fourth pillar on the environment instead of having it under the
socio-cultural pillar.1809
In a separate environment pillar or environmental working group within the economic
pillar, three tasks need to be developed to secure the environmental integration: strengthening
science-policy connection,1810 incorporating environmental provisions in ASEAN trade
agreements; and creating a mechanism to address environmental problems at its root cause.
First, strengthening the connection between environmental science and ASEAN tradeenvironment cooperation ensures the compatibility between environmental protection and
economic activities. Environmental science and policy linkage should be fortified throughout
the policy cycle—defining the issue, constructing alternatives, designing policy, decisionmaking, implementation, and evaluation.1811 Across this cycle, different science-based
activities can be performed catalyzing the evolution of environment-economic policy.1812 When
defining the problem and designing the policy, scientific inputs by scientists, researchers,
lawyers, and other stakeholders can collaborate to address the problems and identify specific
data gaps.1813 Civil society and environmental NGOs should be able to participate in this
process. During the decision-making process, the opinion editorials (co-eds), a written
commentary document identifying issues and solutions, can be published to the media for
public attention and transparency.1814 ASEAN economic and environmental policy should no
longer be negotiated and decided in a closed-door diplomatic style. During the implementation
phase, similar to co-eds, open letters can be made by environmental and economic experts to
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criticize particular projects putting pressure on evaluation.1815 Finally, the effectiveness of
environmental agreements should be examined, and retrospective analyses should be revealed
if there are problems.1816 The role of environmental science aiming for long-term development
for environmental protection would compensate the nature of policymakers who tend to
determine what is best for national interest in the short-term period.1817
Second, environmental provisions should be integrated into ASEAN trade agreements.
ASEAN common tradition is to avoid confrontational discussions on sensitive issues.1818 The
environmental problem caused by trade is one of the inconvenient issues. While member states
stand their grounds on respecting national borders and internal affairs, environmental problems
have no border—they spread and affect the ecosystems throughout the region and the world.
“Grow now, clean later” have caused many environmental problems in member states that
proved to be transboundary; as a result, they become regional and global problems.1819 Thus, in
trade negotiations, ASEAN has to discuss environmental issues and potential environmental
risks caused by trade and economic cooperation.
Third, ASEAN has to incorporate a mechanism to solve the underlying economic cause
of environmental problems. Regional environmental agreements serve as guidance having no
binding effect unless the member states develop collaborative practice according to the
agreement with the sense of obligation and adopt the principles into their domestic laws.1820
The implementation depends solely on the consensus of the member states through its political
cooperation rather than legal execution. The result is the ineffectiveness and lack of
enforcement. When having a legally binding agreement with sanctions is not a feasible option,
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ASEAN should create an alternative mechanism to address the problem at its root causes. For
the environmental problems discussed earlier in chapter III, the underlying cause of the
environmental problem is the economic incentives leading to unsustainable production and
process methods. For instance, ASEAN Agreement on Transboundary Haze Pollution
recognizes the economic incentives as the cause of the haze problem, but it did not provide an
effective mechanism to eliminate such causes.1821
Most of the trade-related environmental problems in the region are caused by
unsustainable production and process methods. The solution is inducing innovation of
technology for sustainable production.1822 Not all member states have the financial capacity to
achieve such technological advancement. Thus, ASEAN can develop a funding program to
induce eco-innovation for green trade and economic development. For instance, ASEAN and
Asian Development Bank established the ASEAN Infrastructure Fund (AIF) in 2011 to finance
infrastructure development in the region.1823 Similar funding programs can be established to
provide incentives and opportunities for member states to strengthen sustainable practices.
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Three factors drive technological change: the supply side: technological capabilities,1824
the demand side: market and consumer preferences,1825 and the institutional and political side:
environmental policy and fiscal systems.1826 Apart from the market pull, governments play an
indispensable role in providing incentives and assistance, thereby unlocking the financial
barrier for the technological innovation.
With the financial support from the ASEAN fund, the governments of member states
can provide funding for research and development (R&D), granting green public procurement
and providing investment leverage. For instance, the government can fund several projects of
R&D for eco-innovation and provide open data for all private sectors to utilize. It would help
break the supply impasse since not all companies have sufficient funds to conduct such
research. As government sectors are major consumers, they can use their purchase power to
stimulate mass demand for sustainable production and consumption.1827 Environmental tax
schemes can also be an efficient tool to create incentives for green investment and innovation.
Taxing pollution-intensive or emission-intensive products and giving tax exemptions for
sustainable investments can considerably shift production and consumption patterns in member
states.
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CONCLUSION
For its interest, integrating environmental norms into the trading system is an inevitable
development path for ASEAN. Amid the regional and global environmental crisis, the
international community moves towards environmental integration for long-term sustainable
development; thus, ASEAN has to embrace the global approach and become a proactive player
in the market. However, the authoritarian capitalism in member states’ regimes is a significant
hurdle for ASEAN environmental integration for three reasons. First, the regime prioritizes
economic growth over environmental protection, and since ASEAN is a state-led regionalism,
the environmental integration is not foreseeable. Second, human rights protection is lacking,
particularly the right to participation and environment. Third, the regime intensifies the strict
application of the ASEAN Way or the non-intervention rule, obstructing any engagement for
solving transboundary environmental problems or participation for environmental integration.
Assimilating democratic values in ASEAN is a first step for the environmental norms
integration as it loosens up the application of the non-intervention rule, allowing more
meaningful commitments in addressing environmental conflicts. ASEAN needs a structural
redesign to replace a state-centric with people-centric regionalism. It should create a separation
of power with democratically elected representatives, enhance civil society participation in
policy-making, and strengthen economic and environmental linkage by establishing a distinct
environmental organ. This organ can facilitate environmental norms integration by working on
three tasks: using environmental science to ensure that economic cooperation is compatible
with environmental protection; incorporating effective environmental provisions in trade
agreements; establishing a mechanism to address the economic incentives, which is the
underlying cause of environmental problems. Since having sanctions for non-compliance is not
an available option for ASEAN, the focus should be on providing monetary funds for member
states to attain technological capacity for sustainable production.
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CONCLUSION
The dissertation aims to discuss the integration of environmental protection in the
ASEAN trading system within the limitation of the global trading system and environmental
governance. Due to its economic expansion and environmental degradation, the Southeast Asia
region serves as an exhibit of the crossroads between economic development and environmental
protection. ASEAN is a regional platform that should potentially influence the environmental
integration in member states' development goal.
As the discussion shows, the development approach of ASEAN member states
prioritizes rapid economic growth over environmental protection with the expectation that it
can grow now and clean up later. Due to economic growth expectations, the member states lack
the political will to impose a more stringent environmental regulation on economic activities.
In particular, regulating sustainable production and process methods can increase production
costs and lower the competitive advantages in trade. In the end, this approach leads to
environmental degradation, larger inequality gaps, and long-term economic loss. The
environmental problems caused by unsustainable production and process methods in one
member state to maximize advantages in trade competition are transboundary; thus, they
become regional and global issues. Regional environmental agreements to address such
problems are weak and ineffective due to the lack of enforcement and non-compliance caused
by the ASEAN Way or the non-intervention rule. ASEAN did not provide an effective
mechanism to address environmental problems at the root cause, which is the underlying
economic interest.
The international community recognizes that sustainable production methods are one of
the keys to sustainable development goals. Within the constraint of their internal politics and
geopolitical interests, major trading partners of ASEAN, the EU, and the US, have
progressively integrated environmental protection into their external trading policies. They
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employed a unilateral application of environmental trade measures and an environmental
provision in trade agreements to ensure a certain degree of environmental protection in trade.
The environmental trade measure, particularly the PPMs measure, aims to induce sustainable
production in ASEAN member states as exporting countries. The EU and the US use their large
market access as leverage for environmental compliance. Despite its extraterritorial effect and
potential violation of trade rules, WTO leaves sufficient room for the PPMs measure to be
justified for environmental grounds. Thus, for its own interest, ASEAN should embrace
environmental integration in trade.
However, within ASEAN regionalism, significant barriers are obstructing such
integration. As many scholars already noted, ASEAN Way remains the stumbling block to
regional integration and meaningful engagement in environmental governance. ASEAN Way,
a norm used for shaping ASEAN construction, is a remnant from the post-decolonization period
when the state's sovereignty is the supreme condition. The norm is supposed to be interpreted
in an evolutive manner according to current regional concerns. Notably, the transboundary
nature of environmental problems requires regional engagement, and such engagement should
not be deemed as intervention.
The analysis in this dissertation also reveals a significant factor strengthening the strict
application of the ASEAN Way and obstructing the alteration of its interpretation. ASEAN is
a state-centric regionalism. ASEAN policy and implementation depend on the interests of
member states. The political regimes in member states affect how ASEAN evolves. At this
present time, it is the moment of democratic downfall and the rise of authoritarian power in
ASEAN member states. For regimes’ survival, the non-democratic regimes in member states
prioritize rapid economic growth over environmental protection and neglect human rights
protection, including the right to a healthy environment, civil liberties, and participation. The
lack of liberal values and political instability in member states intensifies the adherence to
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ASEAN Way as member states insist on their absolute sovereign rights in internal matters. This
prevents environmental integration in ASEAN. Since liberal norms—democracy and human
rights—are connected to environmental integration, assimilating such norms into member
states’ political regimes may loosen up the ASEAN Way/non-intervention rule application.
Nevertheless, the internal governance of member states is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
For ASEAN environmental integration, it cannot depend on a state-led approach since
member states’ interests do not support the integration. The dissertation proposes that ASEAN
has to embrace a people-centered approach and commit to a structural redesign to allow
ASEAN representatives to be democratically elected and enhance participation from non-state
actors, precisely the civil society and environmental groups, to ensure that the ASEAN policymaking process takes into account environmental consideration and reflects the interest of
ASEAN people, not the states. Above all, ASEAN should create a particular environmental
organ focusing its work on ensuring compatibility between environmental protection and
economic development. Its functions should include strengthening environmental science in
ASEAN policy, incorporating environmental protection clauses in trade agreements and
negotiation, and creating a mechanism to address the underlying economic incentives of
regional environmental problems.
This dissertation addresses the reasons for, the barriers to, and the possibilities for
environmental integration in ASEAN. In the face of transboundary environmental problems,
the issues of state sovereignty and non-intervention principle due to internal political
governance of member states remain to be solved. Integrating environmental protection in
economic development and trade is an inevitable path for sustainable development; however,
the actual implementation is complex and requires further studies in a global context.
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